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THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF NATURAL AND MAGNETICALLY-INDUCED 

OPTICAL ACTIVITY 

David E. Downie 

Laboratory of Chemical Bi odynami cs 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley 

March 1970 

ABSTRACT 

The most fundamental basis of optical activity is the differ-

enti alresponse of a molecul ar system to the probes of left- and 

right"circularly polarized light. Necessary to such a differential 

response is the presence of an asymmetry in the sys tern. For natural 

optical activ·ity this asymmetry is inherent in the molecule, for 

magnetically-induced optical activity it must be supplied by an ex

ternal magnetic field. 

In the fi rs t part of thi s di ssertati on the general theory of 

natural and magnetically-induced optical activity is developed from 

fundamental assumptions. All pertinent mathematics are included, 

yet there is an attempt, throughout the derivations, to retain con

tact with the physiCS of the phenomena. Also, a consistent notation 

and formalism is maintained, and, in the second part of the disser

tation,. this provides a sound foundation for developing extensions 

of the general theory. Here, for vibrating and substituted chromo

phores, are determined the vibrational and substitutional symmetry 

Iii 
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patterns that enhance and allow the various electronic transitions of 

natural and magnetically-induced optical activity. 

The value of this investigation lies in the deeper understanding 

obtained for optical activity, in particular the magnetically-induced 

type. Specific results of interest are the various symmetry patterns 

and rules developed for substituted and vibrating chromophores. The 

most important result is the conclusion that magnetically-induced 

optical activity is quite different from natural optical activity in 

the type of information it provides. Specifically, magnetically-

i nducedopti cal acti vi ty measures quanti ti es perti nent to the el ec

tronic structure of molecules while natural optical activity reveals 

subtleties regarding molecular stereochemistry. This dichotomy of 

natural and magnetically-induced optical activity is emphasized 

throughout the dissertation. 

In conclusion, the attempt has been to provide a theoretical 

.textbook of optical activity, one that would prove valuable to neo

phyte and expert alike. It is hoped that itwill be helpful in 

stimulating investigation into new application of natural and 

magnetically-induced optical activity. 



Chapter 1 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Theoretical derivations for optical activity, especially the 

magnetically-induced type, tend to be at be~t a complex exercise in quantum 

mechanics and at worst a confusing morass of mathematical notation. It 

is the object of this dissertation to present a clear physical picture of 

optical activity, to expand and extend the present theories, and to map 

out a framework into which future theories can fit. As necessary preliminary 

steps, in this introduction we briefly describe the physical nature of 

polar~zed light and of optically active media, the various measures and 

uses of optical activ1ty,and the status of current theories. This 

hopefully will set the stage for the quantum mechanical derivations to 

follow. 

A. Polarization and Doubly-Refracting Media 

Electromagnetic radiation, of which light is an example, can be 

described completely in terms of its measurable quantities -- i.e. 

wavelength, intensity, phase, and polarization. These characteristics 

can be used as probes to help determine the nature of atomic and molecular 

systems. In this dissertation we deal with the measurement of optical 

activity by the probe of polarization. In order to understand this use 

of polarized light, it is first necessary to describe briefly the various 

types of polarization. 

A plane electromagnetic wave in free space is a transverse 

wave, the directions of vibration of its electric and magnetic fields 

being mutually perpendicular and perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation. The electric field is designated by the electric field intensity 
...A ~ 

vector E, the magnetic field by the magnetic field intensity vector H, and 
J ~ 
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the flux density of field energy by the Poynting vector S. In free space 
........ -"' 

the direction of S is in the direction of propagation and lSI is proportional 

"" to the vector cross-product t . x H'. These vectors and their relation to k, 

the unit propagation vector, are shown in Figure 1. The polarization of an 

electromagnetic wave is characterized by the motion of the end point of the 

electric vector~ The general polarization case is that in which the motion 

describes an ellipse with unequal principal axes, and there is a direction 

of rotation -- i.e. a handedness of polarization. There are two limiting 

cases which are important. Linear polarization is one of these and is 

characterized by a preferred axis but no handedness; the other is circular 

polarization, character1zed by a handedness but no preferred axis. These 
. . 

two cases are the polarization types used as probes to measure optical 

activity. 

In free space, a plane wave of specified polarization type will 

propagate with no variation of this polarization (Footnote 1),' with no . 
8 .' . 

diminution of amplitude, and at a speed c = 3 x 10 meters/sec .. Upon 

entering and traversing various media, this wave can undergo changes in any 

or all of the above characteristics. We shall consider here only homogeneous, 

(somewhat) transparent media. The complexities of non-homogeneous 

media are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

All homogeneous transparent media can be divided into two classes; 

singly-refracting and doubly-refracting. Singly-refracting media are 

isotropic and optically inactive. These media have a refractive index, 

and thus a velocity of propagation, which is independent of the direction 

of propagation and the type of polarization of the incident wave. All 

experiments with doubly-refracting media are interpretable on the 

assumption that the propagation of plane monochromatic waves can be 

sustained in any direction, but for each wave, specified by a wavelength 
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FIGURE 1. Propagation of electromagnetic wave in free space. 
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and a direction of propagation, there are two special polarizations, with 

which there are associated specific refractive indices. These polarizations 

are analogous to eigenfunctions, the refractive indices to eigenvalues, and 

both result from the solution of Maxwell's equations for the doubly

refracting medium. Thus we term them the eigen-polarizations and the 

eigen-indic~s. We note that singly-refracting media can be ·considered as 

doubly-refracting media where the eigen-indices are identical and 

independent of direction of propagation. 

We may further classify homogeneous transparent media as optically 

inactive and opti~aljy active media. An optically inactive medium is 

one in which, for any given direction of propagation, the eigen-polarizations 

are linear, ar~ mutually perpendicular, and are perpen~icular to the 

direction of propagation. If the optically inactive medium is doubly

refracting, it is of necessity anisotropic, and the two eigen-indices 

differ from one another and depend upon the direction of propagation. An 

optically active medium is by definition doubly-refracting, and is one in 

which the two eigen-polarizations are not linear for all directions of 

propagation. These media can be either isotropic or anisotropic. We 

shall be concerned with the lsotropic, optically active medium, in which 

the difference of eigen-indices is independent of direction and the two 

eigen-polarizations are always circular and of opposite handedness. This 

is the situation encountered when dealing with the natural and magnetically

induced optical activity of chemical and biochemical solutions. 

B. Types of Optical Activity: Origins and Uses 

Optical activity can be measured with either the probe of linear 

polarized light or with the probes of left- and right- circularly polarized 

light. When an optically active medium is traversed by a linear polarized 

light wave in the spectral region in which an optically active chromophore 
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absorbs, two things occur. The plane of polarization is rotated (optical 

rotation) and the resultant light becomes elliptically polarized (optical 

ellipticity). The rotation is defined as the angle of rotation of the plane 

of polarization while the ellipticity is defined as the angle whose tangent 

is the ratio of the minor axis of the ellipse to the major axis of the ellipse. 

When the same optically active medium is traversed by left- and right

circularly polarized light in the same spectral region, one observes both a 

difference in speed {circular birefringence} and a difference in absorption 

(circular dichroism) for the left and right components. Both circular 

birefringence and optical rotation are defined by the difference in the 

indices of refraction for left- and right- circularly polarized light while 

both circular dichroism and optical ellipticity are defined by the difference 

in the absorption coefficients for the left and right components. All four 

of these measurements -- optical rotatory dispersion, optical ellipticity, 

circular birefringence, and circular dichroism -- give identical infonnation, 

the differences being in their probe of polarization ahd .. the'ir. definitio.n. In 

Table I, we present the four measures according to these criteria. Rationale 

for choosing one particular method of measurement of optical activity over 

any of the others is detennined by convenience of measurement and/or of data 

interpretation. The rationale is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

In the case of natural optical activity, one conventionally 

measures either circular dichroism {CD} or optical rotatory dispersion (ORO), 

where ORO is the variation with wavelength of the optical rotation. These 

are to be preferred over the corresponding circular birefringence and 

optical ellipticity because of ease of experimental measurement. In the 

case of magnetically-induced optical activity, the same reason dictates that 

the conventional measurements are magnetic circular dichroism (MCO) and magnetic 

optical rotatory dispersion (MORO), commonly known as the Faraday Effect. 
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TABLE I 

Measures of Optical Activity. 

Probe" Linearly Right- and Left-
Polarized Circularly 
Light Polarized 

Defi nition Light 

Difference in 
indices of 
refraction for Optical Circular Birefringence 

.left- and right- Rotation 
circularly polarized 
light 

nl.. - n R 

Difference in 
absorption 
coefficient for left- Optical Circular 
and right- circularly Ellipticity Dichroism 
polarized light 

)-(l - XR 
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In choosing between CO and ORO, MCO and MORO, the ease of data 

interpretation favors CD and MCO. Inspection of Figure 2 readily confirms 

this. Here I have sketched possible curves for CD and ORO of a chromophoric 

transition in an asymmetric environment at a wavelength Xo. Note that 

there is only one peak for CD compared to two for ORO. Also, the CD curve 

rapidly falls to zero while the ORO curve exhibits "tails" which falloff 

slowly. While these tails can sometimes be useful for investigation of 
" . 

transitions in wavelength regions not directly available for instrumental 

measurement, in general, they do no more than add an annoying background to 

other transitions. Thus, a less cluttered spectrum and lack of background 

make CD (and also MCD, for which identical arguments can be advanced) the 

preferable measurement from an interpretive point of view. 

Before leaving Fi~ure 2, we should note the similarity of shapes 

of the ORD curve to the dispersion of the index of refraction and of the 

CD curve to that of the absorption coefficient. This similarity is, of 

course, not surprising when one considers that circular birefringence 

(and thus ORO) depends on an index of refraction difference and circular 

dichroism (CD) on an absorption coefficient difference. 

As will become increasingly evident throughout the remainder of 

this thesiS, optical activity requires the presence of an asymmetry. This 

can exist as an inherent characteristic of the molecular system being 

investigated, as in asymmetric molecules which have natural optical activity, 

or it can be externally introduced, as by a magnetic field in the measurement 

of magnetically-induced optical activity. The detailed role of these asymmetries 

and the descriptions of the physical origins of natural and magnetically-induced 

optical activity will be examined in detail in the more complete derivations 

which follow this introduction. For the moment, we note that optical activity 

arises from the generation, by the optically active system, of small electric 

field components perpendicular to the applied electric field of the incident 



FIGURE 2. 

8 

Circular Dichroism (CD) and Optical Rotatory Dispersion (ORO) 

of a chromophoric transition at ~O. 
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light, and small magnetic field components perpendicular to the applied 

magnetic field of the incident light. For example, optical rotation is 

an obvious illustration of this effect as the introduction of these small 

(perpendicular) components result in a small net rotation of the fields of 

linearly polarized light as this light traverses an optically active medium. 

Natural optical activity is characterized by the introduction of 

special components into the electronic and magnetic polarization and thus 

into the electric and magnetic induced fields. These new, small components 

of the electronic polarization are proportional to, and parallel to, the 

incident magnetic field and thus are perpendicular to the incident electric 

field. Conversely, the new, small components of the magnetic polarizai:icpn 
. -

are proportional to, and parallel to, the electric field and thus are 

perpendicular to the magnetic field. The constants of proportionality can 

be termed cross-field polarizabilities. As is shown in Chapter 2, these 

constants and the associated optical activity result from the variation of 

the amplitudes of the incident fields over the dimensions of the molecule. 

This phenomenon is justifiably ignored when considering simple absorption, 

a measure dependent on the more familiar electronic polarization. It is, 

therefore, reasonable that variations in the qeometrical structuring of the 

molecule would have a greater effect on natural optical activity than on 

absorption. This is borne out by the primary uses of natural optical activity, 

which have been to determine stereochemical relations of asymmetric molecules (2). 

Magnetically-induced optical activity results from the perturbation 

of the electronic polarizability by an external magnetic field. In the absence 

of this perturbation, this polarizability is simply a constant giving 

components of the electronic polarization proportional and parallel to the 

electric field of the incident light. When the external magnetic field is 

introduced, terms appear in thi s pol ari iabil i ty whdch result in small 

components of the electric?polarization still proportional to, but now 
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perpendicular to, the incident electric field. In the derivation of 

magnetically-induced optical activity, the amplitudes of the incident fields 

are considered constant over the molecular dimensions. Thus there is not the 

intimate relation with variations in geometrical structuring that one finds 

with natural optical activity. In fact, it will be seen that it is not 

molecular asymmetry that is important for magneticallY-lnduced optical 

activity, but rather molecular sYl11netry. In order to understand this, we must 

anticipate the results of the theoretical derivations and present the 

quantum-mechani ca 1 equati ons for magneti ca lly-i nduced opti ca 1 activity. 

Optical activity is of necessity associated with a chromoohoric 

transition. For a transition from a ground state ct to an excited state b the 

natural and magnetically-induced partial molecular rotation (ORO and MORO) are 

given by [<P4.b(W)] and [<PD.~(W~M' the natural and magnetically-induced oartia1 

molecular ellipticity (and therefore the CD and MCD) by [So.lo(W)] and [eClb(Wil M • 

[¢abCw)] and [¢>t:lb(w~M are expressed in degrees of rotati on per unit path 1 ength 

per molar concentration of optically active substance. [S4.b(Wil and [eo.~(w)]M 

are expressed in degrees ellipticity per unit path length per molar concentration 

of optically active substance. The quantum mechanical equations for optical 

activity are listed below. (Footnotes 2, 3). 

[ ] 
4aN r 

<Pld.(W) = - ~ C T-z.(W, uJ~) Ro.b 

[911b (w) J = -~ .f "r (w )wPo.) Ra.b 
~c 

[ ] Z4NH'[ . . ..L ] <t>~(w)M= - 1ic f,(w'~4.)AG.b +f1(w,wl,a.) BlAb + kTfl.(w)Wbo.)Co.b 

[eo-\. (w) JM:: - ~~H'[t3(W)WbrJAo.b +t4 (WpJbo.) Ba.b + k~ +,4 (WIWbJ CO-b] 
The expression for the absorption coefficient is: 

[ko.'o (W)] :: - \<acN f4 (c..u>w"'o.) Da.b 

HI is the magnetic field strength, h is Planckls constant, c the 

speed of light, N is Avogadrols number. The transition frequency GUb~ is 

related to the transition energy by the fonnula Ebo.= ~~ WbC\. = {; UJbQ,.. 
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The line shape functions t.(w\Wbo.) ) tz(W,Wbo.)) +3 (W1Wbo) and .f4(W)Wb~) 

are shown in Figure 3 and are given by the expressions: 

2Wb~W1..[(W:Q.- w"?"- w'2.~: ] 
f,{W}Wbo..) = 1; [(w:;'_W')'Z.+W1~:]'Z. 

(w~ - w1y. + w':L rb :; 

4WbQ.W3(W~- w1 )r-.. 
n [( w~! - w .... )"l.+ w"l. (1: ] 'Z 

r (\ w3 
f"Z.A. 

T",- W,WbO/ :. 
.,.. (Wba. - w1.)'l... -+- w'" r.! 

UJ' is the frequency and ~~ is the bandwidth of the transition. 

RQ.b is the natura 1 rota tiona 1 strength; AQ.b ) BlAb 1 C ~b 

the magnetic rotational strengths; and 1)~b the oscillator strength. 

They are given by the expressions: 
~em . 

R.b = l ~ J/."{,,uba· mab} . 
Adb= Z~Q. ~ [mbb- ~~~\~Q.J. ~ [)1Clb X?bo..} /).,b 

.,' 1'"0'\<1."'" '~ ,~ . " 

B I -.:.:-- {~mdo.."> -=- "m bel ..... ~} 
0.'0 = ;r2 J", L 11w ,·.fA-o.b ~bd + L ~uJ • j1Q.b x ,).A-do.. 

0. 0-, b d~Cl ~o;. d~ b db 

C4b :: Z~ ~ mo.o.·~ [Ao.b X ?bo.} 
0. a,b 

DG\b= t-~ ~ {PbO-• j4b } 
(). M, ~ 

where dQ. is the degeneracy of the qround state Q) jAQ.b is a transition 

electric dipole moment between stiltes<1.and b , maba transition magnetic 

dipole moment between states 0.. and b) m~a permanent magnetic dipole moment 

of state 0.. , and the summation is over all transitions degenerate with a......,.b • 
...> - ..... - ...> ~ 

Similar definitions hold for the momentspbo.l,LtbJ"j-{dl\.)Y'Y'tclo.'t'YIbd,VYlIlb. The notations 

J,.",1 land 6tt{ ldenote the imaginary and real parts of the expression in the brackets. 

The existence or non-existence of natural and magnetically-induced optical 
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Line Shape Functions for Absorption, Natural and 

Magnetically-Induced Optical Activity. 
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activity and of absorption is detennined by whether or not the above 

rotational strengths and the oscillator strengths are zero or non-zero. It 

will be seen in the later derivations that symmetry arguments playa 

predominant role in these detenninations. 

Inspection of the quantum mechanical equations for the magnetically

induced optical activity \'/i11 make clear the role played by molecular 

symmetry. There are three types of tenns for magneti ca l1y-i nduced opti ca 1 

activity. In a shorthand notation, they are: the "N' tenns, the "B" terms, 

and the "G" terms. These correspond to the expressions involving the 

magneti c rotati ona 1 strengths Ao.h, BIU1 , and Cab. Of the three, the 

II A" and "C" tenllS involve pennanent magnetic moments. For a molecular state 

to have a permanent magnetic moment, it must be degenerate. Possession of 

degene~ate stat~s, in turri, requires the molecule to have a 3-fold or higher 

axis of symmetry. Thus unless the molecule of interest exhibits at least a 

minimum degree of symmetry, there will be no "A" or "Gil terms. This 

requi'rement does not apply to the "B" term which can occur for all molecules. 

The "B" terms result from the final state of the transition being "Mixed" 

with other molecular states by the perturbation of the external magnetic 

field. There are no pennanent magnetic moments involved, and therefore, 

no degeneracy is required. 

The "A" terms result from Zeeman splitting of the degenerate 

ground and/or excited states. The "C" tenns result from the Boltzman 

population distribution over the sublevels of the Zeeman-split degenerate 

ground state and hence are temperature dependent. The liB" terms, as 

mentioned above, arise from mixing of states by the external magnetic 

field. All magnetically-induced optical activity terms are linear functions 

of the external magnetic field. 

In Table II are listed the uses to which CD (and/or ORD) and MCD 
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TABLE II 

Applications of CD and ORD 

1. Study of relative and absolute configurations of asyrrmetric molecules (2). 

2. Study of magnetically allowed transitions (such as n-1T*) and 

estimation of magnetic moments (3). 

3. Determination of relative orientations of interacting transition 

dipoles and dimer configurations (4). 

4. Determination of polarization directions of transitions responsible 

for strong absorption bands (5). 

App 1 i cati ons of r>1CD and MORD( Footnote 4) 

1. Determination of degeneracy in either ground or excited states (8, 9). 

2. Resolution of overlapping absorption bands (10). 

3. Assignment of symmetries of excited states of allowed transitions (8, 11) 

4. Assignment of symmetries of vibrational part of excited vibronic state 

of electronically forbidden transition (13). 

5. Determinations of relative polarizations of transitions (4, 14). 

6. Determination of magnetic moments ~ permanent moments for ground and 

excited states and transition moments (15, 16, 17, 18). 

7. Determination of influence of substitutions on chromophores (7, 19). 
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(and/or MORD) have been put. This table does not pretend to be exhaustive -

especially for CD - but most of the major applications are listed. The CD 

applications have been extensively discussed elsewhere (see Table II for 

references), and no further elaboration is necessary here. However, a few words 

about the MCD applications would be useful: Determination of degeneracy and. 

resolution of overlapping absorption bands can be made. The former depends on 

the recognition of the presence of IIAII and/or "C II terms. The "A" terms can be 

recogni zed by thei r 1 i ne shape functi on \,/hi ch differs from those of the "B" and 

"C" terms. (See Figure 3). The "C II terms can be identified via their temperature 

dependence. Band resolution depends on the possibility that the MCD of adjacent 

bands will be of opposite sign. This is in contrast to the absorption which is 

the same sign (positive) for all bands. Assignment of synunetries and determination 

of relative polarization rely on the determination of relative magnitudes and 

signs of the "All, "B", and IIC II terms. Simple group theory arguments playa 

prominent role in both of these applications. Determination of magnetic moments 

and of the influence of substituants can be obtained from calculation of the 

ratios A~D ., B .. b/ and Co..b/ • Finally, the influence of substituents on 
0.1> /Dtib /Do..b 

chromophores can be examined via the variation of Ao.'b' Bllb , and Cl.\b with said 

substit~tton. 'Detailed discussion of these applications, their theoretical and 

experimental basis, and their limitations can be found in Schatz and 

McCaffery (6a) and in the references listed in Table II. 

C. Quantum Mechanical .Theories of Optical Activity 

Many attempts have been made by various researchers (see Table III for 

references) to develop satisfactory quantum mechanical theories of natural and 

magnetically-induced optical activity, with work on the former being the most 

common. However, much is left to be desired in both areas. A satisfactory theory 

of optical activity should explain not only natural and magnetically-induced 

optical activity for a single, simple non-vibrating, unsubstituted 

chromophore, but also formia~basis for evaluation of vibronic interactions, 
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substitutional effects, and chromophore-chromonhore interactions. Some of 

these areas have been investigated to a greater or lesser degree. It is 

the purpose of this dissertation to expand some of the part'ially investigated 

topics, to examine some previously untreated areas. and in general. to 

present a more unified theory of natural and magnetically-induced optical 

activity than has been done previously. 

It is not the intent here to present a history of the theories 

of optical activity. This has been done in several places. In particular, 

Lowry (20) and the reviews of ~ason (2la, 2lb) deal with natural optical 

activity while Groenewege (22), Steohens (23) and the reviews of Schatz and 

McCaffery (6a) and of Buckingham and Stephens (6b) deal with magnetically-

induced optical activity. Rather we shall briefly discuss at what stage the 

theories of each tyoe of optical activity have evolved and where this dissertation 

will add to their completeness and/or improve their precision. 

In o~der to understand the connection between the various 

theoretical treatments of optical activity, one must understand the philosophy 

underlying perturbation theory (Footnote 5). Most oroblems that one 

encounters in physics and chemistry do not lend themselves to solutions 

in closed form. Because of this, a common practice is to aporoximate the 

complex problem with a simpler problem plus some small perturbations 

(deviations from the simpler problem). If the simpler case is not capable 

of being solved in closed form, then the orocedure is repeated until a 

problem that. is solvable is obtained. Thus one has a comnlex problem 

approximated by a solvable problem plus a series of small perturbations. 

This will lead to the expectation values of the observables of the 

complex system being expressed in terms of the expectation values of 

the observables of the simple system (which are assumed to be known). Almost 

all of the quantum mechanical theories of ontical activity rely on a 
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perturbation approach (Footnote 6). 

The mechanics of the perturbation theory approach are straight

forward. Let the following notation hold: 

}e - Hamiltonian of complex system 

1/1." - Eigenfunctions of ){ (wave functions of complex system) 

En- Eigenvalues of J{ (energies of Hamiltonian of complex system) 

~o _ Hamiltonian of simple (solvable) system 

W: - Eigenfunctions of )eo (known wavefunctions of solvable system) 

E~ - Eigenvalues of)t" (known energies of Hamiltonian of solvable 
system) 

J.e= )eo + 'ZJ{, 
Ie 

~~ - Perturbation Hamiltonian 

. It can be shown (27) that the eigenfunction of the complex system, ?jf., J 

can be expanded in the eigenfunctions of the simple system, ~: , with 

coefficients dependent on the perturbation Hamiltonians. 

11/ :::: ),,0 + ~ \" (7.j.li/;/;/"W",O)lJ/O 
'f/'" 'PI'! Co- L. EO _ E" 'YJ 

k ). :L '" 

We emphasize that the Jf; (more accurately the ratioCll1.Q.~j~~1JI~») 
mus t be small enough so that the seri es expans i on wi 11 converge. Otherwi se 

this expansion is not valid. The eigenfunctions of the complex system, 1Jf"" , 

are then substituted into the expressions for the expectation values for the 

observables of the complex system. "" Let an observable be denoted by 0, where 
... 
o is a scalar, vector, or tensor operator. Its expectation value in the 

complex system is given by: 
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where the int~gration is over all coordinate space. Upon substituting the 

expansions for ?J!~ , one obtains the expectation values of the observables 

'" of the complex system, 0"", in terms of the expectation values and transition 

probabilities of the observables of the simple system. This is done in 

detail in the later derivations. It should be noted that the above 

equations are for non-degenerate perturbation theory. The details of 

degenerate perturbation theory are also considered in the later derivations. 

The calculation of natural optical activity is generally divided 

into three distinct stages (28, 29). The optical activity is first related 

to the difference in the complex refractive indices of left- and right

circularly polarized light. These indices are then expressed in tenns of 

the induced electric and magnetic moments by 'solving Maxwell's equations, 

with the op~ically active media specified by the phenomenological 
....,) ~ 

equations for the induced fields 0 and B .. These moments are then quantum 

mechanically calculated, via time dependent perturbation theory, as the 

expectation values of the molecular electric and magnetic moments averaged 

over all orientations of the molecule. This three step approach has the 

advantage that the physical basis of· the optical activity is retained to a 

greater degree than in other methods of derivation, mainly because there is 

less tendency to get lost in the complex mathematics. 

In order to derive the equations for magnetically-induced optical 

activity, only one modification is involved. vJhen the induced moments are 

calculated, the expe~tation values of these observables are evaluated using 

wave functions which are ~igenfunctions of the Hamiltonian for what we shall 

term the magnetic syste. This magnetic system comprises both the molecular 

system and the external magnetic field. Its Hamiltonian consists of the 
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molecular Hamiltonian plus a perturbation Hamiltonian due to the interaction 

of the molecular magnetic moments with the magnetic field. Hhen the 

eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of the magnetic system are expanded, via 

time-independent perturbation theory, in terms of those of the molecular 

Hamiltonian, the equations for the expectation values of the induced moments 

take on a form which lead directly to equations for 'both natural and 

magnetically-induced optical activity. 

vIe must now consider how to evaluate the effects of vibronic 

structure, substituti on, and chromophore-chromophore i nteracti on for both 

types of optical activity. To do this, we must elaborate on the derivation 

of natural and magnetically-induced optical activity and further subdivide . '-

the system Hamiltonian. Let us write (Footnote 8): 

J.e = ~/+ }e~ + ){~ + }{~ 

){ - system Ham; ltoni an 

dt - molecular Hamiltonian for vibrating, substituted, interacting 
set of chromophores 

J<~ - time varying perturbation Hamiltonian of light wave leading 
to refractivity and absorption 

~ - time varying perturbation Hamiltonian of light wave leading to 
natural optical activity 

d{~ - magnetic perturbation Hamiltonian leading to magnetically
induced optical activity 

where: )t = )to + ~~ + X~ + ~~ 

~- molecular Hamiltonian for non~vibrattng, unsubstituted, 
non-interacting set of chromophores 

de;' -' chromophore-chromonhore interact; on perturbat i on Hami lton; an 

.Ie; - vibrational oerturbation Hamiltonian 

~ - substitutional perturbation Hamiltonian 

lJe first apply the time varying pertrubations X: and X:. 
Here the wave functions of the molecular system in the presence of light are 
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expanded in terms of the wave functions of the molecular system in the 

absence of 1 i ght, wi th coeffici ents bei ng functions of ~3 and x:. The 

next step in the general orocedure is to find the smallest remaining 

perturbation Hamiltonian and separate it out, thus leaving a "remainderll 

Hamiltonian. \·Je then expand the eiqenfunctions of the original Hamiltonian 

in terms of the eigenfunctions .of the IIremainderll Hamiltonian, with coefficients 

as functions of this smallest perturbation Hamiltonian. Of the four 

perturbation Hamiltonians, J{~, Jei, Je~ and Ie;, the.magnetic nerturbation 

)e~ is generally considered to be the smallest. Thus, the eigenfunctions of JQ.. 

are expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of X with the coefficients being 

functions of J.e; ,Je.: , and~~. These steos are the basis of the derivation 

of natural and magnetically-induced opti~al activity. The procedure is then 

to. Consider the next larger perturbation. Suppose it is Je~. The eigen

functions of Je are then expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of Xo+xi+-~; 

with the expans; on coeffi ci ents· bei ng functi ons of )t~. Thi s process is 

conti nued until all the perturbations are accounted forseCluenti ally, and we 

are at the stage ",here we are expandi ng in terms of the ei genfuncti ons of ){O, 

the solvable problem -- solvable in that we know,or assume we know, the 

eigenfuncti ons of J(0. The end result is that the eigenfuncti ons of ~ 

are expressed in terms of those of J{0, with exoansion coefficients determined 

by the various f')erturbations. These expanded eitenfunctions are used to 

calculate the expectation values of the induced moments, which in turn lead to 

the desired equations for optical activity upon application of the first 

two steps of the aforementioned three step approach. 

It should be noted that the sequential method of perturbation 

application is only valid if successive perturbations become larger and 

larger (in order of mathematical application). If two or more of these 

perturbations are of the same order of magnitude, a simultaneous aoproach 

is necessary for these particular perturbations. This can be the case 
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when deal i ng \,/ith d-ti,){ ~, and X ~ and the various possibilities 

will be considered in detail in the later theoretical sections. It is 

possible that there can be spectroscopically observable effects from one 
..... p1 1.11 "\01 of the three perturbations J1.:i: 'I"lv or d'\s being of the same order of 

LP:, magnitude as ~l~, However, in the interests of not overcomplicating 

the problem, we shall ignore this possibility. It is something that bears 

investigation in the future. 

We now consider the current status of the general theories of 

natural and magnetically-induced optical activity and their various 

extensions. These extensions include vibronic structuring, substitutional 

influences, chromophore-chromophore interactions (polymeric systems) and 

combinations of these. In Table III there is a synopsis of the various 

theoretical treatments -- general and extended -- including a descriptive 

name for the method, the important perturbations, and reference to the. 

authors of these works. If there has been little or no treatment, this 

is indicated by the lack of a reference. Two or more references given 

generally indicate different methods of attacking that perticular theoretical 

problem. Finally, the degree of investigation is not necessarily proportional 

to the number of references given or even to the number of papers written 

on the subject. Later,: in this dissertation,·we shaH attempt to propose 

future research which will hopefully fill in the theoretical outline 

presented in Table Ill. 

The theoretical treatment of optical activity begins in Chapter 2 

with a general tutorial derivation of natural and magnetically-induced optical 

activity. The attempt is to present a clear and physically meaningful account of 

the derivation without omitting any important mathematics. This is accomplished 

by liberally filling the derivation with discussions about ohysical meaning and 

relegating detailed and possibly confusing mathematics to aopendices. 
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TABLE III 

Theoretical Treatments of Natural and Magnetically-induced Optical Activity 

Pertinent Perturb~tions and References for various Extensions 

- Type of Natural Magnetically-induced 
Theory Opti ca 1 Acti v ity Optical Activity 

I General Condon (28) Groenewege (22) 
Moscowitz (29) Stephens (23) . Theory Maaskant and Oosterhoff (30) Buckingham and Stephens (6b) 
Downie (this work) Downie (this ItlOrk) 

Substitutional Schellman (31) 
Influences Tinoco (32) Downie (thi s It/ork) 

Downie (this work) 

Vibronic Weigang (33) 
Downie (this ''1ork) Structuring Downie (this work) 

Excitonic Tinoco (32): Harris (26) 
Interaction Harris (25) .Tinoco and Bush (34) 

Weak and Strong Tinoco (32) 
Harris (26) Coupling· Harris (25) 

Vibrational and 
Substitutional Downie (this work) Downie (this work) 
Perturbations 

Substi tuti on· 
and Tinoco (32) ----------

Interaction 

Vibration, 
Substi tuti on, ---------- ----------
Interaction 
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Following this general derivation, in Chaoter 3 a general 

discussion of optical activity of complex systems is presented. The 

validity of the perturbation theory approach is revie\'ied and the various 

approximating simple systems used in analyzing the complexities of vibration, 

substitution and chromophore-chromonhore interaction are detailed. In 

summary, Chapter 3 sets the stage for the extensions fo the general theory. 

In Chapter 4 we investigate one such extension, the vibrational 

and substitutional structuring of natural and magnetically-induced 

optical activity. Here, the intent is to determine, using symmetry 

considerations, the specific vibrational and substitutional symmetry 

patterns that alter~ enhance, and allow the various electronic transitions 

in molecular optical activity. Thus, for natural optical activity, 

the substitutional symmetry rules of Schell man (31) and the vibronic 

structuring results of Weigang (33) are confirmed and extended. For 

magnetically-induced optical activity, neither of these problems 

have been treated before (Footnote 9). The key tools in this analysis 

are a third order perturbation expansion and a group theoretical 

symmetry treatment by computer. 

He conclude this introduction with an em"hasis on the 

theoretical framework set forth in Table III. In this skeletal 

structure, one can include most of the cast and present work on 

natural and magnetically-induced optical activity, and it offers a 

guide to future theoretical developments. The importance of having 

such a framework should not be minimized as, by keeping it in mind 

while proceeding through the various theoretical derivations, the 

reader will always have before himself an overall view of optical 

activity and \'ihat it can tell him. In Chapter 5, we shall refer to 
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this table to see what we have contributed to the theory of· natural 

and magnetically-induced optical activity and what remains to be done. 

!4e now begin the theory of natural and magnetically

induced optical activity. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. Except for a perfectly monochromatic wave (a physically non-realizable 

phenomenon), any sample of electromagnetic radiation will be of mixed 

polarization. In experimental work calling for measurement with a 

specific type of polarization, it'is a measure of the efficiency of the 

apparatus as to how pure one can obtain a specified state of polarization. 

2. These equations for molecular rotation and ellipticity are derived in 

Chapter 2. Consideration of these equations is not a prerequisite to 

the understanding of the remainder of Chapter 1. They are included 

here only for readers who are happier when they have mathematics to 

which to refer. 

3. For readers not familiar with quantum mechanical notation, see 

Appendix 1. 

4. For.a more complete list of applications of MCD and MORD, see 

References (6), (7), (8). 

5. The use of perturbation theory is only valid under certain limiting 

conditions. If these conditions are not satisfied, a more general pro

cedure must be used. Unfortunately, this general procedure, diagonalization 

of the representation of the Hamiltonian, is itself limited by its 

difficulty of application. Therefore, in this thesis we will restrict 

our specific extensions of the theory of optical activity to cases 

where perturbation theory is applicable. However, in Chapter III we 

do develop the necessary formalism for the more general procedure 



and specify under what conditions perturbation theory ceases to be 

valid. 

6. ,Karplus and Kolker (24) have given a v~riation aporoach for natural 

optical activity while Harris has used the Hartree-Fock method for 

both natural (25) and magnetically-induced optical activity (26). 
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7. In these relations, it is assumed that the \-Iave functions are normalized 

so that f?jJ: (jIn d" -::: 1. 

8. In general, the superscripts on the perturbation Hamiltonians indicate 

the relative sizes of these perturbations, a larger superscript 

indicating a higher order (smaller) perturbation. For a discussion of 

the relative magnitude of the various types of perturbations, see 

Appendix I1. 

9. Stephens (12) wrote a short note giving some preliminary equations 

for vibrational structuring in magnetically-induced optical activity, 

but these were far from complete and were applied to one particular 

rare-earth system. 
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Chapter 2 

Genera 1 Theory for Opti ca 1 Acti vity . 

A. Synopsis of General Theory 

A quantum mechanical theory of natural and magnetically-

induced optical activity is presented. The treatment is for a general 

chromophore; the analysis of the influence of vibrations, substitutions 

and chromophore-chromophore interactions being delayed until Chapters 

3, 4, and 5. Since the purpose is to present a tutorial derivation, 

eve<ry attempt is made to make the analysis physically meaningful. This 

has resulted in much of the complex mathematics beingrelegated to 

appendices so as not to disturb the continuity of the derivation. Also 

this derivation may be read at either of two levels. For the reader 

who is interested in understanding the physical basis of optical activity 

(Footnote 1) but does not feel it profitable to explore the more 

detailed mathematics of the quantum theory, this synopsis extracts from 

the detailed derivation the pertinent equations, explores their origin, 

and through discussion of their physical meaning, analyzes their 

implicationsi The second of the two levels includes follow~ng through 

the details of the derivation. In part B of this chapter, an extensive 

mathematical treatment of optical activity is presented. A study of this 

detailed derivation along with the synopsis of the theory will prepare 

the reader to fashion extensions of the theory of optical activity and 

will lead to a be.tter understanding of the interrelation of the physics 

and mathematics. 

Before we begin this detailed treatment of optical activity, an 

examination of the demand for this new derivation is in order. Considering 

that there have been three recent quantitative quantum mechanical 
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derivations of magnetically-induced optical activity (6, 22, 26) and 

many more of natural.optical activity, it is natural that we consider 

this question. The new treatment can best be justified by examining 

the current theories, their strengths, and their weaknesses. Harris' 

theories of ~atural (25) and magnetically-induced (26) optical activity 

are unique in that CD and MCD are derived by determining the net power 

absorbed by a system illuminated by left- and right- circularly polarized 

light. The other two theories base their derivation on the measure of 

rotation and/or ell iptici ty of 1 i nearly polari zed 1; ght. The derivation 

of Harris is done primarily for the purpose of providing a background for 

the theory of optical activity of polymers and, due to its brevity and 

complexity, is not appropriate for study by one who is about to be 

introduced to the quantum theory of optical activity. The derivation of 

Groenewege (22) is more detailed and attempts to treat both natural and 

magnetically-induced optical activity. However, the organization 

of the paper is poor, there are some questionable assumptions regarding 

the order of application of perturbations, and still worse, the 

results for magnetically-induced optical activity are incorrect. The 

last is due to a failure to treat the complex notation for the 

electromagnetic fields consistently throughout the paper. The last, and 

best, major derivation of magnetically-induced optical activity is 

presented in two places: the paper of Buckingham and Stephens (6) 

and the doctoral thes;i·s of Stephens (23). This is a rather detailed 

derivation and determines the quantum mechanical equations for CD 

and r>1CO as well as those for ORO and MORD. The treatment of CD and 

r"CD involves the solution for optical activity within regions of 

absorption and requires a more complex mathematical notation. Stephens 

used a tensor notation which, unfortunately, tended to obscure the 

physical basis of optical activity. Because of this complexity and 
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loss of physical meaning, the derivation is difficult to read and to 

understand. In the theory presented in this dissertation, we attempt 

to combine the good points of all previous approaches and, if possible, 

to eliminate the bad. Thus we adhere closely to the theoretical 

format used by Stephens and most workers in the field of natural 

optical activity, but deviate in places where clarity can be improved. 

We derive directly only the ORO and r~ORO and thus are able to use a ' 

vector notation for the electromagnetic fields. This type of notation 

is more familiar to most chemists and lends itself more readily to 

physical understanding than the more complex tensor notation. The CD and 

MCO can be obtained from the ORO and t~ORD as will be discussed later. 

As a final justification, we contend that the de.rivation presented 

here offers an excellent platform on which to build extensions of 

the theory of optical activity. This was the object of the writer and 

therefore effort was expended to provide a flexible and consistent 

notation, to search out key words and thoughts which yield a more 

comprehensive physical understanding, and to present in this and other 

sections a unified approach, via perturbation techniques, to the 

theories of optical activity. 

The basic procedure followed in deriving the general equations 

for natural and magnetically-induced optical activity is the three 

step approach described in both Chapter 1 and in part B of this chapter. 

At the risk of repeating some of this work, we outline below the major 

steps of the derivation, at all times attempting to maintain a clear 

physical picture of what the various steps of the derivation signify. 

Consider a sample that has different complex indices of refraction 

for left-and right circular,y polarized light. It will be shown that this 

condition is requisite for the existence of optical activity. ,For this 
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sample there will be different indices of refraction (the real part of 

the complex index) and different extinction coefficients (the imaginary 

part of the complex index) for the left and right components. On 

the one hand the difference in indices of refraction results in 

different velocities of propagation in the medium for left- and right

circularly polarized light -- i.e. the phenomenon of circular 

birefringence. As linearly polarized light is equivalent to the sum 

of equal parts of left- and right- circularly polarized light, this 

differential velocity leads to a rotation of the plane of polarization 

of linearly polarized light i.e. ORO and/or MORO. On the other 

hand, the difference in extinction coefficients results in the 

differential absorption of the left and right components i .e.CO 

and/or MCO. In fact, the reader will recognize" that not only are 

these the definitions for optical rotation and circular dichroism, 

but inherent in these descriptions is the basis for measurement of 

these phenomena. 

Thus we find that the ORO and/or MORO is given by the formula 

(most of the equation numbers relate to equations derived in part B 

of this chapter): 

(2-36) .. 
W~ ) cp (r., w) = 2. c ( n L - nf( 

CD and/or t1CO is given by: 

(2-37) 

where W is the radian frequency of the light, c is the speed of light, 

2- is the pathlength, (nL..- nld is the difference in the indices of 

refraction, and (ifL-)(,v is the difference in extinction coefficients. 

As is to be expected, these measures of optical activity are directly 

proportional to the pathlength. They are also directly proportional to 
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the concentration of the solute molecules. This, however, is not 

immediately evident as the concentration dependence is hidden in {~L-n~ 

and ()f,-~~). Likewise one should not be deceived by the apparently 

simp 1 e frequency dependence as both (r1L. - n~) and (XL - J.{~) wi 11 turn 

out to be complex functions of 6U. The object of the rest of the 

deri vati on wi 11 be to determi ne the exact fonns and sources of the 

differences {Y1L-n,v and (~L-~R). 

There are two procedures that can be followed to determine 

these di fferences. The fi rst i nvo 1 ves detenn1 ni ng (nL - nrt) and (df I.. - XR ) 

simultaneously. This was the method of derivation used by Stephens and 

necessitated the complexities of a tenso~ n~tation. The second 

procedure is the one we shall use here. It entails the primary calculation 

of one of the differences and then a secondary calculation of the 

other difference from the first, via the general set of expressions 

known as the Kronig-Kramers transforms (29, 35), (Footnote 2). As 

the primary calculation of (~I.-~,J involves the more complex 

question of optical activity through regions of absorption, we shall 

calculate primarily (Y1L-VlIt) and then calculate secondarily (XL - ~R). 

The solution of f1axwell's equations under the restrictions 

imposed by an optically active medium (in the form of constitutive 

equations for the induced electric and magnetic fields) yield two 

solutions for forward~.propagating waves~;; These correspond to the 

field equations for left-and right-circularly polarized light and 

yield two values for the index of refraction, nL8nd nR' Maxwell's 

equations are (in a medium without free charges or conductivity): 
~ 

\7. BL.o = 0 

(2-43) 
~ 

\/- DL.o:: 0 

~ ~ 

where Elo and H\..O are the macroscopic incident electric and magnetic 
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fields at the molecule, OLo and BLo are the macroscopic induced 

electric and magnetic fields at the molecule~ These field vectors are 

real quantities but for reasons which will become c.lear as we progress, 

it is convenient to write each of them as the sum of two complex 

conjugates. As an example, we write the incident electric field. 

intensity as: 

(2-38a) 

~ ~ 

where ELO is the complex field intensity, EL! its complex conjugate, 
~ A ~ e:u. 

at a position defined by the vector L = i! k + f<- • ELo is given by: 

(2-38b) to = E~ e i w [ t - 2- (i! + k. R)] 

A 

where k is a unit vector in the propagation direction, n is the 
..... _ A-a. 

index of refraction, and k.L = ~ .... k· R is the r coordinate of the 

location \'/here the field intensity is measured.· The coordinate system 

used here is illustrated in Figure 7 of part B of this chapter. 

The constitutive equations specifying the optically active 

medium are given by: 
~ .- ~ ~.-

D/..o = E E 1.0 - C} H lo - f. (E L.o X. H') 
(2-41) __ __ .!..I. ._ 

BLo ~.ft HLO + ~ ElO - +"'- (Hlo X H') 
The parameters )1-16 ) ~ ) +, ) f2,. are functions of molecular 

electric and magnetic moments, and of ~ , and are quantum mechanically 

derived in part B of this chapter. The vector H' represents the static 

external magnetic field and is assumed parallel to the direction of 

propagation (Footnote 3). The terms involving 1r give rise to natural 

optical activity, those involving f, andf~ to magnetically-induced optical 
....lo. 

activity. If ~ is zero and H' is zero, there is no optical activity and 
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equations (2-41) reduce to the more familiar - ~ 
DLO - E E LO 
~. ~ 

BLO ':: jt HLo 
It is shown in Chapter 4 that <t is zero for a,non-asyrrmetric 

molecule but t. and f2 can be non-zero for all molecules. Thus \,/hi1e 

only asymmetric molecules possess natural optical activity, with a' non

zero, properly oriented magnetic field all molecules will exhibit 

magneti ca lly-i nduced opti ca 1 activity. 

Upon substitution of the constitutive equations (2-41) and the 

expressions for the induced and incident fields (2-38) into Maxwell's 
. .,l. , ~ ~ 

equations, the DLo ' BLo ,and HLo fields are eliminated. This results 
..... 

in two vector equations in the ELa field. The first is 

(2-53) (V12.-j<E)E:o + i~C! (n"l.+,PE)(kx EL) + iw~t,+EfJ(ELO x H') = 0 

and the second is the complex conjugate of the first. Decomposing 

either of these equations into its components gives three linearly 

independent equations in the components of the electric field intensity. 

Written in matrix form we have: 

n1._ re -iw[J: (n'1.+?E:) 
~ ~.f-, ... €.fJ H~ 

-iw~f. + Gtz) ~; 

(2-:-54) 
iW[~(Y'\l.~JA€) 

n ,] +r-t, + €+1)\-t~ 
V11._ f<€ iw r f , + e+zJ H~ 

iw(ft-t, + €-tz.) ~y - iw y..,+. +€.fz.)H~ n1._ fte 

As stated previously, the external magnetic field is co1inear with the 

direction of propagation, in this case the ~ axis. We thus set 

"" 
ELo)C 

~ 

ELo1 

~ 

Elo~ 

Hx' = Hy' = 0 and H2 ' = H'. The above matrix equation then reduces 
,..., 

to the condition of transversal tty (ELo~::: 0 ) and to the secondary 

matrix equation: 

=0 
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o 
(2-56) 

As rlo~ and ~Loy are linearly independent variables, this matrix. 

equation will only be true when the detenninant of the index of refraction 

matrix is zero. 

nl.-jA6 

iw[..i..(n"L+)A£) . 
. n +~f,+E'K)H'] 

- iw [~(n'l-4-jA€) 
~ +5P-t. + Et,J Hj o 

n'L-)L€ 

This characteristic equation yields four solutions for Y1 • Two 
. A . 

of these correspond to propagation in the -k direction and can be ignored. 

The other two correspond to the indices of refraction for forward oropagating 

left-and right-curcularly polarized light. !~hen we make the approximations' 

)'.;;,.1 , E-t1. «/At. 'k~ 1 (these approximations are justified in part B 

of this chapter) we find: 

(2-59) 'n L ~ VEjA + W (<t + ~'H') 

hr<;: "Y€fC- - W (C} + !, H') 
Thus we have for the difference in indices of refraction 

(2-60) 

Substituting into equati6n (2-36) we have the optical rotation 

expressed in tenns of the parameters ~ and~, and in terms of the 

component of the magnetic field: 

The first term is the natural optical rotation (ORD) and the 

second term the magnetically-induced optical rotation (~10RD). Two 

things should be noted in the above equations. First of all the two 
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types of optical activity are independent and additive. Secondly, the 

magnetically-induced optical activttyis a linear function of the 

magnitude of the external magnetic field. 

The next step in the derivation is ~he quantum mechanical 

detennination of the expressions for the parameters ~and +, . 
However, before ~e begin this, we may profitably digress to discuss the 

physical implications in the constitutive equations and to present simple 

models for natural and magnetically-induced optical activity. By 

comparing the constitutive equations for an optically active medium 

with those for an optically inactive medium, 
....=.. --.::.. 

DLO =- E ELO 

..:0. 

we see that in the constitutive equation for DLo it is the introduction 
.... 

of small components perpendicular to E~ that is responsible for optical 
...), ..:. 

activity while for B~ it is components perpendicular to HLo • These 
~ 

additional components produce a rotation of the induced field DLo 
...), -> .... 

with respect to E Lo and of B Lo wi th respect to HLo ,and 'thus a net 

rotation of the plane of polariZation. We may best illustrate the 

molecular origin of this rotation by reference to Figure 4a for natural 

optical activity and to Figu"res 4b and 4c for magnetically-induced 

optical activity. As with both types of optical activity, we are 

dealing with absorption and refraction in the visible and ultraviolet 
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a. Diagram for Natural Optical Rotation 

b. Diagram for Magnetically-induced Optical Rotation 

Magnetic field out 
of paper 

Propagation Direction 
out of paper 

c. Force Diagram for Magnetically-induced Optical Rotation 

. FIGURE 4. Models for Optical Activity 
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regions of the spectrum, we are concerned with electronic movement only. 

Thus we may represent a molecule by its molecular orbitals, i.e. those 

volumes where the electrons may be found. 

In figure 4a we show a linearly polarized ele~tromagnetic field 

incident upon the most basic asymmetric molecular system, a helical 

molecular orbital fixed in space (Footnote 4). A little thought will 

convince one that any asymmetric molecular orbital- can be constructed 

from a set of helical molecular orbitals of various radii, oitch, and 

handedness. Thus if we can demonstrate that the presence of a helical 

molecul~r orbital will result in rotation of the inci~ent fields, then 

we wi 11 have shown it for any asymmetri c mo 1 ecu 1 a r ~rbi ta 1 (and therefore 

any asymmetric molecule absorbing in the visible or ultraviolet). To 

demonstrate this rotation, consider the action of the electric field 
~ 

intensity ELo on the helical molecular orbital. The electric· field will 

produce electronic flow in the helix. This helical flow in turn produces 
..... 

a small magnetic field component proportional toELo and perpendicular 

-to HLo ,thus resulting in a net rotation of the magnetic field. A 

comparable argument holds for the production of a small electric field 
~ 

component by the incident magnetic field HI..o • and the net result is 

a rotation of the plane of polarization. As without the helicity, there 

would be no such rotati.on, \oJe may concl ude that an asymmetry is 

necessary for natural optical activity. 

We now turn to magnetically-induced optical activity. Unlike 

natural optical activity, an asymmetry is not required, and we choose a 

simple symmetric model; a circular molecular orbital. We ~gain fix our 

model in space; this time with its axis colinear with the direction of 

propagation and thus with the direction of the magnetic field. The 

geometry is shown in Figure 4b. Viewing the system in the negative k 
direction (looking directly into the light), we see that a magnetic field 
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in the kdirection will cause a clockwise flow of electrons in the 

circular molecular orbital. The forces on the electrons due to static 

magnetic fields of conventional strength will be quite small compared 

to the forces on the electrons due to the electromagnetic fields. 

However,in Figure 4c we minimize this difference for purposes of 

illustration. Here we show th~ net tangential forces acting on an 

electron in the molecular orbital loop for positive and negative s\~ings 

of the electric field strength. (In this diagram we do not include 

forces in the radial direction as they are not important to the 
....... 

argument) • For positive swings of ELo the tangential forces are 

greater on the right side of the loop. This tends to remove the 

electrons from the right side of the loop with respect to the left side, 

resulting in a small component of the electric field perpendicular to 
~ 

ELo and pointing from- left to right. A parallel argument holds for 

negative swings and, as can be seen from the diagrams, leads to a net 

rotation of the light. 

Having described simple models for the origin of optical activity, 

we now return to the problem of deriving the constitutive equations and 

their associated parameters ~ and +, from the microscopic molecular 

properties. The connection between the microscopic and macroscopic quantities 

originates in the microscopic origins of the electric polarization per 
.... -'" 

unit volume PLO and the ~agnetic polarization per unit volume MLo • 

~ ....... 

The contributions of PLo and MLo to the macroscopic induced fields 
~ .... 
DLo and BLo are given by the familiar relations: 

(2-40) 

..,. 
Microscopically PLo can be expressed as the volume average of 

........ 
all the electronic oscillators in the limit of zero volume. r~LO can be 
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expressed in a similar manner as a function of the magnetic oscillators 

(Foot,{ote 5). These electronic and magnetic oscillators are averages 

over a 11 molecular orientations of the correspondi ng molecul ar osci 11 ators. 

Finally thse molecular electronic and magnetic oscillators are themselves 

averages. Ecich ihdividual molecule has an electronic oscillator and a 

magnetic oscillator for each of its electronic states and the molecular 

oscillators are averages over all electronic states in the molecule. Of 

thse three sets of averages - volume, orientation, and state - the 

orientation average plays the most important role in the physics of 

optical activity. Before averaging, the oscillators can have components 

in any direction. After averaging, all contributions to the molecular 

oscillators reduce to components either parallel to or perpendicular to 

the incident fields. As stated before, it is the small ,perpendicular 

components that are responsible for optical activity. 

The averages discussed here are explicitly expressed by the 
-a. 

following set of equation, where we will ultimately relate PLo and 
~ > ~ 

MLo to the expectation values of?- and m in the third-order radiative 

states ~R~' the states of the magnetic system in the presence of the 

incident electromagnetic radiation. We have: 
-.;:. ..... 
PLO NoM 

(2-39) 
~ ~ 

MLo No m == 
where multiplication of ~ and ~ by ~o, the number of molecules per 

unit volume, defines the volume average. The doubly averaged moments 
..:. ....:. 
~ and nn may be written in the equivalent form: 

~ """':::r" 

~=fo 
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where the upper bars indicate the average over all orientations. The 
....:. ~ 

underlying bars indicate the state average,and for~ and nn we may write: 

_ ~pz. 
- Le>

o... 

The sum is over all the states ?J/:o.. ' and,P! is the fraction of the 

molecules in the state ~~ ,a second-order wave function of the 

magnetic system. Here P:'= p! as there is no population change in 

the states upon irradiation of the magnetic system by the electromagnetic 
~ 

field. The individual electronic and.magnetic oscillators,) /A-Ro..l4 and 

'3mr<:u. are the expectation values of the electric moment f and the 

magnetic moment vn in the state lJIR
3
a., Thus: 

Introducing these last three sets of relations into equations 

(2-39), we have: 

Substituting these equations for the polarizations into equations (2-40), 

we have for the induced fields: 
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In order to develop the constitutive equations (2-41), th~ 
...;,. -> 

moments4 and m ,which are induced by the local microscopic field. 
~ '~ 

must be determi ned in terms of the macroscopi c fi e 1 ds E Lo , H Lo and 

their time derivatives Although the local fields~ in 

general, are not equal to the corresponding macroscopic fields (Footnote 6), 
~ 

we ,shall assume such a relation in this dissertation. Since I!= and 

m are then directly related to the macroscopic fields, and the fields 
= 
in turn are dependent On these moments, one can envisage the production 

of opti cal acti vity as 1 i ght traverses an opti ca lly act; ve med; um as a ' 
. . 

type of "snowball" phenomenon. The molecular electronic and magnetic 

moments are induced by the electromagnetic fields and the fields in 

turn'i are slightly changed by the induced moments. The altered fields 

induce moments in subsequently encountered molecules, these moments then' 

changing the fields some more and so on. This process leads to all the 

various manifestations of optical activity. 

The eva 1 uation of A4 and m i s predicated upon the determination 

of the third-order radiative wave functions qr~ and the second-

order population coeff;cientp:",. The latter ;s related to the' 

first-order coefficient ~! through equation (2-86): 

(2-86) 

where do.. is the degeneracy of the fi rst-order compl ex system wave 

functions ztr~ . The complex system, while not including external field 

pertor.bations such as the static magnetic and the electromaqnetic fields, 

does include what we shall term the molecular perturbations -- i.e. 

vibrations, substitutions and chromophore-chromophore interactions (Foot-
...-lIo 

note 7). The moment imCl.CI. is the expectation value of m in l.JI! and 
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k is the Boltzman constant. In equation (2-86} we have a splitting 

of a ground state degeneracy by the magnetic field and the resulting 

population redistribution in the split state leads to the "C" term in 

magnetically-induced optical activity. If the ground state is t10t 

degenerate ( 1 mOAequa 1 to iero, del. equal to one) or if the magneti c 

field is zero, then p; = ~ ,the population of anyone member of 
d~ 

the degenerate set being equal to the total population of the set 

divided by the degeneracy, and there is no "C" terin. Turninq now to the 

Y!R~ ,they a re expanded in terms of the 1Jf~ ina two step 

procedure. First, via time dependent perturbation theory in the light. 

wave (radiative electromagnetic field), the third-order radiative wave 

funct.ions are expanded in terms of the second-order magneti c wave 

functions l}f; , those wave functions of the complex system plus 

external static magnetic field. Secondly, via time independent 

perturbation theory in the static magnetic field, the ~~are expanded 

in terms of the lJ!i.. For a clearer picture of the various systems described 

above,examples of such systems, and specification of the Hamiltonians 

and perturbations to be discussed below, see Table IV of part B of this 

chapter. 

These resu 1 ts for p! and the PR3
o. are used in conjuncti on 

with the previously mentioned averaging procedures to obtain the moments 
~ ~ g and Yn ,and thus, using equations (2-39) and (2-40), the 

constitutive equations. Before presenting the results (repeating details 

of the derivation of part B of this chapter would add little to the 

physical picture presented here), we ag~in digress to discuss the various 

perturbation Hamiltonians involved in the expansions and to determine 

what they can tell us about the sources of natural and magnetically

induced optical acitivity. The total Hamiltonian of the system can be 
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written (footnote 8): 

(2-16) 

(2-20) 

\, 0' _ I'\. first-order complex system molecular Hamiltonian 

I~M~ - second-order external static maqnetic field perturbation 
~ Hamiltonian . 

X~ - third-order electromagnetic field perturbation 
Hamiltonian 

- fourth-order electromagnetic field perturbation 
Hamiltonian 

2.4-
itis shown in part B that!eH and)fo have a similar form: 

...... 
- H' - m· 

~ ...... 
where Ali is the vector potential of the light wave, (\7 x Ali)o is 

a magnetic field component of the light wave at the molecule of interest, 
->-
H' is the static magnetic field, and ~ is the molecular magnetic moment. 

The natural optical activity arises from a combination of the 

two perturbations - If~ + ;to- , the maqnetically-induced optical activity 

from the two pertrubations J.C.+~~. Although J.e~ ,which by itself 

leads to refractivity and absorption, is common to both types of optical 

activity, it does not mix them. Therefore, natural and magneticall'y-induced 

optical activity are separate and independent. Thus when we talk about 

their sources, we may confine ourselves to separate discussions of te! 
and }e~ . 

. Referring back to Figure 4, we examine more closely J.f: and 

~~. In discussing magneticall'y-induced optical activity, we were 

concerned with the flow of current in a circular loop and its interaction 

with the static magnetic field. The model we chose was a current loop 
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fixed in space in such a way that its axis., and therefore its magnetic 

moment, was parallel to the static magnetic field. If we were to 

describe such an interaction of magnetic moment and field, we would do 

it via the projection of the magnetic moment on the field. But this 

is exactly the form of the external magnetic field Ha~iltonian 
. . ...). 

102. - ~ . H' 
(/\M - - m· Considering natural optical activity, we first note 

that J.e~ results from expansion of the vector potential over the 

dimensions of the molecule (see Part B of this chapter). Thus this 

type of optical activity depends on the variation of the amplitudes of 

the incident fields over the dimensions of the molecule and is closely 

related to its geometrical structuring. This is in contrast to magnetically~ 

induced optical activity. However, like magnetically-induced optical 

activity, natural optical activity depends on the interaction of a 

magnetic moment with a magnetic field. Here the magnetic field is 

that of the electromagnetic wave and the magnetic moment is that 

moment induced in an asymmetric molecule by the electric field of the 

electromagnetic wave. 

Having discussed/the physical implications of the various 

Hamiltonians, we present below the results derived in part B of this - ~ chapter for ~ and m . 
~ ~ ..!.l. ~ 

= 0( E Lo - ,8 H Lo - t( ( E Lo X H') 
(2-103) ~ -!,.:. ..u ~ 

m =X HLO +,8 ElO - f (Hlox H') 

where 

(2-102) 



(2-101) 

(2-100) 

2 Who. Wi. [( wt!. - w;")1. - w'3. ~~] 
11 [( Wh!: - w'" y. + W1. I~; r-

= ~ .. I tb {flb~· vn~b} 
a.)b . 

= zt ~ [mbb-m~.~ {ft~b )(?bo.~ 
0.. o.,b 

, , . . , 
In the above equations, we have suppressed superscripts, fo.. 

being 
. ,--.:>. . ~",~ .' . ~ , 

now replaced by po..., mo.A, by ml),o.., 'flO-b by j-I-o.'o , etc. 

Important quantities in these equation are defined as follows: 

Wbo.= Wb-Wo.., da. is the degeneracy of the state a., the 
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~ ~ mOoD. ) fA-o.'o etc. are expectation'va1ues and transition probabilities 

of the magnetic and electric moments in the first order states, ~~ is 

an artificially introduced line width. The frequency functions +,(UU)UVbo.) 

and +1 (uv)uJo/),) are line shape functions. ()~bis the oscillator 

strength, RQ.b the natural rotational strength, AOja , B().b ,Ca.b the 

magnetic rotational strengths, and the sums are over members of states a and b. 

The quantities.x and f are never calculated as they result _ 

in negligible contribution to the optical activity. However, we retain 
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them here to maintain a symmetrical appearance in the moments ft- and m . 
. ' .... ~ ~ 

Substituti ng the above equati ons for 4 and minto the equations 

we obtain: 

(2-41) 

~ '.....::. .' ~ 

DLO - ELo + "'TV No fo-

- HLQ -+ 4ifNo m ,-

-:. _ ~ ~..lI> 

DlO = E ELO - '}HLO - f, (Elo X. H') 

~ - ..» f'(.!..I. ..... ) B 1-0 = 'j-< HLt, + <} El..o - -t'l.H Lo >< H' 

These are the desired constitutive equations. The parameters £)!'-, <} ,f. , fa 
can be expressed in terms of the parameters 0( J X ) (3, Y( I f 

(2-42) 
)A = + 41TNo X. 

<a- - 4-rr No~ 

f. - 4rr No yt 

f1. :41T No f 
Under the conditions \'Jhere X and ~ are negligibly small we may make 

the ,previous approximation fA- ~ I) Etz; < <;ttl' l-lith these approximations, 

we have shown that 

(2-60) 

when Maxwell 'sequations are solved under the restriction imposed by the 

constitutive equations. Or, substituting in equations (2-42), 

(2-61) 

Substituting (V)L-Y')~) into the equation for the optical rotation 
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(equation (2-36)) we have: 

(2-62) 

substituting f3 and 1 from equation (2-102) into (2-62), \'Ie have 

. cp(r,W) ¢(~IW) + ¢f1(:t)w) 

where: 

(2-104) 

cP(=2,w) is the natural opti ca 1 rotati on, <PH (i? ) UJ) is the 

magnetically-induced optical rotation, NA. -= frA No is the number of 

molecules in state a. We now determine the partial rotation for one 

particular transition 0.-. b and convert to partial molecular rotation 

using the following equations {S~e ,References (2a), (2b), and (23) ). 

[ 
1 IsN A.. <Po.b (('o)J = lTNo.1! '+Io.b (r) w) 

(2-105) 

We then have 

These are the equations for the natural and magnetically-induced partial 

molecular rotation that were presented without.proof in Chapter 1. To 

obtain the corresponding equations for partial molecular ellipticity, one 

takes the Kronig Kramers transfonn of the partial molecular rotation. 

This is done in Appendix VI and the equations for natural and magnetica11y

induced partial molecular optical ellipticity are: 
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(2-107) 

where 

(2-108) 

(Wb;' - u.J"1.)" + <"0"1.~: 

. Equations (2-106) ind (2-107) give the partial molecular 

optical rotation and the partial molecular optical ellipticity in terms 

of frequency functions and rotational strengths. The frequency functions 

are given by equations (2-101) and (2-108). The rotational strengths are 

given by equations (2-100). These equations -- (2-106), (2-107),· (2-101), 

(2-108), (2-100) -- express the results of the general theory of natural 

and magnetically-induced optical activity and are the equations which 

were stated without proof in Chanter I. 

In sUJ11Tlary, we have presented a quantum mechanical derivation 

of n~tural and magnetically-induced optical activity. We have endeavored 

to include all details, yet to stress the physics underlying the mathematics. 

To this end, we have divided this chapter into two parts; part.A. oresenting 

a more physical derivation of optical activity and part B detailing the 

mathematics. 

We conclude part A of this chapter with a brief outline of the 

physical origins and asymmetry requirements for optical activity. 

Natural optical activit.Y arises from a time dependent 

perturbation of the molecular states by a perturbation Hamiltonian that 

originates in the small variations of the incident electromaqnetic fields 
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over the molecular dimensions. This fact, coupled with the observation 

that natural optical activity occurs only for asymmetric molecules, leads 

to the conclusion that it is the asymmetric character of the stereochemical 

structuring that is responsible for such ontical activity. ,In Chapter 4 

!tIe discuss in more detail this asymmetry requirement. 

Magneti ca lly-i nduced optical activity differs from natura 1 

optical activity in several, ways, two of which are quite reveal inCl. First, 

the external magnetic field, rather than the molecular structuring, provides 

the necessary asymmetry. Secondly, the variation of the electromagnetic 

fields over the molecular dimensions is not important to the derivation. 

These two differences indicate that we will find no direct relation beb/een 

magnetically-induced optical activity and molecular' stereochemistry such 

as exists for nat~ral optical activity. However, magnetically-induced 

optical activity does yield information about the electronic properties 

of the molecule. 

There are three types of magnetically-induced optical activity" 

denoted as the "A II , "B II , and "C" terms. AS the "A" and "C" terms have 

similar origins, !tIe shall discuss them first. 

A molecular state possessing spin and/or orbital angular 

momentum i's 2 J + I degenerate, where :r i sthe angular momentum quantum 

number. The Z:r +, members of such a degenerate state can be spl it by an 

external magnetic field, the new energies given by perturbation 

relations such as equation (2-20). This is tenned the Zeeman splitting. 

The occurrance of an "A" tenn usually involves transitions from a non

degenerate ground state to the members of a Zeeman split degenerate 

excited state while a IIC' tenn involves transitions from the members of 

a Zeeman split degenerate ground state to a non-degenerate excited state. 

In either case, the members of the degenerate state are characterized by 

two quantum members, J and M:r , where M.:r represents the projection 
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of t~e angular momentum on the magnetic field. As units of angular 

momentum are associated with the photons of circularly polariz~d light, namely 

-1 for the left component and +1 for the right component, we note that 

transitions involving a 6MJ"=-1 will be stif1Julated by left- circularly 

polarized light while those involving aL\HJ"'=+I will be stimulated by right

circularly polarized light. 

In Figures Sa and 6a, we have illustrated the important 

transitions leading to "A" and lie" terms for three-fold degenerate states 

(J=l). The basis' of the IIA" and lIe" terms are best illustrated by reference 

to magnetic circular dichroism,' the measurement of the differential 

absorption of left- and right- circularly polarized light. For the ~ystem 

pictured in Figure 5a, a degen~rate ex~ited state, the Zeeman shifted', 

signed absorptions of the left and right components are shown in 5b, and 

in 5c the resulting HeD - an, "A" term- is illustrated. For the system 

nictured in Figure 6a, a degenerate ground state, the important factor is 

not the Zeeman splitting per se, but the Boltzman nooulation redistribution 

resulting from that splitting. Due to this redistribution, there are more 

possible transitions from the lower member of the split ground state than 

there are from the upper member. This results in a greater absorption for the 

component of circularly polarized light associated with transitions from the 

lower member. The intensity differing, signed absorptions for the left and 

right components are shown in Figure 6b, and in 6c the resulting MeD - a "e" 

term - is i 11 us trated. 

A final word on the IIA" and "e" terms. As both deoend unon a 

degeneracy, so both depend upon the existence in the molecular system of 

a three-fold or higher axis of symmetry. This molecular symmetry 

requirement for the "N' and lie" terms can be contrasted to the molecular 

asymmetry requirement for natural optical activity. 
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FIGURE 5. Physical Origins of "A" Term 
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Turning now to the 118 11 tenn of magnetically-induced ontica1 

activity, ''Ie see that there is no such syrmnetry reQuirement as exists for 

the IIAII and "C" tenns. The source of the 118" term is not a Zeeman tyoe 

sn1itting, but rather a mixing of states by the external magnetic field 

in such a way that the'resu1ting hybrid state is a differential absorber 

of 1eft- and right- circularly polarized light. There has been little 

work done on the syrmnetry or asymmetry conditions for the existence of 

IIBII terms (however, see (6a)and (17)). This aspect \'/111 'be discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 4. 

This concludes Dart A of this chapter. Readers who are interested 

in the detai1~ of the quantum ~echanical derivation may go on to part B. 

Hm'lever, thi sis not necessary to the understandi nq of the remai nder of 

the dissertation and may be omitted. In either case, the results of this 

chapter are the foundation upon which we shall build extensions of the 

theory of optical activity, beginning in Chapter 3. 

,. 
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B. Detailed Derivation 

The detailed derivation of the quantum mechanical equations for 

natural and magnetically-induced optical activity is most naturally 

divided into three sections. The first section derives the expression 

for optical activity as proportional to .the difference in the complex 

indices of refraction for left- and right- circularly polarized light. 

In the second section, these indices are expressed in terms of a 

set of mol~cular parameters. These parameters couple the moments 

induced in individual molecules to the electromagnetic fields 

of the light traversing the medi.um and to the static external magnetic 

field. Finally, in the third secti0n of the derivation, the induced 

moments and the explicit form of these coupling parameters are 

calculated quantum mechanically. However, before we begin the 

derivation, we must specify a coordinate system and a method for 

locating individual molecules in this coordinate system. Then in the 

framework of thi s coordi nate system, 't'/e speci fy the stati c magneti c 

field, the electromagnetic fields, and the various terms of the 

Hamiltonian of the magnetic system. 

We assume that light of wavelength 1\ is incident on the 

optically active system at i!. =0, and propagates through the system 

in the positive ~ direction -- i.e. in the direction of the unit 
A 

vector k At r we specify a macrovolume II/hose width is 6-r 

and whose cross-section spans the cross-section of the sample. The 

width ~~ must satisfy two conditions; it must be smaller than the 

wavelength it , and it must be large enough such that the samnle can 

be considered homogeneous throughout the macrovolume. If these 

conditipns are incompatable the electromagnetic fields are not 

continuous functions of ~ and the statistical concentration fluctuations 
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in the sample cannot be ignored. L-Jithi n each macrovo 1 ume are many 
, ~ 

microvolumes; their location specified by the vectors R from the 

center of the macrovolume to the centers of the microvolumes. The appropriate 

microvolume for a solution is a region containing one solute particle 

(monomer or aggregate) surrounded by that particle1s share of the solvent. 

Finally, the vector from the center of the microvolume to the iTH 
charged particle that can be acted on by the various fields is given by 

...,lo. 

Ai The only charged particles considered in this derivation will 

be electrons. A macrovo1ume and microvo1ume are illustrated in 

Figure 7. The vector from the origin of the coordinate system to the 

·-rH l charged particle under consideration is given by: 

A ..... 

(2-1) r.k + R 

We must now specify the static external magnetic field and 

the electromagnetic fields of the propagating light wave at the 
~ 

position determined by the vector Si. . This is done most readily 

via the concept of the vector potential. For the electromagnetic 
,..,. 

fields, the vector potential at the position specified by Si is 

given by: 

(2-2) 

where 
wn A,..,. ~ (V'I A .... ) 

A~ - A~O iwt - A~ -i-r(k·Jti) _ AO iw i- c k -Ai 
. t.i - Li e. - Lo e - . Lo e , 

~ -i~(k.S·) A~o iw (i- ~ keSi) - A e c. ~ = e 
- 0 0 
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FIGURE 7: Definition and location of macrovolume and microvolume 

used to describe optical activity. 
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Ali - time dependent complex vector potential at Si 
.... 

time independent comolex vector. potential at Si 
. ~ " -.lo 

time dependent complex vector potential at L:= zk + R, 
the center of the microvolume 

~ . . .... - ~ 
A~o - time independent complex vector potential at L = ~k+ R, 

the center of the microvolume 
~ 

Ao - time dependent complex vector potential at any 
point on the vertical plane through the origin 

~ 

I\. °0 -~ time independent complex vector potential at any 
point on the vertical plane through the origin 

~ - ~ 
The electromagnetic fields ELi and Hloi are related to AL;,by: 

~ ~ 

(2-3) 
Eli - - i-Ali 

~ .;. ~ 

where 'V x Au is the curl· of Alt and Ali is the time 
~ 

derivative of Alio 
--" 

For the external magnetic field, the vector ~otential AMi 

must be such that 
--" ~ 

H' = \l x AMi 
...... 

The only variations of HI that we shall be concerned about is 

over th~ microvolume 0 Therefore, the gradient \l is with respect to 

the variations in Jli . Therefore, equation (2-4) gives the necessary 
~ 

expression for )\HL' as can be seen by substitution into the 
..-::. 

foregoing equation for HI. 

~ 

..L ...... -) (2-4) AMi = - 2 (Ai X H' 

The total vector potential then is given by: 

(2-5) 
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We must now detennine the Hamiltonian of amicrovo1ume of the 

magnetic system . . \oJe ignore any solvent contribution (Footnote 5). 

The Hamiltonian is composed of the kinetic and potential energy 

operators of the molecule in the presence of external fields plus 

the three perturbation Hamiltonians Xi, }{! ,){~ , which have 

been previously defined (see Chapter 1). Thus: 

(2-6) }{ 

(2-7) 

V=~eVi , 
wh.ere the sums are over all electrons in the microvolume, Vi. is 

the potential of the iT,.. electron, ,m and e are the mass and 

charge of the electron, and mXi is the kinetic momentum of the 
·-rH Z electron. 

As we adopt a Coulomb guage (<Y~=O)' there is no 

contribution of the external fields (static magnetic or electromagnetic) 

to the potential energy. However, in the presence of external fields 
~ 

characterized by a vector potential ~i the kinetic momentum is not 

equal to the canonical momentum f>i but is given by: 

~ ~ e -r 
(2-8) mIlt:. pi. - C JZf-i 

..Jo 
where fiis defined by Hamilton's equation 

a Cpi)x = _ Uf. 
;)t dX 

Substituting (2-8) into (2-1) and the~ into (2-6), we have: 
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(2-9) 

, ~ t t x:: Z ~ (pi - f Az·) + e Vi] + xi +){ s + X V 

1. 

Using equation (2-5), expanding (2-9), and dropping terms in 
--lo ~ ~..... 

(ALi • ALi ) and (A-tt· AMt) we have: 

X = ~ [2~ I pil2 
+ e Vi] - L..;c (pt· AMi) 

l i 

(2-10) 

...'). 

We must now expand Ali about the center of the microvo1ume, 

that is about jt -= 0 . 'When thi sis done the thi rd term of 

equation (2-10) separates into t"A/O terms; a third-order time' 

varying electromagnetic field perturbationJ.-e; which, upon 

application, results in refractivity and absorption, and a fourth

order time varying electromagnetic field perturbation Je.:-
which, upon application, results in natural circular birefringence 

and natural circular dichroism (ORD and CD) (Footnote 8). 

Magnetically-induced circular birefringence and circular dichroism 

(MORD and MCD) result from the combined perturbation of ,Je~ (the 

static magnetic field perturbation given by the second term in 

equation (2-10) and J{~ 

From Appendix III we have: 

Therefore (2-10) becomes: 

( 2-11) 
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where 

(2-12) 

Substituting (2-5) into (2~8) and rearranging, we have: 

(2-14) 

Substituting intothe third term of (2-11), we have: 

(2-15) 
~ -:.1 1 

- ~~ (Illi - ~AM·)·· ('VxAL,).x Ai + ){r. + Ifs +dfv L2mC r: c.. L to 
i 

One may ask why substitute (2-14) into the third term of 

(2-11) but not into the fourth term. Actually we could have 

substituted into the fourth term and there would have been no great 

difference, as later on the additional terms which result are 

ignored due to their small size. The rationale for this method is 

that it makes the derivation somewhat clearer. 
~ -t ~ ~ --a. 

Dropping the terms in (ALi· /-'11.0) and in AM \.· (Vx AL\Jo x ll..i 

in (2-15) as they involve squares of the fields, we have: 

(2-16) 
. where ){': }to +- xi + I-e; + x: 

(2-17) '" e +" -:Ie; = - ~ c (.Ji-i .. AuJ 
1 

(2-18) Ie: = - L~c Pt" (\1XALJo XJt = -b~c oh x rd · (\]x. ALi}o 
. . 
'\. 1.. 
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We know the magnetic moment m is given by: 

(2-19) 

The equations for are therefore: 

~ ~ 

-= - m • H' 

(2-20) 

Now that the external fields, static magnetic and electromagnetic, 

have been soecified (via their vector potentials) and the various terms 
, , 

in the Hamiltonian of the magnetic system delineated, we turn to the 

first section of the qu~ntum mechanical derivation of ootical activity. 

1. Expressions for Nat~ral and Ma~netically-induced Optical Activity 
, in terms of the complex indlces of refraction 
forleft~and right- circularly polarized light 

Having obtained expressions for the electromagnetic fields 

that are traversing the sample, we may now determine the effect on these 

fields when the sample has different complex indices of ,refraction for 

left- and right- circularly polarized light -~ i.e. when it is optically 

active. Consider the electric field intensity to be given by an 

expression analogous to equation (2-2) 

(2-21) 

where from (2-2) and (2-3) 

~ . ~ 
EO = -.MAo 

o c. 0 
...:. 

Therefore at any point of the medium (located by the vector Si), 



we have: 

(2-22) 

where P1 = n-i)( is the complex index of refraction. In 

opti ca llyactive media, its specifi c form is dependent only on the 

type of polarization of the propagating fields. 

Let us now determine the field at the macrovolume located 
--'" . .!::!:.. . 
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at ~. As ELi. is determined completely by ELi. , we may do all our 

mathematics with the latter in thds first part of the derivation. 

Substituting equation (2-~) into (2-22) we have: . 
. ~ ~ ~ 

;>oJ ~ • (- VI ).' V\(A ·""k~) ~t: .. ::: EO "l.W ~-c~ e- 1Wc k.R + -Ai 
-L\. 0 e 

As I~n)~\-rr we may represent the last exponential as 

approximately .( (' -loR 1.. ~) _ i 21T _k- + K.·A~ . e .. A.. 

~ ~ .A ...10 l' 
As the projections ofR and fit on the i': axis (k· Rand K.A t) 

ar.e smaller than IS?: (see Figure 7) and therefore much smaller than 

the wavelength, this exponential has an argument which can be . 

considered zero. Therefore, this exponential can be set equal to 

unity over the macrovolume. Thus we have: 

(2-23) 
~E ~ ~Eo 1.W (t - ~~) 

Li - 0 e 
~ 

For left- circularly polarized light E~ - (t-iJ}E; 
~ 

For right- circularly polarized light E: '=: (i. -+- 1.J) E~ 

If the electromagnetic wave incident upon the sample is linearly 

polarized in the )( .direction, it consists of equal amounts of 

left- and right- circularly polarized· light. In this case, the 

electric field intensity at i! is given by: 



(2-24) 

(2-25) 

,., ,.... 

E~Ll' EO ("" . A) iw (t- Y'lcL.i!) EO C/" •. "').0 iw (t: - ~-r) -= 0 t-IJ e + 0 L+1.J '--

here 

V1L == VlL - i. d{L 

n~:: Yl~ - i ~R.. 

where hL and n~ are indices of refraction, ~L and J.e~ 
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are extinction coefficients for left- and right- circularly polarized 

light. Expanding (2-24) and taking the real Dart, we have: 

(2-26) 

The expression for complex optical activity is written as (2): 

(2-27) 

where CP(~)w) is the optical rotation (circular birefringence) 

&(-c)w) is the optical ell i ptici ty (ci rcul ar dichroi sm) 

The rotation of the plane of polarization is expressed in terms 
~ 

of the X and y components of ELi ( :r I w) ( 2) : 

(2-28) 
~ ~ 

I ELl~)w)J == I Eli.(:?)w)/Wll)( 

The ellipticity of the polarized light is expressed in terms 
~ 

of the minimum and maximum of EL~ -- i.e. the minor and major axes (2): 

(2-29) ~' 
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now ELi (=l)vJ) = t Eu (2)W) + J El''1 (2.J w) 

therefore 

(2 30) E Eo{ _XLUJ~ . J/ We 1 
- l):(~IW) = 0 e. C C()-<1. w (t - nL~) +e Rc Cc-<l- w( i- nR.~)J 

therefore We ~Y: 

1
--'" I {2~ W~ -21( - We(~ +~ ) z 

(2-32) ELi (:ClUJ) = E~ e- Rc + e L C + 2 e- c L ~ ~Zw[i-(nl.+n~2~] 

The maximum val iJe of I Eli (:c,w)1 occurs when wt == (nl.+ h~) ~: + nCk +Vz) 

where k is an integer. In this case we have: 

~ ( W~ 
The minimum value of I Eu.(e,w)1 occurs when wt:: V)L+n~)2c +1Tk 

where k is an integer. In this case we have: 

(2-35) 

= {ta.M 1 [- El"'1(i~,w)ll . 
l- Ell! (~,W)JJ wt :: (nL + Ylq)v;.ce +Tr(k+Vz) 

Substituting this value of wt == (nl.+ nR.)'f;+1T(k+~) into the 

equations for ELX (-c)w) (equation (2-30» and for 

EL"I,1(~)l.O) (equation (2-31» and then substituting these equations into 
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(2-35), we have: 

This reduces to: 

(2-36) 

substituting I ELi (r)w>ll'WI;lx (equation (2-33» and I-ELi. (i!)W)L''''''r) 

(equation (2-34» into (2-29), we obtain: 

r... -1-_ -I e ~ - e c. +. ....1 . f -~~ -~)t.} '. {' -e-'~~(JeL-}(~)} 
Q<"'(e,W) = \.,Qftt _ ~ _ W~ = W/Y1..' _ ~c ) 

. e c /{f{+e c IeL . ..1 + e ~(~L- ~Ft 

sinCe~£{){L':')(rt)« 1 we replace the numerator by ~C(XL"'XR) 

and the denominator by 2. Remembering also that for X small, 

-tam: , { X 1 ~"X. we have: 

(2-37) 9(~)w)' =c:!c~ (){l-- Ifrd 

2. Expression of indices of refraction in terms of parameters 
relating induced moments to external fields 

As mentioned in part A of this chapter, we only deal with the 

indices of refraction nL and Y'lR' knowing that we can calculate the 

extinction coefficients IfL and }f~ (and the accompanying circular 

di chr.oi sm) from Y\ .. and n" vi a the Kronig-Kramers transfonn. 

The constitutive equations for the medium can be obtained from 

the induced molecular moments (calculated quantum mechanically in the 

third section of this derivation). When Maxwell's equations are 
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solved under the conditions specified by the constitutive equations, 
-'" 

one obtains one or more solutions for the field intensities E 
..... 

and H and for the associated indices of refraction. For an optically 

active medium, there are two solutions for forward oropagating waves, 

corresponding to 1eft- and to right- circularly polarized light. 
~ 

In the microvo1ume located by the vector L the average induced 

electric and magnetic dipole moments for an optically active medium are. 

given by (as shown in section 3): 
.~. ~. ~ ..!... ~ 

.A4 = 0( ELQ -,e HLo - Yl (Et-o X H') 
(2-103) . 

m = X HLO + f3 ELo -- ~ (Hw> x H') 

Here we recall (by analogy to {2-2}} that 

. , .... E:::>· . - .QU.

E
N 

0 iwt -iw ~ (i! + k. R) 
to - 0 ee 

{2-38} 

..;.lo. I '[rr ~"J H.o = Y Ht-o + HLO 

H' is the external magnetic field and CI..,(3, y(" X) ~ are molecular 

parameters whose explicit form is not important in this section 

of the derivation. In fact, we never do calculate the exact equations 

for X and f as their contribution will be shown to be negligible. 
~ 

However,in the interest of obtaining symmetrical equations for 4-
and ~ they are included here. The double bars under the moments 

indicate two averages; the first over all available molecular states 

and the second over all molecular orientations. 

We must obtain the constitutive equations for the optically 

active medium. The connections between the macrosconic fields and the 

microscopic induced moments are given by the relations: 
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Ro - No~ -
(2-39) \ 

.-:> 

MLO = No·~ 

...... --""' 

where· PL.OiS the electric polarization per unit volume, M Lo is 

the magnetic polarization per unit volume, and No is the number of 

-molecules per unit volume. Both of these field vectors, Fio and 
-::> 

M La and a 11 other fi e 1 d vectors referred to in thi S part of the 

derivation are measured at the center of the microvolume located by the 
-lo 

vector L . The induced e 1 ectri c and magneti c fi e 1 ds are gi ven by: 

(2-40) 
-'" ...... -.::.. rl ' ~ 

Bl..o:; HLo + 411"MLo = HLo +411" No~ 

Substituting the equations for ft and m (equations (2-103» 

into (2-40), we obtain the constitutive equations for an optically active 

medium 

(2-41) 

(2-42) 

--:.. ~ ~ . ~ ~ , 

D LO = E ELo - ~ Hlo - +, (EL.o x H') 

BLO =?HlQ+~ELO --tCtlLO ')( H') 
where 

)A ~ + 41TNoX 

~ -= 41rNo f3 
t. - 4lfNo rt 
+, -= 41TNo ~ 

We now must solve Maxwell's equations for the optically active 

medium specified by equations (2-41). For a medriumwith no free 

charges or conductivity, Maxwell's equations are: 
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Substituting equations (2-38) into (2-43), we get 1:WO sets 

of independent equations. The first set is: 

(2-44) 
~ 

V x I-h.o _ 

The second set is the complex conjugate of the first set. As 

solution of either set .yields the same result, we need to concentrate 

on only one of these sets. We also revise our constitutive equations 
• ~ ~ '~ ~ 

:=. e ELo - 'J. HLQ -+, (EL<> x H') 
(2-45) . . 

~ ~ ~...:. 

= f'<- HLo + ~ El.o - +z.(HLQ X H') 

where \Ole have taken advantage of the fact that E l.J...) ~ ) +. ) -+:z. are 

real.·· This is a result of 0<) X) (3) 'Y[l ~ being real (to be shown in 

section 3 6f the derivation). 

We nm'l rewrite equations (2':'44) ina more solvable form. For 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

any vector VLo = EL.o > HLQ ) DLO ,) 6e.o we have: 

=:>OV
IV 

_ \10 e iw-t. -iw ~ (e .... k. R) 
La 0 e 

b 
The time derivative Vt.o is given by: 

b. ~ 
(2-46) VLO = iw VLO 

t::b. 

In evaluating the space derivatives, the curl \/x VIA and the 
~ 

divergenceV-VLo , we recognize that we are evaluating Maxwell's equations 

in a specific macrovolume -- i.e. at a specified 2. Thus our spatial 
~ 

derivatives are, with respect to the components of R , 

(2-47) 



Using the relations (2-46) and (2-47), we can simpl ify 

r~axwell' s equations (2-44) and the constitutive equatinns (2-45): 

~ ~ A ~ 

(a) n Ck)( EL.o) = BLo (c) k. DLO = 0 

(2-48) 
~ - ITLQ . t. BLO= 0 (b) h (k x HLJ = Cd) 

(2-49) 

Substitution of {2-49) into (2-48c) and (2~48d) yields: 

E (k- El.o) - iw~ (k. H:o) - iwt, (k- ELOxH') = 0 

?Ck- HLQ)t- iw~ Ck. flo)"" iW+~(k' H:oxH') = 0 

~ 

For any general direction of the external magnetic field HI, these 

equations have the aoproximate solution: 

.A ~ 

1-<. E LO =:. 0 
(2-50) 

k· HlO = 0 

This solution is valid as W+z.« wt, «1 andE»A ~ 1. 
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~ "" ~ 
For the special case H': kH' , i.e. the magnetic field HI along.the 

direction of propagation of the light, equations (2-50) offer an 

exact solution. These equations predict the transverse nature of the 

electromagnetic fields • 

. We now combine equations (2-48~) and (1-48b),(2-49) , and (2-50) 
~ 

to obtain an equation in ELo ' This eQuation then can be solved for 

the eigen-polarizations and eigen-indices of refraction associated 

with ootical activity. 
I 

'" 
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Substituting (2-49) into (2-48) 

,(a) h (kx t lo) = )A~t.o+ iwqrELo - iwtz.(HLo X H') 
(2-51) 

(6) ,- V) (1< x HlO) = E E:o - i w~ HL.o - iwf; (to x 14 ,) 
~ 

We must eliminate HLo from these two equations. Taking the cross 

product of (2-Slb)with.\'1e have (using (2~50»: 

- n ( k x k x H lc» = - n [k (k. 8:0) - HlQ (k. k)] = V1 H La 

therefore, 

-V'l(kx. kx. ~tJ = V1HI.'-' = E(k/ELo)-iw~(k)(lTLI.»-i.c.uf,(kxELoXH') 
or 

'" ::::!l. 
substituting this last equation into (2-5lb) we can eliminate kx HLU 

I" 6!.:. ~ '-" ~ ~ 
-n€( k x ELI.» + n1.Hlo + i wt, n (kx El.o >( H') 

== i w~ E E:.o + W2C}1. R:o + u..t +, '} (~1.0 ')( H') 

droppi ng tenns i n ~l. and f,~ as these are products of two 

small .quantities: 

(2-52) 

~ 

Substituting H LO (from equation (2-52) ) into (2-5l a ) we obtain: 

i w~en~ E:o + ~€ (k x E:J - iW~'#(k x E:ox 1.1') 

~ f. 
+ iW9)-ELO + W1-h~~E (~ox H') - iW~~E ('k)( £:'0)( H') 
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The last tenn is zero and we can drop the term in (Elox H') as 

t1.C} can be ignored (for the same reasons as 9r"-and.r.~). 
A 

Taki ng the cross product wi th k and comh; ni ng terms 

(using (2-50) ), we have: 

rearranging 

We may separate this vector equation into components 

t8n l.y<€;) ELoX - iC;:9t (Y)2+~€) ELoy + iw (t.,.. ++7..E)(Elo~l-I~ ~ Et.oy H~)J . 

+ J [(n1._?f.) EL.o1j + i~~(nl."'~E) flaX + iw (tt-+ +l.€) (ELo",( H~- ELoi': /-I;)] 

+ k Fn'1.-)L€) ELOj! +- iw (t'y-t .... .fl €)(ElO1jH: - ELoxH~)] = 0 

This yields three linearly independent equations in the variables 
N -.J ,J 

EI.o'X) ELo"j > E LOi! • In matrix form 

- iw[! (Vil."rE ) iw(.f;p-+t&.€;) H; 
+('t'r+fl.E)H~J . 

n'L-)A-€ - iw (+f++L€)Hx 

(2-54) 

For the case we are interested in here, that of maqnetically-

induced optical activity, the magnetic field is along the direction of 

propagation of the electromagnetic field and we have: 

=0 



H~ == H; = 0 

H~:: H' 

Sub~tituting these into the matrix equation (2-S4); 

(2-55) iw[~ (VI~ ... ft€) 

.... + cr.f, + €+z.)Hj 

o 0 

,.., 
First of all, this yields (n2._jA€) ELO~ = 0 or 
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o 

~ 

=0 0 ELQ~ 

n1._?E '" ELO~ 

~ 

. ELoi" = 0 . This 

again demonstrates the electromagnetic fields are transverse~ Secondly, 
"" ,... 

we have the matrix equation for E1..o)C. and ELO~ 

N 

ELoX 

(2-56) =0 

It wi 11 be seen that n2 
::: )J-E . He therefore have 

n'l.~e 

=0 

iW[2n~ + )Mtl +€+l)H'] 

For this matrix equation to be satisfied, the determinant of the matrix 

must be zero. 
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(2-57) 

This can be factored 

Thi s can be factored further 

[ 1'1- w~ +~E+WH'5P.fI"'E:r'}+W~J[ n-"wt;t-Y;.<€ +WH'~f, +EOf1.\ +w'"~?:] 

x [n +wC} +V/lE - ~H'0f, + E=f~)+w~~[n+w~ -Yp€: -WH'~f, +€f,.} + w"L~ ~ = 0 

The first and third roots correspond to 'Waves traveling in the 
'....... " . . 

negative)( direction and we shall not concern ourselves with these. 

The second and fourth roots correspond to left- and right-
",,' 

circularly polarized waves traveling in the +k direction. They 

yield the values of Vll,. and n R : 

where we have dropped the small term w~2.. By expandi ng the square 

roots in both n~ and nR we have: 

wH' , nL ~ "Yp.€ + W't- + z.Yp.G (Pt, + E-K) 

(2-58) 

nR ~ 111 (: - W ~ - w /:I' (~t + E t ) 
1- Zl)J-E 1" 2. 

The electric field intensity corresponding to the first root 
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i S Et.o~ ct - iJ) , or left-circularly oolarizedlight; corresDonding 
,.. 

to the second root i s ELO~ (t + i.j) • or right- circularly 

polarized light. 

In section 3 of this derivation,· we show that ?9!.1 J flo «+, ,yt ~ 1 

Thus we have: 

(2-59) 

VlL - Y;uE + W [ ~ + £ii' ] 
hR ~ yt.E .... UJ [~ + t~H/J 

The difference is thus given by: 

(2-60) 

Substituting in for ~ and +, from equations {2-42} 

The first term represents the natural optical rotation (ORO), and 

the second term the magnetically-induced optical rotation (MORD). 

Substituting {2-6l} into (2-36), we have for the optical rotation: 

(2-62) 

!>Ie now turn to section 30f the derivation where we determine f3 
and 1 in terms of molecular quantities. 
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3. 

In order to determi ne f3 and yt we must determi ne the quantum 
-:>. ->0. 

mechanical, expressions for the average induced moments~ and m . 

Anticipating the results of this section of the derivation, we write 

below the equations (2-103) for ,f:and .ff, which illustrate the role 

of f3 and .. Y[ . 

(2~103) 

-" These moments, # and v)i , are obtained by doubly averaging 
3 ~ . 
~and 3nnR~' first over all occupied molecular states and then over 

-""' ~ 

all possible molecular orientations.· The moments ~RIlQ. and 3 mRcoQ. 

are the expectation values of Jl and ~in the third-order radiative 

molecular states. These are the time dependent states of the molecule 

in the presence of molecular perturbations (vibration, substitution, 
. . . 

andchromophore-chromophore interaction) and in the presence of 

external field perturbations (static magnetic and radiative electromagnetic). 

These third~order wave functions are related, via two perturbation 

expansions, to the wave functions of the first-order states, the 

molecular states existing in the presence of molecular perturbations 

but in the absence of eKternal field perturbations. The first 

expansion is based on time dependent perturbation theory in the 

radiative electromagnetic fields and yhlds the third-order radiative 

wave functions in terms of a set of second-order magnetic wave functions. 

In the second expansion, these second-order wave functions are expanded 

in the first-order complex wave functions via time independent 
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perturbation theory in the static magnetic field. Using the first 
-:0. -:. ' 

expansion, the expectation values of )A and m in the third-order 

states are expressed in terms of the expectation values and transition 
, ~,~ 

probabilities of fA- and m in the second-order states. The second '-

expansion is then used to eliminate the second-order wave functions and 

thus to relate directly the expectation values of p. and m in the 

third-order states to the expectation values and transition probabilities 

of Ji and m in the first-order states. Reference to Table IV, where 

we have defined the above three systems - radiative, magnetic, and 

complex - with'their wave functions', expectation values, and transition 

probabilities, will clarify the preceeding discussion. In this chapter 

we do not attempt to evaluate the effect of the molecular perturbations. 

Thus the wave functions of the zero-ordet:' unperturbed system are not 

discussed or evaluated here. However, ill the following chapters some of 

the influence on optical activity of vibl~ation, substitution, and 

chromophore-chromophore interaction are analyzed. There we effectively 

expand the third-order radiative wave fuhctions in terms of the 

zero-order wave functions. In anticipation of this procedure, we also 

define in Table IV the zero-order wave functions, expectation values 

and transition probabilities. 

We first detennine the form of the two wave function expansions 

used in the general theory. Referring to Table IV, \'Ie see that the time 

depend~nt perturpatiol1 by the r~diative electromagnetic fielq (X: -t-}f,: 

expands the third-order wave functions ~R~(~) in the second-order wave 

functi on bas is set?JIcf (t) , Following the standard techniques of 

time dependent perturbation theory,we have: 

{2-63} 



Type of 
System 

Radiative 
System 

t1agneti c 
System 

Complex 
System 

Simple 
System 

Example of Order of Wave Function CPerturbations Expressions for . Expressions for 
System * States Notation and Present ~xoectation Values Transition 

Hamiltonian Probabil iti es 

~d ?[Ii.(+:) '. )(3 + /t+ 
~Ro.o. = <1PR! p I W~) -..>.. < 3.... 3) 

Radiative . 0 0 
}lRo.lo::: lVRQ.lr I \¥Rb 

~IO-
Third- Je'~ 
order X= Je"+If; ... ;c --"' 3-" ~ (q~_3 I ~ 11p3 ) 

~i+)C+)(: 3 m RfaQ, : (l[!R! I m IlIiR!) . mRo..b - R& m Rb 

W:{t) 
:Mo.o. = <<£I; ~ I ?jIo.2). ~().bei.uJ~t= (If/; !J1 rq4') I 

R 
~ . 

~ 0 Magnetic ~~ , = (?lid: l;:t/l¥~) :. jUo»= (<pc: IjA p.v:) 
Second- - i Wo.t 1f/c 2. ·=e Q. 

~ 

~OR 
order J.(.1 +)(1 +)(1 Zma.r.. ==(1J!: I m/,qr;) Zm~iWbQ.t = (lp"ctl m 11Ft!') 

Je" =J{' ... J.e~ 
l' v S , ~ 

= (1JI~ I m /1JIt) • 2 (2.1 ..... 1~) 
.. ma.b = 1.1/0. I'Y't Vb 

R 

lJI~ 910.0. = (?JIJ. 1J111J1~) ;U~b = (?p1'f-'1Yt) 
RO Complex ){i+X!+)(~ First- ;;.e' = J{0 0 order ,1-"' (1J~1 t) Imo.b= (lJI~lf.l'tJl') 

+l{i ... X!+~ 
mO.,,::: l.po.. m 1JI1l. 

., 

W: jJ.r;.Q. ::: (1JI; yal1f/:) fo.b = C?jI;y!lJIbo) Simple 
None Zero-

0 order J{0 m()A = Cry:' J ffi I We:) mc.b = (7./.1:.1 m l1J!bO) 

TABLE IV 

Table of wave functions, expectation values,and transition probabilities 

for the various systems and perturbations encountered in the derivation. 

* The system examples are based on a simple system of benzene. Complexities shown 
here are substitution and chromophore-chromophore interaction. Vibration is also 
possible but is not shown here. ' 

....., ....., 



(2-64) 

(2-65) 

(2-66) 

( 2-67) 

(2-68) 

From equation (2-16), we have: 

where 

thus = i1:; d 7J!,lQ. (~ ) 
. ~t: 

Jf."·7Tr; (I:) = iii d 7pa.'2. (t) 
":1! t. . ;; t 
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substitliting equations (2-63) and (2-64) into equation (2-66) 

[)til + Jf; + ~; J[ q;r: li) + ~ Co.b(~} 7pb2:(+.)j 

= i~C)~ [p:(-eJ + ~ CCl.bl-t)lphl.(-O] 

expanding both left and right hand sides 

')("?JI:(-I:) + (Jeo3+X:') ?J!';{i) 

+;)("{ C@(f:)1Al.lt )+ (Jeo
3 + )C)~ Co.b(t)?Jjbl.li:) 

= l~ d7/k1(t) + it; L Co.bH·} J1J!hHJ + it; L JCaJ,{t) 1Iib2.{:t) 
dt b dt b dt 

Using equation (2-67) and drooping the fourth tenn on the 

left hand side of (2-68) (as it is the oroduct of two small quantities), 

we have: 

Ofo3
+ 'Ho"f) 1f!:(t) + ~Co.b(-t) -;e"1jft(+.) 

= iii·~ C (-4:) ~1J!b1.H) -t- it; ~ dCoj,(-t) ITf2./-t) 
L Cl.b dt L 'dt ':t'bl" 

b b 

from equation (2-67)" we see that the second term on the 

left hand side equals the first term on the right hand side. Thus we 



have: 

(2-69) 

multiplying both sides of equation (2-69) by ?J!c2~(1:) and 

integrating. over all space yields: 
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b~c 

where dbc is the Dirac delta function 

. We therefore find: 

(2-70) 

00 

. C.b it) = i~ I (rp;,'(t) l).{.' + ).(: /-W: it) dt 
. 0 

Thus if we evaluate this integral giving the coefficients C~b(~) 

we have determined the expansion of the third-order radiative wave functions 

in terms of the se.cond-,..:a,rdermagneti.c· wave functions. This is done in 

Appendix IV. However, before we use the results of this appendix, we 

examine the second of the expansions, that of the second-order wave 

functions in the basis set of the first-order wave functions. This is a 

time independent perturbation expansion in the static magnetic field. 

Referring to equation (2-64), we specify the following Schroedinger 

equations for second-order and first-order systems. 
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( 2-71) 

(from equations (2-64) ) 

(2-72) 

(2-67) 

substituting in 1 T/ Z - iWa,.-t 71Ll 
"-:I!Q. (f.) = e ra. 

Thus: 

where at thi S Doi nt we have differneti ated the second-order energies 1;w~ 

from the fi rst-order energi es 1; w! . Throughout the 'derivations, we 

attempt to avoid having to make this differentiation as it could lead to 

confusion with the radian frequencies raised to powers. In the final 

resu lts of thi s chapter on ly wi appears, and it wi 11 be denoted by WI),.' 

All other confusing notation will be used only in places where the omission 

of same would lead to even more confusion. Using the standard techniques 

of time independent perturbation theory (27), we have: 

(2-75) . 1 1 1 
Wo.d =Wo.d = Wo.. - UJd 
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We now must utilize the two wave function expansions to 
~ ~ 

determine the average moments?=- and m . Using the first exnansion 
.~ ~ 

we determi ne the moments /kRill>. and 3mRQA. in terms of the second-order 

functions. From Table IV, for an operator 0 Cf orm) we have: 

--'-'" 

(2-77) 3 0RClCX -(?A: (t) I 0 I7J!R~(i) 

Substituting in equatioh (2-63) 

---:.. 

30Ro.o. = <W~(i)J d IWo.z(.n) 

Using the relations given in Table IV 

'. ~ --"' 
A complete evaluation of (2-78) for both? and m would 

lead to both circular dichroism and ontica1 rotation. As previously 

discussed, we derive only the latter. The evaluation of the terms under 

the summation sign and the necessary approximations which lead to neglect 

of circular dichroism are set forth in Appendix IV. From this Appendix, \'1e 

have (the radian frequencies are the second-order frequencies with the 

superscri pt Z. suppres sed) : 
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Substit~ting into equation (2-78) 

-OR.. "' iQ~ + ~ ~ [wr_b~~ IR. { (~ .... t.,) 'O.b} 
_ W~JW: ~·{(iUbo.. Elo ) ZOO-h} 

Wb ... -UJ I. 

_ ~. ~ ~ [(lmQa.' H:o) ZOOb} 
w ..... -w . 

+ ~"". R. { I'm •• · "HJ '(5..11 
Wbo.- W . ~ 

We can simplify the second term under the sUlTIIlation if we 

note that: 

The first term is easily seen to be zero . 

. , n{lC .... · ..... ) ~} = (.02. ~ Or Q.o.. • ELo 
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but Z(Of)Q.fA. is the diagonal element of a real observable and is thus 
...!,..). . 

real. Since Eto is real, this term is zero. Thus:· 

Substituting into equation (2-79), 

(2-80) 
30R." = '0 •• + t ~ [w~~:" f.I. {(:J1.. -E:.) 'l) •• } 

I {.-:...!..\. --'"'} 
- Wb~-w1. ~. (~bl).· Eta) zOo.~ 

+ W c.:.-'I.p. 7. ~ {e~b~. HLO) iQ~b} 
be:.. -w . 

--:a.. 

- wl.-w1. ~{(2mbc-. Hlo)Z~b} J 
We now average '30Ro.o. over all states Q which are occupied. 

This yields: 

o =-'-~ N 2. 3~0 ~fcl. 3--0 _ N L ~ ROA = L Q. Ra.~ 
o Q. ~ 

where N! is the number of molecules in state ct (?J!io.. or ?f!Q..~ as we 

aSSume that the incident radiation has no influence on the population), rvo 
is the total number of molecules, and p! is the fraction of molecules in 

state a. . 

(2-81) 

W bo: ,0 [(2--'" . -lo.H ) (->0.0 } + w.!..- w1.l.If.Jl.. mbo.· lo, Q.b 
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The second wave function expansion now is utilized to expand 

the second-order energies and operators in terms of the first-order 

energies and operators. Upon substitution of these expanded second-order 
--'> 

quantities in equation (2-81), we can obtain the moments a in terms of 

first-order energies and moments. Combining equations (2-20) and (2-75), 

we have: 

111l._11f1 ~'irr=; '~H/.llrt '-Po. - If'o.. - L do.. • '-(d 
d 11 UJa.d 

..... 
H' - external magnetic field 

--'" 

For the moment 2.0~b· we have(noting that Wclo.. = ..,.Wo.d): 

-"" 

zOab = ('ill': I 0 J V: ) 
(2-82) 

=: (W;lol1V~J + L'C~~ H'(1J!l/o/1f/,;) + CW1/0/1jfj)1md
.,. H'J 

d dc:L 1; Wdb 

...:. --'> ~ ~ ..... , 

10 + '"'>. I .[·11'Y\A.cl e H' 1-"0 + 10 1m.!.,. H .J 
a.b L1i w ~b .. o..d 1; WtH> 

d do.. 

--'" --" ..... 
Similar expressions can be determined for /lo..b, zmo..'o ') 2.0 GO.' 

Now all the second-order energy functions in equation (2-81) can be 

expanded using equations (2-20) and (2-76). 

(2-83) 

I ~ .-
W~= W/:L - ~ 1m~ • H' 

The functions w! and w~ are second-order radian frequencies. 

The correction to uu~ is the Zeeman shift. Assuming that the Zeeman shift 
w: wz. 

is small compared with Z~loo. 

the region of absorption), we can 

follows: 

(always true for small fields and outside 

expand ~ 2. and . wt.o.. 2. 

W~ ... -w W~! - ,w 
as 
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I + £. Wb~ ---'" ---'" ...... 
(2- 84) W~2. 2. 

~ (im bb - 1mu) • H' 
00-(.0 W~-W'l. 11 (W;;.- wzy. 

(2-85) W~o. r- WbG. +-' W;o..+wz C-'" 1~) ..... ' 
22. 'Z. - W~ .. - W2. 11 (w: .. - W?)Z 

VYlbb - milO. • H 
Wb,,"""W 

Finally the number of molecules in the perturbed state l.fJi 
varies with the temperature 

. . . 

where Z is the partition function, k is Boltzman's constant. 

where p~ is the fraction of mol ecul es in the fi rs t-order 

state <tr,;and dll. is the degeneracy in the first order state 1/..10.1 (lifted 

by magnetic fie 1 d). 

Using equation (2-83), we have: 

(2-86) 

We must now substitute (2-82), (2-84), (2-85), and (2-86) into 

equation (2-81), keeping only terms linear in small corrections. The 

result is: 
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o = ~ f{10 .. + ~(1~ .. -H') 10-
+ ~. ~ [W~~W2. ~{(%~. ELo) 10~b} 

b 

+ ~, L W~~ [I'uLb ~[(1mbd' H' )('lA~. ELo ) 1O:b} 
b d 

+ 2'~d(A Rt.{(lmd~· H')(~bd· ELoYOo.b}J 
d . 

"\ 
I 
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+~'JJb 6<. {(;UkO (.)(im •• 0 H') '0 .. } J 
-~2L w~~wt [L'cJdb ~[c1mbd·H')(~JQ.' to)10Cl .. } 

b d 
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~..... --'>o...lo 

Here we have freely transfered the terms 1~Qa'H' and lnnbb H' from 

outside the ~{ 1 and ~{ ] to inside them. These transfers are 

val i d as the above terms are real. The sum over a. is the sum over all 

non-degenerate states and/or members of degenerate states. 

Dropping all . terms in which the product of the magnetic moment 
-.:>. 
yYl wi th 

....> 

itself appears y~elds a more simple expression for 0 

(2-87) 
o = ~'d: [IO~~ + PrC'm,". H')'o... 

u.h... L1 {(i~ --'H) 1"":::' } + W z _ w2. <rU rf'I b ... • Lo Oo..~ 
bOo. 



-~. 4 W{uf [~~b .k {em .. , H')(~'. • Eto)'Cq 

+ ~/~. h{('m ••. H·)(~bJ.t.)lCqJ 

We now must average over all molecular orlentations. Upon 

inspection of equation (2-87), we see that this reduces to the determination 

of three types of averages. These averages are characterized by the 

averages of three types of vector products. They are: 

c ..... -) ..... a o U b . , 

~ .... ~ 

where a. , b, C 
.......... 

are molecule fixed vectors; U ,V are space fixeci"'v'ectors. 

The upper bars indicate the averages over all molecular orientations. It 

can be shown (Appendix V) that these three types of averages are given by: 

..... 
a = 0 

(2-88) 
(0. 0 U) b = ~ (ct· b) U 

(a·CJ)(boV)c = i(ctobxc)(uxv) 
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The first average has no spatial reference and is therefore 
~. 

zero. The second average has as a reference the spatial vector U and 

therefore has a non-zero component only along the spatial direction 
~ 

defi ned by U. The thi rd average has as references, the spati a 1 vectors 
-"" ~ 

Uand V These two vectors define a plane, whose orientation in 
..... ..... 

space is defi ned by the cross product U x V . As the third average 
~ ...... 

is referred to thi s plane, it therefore is referred to U x V and has 

a non-zero component only in the direction perpendicular to this plane 
..... ~ 

(along the axial vector U x V ). Upon performing the above averages, 

we wi 11 fi nd the results to be the fo 11 owi ng. From the second type of 
..!.. 

average, there will be.a component ofM along HLo , thus peroendicular - . ~. . ~ 

to Elo , and a component of vn along Elo , thus perpendicular to HLo' 

From the thi rd type of average there wi 11 be a component of ~ along 
~ ~ --!:It.. 

(ELO X H') thus perpendicular to ELo ,and a component of malong 
~ . ~ ~ 

(H LO X H') thus perpendicular to HLo • As emphasized in part Aof 

this chapter and as shown here in detail the second type of average leads 

to natural optical rotation, and the third type of average to 

magnetically-induced optical rotation. Thus the tumbling of the molecule, 

which is the physical mechanism for the averaging, plays an extremely 

important: role in the production of optical activity . 
..:. 

Taking the average of 0 over all molecular orientations and 

substituting equations (2-88) yields: 

(2-89) 

Iii 
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+ 6;' .? Wt-':d-[~~b d?. [em ... 'ct. x Jt.)( E:. x H')} . 

+ I;; ~[(1m~~.1O:b ~d)(ELDX HI)}l 
d "0. ~ 



We now use (2-89) to determi ne m andA ~ The express ion 

for ffi is particularly simple as we ignore terms where the magnetic 
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...:. ' . (1 -,,' 1..... ) ~ I moment m 'is multiplied by itself. We also ignore the term m~",· m(l~ H 

as this is a magnetic susceptibility term and adds nothing to the optical 

activity. 

, (2-90) 

The sums over Cl and b are over both all non-degenerate 

states, and all members of these degenerate states. If1jf1 and 7p~1. 

are non-degenerate, then ';Ubll.. is real, 1mo..b is imaginary and 
-' ~ C:,ubo.. 1 mo..li) is imaginary. As ELoand ELoare real, the first term in 

(2-90) is zero, the only contri buti on bei ng from the second term. If 

states 7.JIf and/or W: are degenerate, then the members of each set occur 

as complex conjugate states (if the degeneracy is odd then there are d~-I 

complex conjugate pairs, where dQ,. is the order of degeneracy, and one 

real state. If this is the case, arguments hold that are similar to 

those that foll ow). As all members of the degenerate states have the 

same energy, we can separate the sums so that equation (2-90) becomes: 

m ~ 3~ L ~I [W~l ~ [ ~(~b(A' 1mo.b) &0 1 
(2-91) 0.. b ), 

. - w.'- • .h[Z' (1';; ... <m •• )E..}l 
boo. W Q.,b / ~ 

where now L ,) represents the sums over all degenerate 
l'YIe.... Q. ~ 

sets and ~ represent the sums over all members of each degenerate set. 
G.,'" 
I~e can expand the member sunmations: 



l'l'Iel'Y\ 

L (f1bG.· 1m~b) - (l)f';/fl1f1~). ({JI~I m/1J1~) 
a,b 

now f- is purely real, m is purely imaginary. 

Thus: 

(2-92) 

(1J!{IJ1I1jJ~) = [(lV:·V1nJl~ftg* 
(?J!~"'If-I?fJ~) = [cwt Ijl l1tJ1. *)]., 
ClJIt I FYd ?fJ!) ::: - ~lJf~·/ n; 17jJ~*')r" 
(ZJ!~./ Fn 1"4';) = - [U.l/; I ffi IlJI~ .~., 

"'em 

.-. L (jJbo.· fm~b) ::: [OJfo1tJ1/lJ!;). (1/1; 1m 17.J/:> 
o.,b 

- [comp 1 ex conj uga t~ 
me"", 
~ (1-':>' 1 -'>. ) This clearly shows that L f1bo..· rno.b is purely imaginary 
Q.,b 

and that the first term of ~quation (2-90) is zero. 

Also: 

m~""" l'I1e"", 

(2-93) L CjUbo.- imo.b)::: -L (1mbo. -;;o.b) 
~b . ~b 

. -'" 
The expresslon for nn now becomes: 
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Here for simplicity of notation we drop the superscript on the population 
~ 

coefficient, setting p~ = po... . Also we have taken ELo outside 
. ~ . 

the ~{ } as ELo is a real quantity and so can be treated.· The 

. expreSSionfor:M is more complex. Substituting f for 0 in 

equation (2-89), dropping the. first term as it adds nothing to the 

optical activity, and separating the sum over all states and members 

into separate sums over states and members, we obtain) again setting 

~e~ . 

- W 1 ~W1 ~ ~ [(91"-.~~\o) Eta} 
b~ . alb . 

r>le-

+ Wb~~~ ~ ~ {em~o.. jUo.b) flu, 1 
Q.)b 

- wz~U)a ~~~{emb~.~~)HLoV· 
be;. o.lb ij 

Z ~[ Wbo. rLJ{(J.~ 1 ...... 1~ )(~ -)} + ~ L Wb~ _ (.d· Vtt m"Q.· jU-oJo X j«b", ELo X H' 
b Q.,b 

- W:"~uJ-r .o...f('m ..... 'fob x yJ ... )(t",X H'~ 
/)..b 
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....:.. 

Tn simpl if v this expression for ~ we need equations (2-92), and 

(2-93) plus several additional relations. \4e can show via reasoning parallel to 

that used for ~ ,that of the first two terms of ~ , only the one involving 

the ~[]contributes. Of the second two terms, onlytheone involving the 

J.mfl contributes and can be re.cast accordtng to equation (2-93). To 

determine which of the next four terms should be kept, we note that: 

1'-" 1---- ( ) vnc..o.., mI." are real diagonal elements of real observables 

• •• Cj10.'0 x. jU .. ) is purely imaginary . 

Therefore 1mQ.6.· C% x jUb~) and 1nibb• (t1Q.b >< ~bo.) are 

purely imaginary and of the fifth to the eighth terms of (2-95), only the 

ones with ~[ 1, the sixth and eighth, contribute. 

Finally, for the last eight terms of equation (2-95), terms 

nine through sixteen, we can show that the Ra.{ 1, terms nine through 

twelve, cancel in pairs, while the ~{}, terms thirteen through sixteen, 



,I 
,I 

sum in pairs. For Example: 

£.'{ZCmbd .1h...b Xi;;: .. ) +L (iwrYI,db. jU(l.cI ><.1'uba.)1 
- ' 'd*b <-:Vdb /- '" /- d~b "b / 'S 
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=(RJl r L d-[Cn;;" ·14> xY;,.) + ('m::' • ~d.. " Y;! )11 ,lj~h db " ~ 

= ~ {z U!'" [(1~>d . ~b X 7".) - (' m;, · ~ •• x ~) .. ]} 
_d~'o 

These obviously cancel, while if we took the imaginary part, 

they would sum. Applying all the above simplifications and setting 
-->. ~ 

HI = _HI (this is the same as reversing the convention we have chosen 

for the magnetic field and will orily change the sign of the magnetically

induced optical activity. This will maintain consistency with the 
~ 

equations derived by other authors), we have for the moment ~ : 

11 =: ~ L ~ L w~~~~ E~~ {1bQ.·1~b} fLo 
( 2 - 96) 0... e... b ba., CA.} b 

We may write equations (2-94) and (2-96) in a more concise form: 

( 2-97) 

-"'" 
VYl_ 

:1: 
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where ~ 

(2-98) 

''1 ~ -3:w1-~fo. L [t,OCW)Wbo.) Ao.b 
0. b ' 

+ f2oCw) UJ blA.) Bo.'o + k~ t;(W)C")bo.) Cru. J 
where 

(2-99) f,O (w,w \'0.) 2UJ't,()...wZ. 

1; (wt! - W7.)2 

and 

. ;::'" 

f2-]OOJ·.~, 

.. ,' , 

, " 

: ..... 

~ I '. 



Here we have dropped the left superscript on the various 

matrix .elements. They wi 11 only be of importance in Chapters 4 and 5 

where they can easily be reestablished. ·For now, we ignore them and 

just remember that the matrix elements are those of the complex system 

and therefore that the equations for optical acyivity are for the 

complex system. 

The frequency functions f.°(w,wbo.)and f;(W,Wba.) have 
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zero bandwidths and have singularities at W ==Wbo. • To avoid these 

non-physical conditions, we follow the lead of other authors (6), (23),and(29) 

and assume a band shape. Here we choose a damped oscillator form) (1) and 

(23), and we write the new frequency functions as +, ' replacing ;'0 , 
and tz. , replacing I/. 

(2-101) 

(2-l02) 

ZWbo..W2 [(Wb~ -w2.? - GoO: 1-;': J 
1; [( w';' - w~t + w' n: ] 
w'l.(W~-w2.) 

and our coeffi ci ents o{) ~) 1. become 

0( = 3!Wt ~f~ WbQ..f2 (w)w"o.) O"b 

. f3 = - 3-t,Z.w? L fo. I +z (W)Wbo.) RIAb 
(). b 

[t, (W)Wbo..) Ao.b 

+ t 1. (W)WblA.) Bob +- kT +2 (W,WblA.) Cc;J,] 

Finally, in the determination of m from equation (2-89), we 

ignored terms where the magnetic moment was multiplied by itself. If we 
-.:. 

had included those terms , we would have obtained a form for vn which -
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would give the expressions for and a more symmetrical appearance. 

(2-103) 

~ m .= 

As the evaluation of X and r. is not necessary for the 

evaluation of optical activity (they do not appear in equation (2-62) ), we 

do not calculate them in this thesis. Those interested in their calculation 

should refer to Stephens (22). 

The final results for optical rotation, natural and magnetically

induced, are embodied in equations (2-103) or (2~97), equation (2-101), 

equation (2-102), equation (2-100), and equation (2-62). Curcu1ar· 

dichroism is obtained via the Kronig Kramers transfonn as described in part 

A of this chapter. 



FOOTNOTES 

.. 
1. It shall be assumed that unless otherwise specified the phrase 

"optical activity"shallinclude both natural and magnetically

induced optical activity. 
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2. The mathematical transform known by the name Kronig-Kramers is a . 

specialized form of the Hilbert transform. If one has a physical 

quantity represented by a complex function, the Hilbert transform 

states that if one knows the real part, the imaginary part is uniquely 

determined and visa-versa. In the formulation for complex optical 

activity ORO (MORO) is the real Dart and CD (NCO) the imaginary part. 

See Appendix VI for more details. 

3. Thus we'distinguish magnetically-induced optical activity from such 

phenomena as the Cotton-~'outon effect which resul ts from components 

of th~ external magnetic field which ar~ perpendicular to the 

di~ectiori of propagation. 

4. The restriction that the helical molecular orbital be fixed in space 

is notimperati ve to demonstrate the producti on of the sma 11. correcti ons 
~ ~ 

on OLo and BLo • However, to consider it not fixed and to be 

required to average over all positions would result in complexities 

which add nothing to the physical picture presented by this model. 

5. In general, both solute and solvent molecules can contribute 

electronic and magnetic oscillators. Since we normally either choose 

optically inactive solvents or measure in such a way so as to 

eliminate solvent optical activity, we ignore the solvent contribution 
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contribution in our derivation. ~e also assume that the absorption 

bands of the solvent are in regions of the spectrum removed from those 

of the solute, thus effectively eliminating any effects due to 

optical activity induced in the solvent by an asymmetric solute. All 

discussion therefore, is understood to refer to solute optical 

activity. For a further discussion of solvent-solute interactions, 

see Appendix VIII. 

6. The relation of the local to the macroscopic fields is complex. The 

assumption that they are equal can be adequate for a gas but the 

difference can be significant in the condensed phase, especially for 

the electric field. A common procedure is to equate the local 

electric field to the Lorentz effective field 

However, the assumptions leading to this are rather crude (36), and 

there is no reason to believe that this is much better than the simple 

equality relation, especially since~the more complex relation gives 

poor agreement with experiment in many cases (See references (37), 

(38), and (39)). Furthermore, it greatly complicates the solution of 

Maxwell's equations.' Further discussion and the aDplication of the 

Lore~tz correction can be found in references (23) and (40). 

7. The molecular ,system: , in the absence of all perturbations, external 

field and molecular, is termed the zero-order simple system. 

Treatment of both the zero-order system and the molecular perturbations 

is reserved for Chapters 3, 4, and 5. 

8. See Footnote 8, Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 3 

OPTICAL ACTIVITY OF. COMPLEX SYSTEMS 

In Chapter 2, 'we derived equations for the natural and 

magnetically-induced optical activity of a molecular system. At that 

time, there was no specification of this system as to number of 

chromophores, excitation of modes of vibration, or existence of 

patterns of substitution. The assumption was that, regardless of the 

nature of the molecular system, one could determine the appropriate 

wave functions and energies, and thus the pertinent rotational 

strengths. Unfortunately, this assumption is, for many molecular 

systems, a poor one, in that the direct determination of the 

eigenfunctions is'not feasible. In these situations one must use 

the principles of perturbation theory ~- or its more general parent" 

diagonalization of the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian --

to develop solutions of the complex molecular system tn terms of 

known solutions of a similar but simpler molecular system. 

In the remai~ing cha~tersof t~is dissertation, we shall 

examine the complications that arise in the equations for optical 
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activity when any'or all of three types of m'olecular complexity are 

present. These complexities are (i) chromophore-chromophore interaction, 

leading to the equations for the optical activity of polymers, 

(i1) vibrational perturbations, leading to the equations for vibronic 

structuring of optical activity and (iii) substitutional perturbations, 

leading to the equations describing substitutional influences on 

optical activity. 

In this chapter we lay down the theoretical foundations 
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required for the analysis of these three complexities. First, given 

the complex molecular system and its Hamiltonian" one must choose the 

most appropriate simple molecular system with which to approximate the 

complex system. The determination of what constitutes the most 

appropriate approximate system, given a particular complex system, is 

one of the goals of this chapter. Having specified both complex and 

simple systems, one then determines the matrix representation of the 

Hamiltonian of the complex molecular system in the eigenfunctions of the 

simple molecular system. This matrix representation, when diagonalized, 

yields the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the complex system in 

terms of those of the simple system. Under appropriate conditions, 

this procedure of diagonalization reduces to a simpler and more useful 

perturbation expansion of the eigenfunctions of the complex system 

in those eigenfunctions9f the simple system. These complex eigenfunctions, 

whether evaluated by matrix diagona1ization or perturbation theory, can 

be directly utilized in the equations for optical activity derived in 

Chapter 2. 

A. Formalism to Relate Complex System to Simple System 

In Chapter 2, we expressed the equations for optical activity 

in terms of the electric and magnetic dipole matrix elements in the 

representation defined by the wave functions of the molecular system 

of interest, which we termed the complex molecular system. These 

wave functions are eigenfunctions of the total molecular Hamiltonian and 

are designated as first-order states. They are, in actuality, the 

stationary states of the complex molecular system (Footnote 1). If 
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this complex system is in reality quite simple, sayan isolated, 

unsubstituted, non-vibrating chromophore, then generally it is practicable 

to determine these stationary states. Here we have a single, simple, 

non'-moving (nuclear) framework in which the electrons move. The 

stationary states of this system are identical to the eigenstates of 

the electronic Hamiltonian and, upon making the many assumptions 

common to molecular orbital theory (for example, see Salem (41) ), 

these eigenstates can be determined and used in the basic equations for 

optical activity (Footnote 2). If, however, we now add the complexities 

normally found in a molecular system -- i.e. the molecular oerturbations 

of vibration, SUbstitution and chromophore-chromoohore interaction --

the stationary states of the system become more numerous, more complex, 

more difficult to attach physical meaning to, and their direct 

calculation rapidly becomes impracticable. Because of this, the 

general approach to the solution of these more complex cases is to 

obtain the stationary states of the complex system as expansions of the 

stationary states of a Simple, more determined system -- inqenera1, the 

complex system minus certain of the, complexities (Footnote 3). 

As preparation for the determination of these exoansions, 

we briefly outline the notation we shall use in the remainder of this 

chapter. Following Table IV of Chapter 2, we write the first-order, 

stationary states of the total (complex) molecular system as 1jJ~ 

and the zero-order, stationary states of the aooroximate (simple) 

molecular system (non-stationary states of the total molecular system) 

as 7jJ:' (Footnote 4). Referring to equation (2-72) we may \t/rite the 

total, first-order Hamiltonian as: 

(2-72) 

where Xo is the zero-order, approximate Hamiltonian and J.(~, K! , Je; 
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have been defined respectively as any chromophore-chromophore interactiorlJ 

any vibrational perturbation, and any substitutional perturbation, not , 

included in the zero-order Hamiltonian. The first-order \'1ave functions 

are related to the first~order Hamiltonian via the Schroedinger 

equation (using bra-ket notation, see appendix I): 

(3-1) 

Similarly for the zero-order quantities 

(3-2) 

In most cases it is possible to determine the proner 

expansions of the 1jf1 in the 1jJ: via standard time independent perturbation 

theory. However, as there are situations'i~ which the perturbation 

expansion is invalid, in this chapter we will discuss a more general 

approach, one which not only reduces to the perturbation expansion 

un'der the conditions where perturbation theory is applicable but, in the 

genera 1 form, wi 11 sti 11 be va 1 i d v/here perturbati on theory is not. 

The general method is that of the diagonalization of the matrix 

representation of the Hamiltonian Je' in the basis set vr: , and the 

nature of the perturbation theory validity criteria will be brought out 

during the development of the general method . 

. The first step in the development of the general method is 

to write the representation of the first-order wave functions 1Jf~ 

in the zero-order basis set W:'. From Appendix I, we can write 

(using bra~ket notation): 
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Here of course, we have assumed tha t the 7jJi,o are the N members of a 

complete orthonormal basis set. We now substitute equation (3-3) into 

equation (3-1). This gives: 

N N 

(3-5) 
L(2J!co 1~'IZJfbO)(7J!; 17.JI~) = E!l Clift I"IJf: )Clf!b/1Jf~) 
b b 

N 

== E! 2. (~o/(ff~) hbc 
b 

or 

N 

(3-6) L (7./fc0 l;e'- E!~bcl7.tf.,O)tlJfbo I~) =: 0 
b 

As there are N of the 7jJco, there are N of these equations. 

We now use a more compact notation. and equation (3-6) becomes: 
N 

(3-7) L ( H;b - E~ ~cb) CbOo. = 0 
b 

where 

Using equation (3-9), equation (3-3) can be written: 
N 

(3-10) 11Jf~) = L Cbo.l7jf b) 
b . 
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The N equations given by equations (3-7) can be written 

in matrix notation 

Hi -E~ 11 H.i -"-:- - H~N CIa. 

H:, Hi2- E! -- - H;w CZa. 
(3-11 ) 

" 0 .... 

" .... 
I. .... 

" .... 

" .... 

H~, Hi ·11 
(No.. Nt . - - - - - HNN - Eo.. 

\~e note two facts. First of all, if the above matrix 

representation of the Hamiltonian is diagonal, i.e. all off-diagonal 

elements Htj , i~j are zero, then the chosen first-order wavefunctions 

?If; are identical with the zero-order basis set £If:. This can 

readily be shown. Setting the off-diagonal elements in equation 

( 3-11) equal to zero, we have: 

H~,- E! 0 ------- 0 C'o.. 

0 Hi _ E1 
2.l. Q. ------ 0 CZ,Q, 

"- 0 "-

"-

0 0 - - - ...... :.- - H~-E! C~o.. 

This is equj~alent to the N equations -. 

and leads to the N equations 



or 

This will be true only if /(Jft)= /ljfJ.). Thus using 

equation (3-9), we have for the Cia. 

, (3-12) 

Thus the 1J!ioare eigenfunctions of }{' and there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between the 7jJ~ and the 7J1t. 
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The second thing we can show is that if we represent the 

matrix equation (3-11) in the shorthand 

(3-13) . He = 0 

then if the matri x H, the representati on of the Hamiltoni an, is not 

diagonal, then there is a unitary matrix 5 (satisfying SS-' =. I 
where I is the unit matrix) which will diagonalize H by a similarity 

transformation. Thus we write:. 

(3-14) SHe = SHS·' SC = 0 

where SHS-' is diagonal. According to what we initially showed, the 

elements of the column matrix SC will be unity if SHS-' is diagona1. 

Thus we have: 

5" 512. - - - 51"" C'O- S" C1<l. + SIlo Ct<l. + - - - + 51 .... (..,0.. 

SZI Su. - - - Sa ... CZQ. 51., (,Col + SZl, C2.o.. + - -- + Sz .. CWCA., 

SC == I 
, 

. I 
, 

I , , , 

StJI SNl. S .. tl CNQ. 5"", C,Col + S .. t CtCl + -- - -+ SNNC""o.. 

1 

1 

1 
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. 

Thi s means that for all Z 

Substituting from equation '(3-9), we have: 

(3-15) 

But for equ~tion(3~15) to hold, we must have: 

(3-16) 17JJ~) = Sli ll.Jfn + Sz.irW;) + - -- - + SNi 11J1~) i::/,N 

Thus the N first-order wave functions ltrl are given by 

the N equations specified by equation (3-16). We therefore note that 

if we detenni ne the elements SLJ of the matri x S , the matri x that di agona 1 i zes 

the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian, then we can detennine the 

N linear combinations of the zero .order basis functions that fonn the 

correct fi rst-order ei genfunctions of Je' . 
l~e note that diagonalization of H , the matrix representation 

of the Hamiltonian Je' in the zero-order basis set ztt: , is the most 

genera 1 method of detenni ni ng the correct ei genfuncti ons of Je' . 
However, this is usually a difficult task, so one looks for easier 

methods. Under certain special conditions, namely 

diagona1ization of ri reduces to standard time independen~ perturbation 

theory. This is shown in Appendix I. When this condition does not hold, 
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such as foraeqenerate or near degenerate states, oerturbation theory 

breaks down and one is forced to use the more genera1diagona1ization 

procedure. 

B. Choice of the Approximate Zero-order system and 

Specification of Zero-order basis functions 

The choice of the most appropriate aoproximate zero-order 

system will depend on the nature of the total first-order system. We 

postulate two limiting forms for the approximate system. The first 

would. identify the complex molecular system itself with the approximate 

system. The second limiting case assumes for the approximate system 

an isolated, unsubstituted, non-vibrating chromophore, denoted here 

as the e1~ctronic system. In the first instance, we have a triVial 

identification and the adjective "approximate" ;s not even anplicable .. 

The second-case is the simplest we can present and in most situations 

makes the discrepancy between the total and approximate systems so 

great that any advantage inherent in this approach to the problem is 

lost. Although in special instances,this second limiting case can 

be useful, usually the approximate system of choice lies somewhere 

between the two limiting cases. 

In a quantum mechanical sense, specification of the wave 

functions of a system completely determines the physical properties 

of that system. Thus we shall specify the approximate systems by 

specifying their wave functions. There are many types of approximations 

that have been used, but most can be considered to be derived from two 

main classes; the electronic approximation (the second limiting case 

discussed above) and the vibronic (vibrational - electronic) approximation. 

il Iii 



Each of these can be further subdivided according to whether or not 

the electronic portion of the wave function depends nn the nuclear 

coordinate. If it does not, we term the approximation harmonic; 

if it does, we term it adiabatic (Footnote 5). Thus we have four 
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basic approximations: harmonic electronic, adiabatic electronic, 

harmonic vibronic,and adiabatic vibronic. These are tabulated, along 

\'Jith the form of their wave functinns, in Table V. In this Table 

It and ~ are the electronic and nuclear coordinates respectively, 

Cfy0 is the equilibrium nuclear position, r:p;(X> %0) and cp:rx)j) 
are the electronic wave functions" X;1'l (%) are the nuclear wave 

functions. The subscripts e and n denote electronic and nuclear 
• 

quantu'mnunibers. A full description of these \'1ave functions ;s found 

in Appendix VII. 

Note that the form of the v/ave function of the electronic 

approximation includes no nuclear wave function. Thus if nuclear terms 

are i ncl uded in the Hami ltoni an X' ,the consequence is the occurrance 

of off-diagonal matrix elements in the representation of the Hamiltonian. 

These matrix elements mayor may not be appreciable. In contrast, the 

form of the \1aVe function of the vibronic approximation ,includes a 

nuclear wave function, and any off-diagonal matrix elements resulting 

from nuclear terms in Jet , are more likely to be small corrections. 

The harmonic vibronic approximation and the adiabatic vibronic approximation 

are commonly known as the two principle approximations of Born and 

Oppenheimer. Because of their importance, a rather detailed derivation 

and description is given in Appendix VII. 

In Table VI, we list the various apnroximations most often 

used for zero-order basis functions. We include the basic electronic 
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TA8LE V 

Basic Wave Function Anproximations 

-
'-~ Subtype 

"- . 

Vibronic TYDe'~ Harmonic 
fo----. - _. -

Electronic CP;(X)%O) CPeO(x)~) 

-

Vibronic CPeO(-x,r) X;", ('lr) CPeo(x) ~) Xe°", (~) 

I ·' " 

I 



Type of References Zero-order First-order 
Aporoximation Hannonic Adiabatic Basis Functions Hamiltonian 

'1'; = ~O(~ .",0) cp; = r.p,: (x,~l 

Electronic many cp; Te.(-t) + Ve(X) -t-Ve-N()(ll) -----
workers 

toI . 

45,46,47 N ". N ~ trEi.(ti) + VE'l(X~+VE"lNj(Xi,'iij Excitonic 48,49,50 ----- J. L eik.-Jll cp O(il7T CBOCj ) 
IN _ e'. e 

I ~N 51 t j:v'l + ? VEiCj (,x\ \:(j) 
)i 

Product 52,53 ({)eOX;" 
T f (X) + Ve (X) + Vet.l<x1i) 

54,55 52,56 
+TN (\) + VN(\-) 

52,57,58 I i cp.0Ci) Xo (\) 
Te(')() + VEt-x) + Vu(X),,) Sum of ~. e elo! 

Products ----- 59,60,61 t 

62,63,64 +T~(,~ + VN(t) 

ttT., ex,) + V ~(",) + Va", (x..t ,) 
,.. 'k'" /II \~eak 65,66,67 

71,72 J.. L -L -JLica(i)X;(i.) Tr ~o(J)XOV) t + T;.~ (. '\) + VNi (<&tl 
Counling 68,69,70 TN . e , 'II' e e". 

+ i~[VEi.El~i)Xj) + VNit.lj(~illj~ ~ j*i 

i. T 

71,75,76 ~ [t elk-Ai ~:,m~ c;;(j)] ~ LrEt(Xi) + VeJx,) +VEiN,eX\'bil 
Strong 68,69,70 77,78,79 ~ N .... J 

1. + TNl ('i') oj- V~i Cti)] .. Coupling 73,74 80,81,82 x {L [e- it •t, X~~~ 1r X;~) 
N /II 45 t J.l ~ 

+ LI[VE'E})(I\Xj)+VNiNJ(~i'6i~ + x.;.(i) i ei1.ltj X;CJlff" 'X0(~ 
'" i;'i "" k.i,j,e" 

, J 

Strong \e,eC---eN)\ PI ~ --- PN) 
t~odi fi cati on Coupling, 71,77 ,79 where et , Pi represent the of· Rashba's Second ----- 81,82 occupation numbers of the 

Quantization ill! exci ton, iTH phonon modes Hami ltoni an (82) 
--~~- ------- -----

TABLE VI 

t10st Common Zero-order Systems 

Systems ~Jeakness 
Aopropriate of 

For Aoproximation 

Non-vibrating Breaks Down 
for vibrating r~onomer molecules 

Non-vibrating Breaks Down 
Ordered for Vi brating 
Polymer :1olecules 

Non-degenerate Breaks Down 
Vibrating for Degeneracy, 
Monomers Near Degeneracy 

t1onomers and Unwieldy 
Dimers with for N-mers 
Degenerate higher than 

States Dimers 

Polymers with Breaks Down Degenerate for Strong States Intermolecular and 1·/eak 
Interaction~ 

Coupling 

Polymers ~"ith 
Breaks Down 

for Vibronic Degenerate Coupling States 
and Strong Comparable to 

Intermolecular Interactions Coupling 

N exciton Same as for 
and/or phonon Standard 
trans iti ons Strong Coupling 
where N ~ 2 Approximation 

-- -

I 
I 

~ 

~ 

w 
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and vibronic approximations plus other more complex approximations 

stemming from extensions of the more basic ones. Each of these 

aporoximations can be subdivided, as mentioned previously, into harmonic 

and adiabatic approximations. These subdivisions can be identified by 

the arguments of the elctronic parts of the zero-order wave functions 

as is indicated in Table V. Along '-'lith the form of the zero-order wave 

functions, life list in Table VI the references to workers \,/110 have used 

the harmonic and/or adiabatic subtyoes of each approximation, the 

complex molecular system each aoproximation is most appropriate for, 

the first-order Hamiltonian If.' of that system, and lastly the weakness 

and point Of breakdown for each aooroximation . 

.. Although Table VI is in general self-explanatory and can 

be an aid to proper selection of an appropriate zero-order arlDroximating 

molecular system, a few comments ~re in order. First of all, in the 

formulae for the basis functions the unorimed subscri ots eand n 
indicate the ground electronic and nuclear states while the primed 

subscripts e' and n' indicate the excited electronic state and the 

nuclear stat~ of the excited electronic state. Secondly, a particularly 

good description of weak coupling, strong coupling, and the occupation 

number representation is given in Young's thesis (77). Finally, the 

development of the various first-order Hamiltonians are given in Dart 

C of this chapter. 

C. Specification of first-order Hamiltonians 

The first-order Hamiltonians given in Table VI can be 

considered as various simplifications of the complete solute Hamiltonian 

derived inl\ppendix VIII (Footnote 6). There the formalism for treating 

II . 

I 
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solute-solvent interactions as well as the more familiar inter- and 

intra- solute effects are developed. As we are not concerned with solvent 

effects in this thesis, we may use equation (VIII-18) from Appendix VIII 

for the first~order Hamiltonian. Thus: 

(3-18) 

f'roIlP$ 

Ie' == Z [ TEi + VEi + VEtNi + TNt + VNiJ 
1.. 

+ Y 2J VEl EJ + VNiN;] 

i jH 
Here the electrons and nuclei are assigned to particular 

groups and exchange among groups (such as charge transfer phenomena) is 

not considered. In general, we may substitute the term "chromophore" 

for the term IIgroup" The"yarious terms in X' are defined as follows: 

.. 
- electronic kinetic energy of· chromophore ~ 

. 
- nuclear kinetic energy of chromophore l 

Vet = V~i (xt) - electron-electron potential of chromoohore i 

• nuclear-nuclear potential of chromoohore l 

VE[N,=VE;'Nt(Xi)~i) - interactions between electrons and nuclei 
of chromophore i 

interactions between the electrons of chromophore i 
and those of chromophore j 

- interaction between the nuclei of chromophore i 
and those of ch~omophore j 

- interaction between the electrons of chromophore i 
and the nuclei of chromophore~ 

Here Xi and ~i are the sets of electronic and nuclear 



coordinates for the chromophore i . 
It is worthwhile to discuss briefly the significance of 

the various terms in equation (3-18). The termsTEi) ~i , VEi ~ VN~ 

are self-explan~tor.Y. The term VetNi leads to electron-nuclear 

coupling in each monomer (chromophore) and is responsible for the 

br.eakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in monomers. The 
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term VEicj is the interaction responsible for polymer excitons and 

the term VNtNj for polymer phonons. The relative magnitudes of VEiEj 

and VEiNi determine whether one is dealing with weak, intermediate, or 

strong coupling in the Simpson-Peterson definition ((70), see also 

Young's thesi's (77) for an excellent description of the various types 

of coup 1 i ng) . The i nteracti on term VEiNj a i so can cause breakdown of 

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in polymers, but its effect is 

usually negligible compared to the combination of VEiEJ ) VNiIJj and 

V EEi N i. • Therefore, it is not included in any of the fi rs t-order 

Hamiltonians listed in Table VI. 

D. Evaluation of Matrix Elements of Hamiltonian Representation 

Having specified the zero-order basis functions of the 

approximate systems and the first-order Hamiltonians of the total systems, 

we now proceed with the evaluation of t~e matri~ elements of the 

representations for the Hamiltonians of all cases, excepting those for 

weak and strong coupling. These latter two approximations are not 

evaluated, as such evaluation is quite complex and not of interest to us 

in this dissertation. 

The matrix elements, diagonal and off-diagonal, for the 

various representations are evaluated in Appendix IX and tabulated in 
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Table VII. From inspection of the matrix elements listed in this table, 

we may draw several cond1usions. First, in comparing the harmonic and 

adiabatic subtypes of each approximation, we see that while the wave 

functions .of the harmonic approximations are more easily calculated than 

those of the adiahatic approximations, in general, the wave functions of 

the ad~abatic aporoximations lead to representation matrices with 

fewer and simoler off-diagonal elements. Secondly, inspection of the 

various harmonic approximations indicate that the off~diagona1 matrix 

ele~ents are minimized when the quantities 

v;~ = ;:l V EN (X) i) I ' 
&9;z i=ct 

are minimized. The first parameter is important when discussing 

phenomena such as the Jahn-Teller effect, but in other cases is small. 

The second parameter, c0l11T1on1,V known as the force constant, is more 

imporant. The smaller it is, the more shallow the molecular potential 

we.ll) .. and the more valid is the harmonic approximation. Comoarison 

of these harmonic approximations with the parallel adiabatic approximations 

indicate that only for the vibronic approximations do the matrices of 

the harmonic subtypes appear as complicated as those of' the adiabatic 

subtypes. Thi sis ill usory however, as the only requi rement tha t the 

off-diagonal elements be negligible in the adiabatic approximations, is 

that the electronic states be non-degenerate, while for the off-diagonal 

elements to be negligible in the harmonic aooroximation, we have the 

additional requirement on the size of the force constant. These factors 
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Approximate 
System 

Electronic 
Harmonic 

Electronic 
Adiabatic 

Excitonic 
Harmonic 

1
----

First-order Hamiltonian, 
Zero-order Wave Functions Matrix Elements 

Diagonal 
;.t' ~ TE(X') + VE(X) + V£N(z>i> I Ci<e)/Jt'/lle) = E;Cr) + (\-(f)~(cp.°JVc:JICPe") 

~Ce) =~~(X) r) 

Je = TE(x) + VE (1() +. V6l(~!) 

~(e) = 'Peo ('X) '&) 

N 

;)(': [ [TE,l.'i') + V Ei (-.I!;) 

i + VeiN; U; ) \.)1 
'" ~ 

+ L~ VEiEj (~i) 'X,j) 
~ j>i 

1.1 - .. !oJ 

~(kle:)::';; [e.,ik'~i cQ;/il1T ~(j) 
i j*i 

cp; (,\ ': C()~l;) (Xi I ,p 

Off-diagonal 
I (f(e)/~11 ~(Q'» = (~-'b')(cp~ I V~I q;;,)' + ('!-l·)l.(cpe I v;NI C(Je') 

I Diagonal 
(!p(e)l~rl~(e):. Ee(Cfs) 

Off-diagonal 
None 

Di agonal N 

(!P(k>e')I~I~(k)e'» :: t:;'(r> +(N-/)E;(~,.) +[(~,-tn"Z.('fe(i)/VE~IJ\ICPti) 
- t 

N _ 

+1. >( .. )%. r/(dO{olV.~' ./,naCO) _ (rn"ci)/v'! ./fflo(i»);1 
N T ~i- 01 ll're' E,"I, "t'e' '!'e eLt./~ 'f"'e '1 

- '" +t -+ ?: [(~;,(')~;'j\ I V~Ej I cp;,(i)cp;<j» - (c.p;Ci)4'eo 'j) I Ve.e:j I qJ;("%o<jJ) 
1:J*L _ 

+ t\-t t (Cfie°mf40CJ) I Ve;Ej J 4';'1)c.p:'j) + ~ t i,e-tk (it, -Ji.j )( q>~/i)cp:(j\1 Ve;£j I ~I(j\ <+>;(\) 
~ J't\ ~ J~ t . 

Off-diagonal 

(~(i~)e')1 Jt' I <I tk,e"») =;!; t (\i.-,(PCcp;,(i)/ VE: Ni 14J~i\) + ;; t (li -~n 1.(c.p;,c ,:){ VE~Nd4?:~i)) 
H ~ I-

. +~ ~t (CP;("f.(Jtj
\ IVE;lij I ~~,(i)(();(j~ +1:; i i e-it(.t, -.ilj ) (~.~<i)4r'j), VEiEll~~(j)cp:lil) 

~ Jt 1 L j*' 
(~(k\e')I:f{" ~(")e'») = 1:; t e-i(k-k') .it! ('ij -~:t[(~:,[()1 Ye;'N; 14>;'(;) 2 - (~:(\)/VE~W, J ~ Ii»] _ 

\ . ". 

+ ~ f e-1(k-~ )'~i .f [(c.p;,<iCpeo(jI/ Vf;Ej I <f:'li}cp;(jl) - (c();I')<.(JeQ'j) / VEi~j ICP;(')<['e"Cj))] 
'j'ti - - -.-

WtJ '("'~ "'1-11> 

+ 1:irl e-! k'J\;-k'J\j)(~;.(i\<p:<j)IVfiEjl<fl~:)qJt)) 
, Jti 

TABLE VII 

Matrix Elements of Various Representations of the Hamiltonian -

..... ..... 
co 



Approximate '\ First-order Hamiltonian, 
System I Zero-order Wave Functions ~latrix Elements 

Excitonic 
Hannonic 

(cont. ) 

Off-diagonal (cont.) 

(~Ck,e')ldt'\I(k',e~») = ~ te-i(k-~)'Ai [(~i-~f)(<<"i)1 V:'Nll~~i\) +·(<tr\nl.CC(>:,c·)IVe': •. d~Ci)) 
\ .". 

+;!; l e- i ct.- t..')'~il (q:.>;"i\cp;Cj) IV£;e' 1Cge:(i'qJ;cj~) +-.1. '*~eci("~i -k"Aj)(' tfl°('ltIJOCj}1 1/ \'((}O(jI{(}O'II\ 
\ j*\ J~' N ~ lx. "fe' '1"e VfiE~ 'i\'U '1'l I 

~ __________ ~ ____ ~ ________________ ~ __________________ ~__~ ____________ I~J~.I ________________ __ 

~I: Z [Te·(x,) + VE,(X'i) Diagonal OJ ". " 

t I (i(k,e')I~'II('k,e')) = ~ ~ [E; .. C\i) + ~ Ee('\l>] 
+ VC'~l h'i It;)] N N \ .J':h ~ 

Ex~iton~ c N ~ + ~ I L L(cp;,(i'«>:Cj)I VE"ie.j I~liltp;lj)) - (<fl;(il~;(j) I VEiEj \ ~;(i)C():'j)J 
Adl abatl c + L L Ve·e. (''If, ,':rj) ij*\. 

Vibronic 
Product 

Harmonic 

. - '.1 ~ "'N ...... 
, j>\ + ~ It (~li)~:lJ)1 V£iEjl cp:C;)~:'j)) +~ rr. e.-ikCAj -Aj) C~C:)cp;tj) I VeiE;, ~~(P~;C;») 

ij)i '. 'J'ta 

Off-diagonal 
(~(k)e' )I~'I ~(k )e"» =;; ~J (~(i\qJ;(j)1 VEilOj I~~"q>;(i) +IJ Zf.e-it.(h;-"i)(C?e~i)CP;~)1 VeiE; I ~,~i\p;(il) 

\ ~:h I j1. 

(Jcte') \ ~'11 Cke',e») ,.. ii ~ e-i(~-h').il! l. [(~:,(i'C(>;'j)\ VEiEd C(>:'(;'~.IJ» _(c:(l;ln~etj) IV'iE.dqleQ
(\\ ~;(i\l1 

L jh ", 

, IoJ ,..... .., 

I "'Cit ') =...L '" _ik'h( rnoliljf (1I"{j) 
II ~ ,e fN ?-e 'l'e'. .ll. '1"'e 

\. J,.-l 
I 
II <.p; tj): c();Cj) (Xj ,~j) 

N,J .... ~ "',.,), , 
+..L)") -:1(1<-)1., - I< 'A-) (,()O(l) (f)olj) I V I If) ",p{{) otl») 

N <- t.. e J 't'e' 't'e E<Ej '+'e' '-t'e 
, .J*L 

(~(k,e') I ~I I ~(k', e")) -= -b ~ C!~i (fc- k') .~\ (Cf7;.ll)~'j) J Ve;Ej I c.pt'~{j)c.peo ti)) 
. I , ,,' 

T ;; it e-i("Ai - i.";j) (cQ;,(;)cp;l.i\ I VEiE./ %-,eJ) CPt D) 
i jot i J 

).e': jEtJ{) +Ve(,c) + VENlx,~) I Diagonal 
+VN(\) +-T..,C'P (~(e,"')I~'I~(ell'l»)= Ei., + (<P;lv~>JI(~(n(;xe:I(1;-(r)~IXe':.) 

~(e\~) -= CP; Xeo", 

~: = ~.('k),,") 

X,:~ :: )(e: (1-) 

Off-diagonal 

(~(e)~ll~' I ~(e,.,,'») = (q>eo/ V~ I <.Plnex;"'\C%-f)41 X;",,) . ' 

(J(e,,,)\ ~'l ~<.e',l'\')) :; (CtJtl V~N I !.pen(::te.; l(i-cg)/,Xe~ .. ') + (<Qe." \ V~, Cf>t~)(Xe:, \(\- (r)~ I X'd.,.) L-________ ~ji __________________ ~ ____________ _ 

TABLE VII (cont.) 

..... ..... 
~ 
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Approximate 
System 

Vibronic 
Product 

Adiabatic 

Vibronic 
Sum of' 

Products 
Harmonic 

Vibronic 
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~iatrix Elements 

Diagonal 
(qCe,t"I) I~II ~(e,t1)) :: E;, + (-xe: I t (~: IT,.,l CPe)}1 X;~) 

Off-diagonal 
(~(e.h)ldt' I ~ (e,I'\')) :: (Xe~ I {(<.{); IT", I CP;)~ \ X;~.) 
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, K K , 

+ (~0/l- f ?(~;ril\Ve~ 1~~(j))(~~i~(t_~O)l;\Xer:'~j)) 

Diagonal
K 

(~(",Y\)K)I;;4,.'J~te)"")I<)) == ~ ~ t::~i) + ~ t(~~i)I{(CPe°(jlhNI <Pe~l{)nl:te:(;)) 
l. 

Off-diagonal i 

ll(e,"')I<)\~I~(e,I'l"K)) = * t(X:~i)lf(Cfle"(i)I/;Jlcp;(i})11X;~~)) I 
.. I<. l-' ! 

Cf(e,n, K) \ ~'Ig?(e',I'I" K'») -:: (~,«.)'It ~ ?- (;l~e:r':l I f<qJe° lt
) I TN I ct':,CJ) )1/ x;.~») ! 

\ j ! 

+(~)'I~tf (~i)It.:t(<.P;ti),p~I~;:\))PNI-X;"Y)) f ~ 
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are discussed in more detail in Appendix VII. 

Having obtained the matrix elements of the chosen represen

tation of the Hamiltonian, one can proceed to diagonalize the matrix. 

This is, in almost all instances, a very difficult task. Therefore, 

it is important to determine when the more simnle procedure of 

perturbation theory ;s valid. The main factor in this determination 

is the magnitude of the off-diagonal matrix elements compared with the 

magnitude of the diagonal elements. This was discussed in Appendix I 

and part A of this chapter. In the extensions of optical activity, 

it is convenient to choose our representation so that perturbation 

theory is valid. He will base our choice of representation on the 

size and number of off-diagonal matrix elements as listed in 

Table VII. 

E. Perturbation Theory and Extensions of the Theory of 

Optical Activity. 

In Chapter 4, we use a perturbation expansion to extend 

the theory of optical activity to the investigation of some of the 

effects of vibrational and sUbstitutional perturbations on the 

phenomena of absorption, natural optical activity, and magnetically

induced optical activity, determining the symmetry patterns that 

alter, enhance. and allow the various electronic transitions for 

molecules in the point group C: 4v • Here we find that previous 

authors investigating these systems had chosen their approximate systems 

without a critical examination of the magnitude of the various off-diagonal 

matrix elements. This led to the implicit ignoring of certain 
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off-diagonal matrix elements of the representation of the Hamiltonians, 

and these matrix ~lements were never proven n~gligib1e. It is 

entirely possible, and in some cases even more likely~that this 

neglect of the, off-diagonal elements was justified .. However, it is 

important to confirm such approximations, and it is for this reason 

that the tabulation of the matrix elements, such as is done in 

Table VII, is important. 

In tonc1usion, this chapter orovides a basic formalism 

upon which to base future extensions of the theory of optical activity. 

It offers a guide to choosing the most aopropriate approximate system 

and a method to determine whether perturbation theory is a valid 

technique for the problem under investigation. Finally, if perturbation 

theory is valid, theinfonnation needed to generate the perturbation 

expansions is supplied in Tables VI and VII. 
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FOOTNOTES· - Chapter 3 

The adjective "stationary" derives from the fact that these states, 

in the absence- of an external perturbation, are invarient with time. 

2. It is worth noting here that for an unsubstituted, isolated, 

cilromophore, Or) 1 y the magnet i ca lly- induced opti ca 1 act i Yity wi 11 be 

non-zero, unless the chromophore is inherently asymmetric. 

3. It is, of course, evident that the stationary states of the simple 

system are not stationary states of the more complex system. The 

complex molecular system,. placed in one of these non-stationary 

states (through radiative or other means) can undergo non-radiative 

transitions to other non-stationary states under the influence of 

those molecular perturbations that mix these states. This is the 

basis of the radlationless transition orocess. 

4. In the remainder of Chapter 3 we shall use the terms ~-' comolex, 

total, and first-order -- interch~ably, as also the terms -- simple, 

approximate, and zero-order. 

5. The meaning of the terms, '.harmorHc·:and. adiabatic; as apolied to the 

vibronic aporoximation ar. explained fully in Appendix VII. Their 

meaning,when applied to the electronic approximation, is of similar 

nature. 

6. The first-order 2nd quantization Hamiltonian for one exciton-one 

phonon transitions can be derived from·the comolete solute Hamiltonian 

I" 

. "I 
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developed in Appendix VIII. However, the derivation is not as simple 
i 

as that of the other first-order Hamiltonians listed in Table VI; these 

latter being obtained simply by keeping or disgarding terms of 

equation (VIII-18) or Appendix VIII. For a clear derivation of the 

o~cupation number representation and the 2nd quantization 

Hamiltonian, see Young (77). The 2nd quantization procedure has 

the advantages that one can most easily treat multi-phonon and 

multi-exciton problems. 

\1 



Chapter 4 

THE SYt·1METRY PATTERNS OF VIBRATIONAL 
Arm SUBSTITUTIONAL PERTURBATIONS ON ABSORPTION, 
NATURAL OPTICAL ACTIVITY AND MAGNETICAllY-INDUCED 

OPTICAL .ACTIVITY 

A. Introduction and Definition of the rroblem 

125 

In the previous chapters, we have developed the general 

theory of optical activity and the formalism necessary to extend this 

theory to various complex systems. In this chapter, we consider one 

such extension, namely the analysis of vibrational and substitutional 

structuring in natural and magnetically-induced optical activity. For 

comparison we also consider such structuring in absorption. 

A complete accounting of vibrational and suhstitutional 

structuring \'Jou1d include a detailed analysis of not only the type, but 

also the magnitude, of the various perturbations. However, such a 

quantitative treatment would be very comp1ex,and sufficient groundwork 

haS not been done in the qualitative asoects to justify such an under

taking. ~le therfore restrict ourselves to the classification of type 

of perturbation, and in particular, to the symmetry patterns that are 

important to the character of absorption and ootical activity. 

Although this approach may appear to 1ifuit us, there is 

a great deal of information about molecular _systems to be obtained 

through the basic application of the symmetry rules of group theory. 

In general, symmetry rules yield two classes of information. First, 

the number and kinds of energy levels (states) which an atom or molecule 

may have are riqorouslyand precisely determined by the symmetry of the 
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mo 1 ecu1 e or of the envi ronment of the atom. Secondly, symmetry tells 

us whether or not transitions between these states are allowed. These 

two types of information, and their various apo1 ications, form powerful 

tools for the determination of the nature of molecular systems 

(Footnote 1). In this chapter, we shall deal primarily with the second 

type of information and attempt to determine the soecific vibrational 

and substitutional symmetry patterns that alter, enhance, and allow 

the various electronic transitions in the three tyoes of molecular 

,spectra of interest -- i.e. absorption, natural' optical activity, and 

magnetically-induced optical activity. 

The analysis proceeds in the following manner. First, there 

is a selection of the most appropriate apnroximate system and its 

associated zero-order wave functions. This choice depends on the 

nature of the complex system to be approximated -- in this case, a 

vibrating substituted chromophore and gives due consideration to the 

diagonalization orob1em discussed in Chapter 3. Next, the first-order 

wave functions (of the complex system) are expanded, via perturbation' 

theory, in the zero-order wave functions. These wave function expansions 

are then sUbstituted into the various matrix elements of the oscillator 

strength Da.D, the natural rotational strength Ro.b , and the magnetic 

rotati ona 1 strengths Ao..b' BQ." ,Ca.b. l~hereas the osci 11 ator and 

rotational strengths were previously expressed in tenns of matrix elements 

of the first-order wave functions, they are now expressed in terms of 

matrix elements of the zero-order wave functions. This resultant 

expansion is maintained to third-order in the perturbations for absorption 

and natural opti ca 1activi ty and to second-order for magneti cally-induced 

optical ,activi,ty. The resultant terms of these perturbation exoansio'ns 
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are then symmetry analyzed, initially on a nre1iminary basis which. 

eliminates many terms from consideration, and finally, b.y a computer 

ana1ysis,which applies the rules of group theory and tabulates the 

important symmetry patterns. The need for a computer program for such 

calculations b~comes most evident when considering molecular systems 

belonging to point groups having degenerate representations, i.e. those 
. . 

molecular systems with a three-fold or higher axis of symmetry. The 

degeneracy introduces complexities which make the task of -evaluating 

symmetry patterns next to impossible without a computer. These 

complexities are discussed in the latter part of this chapter. 

In Dart B of this chapter, we attempt to clarify what the 

problems are in determining the important symmetry patterns. This is 

best done by reference to simplified examoles, in this case, first-order 

oerturbation expanSions" in vibration and substitution, for the oscillator 

strength arid the natural rotational strengt~of a molecule belonging 

to a point group with no degenerate representations. In addition to 

point out the difficulties and the need for a computer program, we . 

obtain several "symmetry conclusions" which are general statements about 

the symmetry properties of the vibrational and electronic wave functions 

of the various molecular states involved in vibronic transitions. In the 

final part of this chapter, part C, we investigate the symmetry patterns 

of vibrational and substitutional perturbations of the three optical 

phenomena for a particular point group C4V that contains degenerate 

representations. 

B. Illustrative Examples of Symmetry Analysis 

The basic examples we use in order to illustrate the general 
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orocedure of symmetry analysis are first-order oerturbation exoansions 

in vibration and substitutio~ of the oscillator strength and the natural 

rotational strength. As examples, we use only molecules belonging to 

point groups with no ,degenerate representations, thereby avoiding all 

the problems 'associ ated with degeneracy; the treatment of these bei nq 

reserved for part C of this chapter. BefOre we begin, it is well to 

note that many of the symmetry conclusions developed in this part of 

the chapter were first pointed out either by Albrecht (53) in his work 

on vibronic structuring in absorption, by t~eigang (33) in his 

investigation into vibronic structuring in circular dichroism, or by 

Schellman (31) in his symmetry treatment of substitutional influences 

in natural optical activity. 
, 

We first develop the first-order oerturbation ~quations for 

the oscillator strength and for the natural rotational strength. From 

equation (2-100) of Chapter 2, we have: 

where 0.. is our first-order initial state and b our first-order final 

state. As will be shown in part C of this chaoter, we can choose as our 

first-order wave functions, the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic vibronic 

approximations, and as our zero-order wave functions, the Born-

Opoenheimer harmonic vibronic approximations. Ue shall henceforth label 

our ground state by the index t ' our excited state by the index .k , 
and any other states of interest by the indices 1, m) n. . Furthennore, 
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we condense our notation so that the first-order adiabatic states apnear 

as: 

• (4-1) 

{1If1f ~ ClJI/1 ::: (CPJI(X~AJ == (J/C-j.1 = (~J' 

(lV~1 =* (?lfll == (<.pi I CX.As I = (kl(~ I = (kAI 

and the zero-orderharmoAicstates appear as: 

(4-2) 
cw:r==> (1JJ1° I = (CP; I(X~I== (Jo/Cil = CJ;I 

Cwt/ :=::9 (1)1;\= (q;;I(X.Jtsl = (KoICJeI = (Kil 

where (.rl and (K/ are the adiabatic ground and excited electronic wave 

functions, (J o
/ and (KO! are the harmonic ground and excited electronic 

wave functions, and C~I and (~I represent the oroduct wave function 

description of vibration in the ground state and in the excited state. 

The states (-+1 and (..ttl are written as: 

(4-3) 

(i,l= (~I )(tzl-- -'- - CjA\ --- - -

(~I = (.k.1 (Jt;t 1- ~ -- -- (.kA I -- - - -, 

where (+1 and (..ItA I are the ~ 1"H and ltTtl. quantum of the .Jl.:H normal mode 

in the ground and excited state respectively (Footnote 2). 

Now substituting equations (4-1) into the equation for 

\\Ie have for the specific transition +-+~: 

(4-4) 

..... t"'" 

R1A ::: i L ~ [(K.,? I Jt )· (J-6I~ I K;.)} 
. 1 ~).h 

Expanding the dot products and considering the X comnonents 
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(Footnote 3) :, 

(4-5) 
M~"" 

R~~ (X) :::: +. 2 ~ {CKi\;Lx \~ )(J~\ ~)!I K.ac)1 
. i ~,Jt. . 

. \ 

\ 

~;Je nm'l a op ly fi rs t-order pertur:ba tion theory to the wave 

functions (K.otl and (.J11. These wave functions appear only in the matrix 

elements in equation (4-5) and therefore, we consider only these matrix 

elements in our analysis. We now present without proof the first-order 

perturbation expansions of the matrix element products of equation 

(4-5). See (footnote 4). 

+ 22. F~:r (KO\jt;(IMO)(Jo~;rIKO}{JtII'Vl)(11~) + [c.e.] 
t'1'I MO~JO. . 

(4-6) 

+ LL F~:r (KO~x(MQ)(JOlr)'>XIK~)(Jt.lrn)(iIJt) + [c.e.J 
"'" HO~:]"O . 

./ 
1 ! 
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where [c. c.] indicates the complex conjugate of the oreceeding expression, 

and we have osedthe notation of equation (4-2) for the zero-order harmonic 

wave functions. States (L °1 and (Mol are "mixi ngll states whose character 

is borrOl'led by the ground and the excited states. 

As we need only one of the four first-order terms in each of 

equation (4-6a) and (4~6b) to illustrate the various ~teps of the 

analysis, vie choose the second term of each equation, and we define 

the coefficient FtK ,aga.i n without proof , as: 

. Here the fi rst term in the brackets is the subs tituti ona 1 

contribution, and the remaining R terms are the vibrational contributions, 

where R is the number of modes of the vi brati ng system. Vo.. is the 

potential energy.of the SUbstitutional perturbation, QA. is the normal 

mode coordinate, XA.=(~t (Footnote 5), Jt'AQA. is the Hamiltonian 
R 

of the Ji!k vibrational perturbation, the L is overall normal modes, 
A 

and w~ )w~ are the zero-order frequenci es corres!1ondi ng to the 

energies of the zero-order states E~ ==1iwK , E~==tiw~. 

Substituting the above expression for FL~ into the 

second term of equations (4-6a) and into the second term of equation 

(4-6b) and isolating these terms, we have: 

(4-8) 

= L 2: 1i(wl.,.we) [(KO I))., I JO)(JD!J.lX) L
O) (LO I Yo. \ KQ)(~I~)(~\Q lCR.lit) 

.£. Lott<O I 1 

+ f (K·y..I.1")(.1"~ I L')(L'IJf,,1 K')(.l.li)(11!X111Y<1J.») 
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( 4-9) -L L 1i(uJ~-wt) r( KO~", 3°)(3°1 mlll Lo){e I VG.! KO)(JtI1)(il~)(jfJt) 
.t. L0t.te t I . 

+ L (Ko~ I ~()(J"°l m,ci LO)(Lol~1 ko)(.1Iii-)(i11)(11 QA I A)} 
A . 

We must now describe the basic nrincioles underlYing the 
, . 

symmetry arguments to follow. First, in order for any term of any 

component to have a non-zero vibrational or substitutional contribution, 

all matrix elements in that contrib~tion must be non-zero. In each 
.,: 

·of equations (4-8) and (4-9) we have R+I contributions: one 

substitutional contribution and R vibrational contributions. t-Jith 

each contribution are associated six ~atrix elements, three of which 

involve the electronic wave functions and three of which involve the 

vibrational wave functions. For an~ one of these R+I contributions to 

be non-zero, all of its associated six matrix elements must be non-zero. 

Or, in other words, if any one of these matrix elements is zero, then 

th~ vibrational or substitutional contribution to which it belonqs is 

zero. With this in mind,in the following discussion we specify a 

condition on each matrix element which, if not satisfied, is sufficient 

to set that matrix element equal to zero, and thus to eHminate from 

further consideration the associated contribution. 

All of the symmetry ooerations -- rotations, inversions, 

translations -- which take the molecular system into itself, make un the 

elements of the point group of the molecular system (Footnote 6). Each 

of these symmetry elements operating on a matrix element multiolies 

that matrix element by some factor (Footnote 7). As a matrix element 

represents a property of the molecular system, it must be invariant under 

III 
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each of these symmetry el ements. Therefore, either all of the 

multiplying factors are + lor the matrix element is zero. As the 

matrix element must belong to the totally symmetric representation 

for all the factors to be + 1 , if it is not totallY symmetri c, it 

must be zero. Thus, if not all of the matrix elements of a oarticu1ar 

vibrational or substitutional contribution are totally symmetric, 

then that contribution is zero. This is the basic fonnula we shall 

continually follow as we proceed through the simple illustrative 

symmetry examo1es in this part of Chapter 3 and through the more 

complex analysis in part C. However, it must be noted that the condition 

that all matrix elements be totally symmetric ;s necessary but not 

sufficient to ensure that the vibrational or substitutional 

contribution containing these matrix elements is non-zero. This is 

because a totally symmetric matrix element can still be zero if the 

integral to which it is equivalent calculates to be zero. 

He now apply the symmetry principles described above to the 

substitutional contributions to equations (4-8) and (4-9). 11Je immediately 

conclude (from either equation) that for the three vibrational matrix 

elements to be non-zero, the relation r;= 11= 11 must hold, where r;. 
is the symmetry representation of the vibrational ",ave function It) , 

G. that of 1Jl.) , and f1 that of 1..It). The basis of this conclusion 

is that all three matrix elements must be totally symmetric and therefore 

the following direct product relations must hold (Footnote 8): 

rt ® Q - f'o . q :: rJt .. 
( 4-10) 

~®f1 
" 

. r;=fl 0 .. 

rA ® 11 :- r' . fl=G 0 .. 
where ~ is the totally symmetric representation. He may, however, make 

an even stronger statement. Using equation (4-3) to expand (kit), \ve 
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have: 

(4-11 ) 

Following the same reasoning as above and extendinq the 

results to the matrix elements (11.2..) and (lIA) vie have: 

f1~ = r;A 
(4-12) ~=~ 

GA = r~A. 
Therefore, we have reached our first conclusion, which will 

hold for all orders of perturbation. 

Conclusion 1. Substitutional oerturbations induce mixing and allow 

transitions only between vibronic states whose vibrational 

Wave functions have the same symmetry. Flirthennore, for 

individual normal mode vibrations, syrrnnetry must be 

conserved in the transitions or mixinq. Therefore, the 

selec~ion rule is that the change of quant~m number for 

each nonnal mode must be even. 

The symmetry requirements specified in this conclusion 

a re a necessary but not suffi ci ent conditi on that the vi brati ona 1 matri x 

elements of the substitutional contributions be non-Zero. The natures 

of the potential energy surfaces in the ground and the excited states 

are also a factor. \4e consider two cases (also discussed by :4eigang (33) ): 

(i) the case of vertical potential surfaces, where the potential energy 

surfaces of the ground and excited states differ only by a constant and 

are otherwi se i denti ca 1; . (i i) and the case of nonverti cal ootenti a 1 

surfaces, where the potential energy surfaces of the ground and excited 

state can also differ in equilibrium oosition, force constant, degree 

of anharmonicity, etc. For the first case, vertical potential surfaces, 
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we can replace all' (~A..I in equation (4-11) \'Iith (~I, as the vi:brational 

wave functions of the ground state also serve as those of the excited 

state. Thus: 

Only if all i~::1-)I. , the case of no vibrational excitation, is the 

matrix element (iii) non-zero. This is a result of the orthogonality of 

the wave functions. For non-vertical potential surfaces,we may not make 

the substitution(~'=(-1~1 in equation (4 .. 11), and the value of (Jdt) 
is determi ned by the vari ous French-Gondon factors (..kAli/l.). The above 

discussion of the two cases for potential energy surfaces aoplies to 

other matrix elements than ~IJ). It also applies to (tl.t.) and (1.\Jk) 

and we may therefore write a corollary of Gonclusion 1. 

Conclusion la. For vertical potential surfaces, there must be, in 

addition to the symmetry requirement, no vibrational change 

from ground to excited state. The same requirement holds for 

both the ground and for the excited states .with resoect to 

the mixing states. For non~vertical potential surfaces, the 

strengths of the transitions and of the mixing is determined 

by the value of Franck-Condon factors. 

It should be noted that conclusions drawn from study of the 

vibrational elements of either the substitutional or vibration~l 

contributiohshold for absorption, natural optical activity, and 

magnetically-induced optical activity, regardless of which of the three 

phenomena the conclusions were developed from. In contrast, conclusions 

drawn from the electronic matrix elements are specific for that 

particular optical phenomenon investigated,and one must consider 
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separately the electronic matrix elements of absorntion, natural optical 

activity, and magnetically-inducedontica1 activity .. 

With this in mind, we turn to consideration of the electronic 

matrix elements of the substitutional contributions to the absorption. From 

equation (4-8), we see that the symmetry representation of the substitutional 

perturbation is given by rvo..= ~~rK' as obtained from the requirement 

that the electronic matrix element (LOlvo..IKo)be totally symmetric. From 

the remaining two electronic matrix elements, we have: 

(4-14) 

we have: 

(4-15) 

r:. = IP" ® G 
~ = r;. ~ rl( 

Combining these two equations and notinq that G·® r;j ~ ro 

rL = rK 
Substituting this into the nrevious equation rvll. == rL ® rK 

we find that: 

( 4- 16 )rvo.. = ro . 
. This can be shown to be true for the substitutional 

contributions of other terms and of other comoonents of the absorntion. 

~Je therefore have our second conclusion. 

Conclusion 2. For absorntion, only totally symmetric substitutions act 
, ... .. -. I 

as first-order perturbations. 

As an example, hexamethy1 benzene is benzene that has a 

totally symmetric substitution pattern. He can also show for our third 

conclusion that: 

Conclusion 3. For absorption, substitutional first-order oerturbations 

stimulate borrowing only from states whose symmetry is 

identical to that of either the ground or excited states. 

The electronic matrix elements of the substitutional contributions 
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to the natural ootica1 activity, given in equation (4-9), follO\·, different 

symmetry rules than do those of the substitutional contributions to absorntion. 

Here the restriction that each matrix element must be totally symmetric yields: 

( 4-17) 

(4-18) 

f?~ :: I~ 6 r:r 
r ~lt = rL. ® rJ" 

.,' ~ ~ L. I< 

Combining the first two of these three equations, we have: 

.. ~ ® rl( = ~" ® r m" 

Substituting into the third equation of (4-17), we have: 

rV(l. = f/,. ® r M" 
Thus, a part of Vo.. must transform as j4Y'Y't-x for there to be a oossib1e 

first-order substi tutiona 1 contri bution to natural ooti cal activity. It 

is well known that the scalar product of a polar and an axial vector, 
~~ 

such as t-- ~, is a pseudosca 1 ar, i. e. it behaves 1 i ke a scalar under all 

transformati ons exceotthose of refl ecti on and i nversi on, where it changes 

sign. In any point group other than the nure rotation groups, there is 

always a representation for oseudosca1ar functions. This representation 

has been termed the pseudosca1ar representation by Sche11man (31) and is 

denoted by rs in this dissertation. ~ile see that VA. must be10nQ to, or 

contaih a part which belongs to, the pseudosca1ar representation. This 

conclusion has been shown to apply to point groups with degenerate 

representations as well (31). Therefore, we have our fOUrth conclusion. 

Conclusion 4. For natural optical activity, only substitutional symmetry 

patterns trnasforming as the pseudosca1ar representation, 

act as first-order perturbations. 

Benzene with an asymmetric carbon substituted at one position is an examo1e 

of such a pseudosca1ar substitutional symmetry pattern .. 
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Wemay also make some statements about· the symmetry of the 

mixing states. From the relation Gca..=-G and th~ third equation of 

(4-17), we have: 

(4-19) 

The third first-order term of equation (4-6b) yields a similar equation. 

Thus for our fifth conclusion, we have: 

Conclusion 5. For natural optical activity, substitutional nerturbations 

stim~late borrowing in first-order only from states whose 

·symmetry representation is given by direct mul'tip1ying of 

the ground or excited state symmetry reoresentation by the ; 

pseudoscalar representation. 

He now evaluate the vibrational contributions of equations 

(4-8) and (4-9). For the A:u vibrational perturbation, we can determine 

from the vibrational matrix elements that 

(4:-21) 

This in association with I1JL=G.® rl yields 

and we h~ve our sixth conclusion. 

Conclusion 6. Only totally symmetric vibrations act as first-order 

vibrational perturbations. 

In analogy to the reasoning followinq Conclusion 1, we note 

that the symmetry requirement of Conclusion 6 is a necessary but not a 

sufficient condition that the vibrational matrix ele~ents of the 

\. 
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vibrational contributions of equations (4-8) and (4-9) be non-zero. As 

before, we consider the cases of vertical and non-vertical potential 

surfaces. 

With vertical potential surfaces, if there is a vibrational 

change from ground to excited state, the matrix element (.Ali) is zero, 

and therefore, the vibrational contributions are zero. The r~asohinq is 

identical to that used for the analysis of the substitutional contributions. 

In this case, however, we may also show that there is no vibrational 

contribution under the conditions of no vibrational change. Making use 

of the sum rule and equation (4-3), we have for the remaining vibrational 

matrix elements 

( 4-21) L (1\ R.)(.tl Qn.\.i) := (11 ~~IJr.) := (f,I~')(i1.I.i,-) ---- - (~1\. tQ/IJ~A) ---
Jl.. 

As we are considering vertical potential surfaces and no 

vibrational change, we may replace alljjJby lin). Then using (1 ... 1-1.,)::: 1 

we have: 

(4-22) 

the expectation value of QIl in the state \1~)' If the potential 

wells are harmonic, this is identically zero as we have chosen the 

equilibrium value of QI\. to be zero (Footnote 9). Although for deviations 

from harmonic wells, the value of equation (4-22) will be non-zero, for 

a normal degree of anharmonicity and commonly encountered temneratures and 

force constants, the value can be considered negligible.· Thus, from 

the above discussion of vertical potential surfaces, we may consider the 

vibrational contribution of equations (4-8) and (4-9) to be zero, 

regardless of whether or not there is vibrational change between the 
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ground and the excited state. Again, for non-vertical surfaces, \'1e must 

determtne Franck-Condon integrals. \:Je therefore, have the corollary to 

Conclusion 6. 

Conclusion 6a. For vertical potential surfaces ,1'Ie may assume that 

even totally symmetric vibrational perturbations do not 

coritrib~~e in first-order. FGr non-vertical potential 

surfaces, the contributi~n is evaluated via the Franck

Condon integrals. 

We may now consider the electronic matrix elements of the 

vibrational contributions of equations (4-8) and (4-9). For all cases, 

;;eft. QA is totally symmetric (Footnote 9), and thus the symmetry of 

~II. is the same as that of Q1I.. In the case of first-order perturbations, 

Q)1.is totally symmetricjelnd therefore, ~ ,is also. 

(4-22) 

Applied to equation (4-8) for absorption, this indicates that 

for a non-zero vibrational contribution, the mixing state must be the 

same symmetry as the excited state 

~ = r:, ® rk = J~ 
" Other first-order terms of the absorption yield '-: = G . 

Therefore, we have our seventh conclusion. 

Conclusion 7. In absorption, only states having the same symmetry as the 

ground or excited states can be borrowed from by first-order 

vibrational perturbations. 

Applied to equation (4-9) for natural optical activity, 

equation (4-22) combines with an equation analogous to equation (4-18) 
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. i 
to yield a contradiction for point groups other than the pure rotation 

groups. I Thus 
I 

! r)tJ\.:: r},t)! ® rm" rs 

This can only be satisfied for the pure rotation groups where 

\~etherfore have our eighth conclusion. 

Conclusion B.For molecular systems belonging to point grOUf)S other than 

the pure rotation grouDs, there can be no first-order 

vibrational contribution to natural ontic.a1 activity. 

Finally, we can show that if the transition is forbidden, i.e. 

the zero-order absorption is zero, then there is n~ vibrational or 

substitutional contribution in first~order. This is readily seen, as 

reference to equation (4-6a) indicates only two conditions under which 

the zero-order term will be zero. 

(JO I).<x I KO) := 0 

(-fl.h) := 0 

Since satisfaction of either of these conditions also sets 

all first-order terms equal to zero, \-Je can state our ninth conclusion: 

Conclusion 9. If there is no zero-order absorption-- a forbidden 

transition -- then there is no first-order vibrational or 

substitutional contribution t6 absor9tion. 

The nine conclusions nresented above are examples of the 

type of information available from a straiqhtfor\'Jard symmetry analysis. 

At this point, we have iqnored no.int groups "lith degenerate representations 

and only investigated two simple cases, first-order absorption and first-

order natural optical activity. In nart C of this chapter, we will 
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considergroul')s with degenerate representations and develop the more 
•• ' '. ' .#', ' 

complex expansions of third-order absorption, third-order natural ontical 

activity, and second-order magnetically-induced optical activity. In 
, ,"-

the process of analyzing these exoansions, Itle attempt to expand our llst 

of s.Vmmetry conclusions. Various factors make this extension a non-trivial 

ntocess. First, as one goes to higher orders of perturbation, the 

number of terms to be considered increases greatly. Secondly, consideration 

of magnetically-induced optical activity involves a vector triole nroduct 

and does not readily separate into "components" as does absorntion and 

natural optical activity. Finally, as long as the analysis is restricted 

to point groupswith.no degenerate representations,things remain 

comparatively simple. However, the introduction of degeneracy rrreatlv 

complicates matters from two standpoints (to be discussed in part e), and 

the symmetry analysis of any one of the three ol1tical phenomena is next 

to impossible without a computer analysis. 

Co SY~lr~ETRY PATTERNS OF VIBRATIONAL AND SUBSTITUTIONAL 

PERTURBATIONS ON ABSORPTION, NATURAL OPTICAL ACTIVITY, .l\.ND t,1AGNETICALLY

INDUCED OPTICAL ACTIVITYFORT~E POINT GROUp· C4v • 

In this last part of Chapter 4, we attemot to deal with the 

formidable problems of symmetry analysis arising from higher order 

perturbations, magnetically-induced optical activity and degeneracy. Part C 

is divided into four sections. The first develops the perturbation 

expansions, to third-order in absorption and natural optical activity, to 

second-order in magnetically-induced optical activity. The second section 

reduces these extremely complex ex~ansions to more tractable expressions, 

using symmetry arguments similar to those of part 8 to accomplish this. 

The third section presents a computer program which can oerform the 
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symmetry analysis for point groups containing degenerate renresentations. 

Finally, in the fourth section, the results Df this analysis are 

presented for the poi nt grouo C4V • These results, when combi ned with 

the nine symmetry conclusions developed in part B,qive the most 

comprehensive set of symmetry rules yet presented for this type of 

problem. 

1. Perturbation Expansions for Absorption r Natural Optical 
Activity, and Magnetically-Induced OotlcalActivity. 

We will need perturbation expansions to third-order in 

absorption, to third-order in natural optical activity, and to second 

order in magnetically-induced ootica1 activity. Aswin become clear as 

the derivation orogresses, this enables us'to investigate the influence 

of vibration and substitution on abso~ption, and on both types of 

optical activity. As we are particularly concerned with the effects of 

degeneracy, we must use degenerate perturbation theory for these 

expansions. Fortunately, the formulae for such eXoansions are available 

in Table 5.1 of the book by Carson (88). In Appendix X, 'lIe develop in 

a general perturbation l' , the third-order degenerate perturbation 

expansions for the ground and excited states, starting with the formulae 

of Carson. In this appendix, we simr1ify the formulae by suppressing the 

notation indicating members of a degenerate set. This will not result 

in any erroneous conclusions as long as one remembers that if an 

electronic state is degenerate, one must sum over all members of that 

degenerate set. Thi s will become important when performi ng the symmetry 

analysis. ~e thus have from Appendix X for the expanded ground and 

excited states (\,/e use here, and in the remainder of Chapter 4, the 

bra-ket notation): 
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(4-23) _ z. (£; _ E~ +E.:t ) (NQ/.P/MoXJ'"I:P/~D)(Jol.PJJO) 
. 2 ( E; - E~ y. ( E~ - EN t 

- .l (E~ - E~ +2c"i) (J"JP't1O)I(J"o/~/No)IZ.}U 
z. z (EJ'-E~)%.(E;-£~)Z. 

" ;' 

IK) 

(4-24) -z (E~ _ CL + c~) (LoIJ>/Mo)(t1°/PI kO)(K DIPI KO) 
z.. (EK' - En 2 ( E~ _ E,.;')Z 
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It should be noted that we have also suppressed the vibrational 

wave functions.' Thus, "Ie should replace /k) byIK}/.Je), (.rl by (.1 1 (.-}I , 

lKo) by IKo)LAt) , I LO) by ILO)I.t) etc. That we do not <do so is for the 

sake of convenience in notation. However, it is"imDortant to note that 

it is not the first-order electronic \'1ave functions that are expanded 

in the zero-order electronic wave fun"ctions, but the first-order vibronic 

wave functions that are expanded in the zero-order vibronic wave functions. 

This is imp"ortan"t in that if the fonner expansion is used, as is done 

by 11eiganCl(33) and Albrecht (53), then the expansion is really not in 

the complete set of electronic zero-order functions, but in the over-comolete 

set of mixed vibronic functions. Examples of such mixed vibroniC 

functions are IMo)Lk) ,(Lol(.fl ,etc. This could lead to incorrect 

symmetry conclusions. Therefore, in the analysis of this chapter. \'1e 

use the vibronic hannonic approximations for the zero-order \</ave functions 

and the vibronic adiabatic approximation for the first-order wave functions. 

There is an additional reason for using the hannonicaoproximation. The 

analysis is a symmetry analysis and, as the hannonic electronic wave 

functions are the electronic wave functions at the equilibrium Dosition 

of the molecule, they can be unambiquously aSSigned a symmetry representation. 

The same cannot be said for the adiabatic electronic wave functions. 

Hemay now \'{rite the general matri x el ement (J /01 K) for the 

'" operator O. Using equations (4-23) and (4-24), (s~ill sunpressinq the 

vibrational wave functions) and dropping all tenns in order hiqher than 

third) we have: 

(I/6IK) erlcl KO) + L. ~K (JoIO/Lo) 
LO*~ (4-25) 

+ L f='J"M (Mo/O/ko) 
HO*J'" 



where 

Fl.K 

(4-26) f="JH 

FJK 

"'I\.. 

and 

( 4-27) 

FL; Fl. . .. 3 - + + Fut: - lI< 

= F},.., + F~ + FiM 

= F:Tt(z + F;j1<3 
ML ML 

_ Z (Eo _ EL + E~) (L °l.? IHo)(MOI PI f<O)(ko/ J' /1<°) 
K 2. CEK-EL)l.(E;-EM)2. 

+ (!(of.?1 KO)Z.(l~J.PIKO) 

(E~"" E~)3 

E;- E~ 
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-2(£:- E;; +EL} (:roIYIJO)(r/YILO)(LQ/Y/MO) 
2. -; (E;- E;)l.(E';- E;:)Z. 

+ (JO\PI JCJ)~ (JolJ'1t1°) 
(E:l- E~)3 

F.
Jl<2. = (Lol1'/KO)(JoIPIM o) 

H L (EK' - E~)( E r -e;:,) 

tlJe no\'l explicitly define our perturbation P 

(4-28) P = VQ.. + L J-e/t. QA 
A 
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,I/here the quanti ti es Vo. and )t,QA. have been previ ous ly defi ned as the 

substitutional oerturbation and the vibrational nerturbation of the 

JL'f~ nonnalmode. t~e shall make the assumption that vibrational and 

substitutional perturbations are of the same order of magnitude (see 

Anpendix II), and therefore, a simultaneous perturbation approach must 

be employed. Substitutinq equation (4-28) into equations (4-27) and making 

use of the sum rule 

we have: 

(4-29 

II, 
,I 

L Im)(ml = 1 

. + L (LO/v~1 MO)(HOI ;Jf'41 KO)(iIQAI.A:) 
JI.. 

+ L. (el~AIMO)(Hol VbIKO)(il~lJt) 
.I\. 

- [ ° lor (Ko/ Vo.l KO)( La I Vb I Ko)(.t/.A) 
tIC - EI.. 1. 

-4- L (I<"I V~'Ko)(Lol~I\\Ko)(.{IQhIA) 
Jl. 

+ L (KU\ ~A 1 kO)( La I Vb I kG )(-h I QIlI.k)(i.I~) 
A 

+ L (K·I",IK·)(~ l?<sl k.)(.IdQ'I.i)(.Q.IQ'I-'<)~} 
IL) S 
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Fl~ = E ~ ~ ElY L. E. ~ E'; {It E';~ e,; {( LO' 01.1 W)( wi Vb I 1-1')(1-1'1 V< 11<") (11 J, ) l ~.I(O lfr;~K'. 

+ L(Lol Vo.\MO)(Ho/ Vb I "")(No 1~llt kO)(i I Gil/h.) 
Jl.. . . 

+ L (L" IV4.IMo)(HOP~INO)(~ol Vt I Ko)(tIQ'\ /.it) 
Jt. 

+ L(LOIJ<I.IMO)(H O

/ VbIN")(N°/Vc \KO)(tICVA/.k) 
1L . 

+ LeeIVa./ MO)(Mo/){"'I";O)(N'I~s I kQ)(J/Q/lQslA:) 
It,S 

+ L (LO IJ(AI t1°XM"IJfs IN°)(t,rlvc./kO)(1/QAQs /It.) 
.A,S 

+ 'LJl" I:lfA I w)(wl;l(,1 "'")(N"IJ.l. I K")(tIQAQ,OtIJ..)] 
A,S.~ 

+ L (elVo./t1")(Mo/ V~\KO)(Kol ~I K")(ilk) (iIQAf.k) 
.II.. 

+L (!:IV ... I""o)(MOI~\K")(k"IVc I kO)(1/Q/d~)·. 
A 

+ .z: (L"I)t~\Mo)(MO'VItI ~)(KOIVc:ll(O)U.IQA/~) 
oIL 

+ 2. (Lo I Va.l Mo)(t-Jf°l ~,.JKQ)( r.:ol ~s 'I<") (1/ Q,AI.Ic.)(AI Qs!.Dt) 
A,s 
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+ L (LopfhIMO)(Mo/ VI. IKo)(I('>I~sIJ<O)(.Q.IQ"Ue.)(.k/QslJr.) 
A,.s 

+ L (Lol~IMO}(t1°I~sl K"XICI Vdl(O)(..t1 Q"Qsl..k) 
J\,~ 

+ L (L"I~\MO)(MO\~IK~)(i(Ol~IKO)(.tIQJ\Qs\~)(~IQtL~~ 
I).,S,t D 

+ L (LOIVQ.IKO)(K"I Vk1 I MO)(Mol~AII<Q)(J.I-h)(.9tIQ~I.k) . 
JL 

+ L (La I VQ.I KoXKo 1)fIl.IMo)(Molv, rK°)(.QJ~)(AIQAI.i:) 
.J\. ... 

+ L (~I~I\.\Ko)(K."lv"IMo)(M"1 Vc: \ I(O)U.lG,JPe) 
h. 

.A,S 

+ L (LO\;>e ... \ ~){KolJ(s \MOXMOI vc.l K")(tl QI\Ii: )(.GeIQs 1.D.t) 
A)~ 
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+ L (~I V,,\ I<")(K"I V,,\ K")(LoIIfJI<?)(,e1 Q"lk) 
A 

+ZL (~I~I KO)(K"I V~I k")(L" IVe: I ~o)(Jt\Q/J~)(il.lc) 
.It. 

+ l2. (Kol~'~)(Kolv .. IK")(L"IJ(,IK")(.Dr.IQAI1t)((IQsl~) 
~~ 

+ L(KO\~.hIK"XKOI }($I.t«»(lol V"I(O)(.ItIQ..Uc)(lcIGsl-l) C!lk) 
..Il,S 

\~ (K"I Je.1 k')(K'1 II ,I KO) (L"IXtI K") (J..I Q.IAI(I<1Q, 1J.)ltIQ..1i. ~]} 

+ L (;rlv,J HO)(LQ I ~IKO)(-at~)(l.IQ/.\.Dc.) 
.Jl. 

+ L (Jol ~I MO)(Lo I Vb 11<'")(1' GAl..,., )(.QI.Dr.) 
.It. 

+ Z. (JI~I).I MO)(LOI}{sIKO)(.~ \Qh.I~)(.QJ Qsl~)1 
.Ill!> 

FM'::'3,= (' " , Jr L E;~E'; {(J'I V.I N")( N'I V.I M'I( LO 1 V, 1 K")(1' "'IWA.) 
EK- cL;)(EJ-EM Ll ~*jO 

+ L(TIVG.\N°)(N"IVI:tIMOXLO I~A.I kQ)(.~I~ )(QI Q,dk) 
.A. 

+ L (:f'IVILI N")(N°I ~IMQ)(LOIVc I K")(~IQ"I~)(Q.I~) 
J'\. 

+ L (;rl ')(.\/ N·)(~ I Vb!MO)(l" IVr.1 KO)(.~ \ Q~ I V"I )(~ k) 
J\. 
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+ L(Jol~td~O)(N°1 VIJ\HO)(L"I:HdKo)~ \Q" 1~)(JIQs 1..Gt) 
.1\, \ 

-+ 2 (JOI~~IN°)(t.J"IJes IMO)(LQ I Vc I K'")(1IQ"Qsl~)(.lI.Dt) 
A,!. 

: ~ (J"I)(~I N")(.r I;)f, I W)(L" I '){.I K')t1 1 ~AQ,\ "') w~w}J 
• t , . 

+ [L E; ~ E~ {(:r", Va.l t-10)(LC1'IV~1 W)(N"I Vc.ll<°)(~ I ~ ) (1. l..k) 
~~ . 

+ I (:rOI Vc..ll1°)( LO IV", \N°)( N°I J(I" I K<»~I ~ )(Q IQ-\\J0 
Jl.. 

+ L (TI VG..IMO)(LO I~" IN°) (N°I VC II<")(~I "",)(..Q I G..,I-.k) 
.IL 

. + L (JOI~IMO)(LOIV"'IN·)(N·IVclKO)(1IQhIVl'\Htl.h) 
A 

+ L (l"1 VQ.\M·)(LOI~IN°)(N°I~sIKO)('~\~)(~IQIIQsIJe) 
A, So 

-+-2:: (T/~IHo)(LoIVbl N°)(N°/~I~)(~' Q"IM}{k/GIIJc) 
A,S 

i (J'I;lf.IM·)(L·I;)('IN"XN·IJ(.IK·){.~ IQ, I'" )(t IQ,fJtl.k)~ 

- [ E;~E~ {(J·IV.IJ")(JI""IM·)(L·IVdK')(~I~)WJ.) 

+ L (rlv().IJ·)(Jc.>IV",IMO)(LOI~II<°)(~'~)(Q.IQ.hIJt) 
A. 
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+ LC:rI\Jtl.\ j»(Jol~,JMo)(L"IVc I \(Q)(~I QAIW\ )(11.~) 
./I. 

+ L (:rI~J)(JQIVbIMo)(L"IVc:lko)(~ IQ ... I~)(~! ~ ) Cllh) 
}\. 

+ L (JO\Vo.l-rXJolJf"I MO)( Lol.xs I kQ)(1IQ ... I~)(~ IGsl.Dc) 
A,S 

+ L (J"'/;e.IJO)(J'/ VbIMo)(lO/~ IJ<O)(~ IQ-,I~)(a I~)(Q.I Qs 11) 
A,) . 

+ L (J"I~I~)(JOI XsIMO)( LOJvclk")('~IQAI1)(~ IQ~\~){JlJ~) 
A,$ 

+ L (J"IXA'.T')(J"I}(~IMo)(L."IXtIK°)(.~'QIL\1)~IQd~)(J.1 Q~J..k)}l 
J\)~t. _ ~J 

+ L (:r'iv~1 MO)(KQIVbl KO)(Lo'~1 k"}(~'rt1 )(l(QAlk) 
Il 

+ L (J"IVa.Itw1Q)(~I~\ko)(LoIVc \ KO)(11 1"-1) (.Ad G.l ... IA:)(il A.) . 
A 

+ 2.(t'I~'M")(\<ol Vb 1K')(l-UI Vc: 11(O)(~ IQ" \'f'I"l)(.Q.I~) 
.A. 

+ 2 (~I)fA\MO)(KOIVbl KB)(lQI?ellK")(~ lQA'~ )(tIQ,JIt.) 
-lI,S 

+ L (J"I~IMo)(KOI~IKO)(LoIVe \\('»(~ IQ"I.,.,)('Ot' ~1.Jt ) (.Q.l.k) 
, 11.,$ 

:1(J"llI.l "'.)(1<.':1("1<")( I." I lit Ii<")(i 1 ~A I ~ )(J."Q, IA)( ~ I Q, 1.1, )1J} 



· Similar equations can be written fo~ the coefficients 

F;M , and· F:r! by s~bstituting (-rol for (Kol" /MO) for ILo) 

and using the following relations (good for all orders 1,2" .3). 

FLK 
'If 

(4-30) t=KL 

,. . 

FJ"~ FM~ • denotes complex conjugates -
F.JI( - F. \(3". 

ML I..M 

I"here the permutations LK to KL , JM to MJ" apply to the wave functions 

but not to the energy denominators. Following the lead of part B of this 

charter, \'1e need consider for the perturbation expansions, only the 

pertinent matrix element products of the oscillator strength, natural 

rotational strength, and magnetic rotational, strengths. ExtractinQ 

these products from equations (2-100) ofChaoter 2 and designating them 

PD , PR ,~ ,Ps , and Pc (the~.r oriqin being OJk, Rjk , Ajk, Bjk 

and Cjk respectively), we have: 

There are two factors that should be noted. First, if we 

determi ne the symmetry rul es for PA in the prooer manner, we wi 11 at the 

same time determine those for ~ . This can be used to advantage in the 

writing of our computor program. Secondly, in the exoression for Ps 

1\ 
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"Ie have not listed the second matrix product found in equation (2-100) 

for the "B" rriagnetic rotational strength .. This presents no problem as 

the symmetry analysis for this second matrix product can be determined 

from the analysis of Pe by interchanging the symmetries of (Ji I 
and 0<,..,. The symmetry pattern for the "B" magnetic rotational 

strength wi 11 tllen be the union of these blo symmetry patterns. 

Before we develop the expansions for the five matrix element 

products of equation (4-31), we digress to discuss the "component" 

concept (See part B of this chapter; also Footnote 3.). We use the 

\'Iord ,component, in the sense that each "component" wi 11 have its· own 

individual symmetry patterns. The classification will be different for 

groups with degenerate representations than for groups without degenerate 

representations. 

Consider first,molecules belonging to point groups containing 

no degenerate representations. For absorption and natural optical 

activity, the X} y and 1! components are readily identified. For 

megnetica11y-induced optical activity, this component speCification is 

more complex as we have, rather than a simple scalar product, the dot

cross product commonly known as the triple product. Thus, there are 

expressions such as (Footnote 10): 

(4-32) 
m~ 0'1f<-i: -)J.~A) 

+ mlJ (;Ae~x -JA)r}J.t) 

+m~ y-<"JlfJ'Y -jJ-lJjl-7!) 

Here there are six distinguishable "components", corresponding 

to the six terms of equation (4-32), and we designate them as Xljr, 

x~y , yr.X, 1jX-r ~ '"Zxy and ryX. 
IJe may now consider molecules having a three-fold or higher 



axi s of symmetry. For these molecules, X and 1j form the members 

of a degenerate representation and ~ transforms as a non-degenerate 

representation. For absorption and natural optical activity, the 

components are given by: 

(4-33) 
CjJ-rji--;c + jA'1j1-14) + jto/J-? 

~)Cm)t +fym~) +)4m~ 
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and are designated as the xy and r components. To determi ne the 

components for magnetically-induced optical activity, we must rearrange 

equation (4-32). Thus: 

(mxfy ..;. my)Ax))A~ 

+ Yrl;i YU~f<y';'" )1~f<x) 

+ rn~f1'-~p')( :- m")(?-~)A"1 

Since .'X and 1j are the ~embers of a degenerate representation, 

we have three components from this triple product: 

(4-34) 

( m"py - Y"Yl1j/Ax})1-~ 

YYle CjA-x)J11 - )A1d)1')1 ) 

m'\jf~)A)( ..... mx/4.P~ 

which we designate as the Xye, 'CX"Y and y~'X components. The 

results of the computer symnetry analysis that are presented in section 4 

of this part of the chapter clearly demonstrate that these are components, 

in the sense that they have their own unique symmetry patterns. 

liJe now develop the expansions for p~ , Pa , Pc. fromthe 

basic expansions of the matrix elements. These latter expansions are 
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either given by,or can be developed from, equation (4-25). ~~e do not show 

here the expansion for PA or Po as they are readily obtained from those 

of Pc and p~ respectively. Substituting the matrix element expansions 

into equations (4-3lb), we find for PR , again suppressing vibrational 

wave functi ons : 

PR - (K ~I J")(JI m I K) 

(4-35) 
_ (KO)jA) JO)(Jo I m I KO) 

+ L [Fl.K (I<°~I 3°)( 3 o /'m I LO) 
lO~ \<.0 . 

+ FL~( LO lid JO)(3°\ Yri I KO~ 

1-H~J I="M, (I<" Y-'- I M")( ,1" II'Y' I K" ) 

1- F:J (K'Y'-I T)(M'I m I kO~ 

+ L [F--:~ (I<."\P-' ,J")(M"I m I La) 
L·~\(O 

MO*.r" .1 
+ F~:~(LO~IMO)(J"QlrYlIKO~ 

+ L [Fu, FMJ" (KO~I MQ)(J" I t'Y) I LO) 
L 0,* l<" 

t.1 0 ~;:ro 

+ FL! FM~ (LOY" I JO)(Mol~ IKO~ 

+z:. F:rFl.J (Kel?' LO)(Mol YYlIKo) 
lO*:r" . '. . 
M"~.ro 



\~ [F", F",::r (M' Y'" I W)( .T'I WI I L 0) 
Mo*:r 
N

0* !Co 

+ L [!="MJ'FL:1c< (,!<O\)A\MCI)(LOrm IN°) 
LO*~ , 

""" *.:r' N°~k<> 
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\~e have not designated \'Ihich of the PRcomponents we are dealing 
- . 

with, but thi sis eas ily done by a~di n9 the proper subscri pts to ? 
and m in the above equation. 

~Jenote here that to obtain Po, we simply replace all the 

m by? For Ps , to second-order, we have: 

PB = eN Iml J'")(J"ljAIK)(K 'r\N) 

(4-36) 

= (N °1 V'YIIJO)(:T° YA \ KO)( KO ~I N°) 

+ L [FLK (N°I Wli T')(J"I;< Il.·)(ko Y'-I W) 
LO~I(O . 

+ FL~ (N'I "" I :r')(:r" If<. I K'\( L' y...1 N')] 
+ I [FM:r (N° I YYlI MO)(:r°tp-1 KO)( KO~ \ t-J 0

) 

M°:tJO 

+ FH~ (N°lm\ T')(MO~I KO)(KO~IN0)] 

+ L [Fl.N (NQlml:ro)(SO~1 KO)(K°!ft' LO) 

1-"* ~o 

+ Fr.: ( L 0 I Wli J"Q)(J" 0-1 KO)(k°,Y-t1 N°)] 

I 



+ L FM~ (N°' WI I JO)( MO~I LO)( ~o~ I N°) . 
lo.\.\<./l 
I-\'::I::ro 

+ L F:: (Mo I m I LO)(3° ')AI \<o)(Ko ~ I N°) 
L~.J° 
f\1O*N° 

+ L F=:: (N°I~ I TO)(Tyu-1 KO)(M°!ft' L") 
L°:t..,.o 
M'" \(0 

+ L [F;."FM:T (N°I VY1I M O)(Tyl LO)(KO~\N°) 
lOt ~ 
..,"t .:r> . 
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+ Fi.~!="M~ (N°\yY') I J"<')(MO~IKo)(LO~\"JO) 

+ Fe: F~:r (N'I rn IM')(J"I)AIKO)(L')M1 N'~ 

+ L rl1.;rFMN(NU'V'r1ILO)(J~\ ~)(ko~1 MO) 

+FL; F; (MOlm\:r')(LOrIKO)(Ko~IN°) 

+ Fe; FMN (N' I";" po-, )(t' 71 K ')( K' y.< , 1'1' ~ 

+ I [F ..... !=MK (N'I rnlJ")(J"y..IM')(K'y.<' LO) 
to. N0 . 
MO* I('l 

+~: FM*K (LOI~IJ"O)(J"~lkO)(M00'N°) 

+ FL~FMI«LOIW\ 1-r)(T~IMO)(kO~IN°)] 

+ Lf-LK FM~ (N°\ ~ \ :rO)(J"IjA..1 LO)(MO~ I N°) 
L°:t~o 
...... K'" 

+ L Fl.~ FM~ (~olV\'\ILO)(MO~lkQ)(kClyuINa) 
~~ . 
M":t: .T' 

+ L FLN FM~ (Mol ~ I JO)(r ~ I KO)( K°}p' c-) 
L"tN° 
MOt""-



(4-37) 

Fi na lly, for Pc , to second-order, \'Je have: 

+ ~ ... [r:;:,Jrol ml J.)(J"~ 1 LO)(I<0j;" ;yo) 

+~: (J"I >'>11 ;ro)(JolplK")(LOjP I J O)] 

+ L [FM:TCJ·lnol J')(J"y.<1 Kb)(IC"JPHO) 
MO~JO 

+ L I rM;r CJ'I..." I M')(J"Y'-' KO)(KO lP- I J') 
~~~ . 
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+ FI1*:r (H'I,...., I J")( J°!?I \(O)(KO Y"I J')] 



+L [F..J .... ,. (Jol m I J")(J"yl L")(KOj .. "d W) 
l":\'1<° 
MV~:rv 

+ ~L~ F:, (r, "'" J")(M°0-II<")(LO~ I J)] 
+ L [FLK F .... ,. (Jo

, WlIMO)(J" Y'-I Lo X K"yu I J") 
~~. . 

+ FL! F:, (WI rnl J")( r jtA I Kol( Lor IT' ~ 

+ 2: [FcKF:,(MOI m I T')( Joyul L")(k°jf<1 JO) 
LC>:i \(.0 

MO*JO. 
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+ ~: Fr-i:r (Jo I m 1M O)(JojlA' Ko)(e r' J")] 

+ l [Fi,. F .... T (J"lm I LO)(T'!r-1 KO)(Koyl Mol 
LOt:P 

+ F; F"i (I: Iwd J" )(M"y-I KO)( KO jtA I J"~ 

+ L [Fc,FM~ (J"I..,.., I LO

)( Wy..1 K" )(k°i;'-I J") 
LQ~ :ro 

+ F;.~ F .... :r (L" 1m I J") (J" y...1 KO)(k"y.1 MO~ 

+ I. FL,. FM~ (rlml J")(M"y-.IKo)(\Co~1 LO) 
lo~rCl 

+ L '::-L\< ~M:' (r I Wll-ro)( r~ I LO)(Mo ~ I :t') 
. L"*I<" . 
. . H<'*l<0 
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These three expansions -- equations (4-35), (4-36), and (4-37) 

along with correspon"ding expressions for PI) and ~ ,reveal the 

complexity inherent in considering these higher-order perturbations. 

This complexity beconies most evident "'fllen the coefficients ~~K' 

FM:r ' ~M~K. ,etc. are substituted from equations (4-29). However, 

actual substitution will only produce a morass of terms which do little 

else but confuse the situation~ Fortunately, there are some preliminary 

simplifications which eliminate the majority of these terms. These 

simplifications fall into two categories. First, as we deal with no 

higher than third-order expansions in absorption and natural optical 

activity and with no higher than second-order in magnetically-induced 

optical activity, we may simplify many of the coefficient products 

appeari ng in the equa ti ons for PR., Ps ' and Pc . For examp 1 e, the 

product Fu< E .. :r from equation (4-35) can be re\'/ritten, using equations" (4-26), 

as: 

~k FM~ -= (FL~ + FL~ + FL;) ( F,..,i:r + FM} +':-H~ ) 

- FL~ F::r + (F~~ FM; +- FL; r~~) 

+ (Ft.! FH; + FL; FM~ + FL~ FM~) 

but, as we take natural optical activity only to third-order, we may 

approximate 

Similar restrictions can be made for absorption and magnetically

induced optical activity, and for their coefficient products. The 

second type of preliminary Simplification involves the application of 

basic symmetry arguments to the vibrational matrix elements. These 
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symmetry arguments are similar to those presented in part B of this chapter. 

In the next section, we discuss the simplifications of the expansion 

for PI{, P13 and Pc. . 

2. Preliminary symmetr* Analysis and the Resultin~ 
Simplification of t e Equations for PD , PI{ , A, Pa 
andR:. 

The first type of simplification described at the conclusion 

of the previous section is -readily understood and implemented. The 

second type, the preliminary analysis, is not as straj-ghtforward and 

entails a great deal of algebra. For two reasons, it is impractical to 

elaborate each step of the simplification. First, the number of pages 

needed to completely describe the analysis is prohibitive. Second, the 

multitude of algebraic manipulations would only detract from the 

continuity of the presentation. Therefore, the reader will have to be 

content with a description of the general rules of simplification, with 

the simplified expansions and with the knowledge that the final results 

confirm previously derived symmetry rules and advance new ones. 

The basis of the symmetry analysis is the examination, in 

sequence, of the zero-order, first-order, second-order and thire~order 

terms. Each order must be examined in the light of whether it provides 

any new symmetry patterns. If it adds a pattern different from patterns 

. of lower order terms by only a totally symmetric representation, then it 

is considered to provide no new information and can be ignored. 
c 

He may best illustrate the above by reference to an example. 

14e choose from the expansion for PI( ; the zero-order term, a first

order term and a second-order term. By examining these not only do we 

i11ustrate the symmetry analysis, but in the process, generate a new 

symmetry conclusion. Taking from equation (4-35), the zero-order term 
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; . . '. '.' . 

and the first part of the next:tenn, and substituting from equation (4-26), 

we have: . 

(4-38) 
(KOljt I 0°)( jO I hi I K 0) 

+ L Fl~ (KolJA I J O

)( J<> I miLo) 
LO~KO 

+ L FL~ (KOI,.JAI J''')(JolYY\ I La) 
L°-tl<° 

+ LFL~ (KO~I JO)(Jo lyon I La) 
L"'*I(° 

As we are not concerned with third-order terms in this 

example, we drop the fourth terms in equation (4-38). We now substitute 

the express ions for F1.~ and FL~ from equati on (4-29), inc 1 udi ng 

the (previously suppressed) vibrational V1ave functions. 

[PR ]~:~~;t = (kG I,?' :Y")(Jol ~ I KO)(~lt)(tIJe) 
T"'~"·\ 

(4-39) 

+ E LEK~EL (Ko~, ::r")(rO\V'I1j LO)(LoIVc..1 k")(il(})(j't)(1(.Qd 
L.0-t K" J.. 

+ 2.2.Ek~Et (kG vu-I .r)(Jol m I LO)(Lol X'AIt«')(~'~ )(i'1)(1.1 QAI.De.) 
l"*I<° 1. . 

+ L(~rl J"')(Jolr')') I t-°)(LOI V4 1 ~O)(H"I~IKo)(JJi)(~lt)(tIQI.I..k) 
. J\. 

+ L (KG ~ I ,J°)(J"I ~ I LO)(L"I~~It1°)(WI~slkO)<PtI~)(~lt)(~IQAG)sI At)} 
J\.,~ 
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- [EK ~Et {O<°Y'" T)(T'I M /I!)(L ~lv ... 1 K")(K"/ Vbl kC)(Jt.11\(~lt )(Q/i.) 

+ l(KO~l J"°)(J<'lvn\ LO)(L"\ \kIK")(KOI~"IKO)(Jl~~I.t)(ll.oc.)(OtlQ ... \.0 
.II.. . 

+? (K"r' ~)(J"I VY\ I L")(LoIJf~lj(o)(\(O tVb\ Ko)(kJ<!)(-4 lt)(o.t (V,./.4.) 

~~ (K""" I J"XJ"I "'I L·)( L·I~ II<" Xk'IX,11<' Xi Ii )(111)(1.1 Q.,1.l)(AJQ'IJ.~} 
The zero-order term of equation (4~39) will be ~ero for 

groups other than the pure rotation groups. Only for these grouns 

can one have non-zero, zero-order natural optical activity. The first 

order substitutional contribution adds a new symmetry nattern (for groups 

other than the pure rotation groups) as, according to Conclusion 4, 

part of the substitutional perturbation must transform as the pseudoscalar 

representation. From Concl us i on 8, vie see that (for other than the 

pure rotation groups), the first-order vibrational contribution is 

zero. 

He now turn to the second-order terms, of which eight are 

given in equation (4-39). Examining the first of these, a ~urely 

substitutional contribution, \'Ie see that from the third and fourth 

electronic matrix elements result the direct product relations 

I~ == rio. ® 1'vQ. 

rM :: rl< ® rVb 
Combining these, we have: 

rv .... ® rVb = rj..® rK 

Combining this equation with equation (4-19), we have: 
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Thus, there can be a second-order tenn only if there are 

blo exi sting substi tutiona 1 symmetry patterns whose direct oroduct is 

the pseudosca1ar representation. This is a new symmetry conclusion. 

Conclusion 10. There is second-order substitutional contribution to 

natural optical, activity only if the di rect product of two 

existtng substitutional syrrmetry patterns transforms as the 

oseudosca1ar. As this does not necessarily mean that there 

must be a single existing symmetry pattern transfonning as 

the nseudosca1ar, therefore there can be a second-order 

sUbstitutional contribution ,to natural 6ptica1 activity 

when both the zero-order and first-order contributions are 

zero. 

The fifth second-order tenn also is a purely substitutional 

contribution. However, Conclusion 10 holds only nartically, as a part 

of the sUbstitutional synvnetry pattern must transfonn as the pseudoscalar 

representation, in order that this term be non-zero. 

Application of the sum rule, equation (4-21) to the second 

of the eight second-order tenns -- a mixed substitutional-vibrational 

contribution -- enables us to show that the two equations 

fi=f1 
r}:: r-k ® n~~ 

must hold. These two equations, in turn, demonstrate that I~A is 

the totally sY!11l1etri c representati on. An exam; nati on of the e 1 ectroni c 

matrix elements, in the light of Conclusion la, reveals that this 

second-order term will make a non-zero contribution 6nlv if the substitutional 
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symmetry oattern contai ns a part transforming as the pse.udosca 1 ar. Hm'lever, 

more germaine to the present discussion is that, upon setting r~ == n, 
we see that this second-orde.r term is simply a correction on the first

order term,in that it yields no new symmetry pattern. Therefore, we 

eliminate this term from consideration. These arguments can be shown to 

apply also to the third,sixth, and seventh-order tenns, and they 

also can be disregarded. 

The fourth and eighth second-order tenns are purely vibrational 

contributions. Examining the vibrational matrix elements of the fourth 

term, vie see that though Q/L. and Qs need not be totally symmetri c, 

they must be of the same symmetry. Thi s means that Gt~ = r~~ and the 

consequence is that r:=~. Thus, \'Ie see that this purely vibrational 

contribution can be non-zero only when the zero-order term is non-zero, 

i.e. for pure rotation groups. The fourth term, and a.lso the eiqhth 

term, are simple corrections and introduce no new'symmetry patterns 

to natural optical activity. However, this ;s not the case for 

absorntion where second-order, purely vibrational terms are the primary 

contribution to vibronic structuring. We thus ha~e our eleventh conclusion. 

Conclusion 11. Other than for the pure rotation groups, there is no 

second-order purely vibrational contribution to natural 

optical activity. 

Before we leave this discussion, it is well to point out that 

purely vibrational or mixed vibrational-substitutional contributions 

introduce no new symmetry patterns in natural optical activity. This is 

the reason that we expand the natural rotational strength to third-order. 

At this level, we find that there is a vibrational contribution of 

importance and in third order, we can begin to discuss the vibronic 

structuring of natural optical activity for other than pure rotation 

'I, 
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groups. The nature of such third-order contri butions wi 11 be di scussed 

in part C of this Chapter~ 

Having nerformed the long and tedious, but necessary, 

nreliminary symmetry simplifications, we list in Table VIII the 

non-trivial contributions to the oscillator strength and to the natural 

and magnetically-induced rotational strengths. Although not important 

to evaluation of symmetry patterns, we also list the pertinent energy 

difference denominators in the table. However, we do supnress the 

vibrational \'/aVe functions. The !lattern ,of tabling these terms is 

important to the operation of the comnuterprogram and is discussed 

in section 3. 

One \\Iil'l note that there has been an enormous simolification 

of the various expansions. However, as we shall see in the next section, 

the symmetry calculations for even these sets of terms are intractable 

without a comnuter program. 

3. Symmetry Pattern Determination for the Absorption, the 
'Natural Optical Activity, and the Ma~netical'y-Induced 
Optical ActivUy'of:Molecules Belong,.ng to the,Poin~:' 
Group C4v: a Computer Analysis. 

Non-planar heme and various transition metal complexes belong 

to the point grriup C4~: As this point group contains one degenerate 

representation, a computer nrogram is necessary for the higher order 

symmetry analysis of the various optical phenomena. This need res~lts 

from two complications: (i) the existence of symmetry undersnecification 

and (ii) an increase of the number of possible symmetry patterns due 

to the presenc~ of a degenerate reoresentation. 

The first comolexity, symmetry undersnecification, is 

observed upon inspection of the second- and third-'order terms of the 

oscillator and rotational strengths listed in Table VIII. Many of 

these higher order terms are underspecified in that not enough symmetry 



*ABSORPTION AND NATURAL OPTI CAL ACTtVJIY 
Number of 

Term Symmetry 
Number Energy Denominators Form of Term Terms 

( kO I 0, I JO)( J" I 0z.1 \(0) 

P- m 

(Lo I 0, I J O 
)( J O I 0 L I KO)( K" I 03 I LO ) 

1 (E~ - E~) m )A- Vo.. 1 
2 (E;-Ei!) Va... ./L m 1 

(L" I 0, 1.1°)(.r I 0,1 k")( K" I 03 1 H" ) (Hoi ~ I La ) 

3 ( E~ - E~ J( 1::': - E~ ) m fA Vo..· Vb N 
4 ( q ,.. E~ )( £; - f~ ) VIA. .1-" m Vb N 
5 (E; - E~ )( E~ - E~ ) Vo. /-A-. V .... ¥V\ N 

(Lo 1 0, 1 JD)(JO 101.1 MO)(Mol 031l<o)(Kol ~I LO) 

6 (E;- E~ )( E~-E.~) { VIA. P- Vb ~ 1 1 
~ P ~s 

(Ej- E~ )(E;-Eti ) { Vo. Vr- ;v.. rn } 7 
¢<..JI. X~ ~ 

m. 1 

(E;- E~ )(E;'-~ ) f rY\ 

~. V~ } 1 8 m )(~ J{~ 

(Lo 1 o,IJ")(:rol 021K")(kQlo3IMo)(MQI~IN")(N·1 oslLo) 

9 (E: -£: )( E: -~ )( E~ - EI-f) m fA Vo.. Vb VC Nt. 

10 ( E; - E: )( E;:" s.:; )( E; - E ,n VQ.. .jJ- m Vb V" Nt 

11 (E;- 5: )( E~ - E;; )( E; - E"n { V~ P Vb h1 Vc. ) NZ 

'XI\. )A Xs '(Y) Vo.. 

{ Yo. fA Vb Vc. ·m } Nt 12 (1::; - Et)( E: - E~ )( E~ - E: ) 
~}I. fA I{s VQ. Wl 

...... 
TABLE VIII 

C) 

<.0 

Term Listing 



*ABSORPTIONAND NATURAL OPTICAL ACTIVITY (cont.) 
Number of 

Term Symmetry 
Number Energy Denominators Form of Term Terms 

(c I OI!.:J)( JO I 02.1 MO)( MO 1°3 ' kO)( KO I 0 41 N0)( N° I osl La) 

t V~ p.. Vb vn 
Vc } 

13 (Ei- E~ )(£; -E~ )(E;-E"N") . J.eJt P J.es m VI;\. 
N 

VI;\. )--<- ).eJ\. WI }es 

{ V~ Vb ;U I"r1 V< } 
14 ( E; - E~ X E°3" - E"~)( £; - ~ ) . ){JL ~5 jJ- rn VI;\. N 

Vo.. J..ell.. {~ 
m ~S 

r~ 
fA- Vb Vo } 

15 ( _0 0 X - 0 E Q X E' 0 E·) ? ~}\.. 'dI!s Vo- N EK-EI. EK- M K- N 

p- ~Il.. Vo.. ~; 

f~ 
Vo.. p- V't> Vo} 

16 ( E~ - E ~ X r;; - E~ X £" K - EN ) ~JL p.. ~s Vo.. N 

)( ..... 
~D 

Vo. ).{s 

[ V. r V<- ~1 
(E;.,.E~ )(EK-~ XEK- ~) 

Vo.. . j-A. ~ft. :x.s 
N 17 . 1tt JA. ?-es Vo. . 

~ J ~ )A ?-ts ~t 

i~ 
Vb )A- Ve., 

~1 18 (E;-E~ XE:;-S,XEK-EJ) 
;.eh ? ~5 N 

~ ?-es )A Vo.. m 

~A }es ,fA ~t VY\ 

~ 

'-J 

*For Absorption, replace a 11. tn by fA.. For Natural 0 

Optical Activity there are additional components 
where fA- and mare interchanged. 

TABLE VI I I (cont. ) 



MAGNETICALLY-INDUCED OPTICAL ACTIVITY "B" TERi~ 

Tenn 
Number 

1 

2 
3 

4. 
5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 
14 

Energy Denominators 

( E~ - E~ ) 
(Ej - E~ ) 

(Es-EL) 
(E: - £~) 

(E:-E~ ) 
(E: -E~) 

( E: -fL' X ~ -~ ) 

(E': - E~ )(E~ - e::., ) 

( £: -Et )( e; - £~ ) 

(£~-E~ )(E;-E~) 

(Ej- ELoG )(EJo-E'; ) 

(~,;- E"L)(E~-EM) 
(8' - E L )( E~ - £~ ) 

Fonn of Tenn . 

(N° I 0,1 kQ X 1<0 I 0, I JOX .r I 0.31 w) 
? )A m 

(wi 0,1 KO)( KG lOl.l :rD
)( J" 1 03 1 La)( LO 1 0..1 N°) 

? . ? Vo. YI'i 
)A. . jA VV\ Va.. 

( N° I Q ! KO)( k" 1 O~ i LO X L~ I 0 31 JO X r I 0 .. 1 NCO ) 

p. . p- Va. ~ 

/A .. Vo.. )A V'1 
( N° I 0, I L~ X LQ 1 01.1 KO)( 1<0 1 OJ 1 ~o)( :r' 1 0..1 N° ) 

I!: V 0. .)-'-.. h'1 

Number of 
Symmetry 
Tenns 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 V fA- fA.,ft.l vn 

(N° 10, I LO)(LQ I ~I kO)( Kol OJ 1 T)( J"I 0+1 MO)(Mo 105') N°) 

{ 
P- V a. ~ m Vb l 
p. J{A p.. I'Y) )tS . ) 

{ 
Vo. fA )A m Vb 1 
){,.. JA- fA" m Xs 

{
VI). ?- . fA- Vb 'm } 
?<A .?, ?- 'J.e l m ... 

r;u . Yo. ? Vb M 1 
t)A ;){J\. }A ~s m 
( N°' 0, I \(0)( I<" I ~ I r-)( 1" , ~ I La )( L <> I ~ I M"')( MO I O~I N°) 

p. fA Vo. Vb rY1 
}J--. fA m Vo. Vb 
.jA jJ-- V~ V')'} Vb 

TABLE VIII (cont.) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

N 
N 
N ~ 

'-J 
~ 



r·1AGNETICALLY-INDUCED OPTICAL ACTIVITY "B" TERM (cont.) 

Tenn 
Number E~ Denominators 

15 . ( E;- E~ )( E; - E~) 

16 ( E;' - en( E ~ - ~ ) 
17 ( e:~ - E~ )( e.: - E~ ) 

18 (E~-E~){ e-;- E:~) 
19 ( EN - E~)( ~,l- EM) 
20 ( E; - fLO )( E~- E.,o ) 

21 ( eK - E L )( E; - e~ ) 

22 . {E,l- ~ }(e:-~) 

23 (E~ - E~ )( E; - E~) 

24 (E'ko- En( E;,.. E~) 

25 ( E; - ~ )( E;"'- E~ ) 

26 ( E; - £L Y... r:; - E; ) 

27 (E ~b _ E ~ )( E~ - e:, ) 

28 (E~ - Et)( E~-E~ ) 

Fonn of Tenn 

Number of 
Symmetry 
Terms 

( N0 I 0, I kO X' KO I ~I M" )( MO 1 0 3 / LO)( LO I 041 :r')( J O I Os 1 ".r) 
? ... ;V- Vo.. Vb I'YI 
? Va.. I! Vb yY\ 

#- Vo. Vp I"- m 
(N°/ 0, / LO)( LO I 02.1 MoXMo I 031 K~)( k~ I o~1 J"}( ,rl OsIN°) 

VA. fA V... .P yv, 
Vo. . Vb .... P- ? n., 

fA . Vo. .. Vb ? m 
( W 1 0, I L")( La / 01./ KG)( KO I 0 31 MO)( M" I (~I JO )( .r I Os I N°) 

{
. f-!'- Vel. V~ ~ Yl"I} 

,p- 1<,.. ?e.$? W\ 

[Vel. ;;-. Vp f"- \I'lI'\} 
l~· ? .~ P ~ 

{
V... .JA ).J. Vb W\ 1 
)fA ? ? ~S M 

{ 
p Vo.. ? V... h1 1 
fo ~J\. )-A ~s h1 

(N° I 0, I kO)( KO /0,1 LO XL" I 0 3 1 JO X JO I o41 Mo XM<oI Os-I N
U
) 

. { P V.... fA Vb·.\1'\1 7 
p . Je" ~. :;)<s .. r'n:) 

( P ~ y,,- Vb V)'\ 1 
L P p-. ~A )es m 

.{ jA . ? v.. Yh Vb} 
JA. fA' ~A vr1 Jf.s 

{
. JA- Vel. jA V'I'\ Vb l 
r ~ll fA- Y)1 'J.( s J 

TABLE VIII (cont.) 

N 
N 
N 

N 
N 
N 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
~ 

"".J 
N 



**itl\Gi"iETICALLY-HlDUCED OPTIC.I\L ACTIVITY "!'.II MID dC" TERtlJS 

Term 
Number 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

Energy Denominators 

(E; - ELo) 

(E; - E.:') 
( E; - E.~) 

(Ei - EL' )(Ej- E~) 
( E; - E~ )( E; _ £~) 

(E; - EnCE; -E.':, ) 
(rl- E:)( E~ - fE,.:) 
( E~ - Et." )( Ct<o- e~) 

(Ek-£~)(~:-E..,o ) 

(f; - EL X E; - E~ ) 

(E; - E; X Es - EM ) 

(E; - tt-° )( E; - E~ ) 
(E;-~ )(E::-~,.,") 

:~umber of 

Fonn of Term Symmetry Tenns 

Cro I 0, I KG X \(0 I ~ I J O

)( J" I 03 1 JO) 

P.P m 1 
( .T' I a I I KO)( \<.0 I 0,. 1 ,r X ;:rol 0 3 1 LO X LO I 041 r) 

)A fA Vo.. ~ 1 
( ~ I 0, I K" X Kg I 02.1 LO X L G I 0 3 I J O X J O I ().q.1 J O

) 

? P- Vo.. I-Y\ 1 
fA Vo.. )A- . m 1 

(Jol 0,1 kO)(Ko 101.1 JoXJ"1 oJI L.°)(Lo I a...IMQ)(M"1 osl So) 
).A fA VQ,. yn Vb N 
# . j.A.. v~ Vb 1"1"1 N 

( J"" I 0, I k 0 X KO lOt.I M")( MO I 0 3 I LOX lO I 0 4 1 :J )(3 0 I Os I J") 
)A ~ Va. Vb rn N 
..P- Va. Po Vb n'\ N 
}A' V... . V.. )A.. YYI N 

(Jal 0,1 MQ)(Mo! Otl kO)( \("1 oJI LO)(Lo 10413")( Jul os-I JO) 

[ ? Vo.. Vb JA Y"Y1 } 1 
/.L . ~ ~s fA- m 

{ V~ . ,Pw VJ, fA ~ } 1 
)-fl\. )A ~l J.-: 

{ Va. ;U )A V.. I'YI. } 1 
. '.J/A ).A /'A .~ m . 

( J" I 0, I KO)( KO I 01.1 MO X Mol 0 3 I J")( JO I (41 La )( LO I O.S-! J O
) 

. p p. Vo.. Vb m' 1 
).A Va.)A . rn Vb 1 

** To obtain the excited state pennanent magnetic moment terms of the 
"A" term, we replace the second sets of in each 'term by the 
sets and, in terms 2,5 and 6, replace the by , in terms 
13 and 14, replace the first by . 

TABLE VIII (cont.) 

...... ......, 
w 
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information is given to determine the representations of all the 

unknown wave functions and operators. As a orime example of under

specification,consider tenn 9 of the natural optical 'activity. 

" He know the sym~etry of I JC'), \ \,<:0) , W't and? They are 

generally denoted as!';) rK I I~ and I-,p. res!1ectiv·ely. Usinq the 

standard methods. \'/e may immediately evaluate the symmetry of /Lo) : 

. However, th~s is as far as we may go without providing any 

supplementary information. He therefore, supoly the symmetry of one of 

the remining unknown operators or wave functions; If there are N 

reoresentations i~ the point group of the molecule, then there are N 

possible supplementary symmetries, and therefore. N possible variations 

on the original term, henceforth denoted as the parent term. Each of 

these variations will be referred to as a primary symmetry term. 

Let us supply the symmetry of the unknown substitutional 

perturbation Va... If the reoresentati'on is denoted as fvo... we may 

then \'Jrite for the symmetry representation of I M O
): 

However, we are again stymied and must supply a symmetry. 

Again, there are ·N possible supplementary symmetries,land therefore, N 

possible variations on each of the N primary symmetry terms. This 

results ina total of N2 secondary symmetry terms, none of which are 

underspeci;f.ied. 

In the rest of this chapter, \'Ie will fi ndi t unnecessary to 

. III 
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distinguish between primary and secondary symmetry terms. Ue therefore, 

label them all as symmetry terms and a particular parent term is said to 

gi ve ri se to one, N ,or Nl symmetry terms, depending on the 

existence and degree of unde~specification.However,we do make a 

distinction between undetermined and determined symmetry terms, as we 

shall make clear in the following paragraphs. 

~Je now assume that for each of the underspeci fi ed parent 

terms, we have supplied the N or Nl. . supplementary symmetry reoresentations. 

The degree of underspecification 1, N. or Nl. -- can be obtained 

for any term of the three optical phenomena by reference to Table VIII. 

I~e then have a large array (for absorption, S+9N +4N2. of 

undetermined synmletry terms. The adjective "undetermined" is used to 

emphasize that for each symmetry term, there are still wave functions 

and/or operators with unknown symmetry representations. However, unlike 

the parent terms, these undetermined symmetry terms are como1etely 

specined, in the sense that direct multiplication \'1111 completely 

determine these unknown symmetires. For non-degenerate representations 

direct multiplication yields one determined syrrnnetry term from each 

undetermined symmetry term,i.e. the case described above. From now 

on, we shall refer to the undetermined symmetry terms simply as 

symmetry terms, and to the determined symmetry terms as group oroduct 

terms. 

I~e now come to the second complication. \·lh11e for point 

groups containing only non-degenerate rep~esentations, there is one 

group product term for each symmetry term (as shown above), for groups 

containing degenerate representations, there can be many group product 

terms for each symmetry term, particularly for those symmetry terms 

. resulting from the higher-order parent terms. 

I!! 
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The source of this many-to-one correspondence is readily understood. 

As described above, if one has a matrix element in which the representations 

of two of its three parts are known, the third part can be determined by 

direct multiplication. If one or both of the known representations are non

degenerate, then for the third part, there results nne unique reoresentation, 

and thus, only one possible way for that matrix element to be totally 

symmetric (Footnote 11). If all matrix elements of a symmetry term are of 

such a nature, then there will be only one group product term for the 

symmetry term. HmJever, if the two known parts of the matrix element belong 

to doubly-degenerate representations (Footnote 12), then there are three 

possible results, depending upon the tynes of doubly-degenerate representations 

i nvo 1 ved: (i) there are four ways for the matri x element to be tota 11 v 

symmetric, corresponding to four non-degenerate representations that result 

ft'lom the direct product multiplication of the two doubly-degenerate 

representations, (ii) there' are three ways for the matrix element to be 

tota lly symmetri c ~ corresponding to t\'10 non,..,degenerate representati ons, and 

one doubly-degenerate representation that result from direct nroduct 

multiplication, and (iii) there are two ways for the matrix element to be 

totally symmetric, corresnonding to two doubly-degenerate renresentations 

that result from direct product multiplication. For anyone of these three 

cases, there is more than one way for the matrix element to be totally 

symmetric ,and, therefore, more than one group product term associated with 

the symmetry term containing this matrix element. 

We saw previously that although'absorntion has only eighteen 

parent terms, it has (5 + 9N + 4N ) symmetry terms, \O!here Ni s the 

order of the point group involved. We now see that there are even more 

terms to consider due to the many-to-one correspondence of the group 

product terms to the symmetry terms. Fortunately, many of these group 

product terms are zero ,reduci ng to a more reasonable 1 eve 1 the number of 
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symmetry patterns that must be considered. He must now show how the 

number of group product tenns can be reduced to only those that 

contribute. 

,The. key to the groun product tenn reduction is that for each 

doubly-degenerate representation, there are two members that cannot be 

physically distinguished, except by the lowering of the symmetry of the 

system. Consideration of all possible member combinations can be 

shown to lead to decomposition of each group product term into a sum 

of what shall be denoted as member product terms. For certain group 

product terms, these member product tenns will sum to zero, and for 

these cases, the group product terms are zero. 

The evaluation of the member product tenns begins with the 

detennination of a family of member elements for each matrix element 
" ' 

of a group product term. If the matrix element has one non-degenerate 

representation and two doubly-degenerate representations, the family 

consists of four (2 x 2) member elements. If it has three doubly

degenerate representations, the family consists of eiqht (2 x 2 x 2) 

member elements (Footnote 13). The value of anyone member element of 

a family is gi ven by the product of two quantiti es: an integral 

common to a 11 member elements of the family, and a constant, the 

coupling coefficient, which is unique to the member element under 

consideration. Now there are as many member product tenns as there are 

legitimate permutations over all the families of member elements; a 

legitimate permutation being one \'Ihere the ket member of the member 

element of the Nth family matches the bra member of the member element 

of the N + 1 family; and the bra member of the member element of the 

Nth fami 1y matches the ket member, of the member element of the N - 1 family 

(Footnote 14). Each of these member products has a value which is given by 
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the product of two products. The first of these is the total rroduct of 

the integrals associated with the various families and is the same 

regardless of the member product considered. The second nroduct is the 

total product of all the coupling coefficients associated with the 

various families and can vary from one member product to another, due to 

the variation of couoling coefficients within the individual families 

(Footnote 15). If all the values of the member nroducts from a 

particular group product term are zer~ or alternately, if they all 

sum to zero, then that group product term is zero. If, however, the 

sum is not equal to' zero, then that group !1roduct term makes a contribution 

and yields a symmetry pattern of vibration and/or substitution. 

This method of group product reduction can be further 

clarified by reference to an examole. He choose C.,.vas our point group, 

as this is the group for which we shall do the more complete analysis. 

Table IX presents the group multiplication table for C4V while Table X 

presents the coupling coefficients pertinent to our example. The former 

are available from most books on group theory while the latter can be 

obtained from Koster et al (90). We specifically examine th~ first 

parent term for the xy component of natural opti ca 1 activity. From 

Table VIII and equation (4-33), this term is given by: 

(L ° I YYlx I 3°)( JOIj-tx I kO)(K o I Va. I LO) 

(4-40) 
+ (Lo I V")1~ I jo)(:r" 1)1111 KO)(Ko \ VC4 1 LQ) 

If we examine the transition from the totally symmetric 

ground state (representation A ) to the doubly-degenerate excited state 

(representation E), then we have: 
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TABLE IX 

Group Multiplication Table for C4v 

1 2 3 4 5 

Ai Az B 1 8z E 

f1 r;. G ~ r; 

1 2 3 4 5 ~. Ai 1 

1 4 3 5 r; Az. 2 

1 2 5 ~ B1 3 

1 5 ~ Bz 4 

1+2 r; E 5 +3+4 



TABLE X 

Important Coupling Coefficients 
for Illustrative Example 

o ViZ 

msx Ls~ mr;x Ls1,1 I"YlS1::l Lsx Ynsy Ls~ 
--~------~------~-----
01 0 1fT - '/rz. 0 

~·J<5~ VzKsx 

LSlr 1 0 1 0 o 1 0 1 

LSlj 0 -1 o 1 1 o -1 a 

)As~ J, JA.sy.J, ---...;..---
1 0 

o '1 

Ii, , i 

I 

180 
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( 4-41) 

fk = E = Ks 

where, in accordance with the notation in Table IX, we use numbered 

subscripts to designate the irreducible representations to which the 

the operators and wave functions belong. 

We also know that the X and y comoonents of the electric 

and magnetic moments belong to the doubly-degenerate representationE, 

and specifically they transform as the members of that representation. 

Thus, equation (4-40) indicates the only acceptable member nermutations 

for the electric and magnetic moments, the limit of acceptability being 

set by the rules of scalar multiplication of vectors. l,'./e write the 

symmetries 

(4-42) 

of the :x. and 1j members as: 

Gu~ = E = )-iSx 

r?~ =- E = ;Us'-J 

rmx = E = Ms,r 

r~ = E = ms~ 
vie 1 et r:. and rv~ be the unknown symmetry representations 

of the wave function ILQ) and the substitutional perturbation Vo... 

We then substitute equations (4-41) and (4-42) into expression (4-40) 

and obtain the symmetry expression for the parent term. 

(4-43) 
(rl../ msx I J1 ) (J1 I j-lsx I Ks.)(KS"1 r"J rL) 

+ (rL I mSlJ \ J1)(j1 ~s.., I K5')(I<5'1 rVe>.1 rL.) 

Using the group multiplication rules of Table IX, we have 

four group product terms resulting from the parent tenn symmetry 

express i on ~ 

! !I 
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(Lsi ms~ I J",)(J,I?-sx I ks)(Ksl VI I Ls) 

+ (Ls I msy \ J , )(J, IpS1j 1 Ks)(k~ lv, I Ls) 
(4-44) 

(Lsi rt)s)fl J, )(r, ~~)'l ks)(kd V2.1 Ls) 

4- (Ls I vY)~ 1.1,)(:1", I JA5"lj I Ks)(Ks 'Y 2.1 Ls) 

(Ls I vYlS)( \ J",)Cf, ~s~1 Ks)(Ksl V3 \ Ls) 

+ (Lsi YY'ls'11 0.)(:1, I)'s'jl Ks)(ks- \ V3 1 Ls) 

(Lsi ms'X \ J,)( J, ~s)(1 ks )(Ks \ V+ \ Ls-) 

+ (Lsi ms~ I .1,)( J", \ fAs1j \ Ks ')(ks I v+1 LS) 

We must now examine each of these grouI) product terms to see 

which ones are non-zero. I~e first form all possible member product 

terms. The first step in this task has already been taken in (4-44) where 

the acceptable member permutations for the magnetic and electric moments 

are listed. By now, forming all legitimate permutations of the 

members of the degenerate v.Jave functions LS' and Ks , we obtain the 

final listing of member product terms. These are presented in Table XI, 

along with the important coupling coefficients for each member element, 

the latter having been extracted from Table X. In the interests of 

economy, we have made Table XI serve several purposes (Footnote 16). 

Thus to the right of each member product term, we list eight member 

products. Four of these member products result from the four group 
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Natural 
Optical Absorotion 

Acti vity 

( Ls,,1 Y'r'I~1 J, X J I I ;Us; I KsxX Ks-xl Y I Lsx) 
VI 0 yrz 

0 (Vii) 1 a V2. 0 a 
1 V3 0 yrz 

. a V,+ a a 
( Ls1,1 I rl151'1 J. X J, 1)15)( I KsxX I<sx I ~ I LS!1) V, a 0 

'1'12. (0) 1 
-1 Vz. -I/rz. 0 
a v, a 0 
1 

(Lsx I ms~ I J, )( J, l)-<sxIKsy)( Ksy I V I Lsx) 
'4 Yrz . z. a 

0 VI 0 a 
0 (1vz) 0 1 VI. a a 

0 V3 0 a 
. 1 V .. 0 0 

( L5~1 ~sx I J, )( J, Ijts~1 Ksy)( k'S1j I V I Ls~) 
a 1 V, a 

Yrf (OJ 0 0 Vz. a a 
-1 Vi a a 
0 V ... a 0 

( L 5x I tns141 J I )( J, jJisy I ksx)( kS)t I V I Lsx) 
1 VI a a 

-'/'If. (0 ) a a vz a 0 
1 V3 a a 

(Ls~ I m!;~1 J.)( J, Ifls~ I K5~)( 1<57C I va I LS1j) 
v. 0 0 

a v, a a 
0 Clfi) a -1 Vz. a a 

a V3 a 0 
1 V ... a a 

( LS7t I mS1j I ,J, )( J, I fS1j I t<sy)( K5~ I V I Lsx) 
VI a 0 a 

-Yfi. ( 0 ) 1 
1 Vz. -Yrz a 
0 Vs a 0 
1 v4 -1(£ 0 

(Ls~ I m5~ I ~ )( J, l?s~1 ksJ( kS!1 I vI L5~) 
I/rz 1 VI 0 

0 ( I/fi.) 1 a Vz. 0 a 
-1 Vl 0 - 'Iff 
a Vi- a a 

TABLE XI 

Couplin~ Coefficients and Member Products for 
Various Perturbations on Absoretton 

and Natural Optical Activ;t~ 

, , 

I 
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product terms of natural optical activity, corresponding to the four 

possible symmetries for the substitutional perturbation. The other 

four result from the corresponding group product terms of absorotion. 

From these results, we may determine which of the group product

terms of natural optical activity are non-zero and which of the. group 

product terms of absorption are non-zero. 

Inspection of the results in Table XI demonstrate that for 

natural optical activity, only the member products corresponding to the 

Va and V+ perturbations',of-tbe second and seventh member product terms 

are non-zero, and can therefore contribute. Furthermore, upon addition, 

the two non-zero V ... member products cancel ,and one is left I;d th only 

Vl. = rz :: Az. -- the pseudoscalar re[)resentation -- as a contributing 

substitutional symmetry pattern. Similar reasoning reveils that only 

the totally symmetric representation, Vi =f1 = Ai contributes to 

absorption. Both of these results are consistent with previous, more 

general arguments. 

From the above illustration of the evaluation of one of 

the least complex parent terms, we see that the complications arising 

from higher order terms make the calculation of symmetry patterns 

nrohibitive other than by computer. Therefore, a computer program to 

determine the symmetry patterns has been written. The structure of 

this program, which is rather c6mplex, can be best understood by sttidy 

of the flo\,1 chart of Figure 8, with reference to the prior discussion of 

this section. In Figure 8, the functions of the ~ain program and of 

the subroutines, and theirinterrelationshin, are depicted. The solid 

paths indicate progression through the program while the dashed oaths 

indicate flow of information. Subroutines are designated by the 

preface SUB- , e.g. the subroutine TERPER is designated in Figure 8 
I' 
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by the block labeled SUB-TERPER. 

Three of these subroutines need description at this point, 

as their functions have not been adequately described in the previous 

discussion. First, the subroutine TERPER has the primary function of term 

generation. Inspection of Table VIII shows that each term can be obtained 

from the one preceeding it by simole interchange of wave functions and/or 

operators. This interchange or permutation is oerformed by TERPER. 

Secondly, the subroutines SYMANA and TRANS are used in conjunction 

with section 8000 of the, main program to reorder the output data. It 

is tabulated according to: (i) whether the borrOl'ling is by the 

ground state (a case not previously treated by other authors) or by 

the excited state, and {in what type of perturbation -- vibration or 

substitution -- initiates the borrowing. 

The blocks labeled 1000 to 9000 represents sections of the 

main program. The listing for ~he program,. which goes under the name of 

SYMDET, is given in Appendix XI. 

Having developed the theoretical background for the problem 

and a computer program to perform the symmetry analysis, we proceed in 

section 4 of , this part to present the symmetry patterns for the point 

group C4v . 

4. Vibrational and Substitutional Symmetry Patterns for Absorption 
Natural 07tical Activity, and Magnetically-Induced Optical 
Activity or the Point Group C4v . 

In Tables XII and XIII, we present some of the results that 

are obtained by the computer solution of the possible symmetry oatterns 

for the optital phenomena of absorption, natural ootical activity, and 

magnetically-induced optical activity (Footnote l7}. Table XII 

presents the zero-order contributions to the optical phenomena. These 



TABLE XII 

Absorpti on and 
~'1agneti ca lly-i nduced Opti ca 1 Acti vi ty 

Zero-order Contributions 

.,------.---.~-----.-> .> 

"',-, TYPE OF 'OPTICAL 
liB" TERr" "A" AND "el 

" PHENOMENA TERMS 
NON-ZERO COMPONENTS 

TYPE OF AND THE NON-ZERO' 
STATES MIXING WAVE FUNCTIONS COMPONENTS 

BOTH GROUND G=rK yzx 5 ------
AND 

EXCITED' 
STATES 

NON-DEGENERATE Others ---------- ------

Borrowing by xyz rMlIl-oa; 

Degenerate zxy 5 
EITHER GROUND State 

OR EXCITED STATE xyz 
DEGENERATE Borrowing by xyz 5 

Non-degenerate zxy 
State ~er~ 

BOTH GROUND AND 
EXCITED STATES yzx 1,2,3,4 ------

DEGENERATE 

137 

ABSORPTION 

NON-ZERO 
Cm~PONENTS 

z 

------

xy 

z 



co 
co 
.-i ~ 

MAGNETICALLY~IN~~CED 'MAGNETICALLY-INDUCED 
STATES, PHENOMENA ABSORPTION OPTI CAL ACTI V ITY OPTI CAL ACT! VITY 
PERTURBATIONS ! "A" AND "C" TERMS IIBII TERMS . - - ==t=--::-----------:.-- -----_. ------ .. -----

xy 55 xyz 55 
VI . I None un to zyx 55 

i c: z (f}.® rK)(r.r® r
l
.;:) = -111 Second -order .. 0 yzx 11,22,33,44,55 .. ,... 

+-> ---- --Xy 55 ----·--·---t--·-- xyz 55 ItS 
s.. None un to BOTH GROUND .0 Others zxy 55 

AND ''''' (G®nd (r~r~) Second-order yzx (rJ®rK ) (f}®rK) ::> z 
EXCITED 

xy 55 1 xyz 55 STATES 
NON-DEGENERATE VI 

zxy 55 zxy 55 
c: z 1,11,22,33,44,55 . yzx 1,11,22,33,44,55 
0 ~ --------......--.,... xy 55 I xyz 55 +-> 
:::I . ! None up to zxy 55 

I 
+-> 

z (G®n,J (G®rK ) = 221 Second-order .,... yzx (G®rl< )(r:rerK) =22 +-> 

1 
VI -----------f------
.0 xy 55 xyZ 55 
:::I None un to Vi Others zxy 55 

z (G®rK ) (G-4>r/C) Second-order yzx (r~rK) (r}®rK) 

EITHER 
xv. 11 ,22,33,44 xyz 11 ,22,33,44 XYZ 11,22,33,44,55 

Vibrations zxy 11,22,33,44,55 
GROUND OR Z 55 yzx 55 

EXCITED xy 1,11,22,33,44,55 xyz 1,11,22,33,44,55 xyz 1,11,22,33,44,55 STATES .. 
DEGENERATE Subst,tut,ons zxy 1,11,22,33,44,55 

I Z 55 yzx 55 yzx 55 

iBOTH GROUND 
xy 11,22,33,44 xyz 55 xyz 55 

Vibrations zxy 55 zxy 55 
AND 

z 55 ~_ yzx 11,22,33,44,55 1 

I EXCITED xy 1,11,22,33,44,55 xyZ 55 . xyz 55 STATES .. 
I DEGENERATE Subst,tut,ons ,ZXY 55 zxy 55 
I z 55 I yzx 1,11,22,33,44,55 

TABLE XII I 

- Higher-order Contributions to Absorption, 
r~agneti ca lly-i nduced Ooti ca 1 Activity and Natural Ootica 1 Activity 

NATURAL 
OPTICAL A~TIVITY 

xy 55 
(r~fk~l.) (r~r~z.)= 22 

Z (rr® f'k)(r.:r®r,-<) = 11 
xy 55 

(G®r/<Oi'z.) (G®r..ez) 
z (8® rK ) (f}® flo<) 

xy 552 
I 

z 2,21,43 l xy 552 

z 2,21,43 I 
I xy 552 
I 

Z 43 

xy 11,22,33,44 

Z 55 
xy 2,21,43 

Z 552 
-

xy 55 

z 11 ,22,33,44 
xy 552 

z 2,21,43 
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are obtained by substituting the harmonic wave function approximations 

for the adiabatic \·'1ave functions in equation (4-31), (this is identical 

to assuming zero perturbations in equations (4-35), (4~36), and (4-37) ), 

and then perfonning a symmetry analysis. It is to be noted that, since 

a molecule belonginq to the point qroup C""v is not inherently asymmetric, 

there is no zero-order natural optical activity. Table XIII presents 

the nerturbation symmetry patterns which result in first-order and/or 

second-order contributions to all three of the optical phenomena. If 

we make the natural comparison of symmetry natternsfor the Xyeand 

el-y components of magnetically-induced optical activity with those for 

the ~y components of absorption and natural optical activity, and the 

compari son of the patterns of the y-lX comnonents \'/i th the r- comoonents, 

we note from these tables that there is a much closer correlation 

between magnetically-induced ontical activity and absorption than there 

is between magnetically-induced optical activity and natural optical 

activity (Footnote 18). This is consistent with our previous discussions 

in Chapters 1 and 2, which indicated that maqnetically-induced optical 

activity arises from a static magnetic field perturbation of absorntion, 

gives information regarding the electronic properties of the molecule, 

and like absorption, is independent of the variations of the electro

magnetic fields over the dimensions of the molecule. On the other hand, 

natural optical activity results from a small electromagnetic field 

nerturbationHhich is independent of absorption, givesinfonnation 

regarding the stereochemistry of the molecule, and unlike absorption, is 

dependent on the variations of the electromagnetic fields over the 

dimensions of the molecule. We thus emphasize the conclusions that 

magnetically-induced optical activity is more comnarable to absorrtion 

than to natural optical activity and that exneriments using magnetically-
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induced optical activity should not be expected to yield information of 

the same nature as do those using natural ontical activity. 

Now turning to specific results, we see that inspection of 

Table XII leads to conclusion 12. 

Conclusion 12. For the existence of a zero-orderIB" term of magnetically

induced optical activity, the state borrowing and the state 

borrowed from must be connected :by a magnetic dipole operator, 

i.e. the direct product of the symmetry representations of 
, ......,). 

these states must contaln a comnonent of m . 

This confirms the conclusion of rlcCaffery and Schatz (6a). 

However, when degenerate states are involved,ConclUsi6n 12 is a 

necessary but not sufficient condition, as can be seen from inspection 

of the symmetri es of the mi xi ng I'lave functi ons. For exampl e ,where 

there is one degene~ate state, say the excited state, and that 

degenerate state borrows from some other ~tate, Conclusion 12 says 

that the mixing state may have any non-degenerate representation. 

However, Table XII shows that only states with the same non-degenerate 

renresentation as the ground state can be mixing states. To obtain this 

information, detailed calculation was necessary. 

Table XIII is obtained from the data presented in the C4V 

data sheets included in Appendix XII. These sheets in turn were 

developed from the raw data resulting from the computer nrogram output. 

Besides the previously described similarity between magnetically-induced 

optical activity and absorption, Table XIII confirms Conclusion 10 

for ~ , a point group containing a degenerate representation. Thus 

for all point groups, with or without degenerate representations, it 

appears that even if no part of the substitutional syrrmetry pattern 
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transfonns as the pseudoscalar representation, all that is needed 

is to have two parts of the symmetry pattern, whose representations 

have a direct product that transfonns as the Dseudoscalar, thus 

resulting ina second-order contribution to natural ootical activity. 

In fact, for the point group Ctv , it should be noted that, for 

transitions where both ground and excited states are non-degenerate, 

certain combinations of ground and excited symmetries have no first

order substitutional contribution,. regardless of the existing 

substitutional symmetry pattern. These combinations are given by the 

direct product rules 

rs ® rK = '3 

r:r ® fK = 4 
where, as previously explained, 3 is the representation 6 1 and 

4 is the representation ~~. For these cases, the substitutional 

symmetry pattern needed to produce a second-order contribution to 

natural optical activity is 43, i.e. there must be a part of the pattern 

that transforms as 5 z and part that transfonnsas 6 1 . 

We also note from Table XIII that for vibrationally 

allowed transitions between non-degenerate states, for both absorption 

and natural optical activity, we have for the xy component, the 

symmetry pattern 55, i.e. two vibrations of symmetry E ,and for the 

i! component, the pattern (r;r® fIt() (r;r ® r K) i.e. two vibrations of 

symmetry given by the direct product of the ground and excited state 

representations. However, there is for natural optical activity an 

additional vibration which contributes. This is given·by the symmetry 

pattern (nr®rKerS) (nr®rl(®l1) where rs is the pseudoscalar 

representation~The possibility that this may be a general rule for all 

point groups warrants further investigation. 

Another interesting fact is that, for both ground and 
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excited states non-degenerate, there is no second-order vibrational 

contribution,to the "A" term of magnetically-induced optical activity. 

It would be necessary to extend the oerturbation exoansion to higher 

orders to observe a vibrationally allowed "A" term between non-degenerate 

states, and it is to be expected that degenerate vibrations would 

be needed. 

We close this chapter with two observations. First, other 

symmetry conclusions for C+v could likely be generated by further 

study of Table XIII and the C-4V data sheets of Aooendix XII. In 

narticular, atte~tion should be drawn to the wave f~riction patterns 

in the data sheets. Should general rules be found to apply to them, 

this could be most helpful in determining which wave functions are most 

effective in the higher order contributions to the optical ohenomena. 

Secondly, \fie would like to establish general rules, not only for the 

. poi nt group C4v , but for all groups. There are two poss i b 1 e methods 

of implementing this, either by running a computer analysis for all 

groups and comparing the output patterns, or by doing a more qeneral 

theoretical analysis. Now that the former is possible, ,and now that l'fe 

have a general idea of what the techniques and results would be for 

other groups, we may be able to build on this foundation and obtain 

the latter, a more general theoretical treatment of symmetry rerturbations. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. An excellent introduction to the application to chemical systems 

of the symmetry rules of group theory is the book by Cotton (83). 

For a more advanced approach, the reader is referred to Tinkham (84) 

and to other more general treatments of group theory (85), (86), and 

(87) • 

2. It must be noted that while each (-fJL" is a function of the ,}LTH 

nonnal coordinate QJ\. in the ground state, each (it",1 is a function 

of that normal coordinate in the excited state. Only in the case 

where the excited state geometry is identical to the ground state 

geometry and where the respective potential surfaces are identical, 

is it justifiable to consider the ground state QJI. identical with 

the excited state ~~. In this chapter, we shall always use the 

ground state Q~ for simplicity. However, recognizing the above, we 

must be cautious in interpreting such matrix elements as (~IQA\i.) 

when the ground state geometry differs from the excited state 

geometry. 

3. The term, "component", is really a misnomer as it has no relation to 

the common usage as a vector component. However, here and later in 

the derivation, it is convenient to denote the X part of the dot 

product as the X component. 

4. In the detailed ca~culations to follow, the perturbation equations for 

the oscillator and rotational strengths are taken to second and third-

order as v.Jas previously stated. However, for the sake of simplicity in 
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our illustration, \'le limit ourselves to first-order perturbation theory. 

All quantities presented without proof in the illustration are derived 

in detail in the calculations of cart C of this chapter. 

5. The Hamiltonian·· X' can be exnanded in a Taylor series of the 

normal coordinates. Considering only the first two terms of that 

expansion: 

: ()t')o + L J.t./L Q~ 
JI. 

\'lhere we have arbitrarily set the equil i brium val ue of Q.JI. at zero. 

This·does not detract from the generality of ' the arguments presented 

here. As Jt' ;stotally symmetric, so must be each term in the 

summation. Therefore, the symmetry of ).(/L. is the s,ame as that of 

6. Readers not familiar with the basic rules and terminology of group 

theory should refer to the work of Cotton (83) and/or Tinkham (84). 

7. This is not strictly true for molecules belonging to point ~roups 

that contain degenerate representations, i.e. molecules with a three-

fold or higher axis of symmetry. The necessary modifications to 

the analysis will be developed in part C of this chanter. However, 

·for the present, we will ignorethi5 problem. 

8. See Footnote 6. 

9. See Footnote 5. 
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" " ~ ....:. 
10. In equation (4-32), (4-33), and (4-34) the vectors h'\ and?-

and their components are in reality matrix elements, their fonn 

dependi ng on ItJhether w'e are deal i ng wi th PA 'PI3 ,or Pc.. However, 

indication that they are matrix elements is not necessary to the 

understandinq of the component concept~ and we suppress all such 

notation. 

11. Itis tr~e that one can have a matrix element uniquely determined 

even when it contains degenerate representations. However, it is 

also true that for point groups containing degenerate representations, 

it is unlikely that all matrix elements of a given symmetry will be 

uniquely determined, as it is probable that the evaluation of at least 

one of these matrix elements will involve the direct product of two 

degenerate representations. 

12. In this diss~rtation, we do not consider triply-degenerate 

representations. The treatment of these representations would be 

similar to the doubly-degenerate type but a larger array of group 

product terms would result. 

13. If the members of the n.,..H doubly-deqenerate representation are 

desi gnated as (X", 1 "y .. ) and the m,.H non-degenerate representati on 

as ~I'W'\" then the member elements s terrnni ng from rna tri x e 1 emen ts \'Ii th 

two doubly-degenerate representations go as X,X Z r 3 , X.,1j1.~3 )'1j,Yz.=t.
3J 

1j,'j1.~3 and the member elements stemming from matrix elements, with 

three doubly-degenerate representations go as X, 11. 'X3 ) X,1-:j1.Xl) 

~t'X'~3 )-Y,1:1'1.~3) "X t'X1.'13 ) X'1jZ."Y3 ) 11,X1.1.h ) 'lj1'1.j-,.'Y3· 
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14. For the typical matrix element (J"'\"M,IKO
) ,the wave function 

is the ket wave function and the \'1ave function (Jo I is 

the bra wave fucntion (see Dirac (89) ) .. Similarly, ket members 

and the bra members can be defined for member elements. 

15. These coupling coe~ficients, defined and tabled for the various 
. . 

point groups by Koster et a1 (90) are analogous to the C1ebsch-Gordon 

coefficients and are the coefficients of the linear combinations 

of member products which transform as specified irr~ducible representa-

tions. This is the more common internretation,and although the member 

products could be discussed from this view!)oint, we have used in 

this dissertation a somewhat different aooroach for the sake of 

clarity. 

16. First of all, the eight member product terms can apo1y to any of the 

four group Droduct tenns of expression (4-44), simply by renlacing V 

by VI' VI., VJ or V ... ' and choosing as couo1ing coefficient for the 

last member element in each member product term, the appropriate 

one of the four listed. Here the order goes from top to bottom, the 

top coupling coefficient corresponding to V, , the bottom to V4 

Secondly, the set of member product terms in Table XI can be made 

to apply to absorption instead of natural oDtica1 activity, simply 

by replaCing m;r by f~ , m" by"u1j and by choosing for the first 

member element of each member product tenn the coupling coefficient 

in parenthesis. 

17. It should be noted that in these two tables as well as in Apnendices XI 

and XII, \'/e designate irreducible representations by number. For 4v ' 
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the designation is as in Table IX, i.e. 1 ~ ~ ~ At 2:: r;. = Az ) 
3-::. r3 =B1 ,4-: ~ := Sz ,and 5 -:: r; = E . \:lhen a symmetry 

pattern is given by the number 12 or 21, this means that oart of the 
, 

symmetry pattern must transfonn as Aj , the totally symmetric 

representation, and Dart must transform as ~2 • the rseudoscalar 

representation. Similarly, S5 would mean that both parts must 

transform as the doubly-degenerate representation E . 

18. The exception to this anpears for the case where both ground and excited 

states a~e degenerate. Here, especially for vibrational oerturbations, 

thereisa closer relation between magnetically-induced ontical 

activity and natural ootical activity. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this dissertation we have developed the general theory 

of natural and magnetically-induced optical activity,orovided the 

theoretical foundation for extending this theory to complex systems, 

and finally, analyzed one such syste~ -- a vibratinq, substituted 

chromophore. 'Hopefully, we have provided a more ohysical feelinq 

for both tyoes of optical activity and have clarified some of the 

more confusing aspects of previous derivations. 

The most important lesson to be gained ·from the study of 

the preceeding analysis, is that natural and magnetically-induced 

optical activity are more different than alike. Natural ootical 

activity arises from an aSytmletric 'oerturbation which bears a fixed 

geometrical rel ati onshi p to the chromoohore, no matter how v/ildly 

the molecule tumbles. On the other hand, magnetically-induced optical 

activity results from an asymmetric oerturbation, the static magnetic 
-.' . 

field, which is external to the whole molecule and bears a changing 

geometrical relationShip to the tumbling chromophore. Thus, the two 

types of optical activity give comolementary rather than comparable 

information. Natural optical activity reveals subtleties -regardi·ng 

the molecular stereochemistry whilemagnetically-;nduced ootical 

activity measures quantities pertinent to the electronic structure 

of the molecule. 

This dicotomy of natural and magnetically-induced optical 

activity is emnhasized throughout this dissertation. In Chapter 2, 

we pointed out that magnetically-induced ootical activity was more 

closely related to absorption than to natural optical activity, and 
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in chapter 4, Vie demonstrated that this relationship extends to the 

vibration~l and substitutional structuring of these, optical phenom~na .. 

\-Je also reached some specific conclusiQns regarding 

vibrational and substitutional structuring in both types of optical 

activity, and developed for one particular point qroup -- C4v -- the 

detail ed symmetry patterns needed for hi qher order vi brati ona 1 and 

substitutional contributions. One particularly interesting conclusion 

was that there can be a second-order substitutional contribution to 
. , 

naturai optical activity under conditions v/here there can be no 

first-order contributions. 

Finally, we turn to Table III of Chapter 1 to note where 

the work we have done fits into the overall theoretical framework of 

optical activity. As can be seen, the work of this dissertation 

supplements the previous investigations into optical activity and 

for the first time, the vibrational and substitutional structuring 

of magnetically-induced optical activity is treated in deoth. There 

is, of course, much more to be done. In particular, the areas 

involving vibrational and substitut{onal structuring on the ootical 

activity of polymers have hardly been touched. Also, much more 

remains to be done on magnetically-induced optical activity than on 

natural optical activity. 

In conclusion, we have attempted to preoare a theoretical 

textbook of optical activity, a 'manuscript that an individual ne\,1 to 

the field, could not only read and understand, but ~o whtch he could 

refer for all the mathematics with-out continually encounteringllit 
.,; --!..'" 

can be shown ll . In addition, we have orovided the springboard for 

workers in the field to attempt extensions of the theory, and as an 

example, we have treated one such extension. It is hooed that this 
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dissertation will thus prove valuable to neophyte and expert alike, 

and will be helpful in stimulating investigation into new applications 

of both natural and magnetically-induced optical activity. 

,I 

I. 
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A.poendi x I 

Review of Pertinent Quantum-Mechanical Principles 

fl, molecular system is completely described, in the quantum 

mechanical sense, by specification of the wave functions. Thus, the 

statics and dynamics of the electrons and nuclei are determinable from 

the electronic and nuclear wave functions. These wave functions are 

solutions of the Schroedinger equation. For examnle, for the electrons, 

the wave functions %i form a complete orthonormal set and satisfy 

the equation 

0-1) ){E ?;hi 

"'Jhere )(e:is the electronic Hamiltonian and is r:Jiv~n by the sum of the 

kinetic energy operator Te:: iii ~.x2.. and the notentia1 enerqy ooerator VE • 

Ei is the electronic energy of the state 7f/Ci . 

The orthonormal i ty of the \·I/ave functi ons is sneci fi ed by: 

the integration being over all electronic SDace. This relation is more 

concisedly exoressed in the Dirac bra-kei notation. Thus: 

Similarly, if we multinly equation (1-1) bv 

all electronic space, we have the resulting 

1JfE~ and inte~rate over 
J . ' 
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E i = (i I ~e Ii) 

The integral (iJJ..feli.) is terMed the expectation value 

of the operator "leE , i.e. the expectation value of the Hamiltonian is 

identical \'Iith the energy of the state 7.JJEi . 

We may also define the expectation value of an arbitrary 

operator 6 on the state ?jJ~i as (i 10/ i) If thi s Ol')erator 

has a definite value in this state, then this value will be identical 

with the expectation value. Also, as the ooerator represents a 

measurement, the expectation value represents the value of this 
. ...... 

measurement. Transition values of tile operator 0 can also be defined. 

Thus we have OLi = (i 10 Ii.) for the expectati on value 

Oij = (iIOI) for the transition value 

Cons i der now an arbi trary state 1J!a.. As the CjIi (\'Ie have 

drooped the E notation in the subscript) form a complete orthonormal 

set, the set <f/o.. can be exoanded in the 1jfi 

That equation (I-5) is valid is easily seen by multiplying by ?f/j and 

integrating over all electronic space. 

:. (7.f/j I "lj/(J == Z «11j I Wi )(z/ld~) -= r (7.j/;.I7jfIA.) ~ij= (7-flJ I (j/rJ 
t l ' 

.t 
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i,lith these prelir:1inaries, consiJer the nroblem of determinin9 
i 

the N ein,enstates of a particular system snecified by the equation 

We assume that we know the N eigenstates of a simnler, 

solvable problem 

~··Je may exrand the first-order eigenstates in terms of the N 

zero-order ei genstates accordi ng to equati on (I -5) 

Substituting equation (I-8)'into (1-6) 

r'1ultiply by 1J!c0 and integrate over all space,' we have: 

N 

L C?J.Ic"I).Q.' J7J!:)(1/I: /1/1:) 
b 

, ''Ie have: 

N 

(I-9) L (1jJ;I;.('llJI .. O)(1JIb°/"lJf;') - E~(l4JcoflJJ;) 
b 

There are N of these equations, one for each of the 

These N linearly indeoendent equations can be written in 

matrix form 
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"( lJIt' )('- E!:\ Wn . (tp,ol ~'I ?If:) - - - - (11/,01 ;)fl'11JINO) .(W~IlL1J) 

(1-10) (7.p; I X' '1JI,0) (<p:t~'-E!llJI;) - --- (1tI{IX'/1¥':) CW:Il.J!,1) 
I =0 I 

".,. 
'1 

(~N°1X' IlJI,") (lJI~'~'h¥;) . '- - - - (1jf';IJt'- E!.11V~) (1Jf: I 1f!;) 

This N x N matrix is tenned the renresentation of the 

Hami lton ian in the Wa.° bas is. He may write equa t i on (I - 10) ; n the 

more concise form 

where 

(I -12) 

H~, 

., 
I 

Only for the condition 

Hi,-E~ H:z ---. H:H 

H~, H~\.-E:: - - - - H~II 
, 

. , 

H' E:i. ,,- ~ 

Hi. 

H:n 

H:,. -- - H,' .. 
' . 1 Hn- EQ. -.. H~ 

H~2. -'. H~-£! 

= 

\'Ii 11 the set of equati ons speci fi ed by (I -11) have non-tri vi also 1 uti ons 

for the coeffi ci ents CJ~' (i. e. so 1 uti ons other than Cjo..:' 0 ). Thi s 

is a well known nro~erty of sets of linearly independent equations. 

The equation (1-12) is termed the secular equation, and 

it is ttue that if the representation matrix of the Hamiltonian is 

diagonal, then the initially assumed functions 7.jJ,Q) 7.jI; 1 - - - -

are also the correct first-order wave functions. This is easily seen. 

0 



The matrix equations (I-11 ) become 

H' 1 11- EQ. 0 ------
(I-l3) 

0 H' £1 Z2- Q. -----_ .. 

,. 
, .... 

0 0 ... - ... --

This yields Nequations of the type 

(Hkk - E~) Cko. ::: 0 

.•. H~k - E! :: 0 

0 

0 

H' ·1 NN - EQ. 

(1jI:1){' /7.J!:) = E~ 

C.a. 

·Cl.(i... 
0 

I 
I 

CNo... 

Thi s wi 11 be true if d-f..' 7.j/ko = E~?J.r: and thus the 
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1jJil> are also the eigenfunctions of X' , that is, the desired first

order functions. 

Assume 'i/e may fi nd a matr; x S 

s , ... 

which is unitary and diagonalizes the representation of the Hamiltonian 

\'1hich we shall term H. 

Thus 

S 5-1 = I 

SHS-' SC - 0 
where ' C = 

and SHS-'i s a diagonal matrix of the fom of (VI II -5) . Then SC 

is of the fom 
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JII S'Z- • .;. - S,N c.A- '5" C'Q.. + 51z CZa.. + - - - + 'S,N eNOl. 

5z, Sz.'2. SIN CZCl '521 (,0... + '5 11. (z.o... .... - - - + S2.N CNO<-
(I-14) 

Sc= , 
" , 

I , 

S"'I SNZ. - :- - SNN CNo. Sw,Cia.. + SNZC2.CA. + - - -

from equation (I-8), it is easily seen that the Cko... are the 

representatives of the 4fo.1 in the zero-order basis functions, 

i.e. for k = I) N 

+ 5NN CtJo... 

As the matrix SHS-' is diagonal, the elements of the column matrix SC 

are the reoresentati ves of the correct fi rst-order functions 7.jf;' 

in the correct fi rst-order functions l/fo..1. 

(7../.1// 7jlf.) = SII C/o. + Silo Cz.o. + - - - - - + SIN CNo. 

,; . 

:. 7.jJ,J. 

and in general 

(I-15) 

Thus if we can determine the elements of the matrix S that diagonalizes, 

via a similarity transform, the matrix H, then we have determined the 

linear combinations of the zero-order basis functions which form tIle 

correct first-order eigenfunctions. 

'" 
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With these preliminaries, we now examine the conditions 

under which diagonalizatfonof H leads to the standard perturbation 
, ~ . 

expansions of the first-order wave functions in the zero~order basis 

set. For simplicity and clarity, we shall illustrate the conditions· 

with 2 x 2 matfices. Use of higher orders whuld only tonfuse matters. 

Let the matrix Sbe qiven by 

0-16) 

(I-17) 

0-18) 

5- 1 = [0.. C J 
b d 

We thus have three equations 

0.1. + bZ = , 

ac + bd o 

as ad - be = 1 

as S is unitary 

For ease in calculation, let the matrix H be represented by: 
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We can easily show 

10..c. +vYlo.d + nbc + pbd 

1.a( + m be + hC\.d + pbd 

o 

o 

:. J..O-c + m be. + nud + r bd = ...Qo..c. +- mo..d + hbc. -+ rbd ': 0 

.. ~ ·mbc + YHld = mad + ~bc 

• . . m=n 

we now have a fourth equation 

(I-19) ..R. o..c + m C b c. + a. d) + (-> b d = 0 

combining equations (1-16), (1-17), (1-18), (1-19) and solving for 

a, b, c, d, we find: 

(I-20a) 

. d ~f 1r-11'h 
a.. = = z.1' - rt+i<iJ 



or 

(I -20b) 
b - c -= 1.. {I _ Y .' } '/2-

- 2 I"" K~ 

if K is sma 11, i. e . 2 V'Y'l < <:: .Q - r 

then 
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ZYYI 
K=-~ 

~-r 

{ ,\C"C}Vz [ K2.1Vz.. ' [ :r..] , 
I +r\+Ki ~. 2- 2 ~ Vz I-~. ~vz 

we use the second set (I-20b), (we could just as easily have used the 

fi rst set) 
.... K 
b==c~z.rz 

o..-=-d~ Vz_...L Z:-Y2:' 

I ~ [I 5:= 'f2. zrz -, 
- Yz ~ K I 

lVz VF 

Thus we find, according to equation {I-15) 
, .. 



but 

) J (1 = .J... [J ItO + m 7/(01 
lfIe'z LJ.1z . ~-f '-¥ I J 

m = H:1. = H~, = Cllf,° I Je' J ?/fzO) 

.R.- 10== 1-1(, - E~ - H12. -t- E; = H,', - H~1. == E, - Elo 

thus for the condition 

perturbation" theory is equivalent to matrix diagonalization." 

210 



Appendix II 

Relative Magnitude of Perturbations 

There are six important perturbations: 

?e;- first-order substitutional perturbation

Je~ - first-order vibrational perturbation. 
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Jei - first-order chromophore-chromophore interaction perturbation 

df.~ - second-order static magnetic field oerturbation 

Je~ - third-order electromagnetic field perturbation 

JC. - fourth-order e 1 ectromagneti c fi e 1 d perturbation 

It is the intention of this appendix to evaluate the 

relative magnitudes of five of these six perturbations. We do not 
. 1 . 

evaluate the magnitude of Xr , as this is better left to an analysis 

of weak and strong coupling. However, among the other five perturbations, 

we will demonstrate that the orders assigned -- i.e. first-order through 

fourth-order -- are realistic. Here a first-order perturbation is 

stronger than a second-order, a second-order stronger than a third-order, 

etc. 

We initially show that 

(II-l) J€~ > )e; > 'Jf: 
Then we deomonstrate that 

(II-2) df; ~ J.t~ > )f~ 

and therefore arri ve at the hi!i!rarcllY 

(II -3) 

There are several "Jays to calculate the electric and magnetic 
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field intensities. They all rely on determininq t~e energy flux. For 

a monochromati~ wave, the time-average nower oerunit area is given 

by the value of the Poynting vector 

v/here 

where Eo and 1-10 are the 

reak·· amp 1 i tudes 

. C E'2.. S : 2" to 0 := c. HZ. 2"!-0 0 

8 meters 
S fs in watts/meter t , C = 3 x fO sec. 

henrys 
. meter. 

Eo in volts/meter , 

Eo = 8·854 )( , 0-'2. farads/meter 

Ho in amperes/meter 

/\ctually, 5· is a function of wand we must integrate over 

a 11 of the frequenc; es to obtai n the measured quantity S. 

He are interested in the average value of Eo(w), averaged 

over all frequency 

S Pew) Eocw) dw 

S pew) dw 

S Pcw) Ho(w) dw 

) Pew) dw 
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p(W)i s the distribution of intensity over the frequency 

range of interest. For narro\'/ bands, \'Ie can consider that Pew) is 

constant over the band. Thus, we have: 

then 

If we assume that 

JEo (w) dw = [b.wJ H;-(w) dwJ Va 

S Ho (w) dw ::: ~w f Eo1.(w) dwJ'Iz. 

fE!(w)dW = D.w(Eo(W))' 

5 H; (w) dw -= 6w (Hocw)Y-

Thi s, of course, ; s not true. However, there are so many 

other uncertainties that we will make this approximation. It will give 

a larger value for Eocw) and Ho(w) than ;s actually the case. 

:::; f~] '/2. [~ ] Ill. 

C(;O 6.w 
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-
Thus, if \'Ie know 6w, S we. can determi ne Ec;(w) ) Ho.(w) 

E.(w) = 27.4 [2:~] '/. 

[ZITS] 'Iz. 
~o (w) -= O.0'7Z9 Dw 

The problem is to determine~;I~UJ. This can be done in 

several ways: 

~'!e have: 

l"here 

Thus 

1. Use of measured values by P.~. tube 

2. Calculated values fr~m blackbody curves 

3. Calculated values from other data (# of nhotons) 

- -'-- [sew} dw 
6w 

Nis # ohotons/sec. 

a. is the area of illumination 

Wo is the center frequency, fjw· is the band'",i dth 

. w..+~ 
N~ '2.1 z.. - -- w 

- z~6W w- ~ 
o Z. 

N11Wo Nhc 
a.. - ~Ao 

Ii, 
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!:/e measure 1.5 x ,0.10 photons/sec. @ 3000 A. In the visible 

vie \<Jill have a higher intensity so this forms a 10\'Jer limit. The area 

illuminated is lcm 2
• 

\'/e can now calculate' Ho(w), 

Thus we see that the magnetic field strengths of the electromagnetic 

fields contribute perturbations much smaller than those of the static magnetic 

field, which is about 5000 gauss. The electric field strength of the 

electromagnetic field is 

The perturbations are of the order 

as Sx 10" thus SxI01l · 

since 
-'" ~ 

Eo(w) % 377 Ho(w) 

and 
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Consider now, greater intensities. From Rikmenspoel(12), we see that 

we can go un (in the visible) to about 10-" watts or 10 -2. '.'Iatts/meter 
= 

for ZlT S 
6w 

··This incre.ases Ho(w) and EJw) only by a factor of 10. 

If the povo/er increased to 10-4 watts (a very liberal estimate) or 

1 ~"att/meter2 , thi s wou1 d increase Hc.(w) and Eo(w) by another 

factor of 10 .. This would result in 

Thus, even in this case, the hierarchy given by equation (I1-3) 

is valid. 

To verify equation (II-2), we need consider three perturbations. 

1. Magnetic field (static) 

2. Electric potential field (static) 

3. Vibrational perturbation. 

We must determine the energies of these perturbations. From 

page 16 of Stephen's thesis (23), we have as the perturbing Hamiltonian 

due to the magnetic field 

1~Z. "') e· r.... ~ "'1":' 
d"\.M = 4- - zn:ic L (Ai )( Y'i) + Z S, • H' 

L 

Iii 
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H' is the rut;, magnetic field 

ei is the iTw electron 

A\)( fi is the FH orbital anqular momentum 
~ 

Si.· is the iT .. spin angular momentu~ 

r'I'l'l is the iT" electron mass 

The static electric field perturbation is simply a Coulombs' 

law perturbation 

e· 1 .. 

is the charge of the jT'" nerturbation 

is the 7..."THel ectron 

is the distance between the iT" electron and thejT\ol 
perturbing group 

The vibrational perturbation is basically a Cou10mb ' s law 

perturbation. From A1brecht ' s paper (53), we find: 

~jej is the charge of the disPlaced atom 

ei is the iT .. electron 

Jlij is the distance betvleen the iT .. electron and the jTlf 
displaced atom 

Q~ is the amplitude of the o..'TH nonna 1 mode 

From Albrecht's paper, Table IV, we see that the vibrational 

oerturbation energies in benzene and benzene derivatives ranqe from 

.3 to .03 eV . A more realistic figure would be about .1 eV. 

Now'let us look at the static field perturbation. The 

strongest situation would be an ionized group direct1v attached to the 
o 

chromophore. Here \'Ie have I ,...,·, 'V 3A =.A. ) J('J 
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The energy-is of the order of 

I.~ )( 10- 1
1. eycar. = leV 

. the energy is ;v i.a eV 

This, of course, is quite unrealistic. In general ~ is not 1 

even for an ion,due to ~hielding ~y other electrons. A more realistic 

value might be 2=.1 or less. This would bring the perturbation 

energy down to the same range as that due to vibrations. Thus we conclude 

that vibrational and static field perturbations can be of the same 

order of magnitude. For our derivations, we shall assume that they are 

the same. 

Now to consider the magnetic perturbatiori eneray. This is 

~ 

where J- is the angu 1 a r momentum • 

. For an electron, we measure angul ar momentum in units of 1:; . 

~~e can therefore get an idea of the magnitude of the energy by reo 1 act ng 

the above by 

e": 4.8 x. (0-
10 e.s.lA... 

H' . - ~ 5000 ~al.tss. 

-{; ::: 2.~ (Co. Co '2.S x , 0-17 ) en; - sec. 



, I, 

. e-n H' 
•• ~ 2r1-'lc 

(4.'S )(IO·,o)(Go.lD1.S') (to·n)( 5)( IO:L 
(2.) (2.) ('3.14 )(c:t.1 1)( IO-?! )(3)(10'°) 

_ (1.2.)( Go. '" '2.S)(S) ((0·'0) (10·"''')(1 01) 

('3.14)(',11) ('3) (10.1\)(101°) 

This is a reasonable value since the Zeeman splitting 

(a direct measure of the perturbation enerov) is of the order 
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11 H' /-'8 . 
0.927 x 10 -zo ergs/gauss 

).J. - e-t; 
/8 - 2W?c . 

thus this is 2.b l( 10-6" eV 

Thus, the ratio of the perturbations is 

v - ~ 
~' 

Bohr magneto", 

and we, therefore, have shown the validity of e~uation (II-2). 
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Append i x II I 

Expansion of Vector Potential about Origin Fixed in Molecule 

The vector potential due to the electromagnetic wave is 

given by equation (Z-2). 

(III-l) A~ =..!. [A~ -i~""(k 'Ai) .T. iWc
Yl ct.· Ai)] 

. Li z. Lo e + 1\ Lo e . 

...:.. 
where .hi aYe the vectors from the origin fixed in the molecule to the 

.->0: ~ ~ 

various parts of the molecule. ALo = t (ALo + A~) is the 

vector potential at this origin. 

For most molecules (even giant macromolecules can be 

broken down into smaller chromophoric groups), 'lIe find that: 

(III-2) 

(II I -4) 

we have: 

'" ~ «~ .k.-Ai wn 

Thus we can approximate the exponentials by eX~ I + X 

This can also be written:· 

Ali = ~ [~LD + AtoJ 
iwn. C~A'" ~A·J(l'~) - iwl'1 [T '- A~lI'J'k.A·} - 4c. La - Le> K ·.J~i . 4c: /-\Lo .La \.1< I 

Using the common method of expanding a triole cross-product, 



:,; 

(III-5) 

(I II -6) 

~ 

substituting into the exnression for A l~ 
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the last of the three tenns can.be shown(23) to lead to the interaction 

of the electric quadrapo1e with the electric field gradient and make 

a negligible contribution to 

VJe know that: 

(III":7) 

...:. 
Substituting this equation for (\7 X ALi)o and the equation 

~ -
for AlO into the equati on for ALi , we have: 

(III-B) 
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Appendix IV 

Derivation of 

~Je want to evaluate the exoress i on 

We must fi rst evaluate Co-bit) from equations (2-70) and (2-20). 

(2-70) 

(2-20) 

103 ..L ( . ~) ~ ""'0 = - C ~ e .h, • ALa 
l 

Substituting (2-20)i nto (2-70) 

c. (tl = - it. f(1p:I~) I (t=e7l.,). A. J1p~'ltJ) dt 

- i~ ft(qrbZ{i)/ n; · (\1 X At.i) 0 11jf:lt) > df: 
o 

substituting.~. i (11J~ ~ iO) 
Ai = ~ ~}ti -J2i ~ 

and recognizing that J.f. f1p~li) = 1;Wa./qra.2l-o> 

<"lJfb2 
(-t) f J{ = <7.If: (t) I ii WID 

Wb/).. -=- UJt:,-w~ 
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we have: 

Substituting in 

<q;b
z 
(t) I (</fbZ Ie iWIo-t 

l?pf ii» = e-iw,,-t l?jf:) 

interchanging the integrals over soace ahd time 

c •• (i) = - i ~ {(/11hz I i ~ ... p.. . tA ... e iW"'''dt J l/f: ) 

+ (Ip.'! Wi • fwx ALi), eiw •• -t dt 11f! . ..')} 

we thus have two integrals to evaluate 

~. i: 
A~*l -i(w-uJ,. ... )t: + T . . e. dt 

o 
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simi larly: 

multiplying Cab (+-) by e- iuJb 
.... 

t 
and substituting in the above exoressions 

for the integrals, we have: 

-i£w+wDQ)t i (w-W b<l)t 
If we retain the exponential terms e and e 

these will lead to CD and MCD. Stephens (23) does this in his thesj;s. 

However,it makes subsequent eXDansions unwieldy and difficult to follow. 

It also necess itates the use of a complex tensor notati on. Therefore, in 

the interest~ of clarity, we shalldroD these exponentials and will 

instead obtain the equations for CD and MCO from those for ORO and MORO 

via the Kronig-Kramers transforms. The terms remaining after dropoing 

the exponenti a 1 s are those' terms that 1 ead to ORO and ~~ORO. Thus we 

approximate: 
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Reducing to the common denominator w'Z..- wk 

- I fiww~ ft(~ ~"') 2."'::' oJ iW~~(~ ~.) z- ] 
- 2-11 (u .. )'·- uJi!. 5 r c ~ AI-a - Ala • ?b(). - -C ~ ALo + ALo j'-Lb~ 

+ W ~(i,;' Ii,,), - (17";; ALI)!) • om ... ] -w.~[((V:AL;)' +(v~ A:r.} L;;;;~ } 

We have the follm'ling relations: 

(w ~ - ~ All> 
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substituting in 

\.,re have; 

C --.lI.E - i.W[A~ eivJt A~o. -i£..t.rl:]· 
- Lo - T /..0 - l.o e = 

thiJs 

[~ ~ ] 2.c ~ 
AL.o + A~ = w"Z. flo 

Substituting these expressions into the exoression for e-iWhA.t Co.IJO 

we have: 



This is the 

same as 
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Aooendix.V 

Spatial Averages Over All Molecular nrientations 

He .have three types of vector quantities to average over all 

molecular orientation. There are three forms: 

--'> . 

ct· J (0.- orb 
~ .!> ...:.. 

where Q:) h, c 
. .-. ~ 

are molecule fixed vectors, U,V are space fixed 

vectors. 
"::t 

The first average 0. ;s the snatial average of it molecule 

fixed vector over all molecular orientations. The result i~ zero and we 
..II> 

can show this by demonstrating that the projection of a.. on any space 

fixed a~is is zero on the average. This is an obvious proof. 
.... ~ ..:.. 

The second average Co..· U) b is a more complex spatial 

average. The arguments we use for. this average are oatterned after 

Condon (28). \·Je must average for all orientations'of <t and b keeping fixed 

the magnitudes of 0. and b and the .angl e between them. Nm'l (ct· 'Orb .. ..... 
is a vector in the direction of b. As b takes on ~ll possible directions 

consistantwith a fixed direction of a. , the average value of (a.. U) b 
.... 

'.'/illbe the component of this alonq A., or 

~ . ~ 

'".Jhere <la is a unit vector ; n the di recti on of a... ~Je must now averaqe 

over all directions of Q . -'" 
Consider first those directions of OL making 

-" 
a fixed angle e with U , the space fixed vector.' 
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Here Ca- U) = /all ul C~ e 

-~ 

If \'Je no VI average over all positions of C10 while maintainina 
. ~ ~ ~ 

the angle e beb/een a. and U \'ie substitute for 0. 0 the projection on 
~. ~ 

U(>, the unit vector in the U direction. 

(0.. U)(b. C:o ) a.. ~ luI c~1.e (be -a.)UQ 

= ('b. (t) U CCKl2.e 

f,Je now do the fi na 1 averagi nq by ayeragi nq over all values of e 
I'Jeighting them per unit solid angle. This is a common procedure and 

:. (0.. U)b ~(a..b)U 

.J.. 
3 

The thi rd average (0.. U) (b. V ) C can be. obtained 

from the second average with the aid of some vector identities. We first 

have: 

.-l> 
multiplying both sides bv C and averagino 
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(~ ...:.. )(~ ~.) ~ c- -) ..... ~)-'" 
0..' U t> - V 'C - . 0... V (b· U c 

A mom ent's though will convince one that 

To sho.,., thi s we note that if .,./e put 

then 

~ 

If we consider rotating the molecule so that c Q is now 
-'>0 

lying along the line where zt, lay before, then Co apoears related to V 

in the same manner as Ua did previously. Similarly. to is nO\'1 

.~ - -related to U in a manner like bo was previously. And finally bo fills 
-" 

the fonner role of Co. Since the average cannot change, we have: 

... 
The last equality results from another molecular rotation which aliqhs 60 

. ... . -a. ~ 

with the fonner direction of au. Thus 0.0 ) bo ) Co behave as the trinle. 

.... 5-a. -product CAo- 0)( Co behaves. Accepting this we have (rememberinq that 



Thus 
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(ct· V)(G. u)c = o(,B ~ Clro· Y)(bo' U) Co= - O(~ ( (b". V)(ao • u) Co 

= - (Q-tJ)CG· -Ore 

[(0.)( b) · ( U x v)] c = 2 ((1. U)(t o v) c 

:. (ct. U)CboV)C 

....:. ....:. ~ 

let w:; UxV 

but from calculation of th~ second average 
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Appendix VI 

Kronig-Kramers Transforms A.s Applied to ~1olecular Optical Activity 

. Optical activity is specified by a complex function of frequency, 

namely: 

or in terms of oartial molecular optical activity 

for natural optical activity and 

for magnet; ca lly-i nduced optica 1 activity. The integra 1 transformations 

that relate .the real and imaginary parts of such functions are kno\,1n as 

the Kronig-Kramers transformation. In this appendix, we obtain the 

equations for the partial molecular ontical ellipticity (partial molecular 

circular dichroism) from the equations for the partial molecular optical 

rotation by applying the Kronig-Kramers transformations. The transfonnations 

are developed for natural ootical activity by MOSCOll/itZ (29). 

[ l'1-.t>.b (W)] = 2W'l..[ [eoo. (w')] d W' 
't' IT 0 w' (w,'L._ w'2.) (a) 

(VI-l) 

Ii 

f 
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There are comparable relations for the magnetically-induced ontical 

activi ty. 

From nart A of Chapter 2, we have equations (2-106) for the 

parti~l molecular rotations, both natural and magnetically-induced. 

(2-106) 
[ <PfAb (W)] = - ~~ {~(W)Wbo.) Ra.b 

[<po.b(W)]11 = - Z~~H' [+I(W)Wb~) AQ.b 

. + ~l(W)Wbr..) 13~b + ~.,...f2.(W)W"Cl) CQ.b] 
. The only frequency dependent parts of either of equations 

(2-106) are the functions t. (w) WbG-) and +2. (w)~). These functions 

are given by equations (2-10l).Therefore, upon substitutint:l (2-106) into 

equation (VI-lb) and its counterpart fOr magnetically-induced optical 

activity, we have: 

III 
I 

+ J- r [.00 f~ (w~uJloQ.) . d ,] 
k'r \..a.b 0 W,1.(W""1._W2. W 



Here we have only two integrals to determine: 

':1·' .;.> .f, (W',W b .. ) dw' 
o w''l.(w,2-_ w2-) 
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The evaluation of these integrals isco~ plex and tedious 

and is not done here. For readers interested, Macdonald and Brachman (35) 

discuss the evaluation of such integrals. We merely present the results 

for the partial molecular ellipticities. 

(VI-2) 

where 

(VI-3) 

["] 48N r R ' 
8a.b(W) = -' 1ic i-4(W) Wa.a..) o.b 

+4-(W)WOIl.) 

tW~W3(~_W"l.) rb~ 

1; [( GU~ - wl.)Z -to u.;L r:,:J 2, 
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Appendi x VII 

Born-Oppenheimer Approximations 

I n.thi s appendi x, we descri be the blo mos t common of the !3orn

Oppenheimer approximations, the hannonic and the adiabatic, and the 

modifications of the Born-Oppenheimer approach to treat degenerate and 

near-degenerate'states where the above approximations lose validity. The 

descri pti on here borrows heavi 1 y from the work of Longuet-Hi gqi ns (42) \'1ho 

presents a simpler, if less elegant treatment of these approximations than 

do the original authors (43). 

He vlill show that under the harmonic approximation, the 

suitable zero-order molecular wave function is given by: 

(VII-l) 

under the adiabatic aporoximation by: 

(VII-2) 

and for degenerate and near-degenerate states the above approximations 

break down and the zero-order molecular wave functions are given by a 

linear combination of the adiabatic states, i.e. 

(VII-3) W:CX''lr) =L CP;(X'l) X;~ (~) 
e,n 

Here the CPeo('x\~) and CP;Ck'/f) are the zero-order electronic wave 

functions and have as arguments X , the electronic coordinate, and.~ 

or ~o , the nuclear coordinate and the equilibrium nuclear coordinate 

II 
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respectively. These electronic wave functions form complete orthonormal 

sets as defined by the equations: 

(VII-4) 

The meaning of the X;", (~) can be most clearly seen by 

examination of equation ('fIr3). As the CP;(X,~) form a complete ortho

normal set, they can be used for the construction of proper molecular 

eigenstate~. This assum~tion, though never proved (44) is the basis for 

all studies of molecular dynamics. This is basically what equation 

(VII·3) is, an expansion of the proper zero-order molecular eigenstate 

7..J1 Y"X/&) in the zero-order electronic wave functions CPe6
('1('l) , \'lith the 

X;.,(l) filling the role of ~ dependent expansion coefficients. In 

the more simple harmonic approximation, the electronic wave functions 

CPeO(x'f> are independent of * and the function Xe~(~) will be seen 

to be identical with the nuclear wave fu~ctions that describe the position 

and movement of t~e nuclei in the average field of the electrons. However, 

in general, this identity is not valid and no such simple interoretation 

can be given to the )l;~(~). 

By applying the variational procedure to the most general zero

order molecular \1/ave function (equation VII-3), \'-/e may arrive at the 

equations which determine the Xe~(~)' At that point, we \vi11 be able 

to see what assumptions must.be made to make valid the adiabatic and the 

harmonic approximations. 

Before we proceed, however, we make one simplification in the 

zero-order molecular wave functions given by equ~tion (VII-3). We assume 

that the coefficients X;",(%) are so chosen that they form an orthonormal 
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set, i.e. 

(VII-5) 

This is standard procedure and insures that any particular zero-order 

molecu~ar l'lavefunction will contain only one member of the set Xe':t(~» 

X;", (~) ) Xe"n'! (fi» . . . ... We thus may drop the summation over n 

in equation (VII-3). Therefore we have: 

(VII-6) 7jJ: (-X, ~) = L CPeo (;()~) Xe:' (~) 
e 

Here we have, of course, assumed only one nonnal mode .<fr. For other 

than diatom1cs, there are more than one nonnal mode and one must sum 

(VII-6) over all qi nonnal modes. However, this adds little to the 

derivation and the increased complexity of the mathematics make it an 

undesirable complication. We shall hereafter use equation (VII-6)as our 

defining equation for the most general zero-order molecular wave function. 

The ?fJ:, tx) 1) are solutions of the wave equation 

(VII-7) 

where E:,is the energy of the state ?If:(7()~). ~O(X)'k) is the zero

order molecular Hamiltonian and is given by: 

(VII-8) 

\'lhere 

~o (l')~) = 'E (X) + VE (x) + VEN (X)~) 

)f'; (~) = IN(~) ~ VN(~) 



here i;;Cx) - electronic kinetic energy operator 

VECx) - electronic potential energy operat()r 

T~(~) - nuclear ki neti cenergy ooerator 

V~(%) - nuclear potential energy operator 

VENey) G) - e 1 ectron-nucl ear Dotenti a 1 energy operator 
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By the variational principle, the choice of X;f1(1J) is 

determined by the condition that for small variations in this function, 

the resulting change in the expression 

must be E;. times the change in the integra 1 

In symbols we have: 

& Ir({fo.°(Y)~) J.e°(X'1) 7.JI: Cx,Cfs} dXd1· 

=E: ~ rf1J1;·(;()~) 1/1: ex) 0) dx cI~ 

Substituting in equations (VII-6) and (VII-B) and taking the variation of 

X; {'&) we have (suppressing the arguments X and J in the wave 

functions) 

(VII -9) 
, . 

f f? cpeo" 8 Y:nv [Jf; (X}%) + J.f~ (~)] ~ CPe~ ~~j d yd, 

= Eofr~, CP;"~X;/1"({Je~X:n' dXdo-
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We now rewrite J.e;(x)~) + ),e~(~) in a more useful fonn: 

where 

(VII-10) 

now TN (%' = 2;" Rt2. ('6-) where PH ((p is the nucl ear 

momentum operator PN (~) -= i 1; dla'(,-- . Thus we have: 

(VII-ll) 

- HO(x)'i)+~ PN2.(l' 

- HO (x q) ~ p,z- ;;iX 2. 

) /) 2.M d~ 

Substituting equation (VII-ll) into (VII-g), we have: 

(VII-12) 

lJe may simplify this equation. First note that the ooerator 

HO 
(x) t) , as it does not contain P",(1) commutes \~ith Xe~' (~) in the 

sense that 

(VII-l3) 

Second ~(%) affects both «Je~ and Ye~tt' so that 
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(VII-14) 
PN~(,&) [ C(J;' Xe~h'} = (PN?.(1) CPe~) "4~~, 

+2 (PN(~) 4Je~XPN(i) Xe~,) + cp;. (pr.:(%) Ye~~') 

Third, we choose the C{JeoC)(,%) so that they are eiqenfunctions 

of H"'(x, \" Thus: 

(VII-15) 

Here the eigenvalue . We(~) is what the total enerqy would 

be if the nuclei, placed in the configuration '?r ' merely provided an 

electrostatic field for the electrons (and repelled one another) but 

did not themselves move. Thus We('b) is the adiabatic energy in that 

it is the total energy in a system with stationary nuclei, and it isin 

the same 'sense that the CPeo(;()!) are termed the adiabatic electronic wave 

functions. Thus referring back to equation (VII-2) we see that the 

adiabatic approximation sets the zero~order moleculaf wave function equal 

to the product of an adiabatic electronic wave function and the, to be 

determined, function of ~ , X;'('6)' .I'Ilso we see that the expansion 

equation (VII-6) represents a situation where the adiabatic aoproximation 

has broken down and no one adiabatic electronic wave function can represent 

the total molecular wave function, thus necessitating a linear combination 

of two or more of the adiabatic wave functions. 

Using equations (VII-13), (VII-14), (VII-15) in equation 

(VII-12), we have: 

(VII-16) 
~ f& x;,,' ;; {[! rp;' W .. (~) cp;. d xl x.~". + [f qr 'T., (~) cp;. J;r ] x.:., 

. +~ [Jr.p:.~(~)C(Je~ dX] P~(~)Xe~,,· + (jq;;"'CPe; clx]7N(~) Ye~nJd~ 

. ;; EoZf~x;wL {[JCP~·CPe~ cJx] x;'." dtL 
e e' {} 
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nO\'/ from equation (VII-4) f r.p;!If c{Je~ d){ - dee' 

since WeI ('is) is independent of X 

. Also 

(VII-17) 

Using equations (VII-4) and (VII-17) in (VII-16), we find: 

~ fa:: [ we«&) x.:. + T. (t) x;". -t-~ < c.(J;/l;.( 'I.) 'c.(Je:) Xe~n' 
". .. . 

v!here <cf>e°1Tw('ts) I CPe~) . is Dirac's Bra"-Ket notation for the integral 

S cp;'" ~(,,) cpeo, dx . Equating the coefficients of rx;..,"'" on both 

sides, we have: 

+ ~ [<cp; 1~(~)I<{>e°.> + *<cP; I Pt.l(~)ICPe~) PN(~)l )';,nl = EO XeQ~ 
~e . . 

, . 

noting that we may choose the cp;{y,~) real, we have: 

Thus we have: 

i . 
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(VII-18) 

+ I [«(()eo I~(%) ICP;') + ~<CtJ;1 PN (\) I qJe~> PN('b)JXe~t'I' := 0 
~e· . 

The coeffi ci ents Xe:(~) are detenni ned from thi s seri es of coupled 

equations (there is one equation for each value of the quantum number 

e , i .e~ for each electronic state). 

It is read~ly seen that if the coupling coefficients are 

zero, equation (VII-18) reduces to the eigen-equation 

With this condition satisfied, it is seen that 

(VII :'2) '7jJ; (x)~) 

is an ei genfuncti on of the Hami Hani an Je°(XI~) with ei genva 1 ue EO. Thi s 

will be the adiabaticapproximaUon only if the function CPeo(x) 'fs) is 

the adiabatic electronic wave fUnction. This will be the case only if 

the correction tenn <~e.0 ITN(~) I (()e.0) is negligible. If not, this means 

that the expectation value of the kinetic energy in the electronic state 

cpeo('x)~) is non-zero. This of course means that <.p;(x)~) cannot be 

an a~iabatic state as,by definition, an adiabatic electronic state is one 

in which the nuclei are assumed stationary, and therefore, the nuclear 

kinetic energy l';:,(<t) to be negligible. Thus under the adiabatic aoproximation, 

the zero-order molecular wave function is given by equation (VII-2), where 

the electronic wave functions satisfy equation (VII-15). 
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(VP-15) 

and the coeffi c; ents Xe,,(~) sati sfy the equati on 

Before we discuss the simplest of the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximations, the harmonic approximation, it is worth while to discuss 

under what conditions the adiabatic anproximation will break down. There 

are two possible sources of breakdown; first anon-zero correction term, 

and second non-zero coupling coefficients. The existence of the former 

occurs when nuclear 'frequencies are comparable to electronic frequencies. 

Thus, comparatively close-lying electronic states may result in break down 

of the adiabatic approximation. The existence of non-zero coupling 

coefficients also results in the adiabatic breakdown. To understand the 

underlying reason one must reexpress these terms. Referring to 

equation (VII-18), we see there are two coupling terms, namely 

(cptr~(t)'C()e~) = -£ <CPttl;)t~'-I((J;f> 
(cptl P",(~) I<.()e~> = l1; (qJ;J dJa,!/(f)e;> 

The first can be expressed in terms of the second via the exnression 

(VII-20) 
<C{J/ld/dflqJe~) = ~ <CPeO/%1/qJe~'> <CPe~.1()41/CPe~> 

+ ~ \- < q>; I o/;)~ I cp;,) 

Using equations (VII-10) and (VII-15), we have: 
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Taking the derivative of both sides with respect to ?! ' multiplying by 

q:>;I('~)cg) and integrating over all electron space, \'Ie obtain: 

(VII-21) 

substituting into equation (VII-20) 

(VII-22) 

. The matrix elements given by equations (VII-2l) and (VII~22) 

and therefore the coupling tenns are negligible only under the condition 

v/here the energy difference between the vibronic states is large relative 

to the nuclearniatrix elements' connecti ng these states. These conditions 

along with those for the correction term show that breakdown of the 

adiabatic approximation occurs for degererate or near-degernerate vibronic 

states. Three cases where this 'occurs are: for a degenerate electronic 

state (the Jahn-Teller effect and exciton coupling), for a nearly 

degenerate electronic state (the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect), and for the 

case of widely separated electronic states giving rise to ~ibrationally

induced transitions (the Hertzberg-Teller effect). 

Finally we consider the harmonic aporoximation. The condition 

that must be fulfilled for the harmonic approximation to hold is that there 

be no electron-nuclear couoling, i.e. there be no part of V(~,\) that is 

" 
'[ 
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not separable as Vex) + V(~). If there is no such non-separable potential, 

both the coupling and correction tenns are identically zero, and the 

Hamiltonian )(O(l1~) is seoarable and admits of a separable solution for 

the molecular wave function. In general, the electronic Hamiltonian, 

although independent of % in this aoproximation, is assumed dependent 

on the equilibrium nuclear position t. Thus we have, modifying 

equation (VII-B) 

(VII-23) 

and using equation (VII-l) 

(VII-l) 

Substituting equations (VII-23) and (VII-l) into (VII-7) 

Analogous to equations (VII-10) and (VII-ll), we can rewrite 

(VII -25) 

.and we choose ((J;(X' i) to be the solution of 

(VII-26) 

II 
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Substituting equations (VII-25) into (VII-24), using equation 

(VII-2~), we have: 

~1u1t;plying by Cfi°i'(:t,f) and integrating over all electronic soace, we have: 

or 

Here the X;,,(<jJ are, for VIJ<g) a quadratic function of 1r ' 

the solutions for a harmonic oscillator. Hence we have the name, harmonic 

approximation. The Xe:(%) are seen to be, as predicted earlier, the solutions 

for the statics and dynamics of the nuclei in the average field of the 

electrons. 
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Appendi x VI II 

Specification of Hamiltonian for General Chemical Systems 

A general cbemical system can be thought of as a concentration 

of solute (gu.est) molecules oresent in a solvent (host). The system can 

be in a gaseous, a liquid, or a solid state. A system is comoletely 

described,in the quantum mechanical sense, hy snecifying the total wave 

functions 1JfT . These wave functions are determined by the wave 

equation: 

(VIII-l) 

(VIII-2) 

;where the total system Hamiltonian is given by: 

where 

~~ - Hamiltonian of guest molecules. 

~H - Hamiltonian of host molecules 

~~ - static interaction Hamiltonian between quest and 
host molecules 

d . 
;)('GoH - dynami c i nteracti on Hami 1 toni an between guest and 

host molecules 

We consider that adjacent guest-guest, host-host, and guest

host interactions are mediated through free soace, while non-adjacent 

interactions are mediated through a medium whose dielectric constant is 

determined by the intervening guest and host molecules. Here it is 

understood that the interactions are only in pairs, that is we only 
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treat two+body rroblems and ignore three-body and higher. 

Only if the terms )f:H and)€:H are neqli gi b 1 e, is the 

"lave functionZjfr senarable into guest and host \</ave functions. Thus 

we can then write: 

(VIII-3) 

and the Hamiltonian is~ 

(VIII-4) 

Substittiting equations (VIII-4).and (VIII-3) into (VIII~l), we have: 

Now .J.ec;.. does not operate on the coordinates of 7.JfH ,J.eH does not 

operate on the coordinates of?Pti. Thus equation (VrrI-5) becomes: 

(VIII-6) 

As 7J!<;, and 1f!H are eigenfunctions of ~G and ~H respectively, we 

have: 

(VI II-7) 

(VIII-8) 

substituting into equation (VIII-6), we have: 
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(VIII-g) 

Thus under the conditions of separability, \lIe can deal with the guest and 

host molecules separately. /l.S we are, in general, only interested in the 

chemistry of the solute (guest), this is a desirable situation. He 
d 

therefore, look for a method \'1hereby the terms J.-t:H and)fGI-I Can be 

ignored or accounted for in such a way that senarabilityis maintained. 

We first of all ~ake the assumption that the concentration of 

guest molecul~s is small compared to the surroundinq host. If this is 

the case,' the terms Je~ a'nd J.e:" are neqligible corrections to the 

Hamiltonian){H' However, they are important compared to Jiw. If we 

define a new guest-modified-by-host Hamiltonian and wave functions, we 

have: 

(VIII-10) 

and 

(VIII~l1) 

~'1here 

(VIII-12) 

This aporoximation has similarities to the more familiar Born-

Oppenheimer approximations for separation of electronic and nuclear 

motion. 

If we can now account for J.e;H and -;etl-l in such a way that the 

Hamiltonian )eC,H is indeoendentof the host coordinates, then we can 

replace equation (VIII-12) with equation (VIII-7), where now ~~is a 

modified Hoamiltonian. First consider ~:,... This is a static potential 

energy term and can be lumped in with the potential energy portion of 
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d-e c;,.'. The wave functions one detenni nes wi 11 thus be the wavefunct ions 

in the sta:tic fie1dof the ;host molecules. ,As for the dynamic guest-host 

inter'action ;e:H , we can show 'this to be 'negligible under'blo normally 
; ~ 

valid conditions: 'fi~st~ th~t the atoms of the host mole~ules are 

,removed from those of the guest molecules by di'stariC,es several times 

'greater that Van derl'Jaal's distances·;'and second, that, the electronic 

absorption bands of the host molecules occur in different spectral 
" • S 

regions than those of the guest molecules. Thus if \\Ie include ;)fGH" 

in~'alid ignore ~"we;may considere<1u~tion (VIII-7) as valid.',: 

(VIII-7) 

or droppi ng the G subscri pt ,as it wi 11 be understood that we are 

discussing only the gu~stmolecules. 

(VIII-l3) 

t~e may now break down J£. '. basi ng the breakdown on the ass,umoti on 

that the particles '(electrons arid nuclei) 'in a molecule or set of 

molecules can be assigned to particular groups. Each particlebeiongs 

only to one group,and no transitions (electronic transitions"or chemical 

reactions) remove it from this group. In quantum mechanical language, 

the group particle wave functions do not ove~lap each other, there is no 

particle exchange be~ween groups, and there are no charge transfer 

translt ions. Therefore,. we have: 

(VIII-14) the sums over all ~roups. 



where 

here 

lEi=TeJ-Xd - electronic kinetic energy of group i 

-IN; =T",;C~i) - nuclear kinetic energy of group i.. 

Vel. = VEi (Xl) - electron-electron potenti a 1_ of groupi. 

Vt-J, =. VN'i (~i) - nucl ear-nuc 1 ear potenti a 1 of group i 
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VEiNi=VEiAli(:ti)~i) - interaction bebreen electrons and nuclei of groupi' 

VElEj=Vt,Ej(l'i,}'j) - interaction between the electrons in groun i 
and those in groupj 

V. V. ( ) i nteracti on beb/een the nuclei in nroup i. 
NiNj -= N,HJ ~') ~~ - ~j 

and those in group j 

interaction between the electrons in groun z 
and the nuclei in group j 

Vt V (y ) - interaction between the electrons in grounj 
EJUi:: E;Ni j)~i . and the nuclei in group i. . 

Here Xi and ~i are the sets of electronic and nuclear coordinates for the 

group l. As i and j are just dummy vari ab 1 es, we note: 

thus 

Substituting (VIII-15), (VIII-16), (VIII-17) into (VIII-14), 

we have: 



(VIII-18) )e= L [lE. + VEi + VEiNi + ~i + VNiJ 
i 
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We have thus derived the Hamiltonian for the solute molecules 

of a general. physical chemical system. /l.s the eigenfunctions of this 

Hamiltonian will be the wave functions describing the solute molecules 

in the static field of the surrounding solvent, it is well to discuss the 

practicality of using such wave functions before we terminate the 

appendix. The stronqest ~rgument for using such wave functions is an 

experimental one, i.e. that the qualities of the solute that we measure 

are usually ~ualities of the solute in some solvent. Thus wave functions 

of the above type are usually more apropo that1 free molecule ",ave functions. 

The argument against these more complex wave functions is the qreater 

difficulty of calculation; i.e. it is difficult to determine the exact 

effect of the static field of the solvent. However, as one must eventually 

take the solvent effects into account \"hen compari ng wi thexnerimenta 1 

measurements, the choice becomes one of when to consider the influence 

of the solvent. Thus practicality is not sacrificed and the Hamiltonian 

defined by (VIII-18) has a simpler interpretation. 
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Appendix IX 

Determination of ~1atrix Elements for Various 

Hamiltonian Representations 

In this appendix, \oJe determine the matrix elements of the 

representations of the first-order Hamiltonians in the zero-order basis 

functions for several of the cases listed in Tahle VI of Chanter 3. ~Je 

include the harmonic and adiabatic subtypes of the electronic, excitonic, 

product vibronic, and sum of product vibronic representations. The 

representations for weak coupling, strong coupling, and the second 

quantization are not calculated for several reasons. First of all, 

calculation of these matrix elements is lonq and complicated. Secondly, 

diagonalization of the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian in these 

three cases present such great difficulties that only under the condition· 

tha t perturbation theory is apD 1 i cab 1 e is the Drob 1 em tractab 1 e. Fi na 11 y, 

calculation of these three cases is of no interest to us in our nresent 

investigations. 

The format of each representation calculation is as follows: 

First, the zero-order basis functions and the first-order Hamiltonians , 

are listed. Then the pertinent Schroedinger equations are set down. 

Finally, using the basis functions, Hamiltonian, and Schroedinger equations, 

the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian representation are evaluated. 

A. Electronic - Harmonic 

Zero-order basis functions 

First-order Hamiltonian 
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We approximate VEN(X,~) by the first three terms of the 

expansion about the nuclear equi1ibriumnosition 'boo 

(IXA-l) 

where 

(IXA-2) 

(IXA-3) 

VEN (x)~) ~ VE~ (X,f> + (~- 'r> Ve',." (x,tf> + (%-'b0)' VE: (~I r) 
VE~ ex, ~O) = VEN ex) ~}/ ~= r 
v.' (x 0) ': ;»VEN(x,l) I 0 

CH)~ a~ ~.~ 

~"(X 0) = J. J2.Ve." (:i\')j) ( . 
EN) l 2 d(t· '<t': \0 

Thus the first-order Hamiltonian can be approximated by: 

. )e I ~ I€CX) -+- Ve 0d + V£~ (x, cr> 
+ (~- cr) V~N (1() ~O) + (~- % .. )1. V£~ (X) f) 

Schroedinger Equation 

[TE(X') + VE(X) + VE~ (l',r>] cp;(~,r) = E:(~O) cp;CX)f> 

We may now evaluate th~ matrix elements of the Hamiltonian 

representation. We suppress the arguments of wave functions and 

Hamiltonians in this and succeeding derivations wher·e such suopression 

is not confusing . 

. Using equation (IXA-3) and the orthonormality of the CPeo) 

we have: 

('PeO I~IIC{J;') = E~, (er) iee' 

(IXA-4) 
+ (~- ~o) (~" I VE~ I ({>e~) + (~- rfL (C{Jeo /Vt~ I~;) 
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Equation (IXA-4) yJtlds the following matrix elements. 

Diagonal elements 

Off-diagonal elements 

Where in c~lculating the diagonal elements, we have used the 

fact that (C{Jf:!0 IV~N(X,(r)/((JeO) = 0 . The following reasoning 

justifies this equality. For the above matrix element to be non-zero, 

V:N(~)r)must be totally symmetric. As the total Hamiltonian must 

be totally symmetric, this means that if V!,., (x,r) is totally symmetric, 

then \'Ieare deal i ng with a symmetric nucl ear coordi nate %. Hm'lever, it 

is a fact that a totally symmetric vibration will not cause instability, 

thus necessitating that V;N(t)'b) is zero for a totally symmetric 

coordinate. Thus, (CfJeo/ V~N("X)r)Jc.peO) = 0 for all l cases. \.'le shall 

use this result in the three following harmonic representations. It 

wi 11 be referenced there as the stabil i ty requi rement. 

B. Electronic - Adiabatic 

(IXB-l) Zero-order basis functions C(JeO(yJ %) 

Fi rs t-order Hami 1 toni an Je' :::: T£ (y) + VE (x) + VEtJ (YJ % ) 
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(IX B-2) 

Schroedinger Equation 

ErE (X) + VE (X) + VEN (x) 1-)J CJ)eo(a', ~) == E; (~)cp; ('~) ~) 

We may now evaluate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian 

representation. 

'. (IX B-3) 

Thi s yi e 1 ds the fo 11 owi ng rna tri x elements: 

Diagonal elements 

.. Off-:-d1 agona 1 elements 

c. Excitonic - Harmonic 

(Ix C-l) 

Zero-orde~ basis functions 
,." .~ ~. N 

q? Ck)€') = m- z. e-
zk

•
Ai CPe~£t)(:t\11n 7T cp;<i) (~J I~;) 

L J*' 
First-order Hamiltonian 

~ N w 
)f':= r [~, (Xi) + VEi (Xi) + VE,N~ ('X\.tiil + Z [VEiEj (Xi ,::rj) 

~ L J>l 

Using an expansion of Vfi.W,(l":,1i ) about 1/ ' as is d'one in 

equation (IX A-l), we have: 

Ii 
,I 
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(IX C-2) 

N ' 

:J.e'= ~ [Tft(XL> + VEt(X.) + VE7r.1, CXi)~iO)J 
1 

I-J 

+ Z [CCfJi-<{l) V~Ni (Xi 'bn t- (~i-~t)1. V!tN: (Xi \~nl 
t 

(Ix C-3) Thus 

(Ix C-4) 

(Ix C-5) 

(IX C-6) 

(IX C-7) 

where 
N )(,' =?- [Tei(:l'i) + ~t(Xi) t V£~~'(~i '~10)J 

N ' 

;;.e; = L[( ~i - ~iO) V~Ni Ck'i) ~n + (~. - ~n V~:Nl (~i ) ~ia)J 
i 

but as all monomers are identical, so are all ~r 

Thus: 

for all t 

[Tel (x't) + VEi (Xi) 1- Vf;tJi (x~ I f>J 4';(i)( Yi, ~t) 

= Eeo (<ts") CP;(\ ~ (Xi I \t) 

He now evaluate the matrix elements, suooressing arguments of 

wave functions and Hamiltonians where such suppression is not confusing. 
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(IX C-8) 

He now proceed to evaluate the first tenn in equation (Ix C-S). 

Using the expression for 7{: from equation (IX C-4) and equation (IX C-l) 

for the wave functions, we have: 

(Ix C-9) 

(Ix C-10) 

('I(k )e') /;)1,' / P(k')e"» 

= -t t te~i(k.;t. -k' . .hj) (C(';,Cilit, qJeO("') I t [rep +VEp+ V;t+ll f.Peo:.J) it C();("')) 
\. j "",." f ..... J 

Using equation (IX C-7), we have:· 
·N 

L [Tcr + VElD + Ve;Np J I C(J:~,j)TI. ~e·("'\} 
to r nlJ 

= [E;"C'r> + (N-f) Ee(%")JJC();~j)n-.((>;(")) 
MJ 

Substituting this into equation (IX C-9) yf~lds: 

(p(k)e')/~'1 ~tk')e"») 

If we ignore tenns in the Hamiltonian representation where 

either e' or e" are the ground state e , then we can drop the thlh:A: 

tenn. We also set: 
Ii 
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(IX C-ll) 
N" "" -> J.. ~ .","i(k-k')·JIi \ 

NLe =d"". .... . k- k' 211 b 
~ ) 

... 
where b is any sum of primitive translation vectors in the reciprocal 

lattice. Thus we have: 

t~e now turn to the second term in equation (Ix C-8). 

Re~'Iriting the expression for X~ from equation (Ix C-4), we have: 

N 

(IX C-13) )e;::: '2 Jf:" 
to 

where 

(IX C-14) 

Substit~ting equation (IX C-13) and the expression for the 

\'iave functions, equation (IX C-l), into the second term in equation (IX C-8), 

\'/e have: 

(IX C-1S) 
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In the first term, we substitute 
'" N 
L~;r == ~~i ~ 2 "Je;p 
p p.t 

while in the second term, we substitute 

N . N 

LJf.l~ == Jf;i +- "Jf:j +- L J<:" 
I' '" ..,:ti 

I l' j 

Thus we have from equation (IX C-15): 

(Ix C-16) 

N />oJ '("'... ~.A 
..L~' -~ ... J\i-k'·.hj),(fnoti)/-lOI 'ImoCi) r + N L L e "fe' t:'""{li '1'e de"e 

i j*i. 

Aga in we ignore terms when ei theY. e I or e'f must be the ground 

state e . Thus we drop the last three terms in (IX C-16). Now substituting: 
'" tJ 2. Jf:" = L X;r - ~;i 

p~i r 
into the second term of equati on {I X C-16}, we have: 

(~(k ,e')/;)f; Il(k.je"» 

{IX C-l7} = ~ t e-i(k-k')·.:t [(CP;,(/) I ~;i I q;;,~;) - (qJ;{i)/?f:
i 
I ~lil)] 

t 

N ........ ,) -'" N 

+- ~ Z e -z{l..- J.. -ill L (cp;(") I ~1~1 CPt"») de'e" 
1. to 

I ~ j 
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Using equation (IX C-ll), substituting in equation (IXC-14), and using 

the stability requirement discussed in part A of this apoendix, we have: 

(Ix C-18) 
N '(" ", .... 

I L -, k-k )"1t' . = - e I ( 0)( 0("1' Dei) 
N i %, - ~i q>e' VEiN. I Cf>e" ) 

+ ..1-.s- -i(k-k')'At (. .0)2. r.(fOOli)/v 1/ l,nO(i) 
N 4- e ~l - ~. U,e' E,t..Ii 't"e" 

'I. ((nO(i)/1/11 /f()O(i)), J 
. - -re VEi"'i I..fe . ..,e'e" 

N 

+ Z. (~l- ~nl. (qJt i
) / VE:~i I ({Jeo Ii)) . 

t . 

We now turn to the third term in equation (iX C-8). Using 

the expressi~n for ~~ from equation (Ix C-4), we have: 

C~(k)e') I ~J' I ~ (k.' ,elf») 

In the first term of equation (Ix C-19), we use the relation 

(IX C-20) 

and in the .second term of equation (Ix C-19), we use 

(Ix C-2l) 
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Thus we have: 

(Ix C-22) 

+ ~ ~~ e-ick'Ai-k";j) Cfh.p; c,., \ It iVErqlrrcp;("') ~ee' See" 
i J':ti .... ,,~i.b,. n . 

TJ .:f 

*J 
Aga in droppi ng all tenns for whi ch e -= e' or e,., e" we have 

(upon substituting equation (IX C-20) into the second term of enuation (IX C-22) ): 

(p (k,e') J;;ej I ~(k')e"» :: N' l. e- i (k-k,)·Ai i [( CPe~li)q;;lj) I VEiE'/ ((Je~,cllcp;(ll) 
• '.' ;J t .J'" 

(IX C-23) rlfJoCi1rn°c,;)/11 /1()OC,IrfJo(jl) r J - ~'r'e ...,.,~ I VEil:j 'f'e 't'e oe'e" 
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From equations (Ix C-12), (IX C-18), and (IX C-25), we have the 

following matrix elements (using the stabilityrequirement for diagonal 

elements). 

Diagonal Elements 

N 

t- ~ Z (1i- ~iO)~CPe~(i)/V:; Ali I tp;llil) ~ (CP;(L) ) VEt~i J CPeO li
))] 

~ 

'" + ~ ('ti-~1)l.(<p:ml VE:Ndcp;ei,) 
'l 

I'll N 

+ ~ ~ L [ (r.pe~lt)cp:(j)1 V£iE:J I({>;~{)cp;(j») - (C4 l1l
cpe°(j)/Vt:;Ej I CP;fi>q;:(j») 

lj-+t 

., Jl 

. + 1~/CPeO(;)((JeoCJ)/VEiej I cp~li)cp:(,j») 
1 J>t. 

(J(k,e l)/ ~/I t(1~I,e'») 

N 
_ I ~( 0) ( "Will' , .. \ ((}oCi\) - ,.., 4- ~i- ~i cpe' yEi'-l, ."t'e" 

1 

N .. .. 

+ I '5'"( . Ii.O)1. (ro"e;)j V" I ,~oti')· N 4- ~i - r;,i.. --re' £',Ni ~ce" 
\ 
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A /.' 

Off-di agona 1 E1 ernents k ~"k' , e' -= e" 

'" ,. 
Off d· 1 E 1 t k.L I I ") e' " e..:" " - lagona. ernen s ~ K _ T 

(~(k, e.') IX' I ~(k' Ie")) 

= "-' ~e-i(k-k/)·.hi (". ,0)(1"1)0(\\1\/'· II()OCi) 
N f ~I -~, 'f'e' VEiWi" 'i'e" 

N • ('" '1") ~ 
+ .L ~ e- t Ie-I< 'Ai (q. Q'O) ((nOli)1 \J" l,nO(i)) 

NL " t)L - o''1'e' V£i~\ '1'e" 
i 

D. Excitonic - Adiabatic 

Zero-order basis functions 

(IX D-1) 



First-order Hamiltonian 
N 

(IX 0-2))(' = ~ [TEl (X'il + VEJ)',) + VEiNi(X;)~;~ 

(IX 0-3) Let: 

(IX 0-4) where: 

IV N 

+ L I V£iEj(Xi )Xj) 
i j"i. 

N . 

)e,' = L [t;i (xd + Vei (X,) +Vr:i"'; (1";) ~dJ 
1. 

whereas all monomers are identical 

E~(;)(~l)= e-; [~i) 

2fi5 

We may now evaluate the matrix elements, suppressing arguments 

wherever we can, as before. Us i nq ertua ti on (I X 0-3) for Je I vIe have: 

(IX D-6) 

+ (~(k)e') I~; I ~ Ck') e-)) 

Evaluating the first term of equation (IX 0-6), we get the 

parallel of equation (IX C-12). 

(IX 0-7) 
I>J . rf' <' ') ...l [ fJ J - J.. '" -ittt-k -..1\, EO ) '" 0 (" 

-- N 4- e e" C~i +.4 Ee (~j) rle'e" 
'I. J*l 

Evaluating the second term of equation (IX D-6), we obtain 

equation (IX C-23), only here the ((Je°!i.) are c.p;(i) Cx,) ~\). From 
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equation (IX D-7) and (IX C-23), we may write the matrix elements. 

Diagonal elements 

1'4 N 

+ 1:; Z?:. [(C(1;~;)cp;CJ) I VEiEi 1C{J:,u~:(j») - (~:(i)~:(j\ I VE;E) (()t;)<.p;l)))] 
t. J'H 

. N N 

+ L L ((();l;l~:(jll VEie:j I c.pti'cp;cJ)) 
i j)i. 

A /' 

Off-diagonal elements k:= k', e' =%= e" 

J.. ~ ~ -S«~,-~j)c(nO(;)(()'~(i)/V Ir();'tj\moCil) 
+ N L L e -re' '-t'~ E.;€' '1'e" "t'e . . . J 

lJh . 

A ,. 

Off-diagonal elements k ~ k' ~ e l = e" . 

'I 
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.... ".. 

Off-diagonal elements k ~ k'·) e' *e" 

E. Vibronic Product - Harmonic 

Zero-order basis'functions 

(IXE-l) 

First-order Hamiltonian 

).e' = Teexl + V£(-x) -\- VEN('X,<=\) + V~(~) + TtV(~) 

Again we expand VEN(~ll) as in equation (IX /\-1). Thus 

the first-order Hamiltonian can be aoproximated as: 

(IX E-2) 

Schroedinger Equations 

(IX E-3) 

(IX E-4) 

[Te-ex ' + VE('r) + V;~()t')(r)Jcp;()',(r} = We (%Orcp;cy)%O) 

[T~(~) + Vr-J(~) + WeO(~O)] X~(~) = E~", x;,(~) 

~'le may now evaluate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian 

representation. 
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Using the Schroedi~ger equation (IX E-3), we have: 

(~e.., I ;;.e'l ~e'n' ) 

Using th~ Schroedinger equation (IX E-4), we have: 

remembering the stability requirement and recognizing that (Xe~t~ 1)(.";,)= ~o 

we have for the matrix elements 

Diagonal elements 

- EO - e"" 

: II 



.off -d i agona 1 elements e = e l 
) n:%: V"I' 

Off-:-diagonalelements e~ e l ) all n,n' 

(~e~ I ~' I ~e'~') = (~;, V~N (x) <f) I CP;' )( x;., I Co -10 )1 Xe,:~,) 

+ (CP:.I Vf/~ (x)~) \~;)(Xe~ '(1_~O)11 'Xe~~I) 

F. V1bronic Product - Adiabatic 

Zero-order basis functions 

(Ix F-l) 

First-order Hamiltonian 

(IX F-2) 

Schroedinger equations 

(Ix F-3) 

(IX F-4) 

[TN(%, + VN(~) + WeO('b)] X~I'I('6) -= Ee°.., ):':..,(~) 
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We may now evaluate the matrix elements 6f the Hamiltonian 

representation. 

(~@",!~II~e''''') =.(C(>e°Xe~ ITe+ V~ +VeN 1((I;'Xe~)I') 

+ (cp; X;.,. I iN -+- V., I CPe~ y;.",) 
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Using the Schrodinger equation (IX F-3), we have: 

(IX F-5) 

now 

Thus 

(IX F-6) ·TN('tr)I~e~X~I.,.) - [~lcp~')}f"Xe~V\')+2~{PNI~;.)1{PNIXe~ .. ~1 

+ I <.pe~ )TIJI X:e~t'lI) 

Thus we have: 

(IX F-7) (C(Je Xeo .. 1 TN 'qJe~ Xe~t'I') = (Xe: I (Cfe' I ~I c.pe~)IXe::'.) 

+ (XeO", I ~ I -x:.t'I') ~ee' 

Substituting equation (Ix F-7) into equation (IX .F-S), we have: 

(IX F-8) 

noting that the CP;(.~,~lcan be chosen so that (cpe"IPNI<{>e~)= 1- dee' , 

we have the following, using the Schrodinger equation (IX F-4): 

(IX F-9) 

We thus have for the various elements: 



Diagonal 

( ~ el1 I Jel I .f e',,- ) - E ;.., 

+ (Xe: I{(~; JTN I CRt)11 "'1.; .. ) 

Off d· l.e -- e') n 0\= \0')' - lagona 

Off-diagonal e~el i all n)n' 

G. Vibronic Sum of Products - Harmonic 

Zero-order basis functions 

(IX G-l) . K 
.;::r::, /( _ ..J... '\ (fJo(i)( ° v 0(')( ) 
~e., - fK 4- 'fe . Xi)~' ) ~eI'! ~i 

1 

First order Hamiltonian 

(Ix G-2) 

J.t' == TE C~) + VE (x) + VE"'(X)~) + TN ('!) + V.., (1 ) 
again we approximate 

')e' = Te (x) + VE: (x) 
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+ Vt:N cX, r) + (~- cr) VEN (x, r) -4- (%- cf)1. VE~ (t
'
6-°) 

+ I;,(t) + VH (;'f 
Schroedinger Equations 

(IX G-3) [TE(:~) + VEtx:) + Ve':.. (X1r)] cp:(i)(X, r) = WeOll)(';s0) <P~(i)(x'f) 



(Ix G-:4) 

We may now evaluate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian 

representation. 

(IX G-5) 

_ (..1-)'/1. ~ f'(lnQ1il yO(ll{"..,... \I II a /mO(j1X oc.j») 
- kk' L L "t"'e ..Ae., , E + VE + v£u 'f'e' e'l'l' 

ij 

k k' " 

+ Cfil)'lz.lL (qJ:(\)XeQ .. {;ll~ + V~) ~;'(j)Xeo,~)) 
t J 

Using the Schroedinger equation (Ix G-3) and the orthogonality 

of the electronic wave functions. 

(IX G-6) (~e~ I ~'I ~e~~') 

t K ' = (...L.)YL" \(VO(i)IT. V +w,Q(j)/-vCllj))r 
lK 1<' L )le... ~ + /oJ e' /\.e'",' <'ee' 

i j 
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Using the Schroedinger eq~ation (IX G-4), we have: 

K k' 
+1-' V/, .. ")., ((flOCi)/1/1 I ({)tJCj'Xvom/(. )/'YO(j») 

.. ~kk') 4-~ '1'e V~N r -rei . At"., ..% _%0 A.e',,· 

. ! J 

+ (~,)~t 't.. (qJt"lv~~ I (,O;,tJ')(~i)1 (,-r)~1 X:'~i') 
! J . 

We. can now write the matrix elements: 

Diagonal 

(~e~ I de' I ~eK".,) = ~ t E;~i) 
i 

K Ie 

+ ~ f z. (cp;{i)/ V~ I <fJ:.(j»)( X;~i) I (0 -rl I Xe:(j») 
J 

+ 1<. t tCcp;({)/ VE~ Iq>';(j»(t;~i) I (~-OO)2.ll'e:Cj» 
1 J 

Off-diagonal e:::: e' (0"" k=I<'), VI~Y\" 

KK : *~'Z- (C(J;'i) I VE~' cp;(jl)( XetJ.,Ci) / (~- cr)1 X;.,<P) 
1 J 
Ie K 

+ ~ L ~ Ccp;ml V:~ I c.p;lj) )(X::il/( 1, -lO}1/ x:~:)) 
\ J 

Off-diagonal e~ e' );;11/ K)I<') 1'1) 1"1' 

(~:., I de'l ~;.;. ) 

k 1(' 

= (~)'/z.l.Z CCf1e°(\)/VEN I ~;,lj»(Ye~i)I(l-lO)1 :Xe~~~») 
t J 
I( K' 

+ (K'K,),/1.Z ~ (<.(J:(i1f v~~, ~;,lj»)(X;~i) I (~- crY'-' Xe~ .. ~») 
1 J 
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Normally the vibrational wave functions are chosen via a 

vari ati onal procedure such that the matrix el ements between c(J;(jl X;(i l 

and cp;U) X:~:l are zero. This fact, aloflg with the conditions 

(~;Ci)1 VE~/qJe"(ll)= 0 I (X:~i'/(~-c(,t)fX: .. (;I)=-O yield the following 

matrix elements. 

Diagonal 

(~e~ I ~' I J:",) =~ f E;!t) 
, . 

+ ~ t (<:(>:(\)1 VE~ I 41/(i) )(Xe:!,I/(t- ~O)tl X;~i)) 
Off-diagonal' e: e' (:. I<=k') ) 'Yl~....,. ," 

(~e~I~·.1 ~~.) = t [(((>:ml VEIIII ~:(i»)(X:~')I(~-r)~' X;:,il) 
. \ ' . 

Off-di agona 1 e::t e' I ;;)( I K, K', .." ..,' 

I< ,,' 

= (~K')'~ Z. [. (~;(i) I VE:" I C(J;'Lj))( X;.,(i) I (~- ~r)/ X;";') ) 
t J 

I< k' 

+ (~ll<.)'~ Z ~(C{J~liIl V~I qJ;.(j))(X:: il I (U _~O)21 Xe!~I)) 
t J 

H. Vibronic Sum of Products - Adiabatic 

Zero-order basis functions 

K 

(IX H-l) ~~ -= ~ l cp;t')(X1'l) X;~i)(G) 
t 

First-order Hamiltonian 

(IX H-2) 

J, 
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Schroedinger Equation 

(IX H-3) 

We may evaluate the matrix el~ments of the Hamiltonian 

representation. 

(IX H-5) 
\( Ie' 

= (~I)'h. L L Ccp;li) x:~;) I Te + Vc + Ve'" I cp;~j) Xee::.P) 
i j 

. K K' 

GJ...)~'\c(nOCi)vo(i) IT. 1/·1 If}°(j)yOlj») + teK' L L Ie A~... rJ + v", '1'e.' "-e'l'l' 
i. j 

Us; ng the Schroedinger equation (IX H-3) and the orthogonal ity 

properties of the electronic wave functions, we have: 

We have the parallel to equation (IX F-7) 

(q>~{i) X:111i) lIN I ~e~(j} Xe;~{») = (~~i) I( CP;(')/Tw I Cle~(j»)J Xe~~f) 

(IX H-7) 
( yoW / I 0(0) r r + /f..elll T,., Ye",' dee' ~ij 
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Substituting equation (Ix H-7) into equation (Ix H-6) ,we have: 

(I x H-8) 

K .' '.' 
, ~ ( ell) I oed 1"\10(1)) (' r = K 4- Xe,... TN + V", + We' '<e'~' dee' 3KK' 

~ 

K K' 

+ctk·Y-a. l4-. (Xe~i) /(~; l't) I T/V I cp;/j> ) I X ;,~) ) 
~ J 

substituting the Schroedinger'equation (IX H-4) into equation (IX H-8), 

we have: 

(IX H-9) 

K ,<" 

+ C*')~ Z Z (X;~i)/f(<p:(i) ITN Iq>;,<i» + 2~ (CfJeO(ill p~ I (Q;,cj'»PN} I ~;~~') 
l J' ," 

Us i ng the re 1 a ti on Cc.pt i ) J ~ I cp;. (j) = (1- Sij ~ee')( cp;li) I P", I f.Pl!o,<j) ) 

we find for the matrix elements. 

Diagonal 

K . 
- ..L 'Ii) EO") 
- K L e ... 

i 

k I< 

+ *' II CXe;'(ill[(q>:Ii)/~ I CPe4Cj>H I )';~j)) 
i j 

K K 

+ { L L Cy;~i) 12~ (<(>t"1 P", I «>;ljl) P..,I y;~j\) 
'i j 



Off-di agonal e:::: e' (:. k = 1<') ) hi ~n 

(~! I J-e' I ~~11') 

-: ~ It (X::~)I[(qleO(i)ITNlcp;q)11 x:~CP) 
i j , 

'+ -kf t (Xe~'UlfM (cp;(il/p",1 ~·(PJPN\X;~~) 
i j*i 

Off-di agona 1 e* e' ) all K, K', '" ,.." 

K tel , 

= (&.Y\~~L(Xe~i)I{('f>eO(i)/~1 ((>;'Cj')} I X;~,') 
i j 

" ,te' Ie' ' 

+(K~.)"'L LL (x:~i) I#,( Cf:(i) I PAIl ~e~CJ) ) PN ,x:.'J,») 
i j 

Again the vibrational wave functions are normally chosen 

via a vari~ttonal procedure such that the matrix elements between 
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are zero. The above elements become: 

piagonal 

(f:"'J ){' I ~e~.) = ~ Z (Xe~W/f((p;Ci)/~' Cf1:U)JI x;~~)) 
1. 

Off-diagonal 'e*e') ellI K,K')I'\)I'1' 

K te' 

(gj:"(~'I~;~,) = (~,)'/l.I(" (x:~iJl{(~:Ii)/TN/CP;'CJ)}(Xe~"q)) 
l J ' 

K te' 

+ ~.)'/J. L I (Xe:(l) I f;, ccp;'i) I PN I cp;,(j}) PH I ):';.~!») 
1. J 



Aopendix X , 

Third-order Degenerate Perturbation Expansions' 

for Ground and Excited States 

Let the perturbation be P . 
We use Table 5.1, Chapter V on page 84 of Perturbation Methods in 

Quantum r~echanics of n-Electron Systems by Corson (88). 

( x-l) \ K1l5 ) -' L < Hjk I k'A~) \ Hjk) 
j1k 

+ L < H~\c f I(As'3) \ Hjk) 
'k )" J. " 
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o '. th 
The H terms are the zero order states, the K terms are 

the perturbed states. Of the superscripts, the first indicates the 

particular electronic state and the second, the pa~ticular degenerate 

member of that state (if degenerate). For our convenience, we change 

the notation~ The capital arabic letter signifies the particular 

, electronic st~te,the small arabic subscript signifies the degenerate 

member. Zeroth order states are signified by a 0 superscri'pt. Thus 

Lm is the true mdegenerate member of the L electronic state. ~Lmo 

is the zeroth order m degenerate member of this state. He, therefore 

rewrHe the above eauation (switching to the r) notation as 'lIe shall 

reserve I) for time dependent states). 
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(x-z) 

+ L L ( L~ ,I ks ) 3)1 L~ ) 
LO ..... '" ' 

He now must define the tenns used in this equation. 

(X-3) 
" ' ) (L': I P' K;) 

( L~ I Ks ~, -= "E' 0 E::- o 
Ie - L 

(K~ I ks ) t) = 0 

8~) EK (K~ I Ks) 1) 
If:K5 -~...., 

(k:N Ks ) l) - - t L L I (Hl I ks ) I ) 12. 
MO .Jl 

(L':' I 1(5 ) 3 ) LL (L~ I PI MJt)CH.ll ksi z.) 
:: 

Etc° - EL MC/ ...l 

..... .6~$) EK (L~ I k 5.; 2.) 
E~ - E( 

6(:\ EK (L.!, I Ks i I) 
LO~KO E C> EO k - ,t. 

(K~ I ks) 3) - LL (K:'I PI Ml)(l'1ll Ks~3) 
- E kS - €\C,..., ,",0 .Jl 

6~s, EK (k,.:' I K$:' z.) 

EKS - E:K"'" 



where 

(X-4) 

. .. 

_ ~\Sl fie: (K.:.I ks ) I) 
ElCs - Ek~ 

6~S)EK = L t (K; I PI MQ)(M! I Ks ;l.) 
MO .R. 

=L L Ll (Ks·IPIM:)~M;I~INA)(NAIK~)I) 
M"tk-° N° ~ A E Ie - EM . 

(K;IP'M~)(Ml'-PIN~)(N~ 'PI Kl) 

CE.< - E~)( EK
O

- E~) 
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- L L L l L (KsO I'PI M:)(M.o.°I'PI K:)(k': I fINt)(N: I PI Kso) 
MOfko~ t .R. ""*s (E';- EM )(Ek' - EN°)( EKS, ~ EklL) 

Now we are only considering oerturbationsof order 3 or less. By 

examining the equation for 6~$,) EK and the next to last of equation (X-3), 

\Ale see that ·if \'Ie can consider tenns such as (k;IPINtO) <.. 1 then we 
. EkS - Ek-t 

can treat these also as lowering the order, and thus omit many tenns. 
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Thus 'He can ignore any contri buti on in 3rd order of l:)~$) Ek'; . 

Simi hrly, we can i,9nore. any contri buti on of ~~S) EK to (1<:'1 Ks i 3) . 

Let us now write out the oth ,1 st , 2nd , and 3rd order terms of the 

oerturbation expansion of IKs). 

(K-t"I?ll~ )(L~I PI ksO)(KjOIPI Ks") I KO) 
(€kS - Ekt )(E~ - Et)2. t 

U;'IPIt1;)(M;/'PIKsO)(ks"IP/KsO) \ L:!.) 
(E;- EL')(Etc"-E";)l. 



. _ ..L ~" ~ (L~ I PI k.n I (Me.°/ PI k s"') Il./ L Q ) 

1. L L L L (~O EO) ( - 0 r:. 0 )Z, ...... 
L":t1C" I'rI M"tk"..l c: k - t. I::/( - CM 

(ks'Plks4Y-(~IPIKsO) IL..!) 
(E.t- E LQ)3 

(/(s"'PJ L~)(L~\?I k~)(Ks°'1"KsO) lKO) 
(E; _ £Lo)'3 s 

. . . 
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. In tabul ating these terms, we have ignored terms of nerturbation 

of order higher than 3. 

He can make further reductions df these terms by noting that 

the (ksolks)3) and (KsOIKj2.) sets are small corrections on the oth order 

wave functi on I ksO) and gi ve no neVI symmetry sets. Furthermore, as 

can be shown, for certain conditions which are almost always fulfilled, 

we can ignore any terms which include (E ks - tk-t:) in the denominator. 

Therefore, if we combine the various terms of (X-5) under these 

conditions~.nd drop the subscripts denoting members of the degenerate 

set, we may write the equations for en and Ik) as are given in 

Chapter 4, equations (4-23) and (4-24). Although we drop the notation 

indicating the members of degenerate sets, we do not forget that it 
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. . 

exi sts, and in the case of a degenerate representati on, \'Ie must sum 

over all members in doing the symmetry evaluation. 



Appendix XI 

Listing for Computer Program SYMDET 

and Associated Subroutines 

284 
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P~OGRAM SYMOETIINPUT,OUTPUT,T~PE 2=INPUT,TAPE 1=OUTPUTI 
ll~ cnMPLEX.COCOME,COUPCF,CCPROD,DDPKOD,CURSCCfCCTSTS,COI~hG,CTSTS, 

1 DCPROt), C PROD ,C X PR(W, CYPRllD, C lPROD, CP RD 
lIS INTEGER AOPFl,BOP[2,COPE3,AOPM1,80PM2,COPM3,nOPV,AWFJ,8~FK,CWFL, 

lOWFM, fWFN, ~OPf: l?l ,RflPMI 21 
IF' DIMEI\lSIOI\l CURSCCI51,CPRODI41 
122 DIMENSION LVIBI3I,LCPRO(41 
12S COMMON/GNOTERIINDlJJ(6) ,IND1JKI6I,INDlKJlhl 
lZ6 COMMON/GNOPRO/NRIPI12,lZI,IGPI12,lZ,4) 
1Z8 COMMONITERPRU/KOPISI,KWFISl,IOPQI51,IWFQISI 
131 COMMON I SUBGND/'10 ELEC 121, MOMAGN 121 
13Z COMMON/SU8TER/LA80PISI,LABWFIS),INlI281,NNSQIN,IOPADE,ITPAJE, 

110PAD"I 
134 COMMON/SUBPRO/IOPQAI5I,IWFQAISI,JOSLWFI41~JDSOP(41,JOSTWF(4), 

IMATELQISI,NRIPS,IREPSBI91 
13 S . CU"IMONI SUf3SER II OEGRR ( 12 I , I PAR TM liZ I , I ROEG 1121 ,MtMRE P I 1 ~:, , II ,.4 I , 

lCOCOMEI5,4,4),COUPCfl1~,lr,41,NNDREP,MArCH(41 

136 COMMON/SUBSYMIITECMIZ81,KAROPI281 ,KAlU;FIZ81 ;NIXlhl,NIYlo,5~ I, 
1NADDI41,JVIBI2R,901 

137 crlMMON/l'\':G/IVIS816,5"',3SI,IEXGDI6,S~,351 
138 COMMON/Z~CC/IN~NDP(2B,90,31,INONWFIZ8,90,31,LPRUIZa,q~I 
139 COMMON/3::h:!)/NDOPI6,SC I ,NDWFI6,5C ,3SI 
140 DIMENSION ICCSSA(SI,lCCSStlISI,IOOCCOISI,IOPDEGI51, 

I lOP MP 1 I 51 , 10 POB 151 , I S TACK I SI , I Wf-UE GI 51 , I WF MP I I <; I , I WF Q fl I ') I , 
2NCORIPISI,NOEGMPI51,NUMUMEI101,ILWFBSIS,41, 
31 OP B SIS, 4 I , I TWF B SIS, 4 I ,JOPGPO I 5, 1 Z 81 ,J W F GPO I 5, 1281 

145 DIMENSIUN MODELI701,JSTO~FI7~I,KSTOWFI701 
147 DIMENSION NSUBWFI3<;),NBOTWFI3'S),NVIB;../FI3SI,NS(7I,NBI7),NlJI71 
ISC READ 151, NUMBMf"' 
151 FORMAT IZ0X.121 
156 READ 157, IPOS 
lS7 FLIRMAT Il(X,IZI 
ISB READ 159, (MATCHll', 1=1,41 
159 FORMAT 13X, 4111X,I7.11 
162 READ 163, ISKIP 
163 FORMAT IZ~X,lZI 

16S READ 17r, IJSTOWFIII, KSTOWFIII, MODELIII, l=l,NUMBMO) 
17': FORMAT 12X,312· .... X,(3)I 
18C READ 19f, NUMIRR, NNUREP 
19(' FORMAT 149X, 13/49X, .13) 
zue READ 21C, MOEL~C, MOMAGN 
21r FORMAT 14SX, 2114X,121/4SX, 2114X,IZII 
22 0 K E AD 23(', I R D E G 
Z30 FURMAT 143X, 2111X, IZI/6(11X, 121/4(11)(, 1211 
240 READ 250, IDEGRR 
25<) FORMAT 148X, ?IIZX, IZI/ S112X, IZI/SI12X, 1211 
26e READ zn, IREPSB 
270 FORMAT (74X, 12/ 4(12X, 121/411ZX, 1211 
280 READ 29(", [PARTM 
2 9n FOR MAT I I 1 7 X , 4 I 1 2 X , I 2 1/13 X , I Z , 3 ( 1 2 X , I 2 ) 113 X , I 2 , 3 I 12 X, I 2 1 I 
300 READ 310, NRtP 
310 FORMAT 116X,lZIIX,IZII 
32C READ DC, IGP 
33G FORMAT 117X,lZI1X,I211 
340 READ 350, MEMRFP 
350 FORMt.T IZIX,l.:llX,I411 
36~ READ 37 r , COUPCF 
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31-) FORto1AT 12x,AI2X,F3,lX,F311 
40~ READ 41~, AOPEl,AO~[2,COPE3,AUPMl,BOPM2,COPM3,DOPV,A~FJ,BWFK, 

ICWFl,nWFM,EWFN 
410 FORMATI4X,7(A2,lX),S(Al,lX)) 
420 READ' 4 3e', AQ, DAQ, E AQ, OBW, EBQ, OCQ, ECQ, 000, EOO ,OEQ, E·EO 
4 3 C FOR MAT ( 4 X , A 3 , 4 X , AI"" , A 8 , A 1(' , A 8 , A l~ ,A B 14 X , A 1 .~ , A 3 , AI': , A 8 ) 

NAODIl) 1 
NAOO(2) I') 
NADO(]) teo.:' 
NAOO(4) 17.'='0 

4]1' 00 9916 MOONUM 1,NUMBMO 
DO 432 I = 1,6 
I NO LJ K ( I) :0 ~ 

INOlKJ(·I) 
INDlJJ(I) ~! 

432 CONTINUE 
NUMCOM = 2 
COIMAG = (').,1.) 

433 MOOE = MOOEl(MODNUM) 
434 MODEPI = MODE + I 

IWFJ = JSTOWF(MODNUMI 
IWFK = KSTOWF(MODNUMI 

436 IF (ISKIP1438,438,IOG4 
438 GO TO (442,45Ci4S8,466,414I, MODEPI 
440 FORMAT(II,9X,15HSYMMETRY GROUP ,A3,5X,32HINITIAl WAVE FUNCTION SYM 

IMETRY = ,I2,4X,31HFINAl WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRY = ,I2,4X,7HMODE = , 
2A 1 D , A 8 , I I ). 

442 PRINT 440,AQ,IWFJ,IWFK,DAQ,EAQ 
446 GO TO 1004 
4S0 PRINT 44C, AQ,IWFJ,IWFK,DBQ,E~Q 
454 GO TO 10(4 
458 ~RINT .440, AQ,IWFJ,IWFK,OCQ,ECQ 
462 GO TO IOC4 
466 PRiNT 440, AO,IWFJ,IWFK,OOQ,EDQ 
470 GO TO lC:;4 
414 PRINT 440, AQ,IWFJ,IWFK,OEQ,EEQ 

ICC4 CONTINUE 
1008 GO,TO (10C9,1013,1(15,IUI5,1~11), MODEPI 
1009 NUTCOM = NUMCOM 
Inc GO TO I02C 
1013 NUTCOM = NUMCOM + NUMCOM 
1014 GO TO I02e 
lOIS NUT COM = 3 
1016 GO TO 1020 
1017 NUTCOM = 6 
1020 tALL GoNOGoINUTCoM,MOOEPI,IWFJ, IWFKI 
2004 ROPEll) AOPEI 
2005 ROPEI21 BOPE2 
2006 ROPM!I) AOPMl 
2001 ROPM( 2) BOPM2 
2020 DO 8312 NCOM = I, NUTCOM 

IF «(SKIP) 2C21,2J21,2t26 
2021 PRINT 2C22, NCOM 
2022 FoRMAT(2SH COMPONENT,12/) 
2023 PRINT 2025 
2025 FORMAT(24X,4HTERM,6X,3HWFI,4X,3HOPI,6X,3HWF2,4X,3HOP2,bX,3HWF3,4X, 

13HOP3,6X,3HWF4,4X,3HUP4,6X,3HWFS,4X,3HOP51 
2026 IF (MODE - I) 2w27,2~21,2140 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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2027 IF INCOM - NUMCOM) 2C28,2U28,2:S2 

THIS PORTION STORES THE DESIGNATED SYMMETRIES OF THE ELECTRIC lAND 
MAGNETIC IF CIRCULAR UICHAOI~M IS B~ING CALcutATEDI DIPOLE MOMENTS 
I~ THE OPERATOR STORAGE SLOTS KOPIZI, KOPI31. 

2028 KOP(2) = MUELECINCOMI 
2029 LABOP(2) = ROPEINCOM) 
2;)32 IF IMODE) 2'Y34,2:::,6,2;j44 
2034 CALL ERRORI ~) 
2036 KOP(3) = MOELECI~COM) 
2037 LABOP(31 ~ ROPEINCOM) 
204CGO TO 2~6:,} 

2044 KOP(31 = MOMAGN(NCOM) 
2J45 LABOP(,) = ROPM(NCOMI 
2:::>48 GO TO 2060 
2052 KOPI21 = MOMAGNINCOM - NUMCOMI 
2G56 KOPI31 .: MOELECINCOM - NUMCOMI 
2051 LABOPI21 = ROPMINCOM - NUMCOM) 
2058 LABOP(3) = ROPEINCOM - NUMCOM) 

THE NEXT HIO STATEMENTS STORE THE SYM"1ETRIES OF THE I~ITIAL STATt J 
AND FINAL STATE K IN THE WAVE FUNCTION STORAGE SLOTS K~FI21, K~FI31. 
THESE ASSIGNMENTS ALONG WITH THE OPERATOR ASSIGNMENTS ARE INITIAL 
ASSIGNMENTS AND ARE LATER PE~MUTED IN THE TERM DO LOOP. 

IWFJ 
IWFK 

AWFJ 
BWFK 

206e KWF(2) .: 
2064 KWF(3) = 
2<':'65 L ABWF 121 
2066 LABWFD) 
2068 KOP(1) = I; 
2072 KOP(41 = " 
2076 KOP(5) = ;; 
2011 LABOP(1) 
2018 LABOP(4) 
2·)19 L ASOP (5) 
208(, KWF(1) .: r, 
2084 KWF(4) .: '. 
2e88 KWFIS) .: Co 
2089 LABWF(1) 

DOPV 
Dnpv 
DOPV 

2 ()9C, LABWF (4) 
2,)91 LABWFI51 

CWFL 
DWFM 
[WFN 

2892 
2(,94 
2096 
2098 
210(, 
2102 
2104 
2106 
21 i)B 
21lC 

THESE LAST SIX STATF.MENTS J.NITIALIlE THE OPERATOR ANfl WAVE fUNCTlilN 
STORAGE SLOTS THAT ARE NOT INItIALLY ~SSIGNED F.LECTRONIC ~TATE AND 
TRANSITION MOMENT SYMMETRIES. 

IOPQ(lI -' 
I()POI21 1 
IOPOD) 1 
IOPQ(4) 0 
IOPQISI C 
IWFQ(1) (-

IWFQ(2) 1 
IWFO(3) 1 
IWFQ(4) r-: 
IWFQ(5) -



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

2111 
2112 
2114 
2116 
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THESE LAST TEN STATEMENTS INDICATE THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE FIVE wAVE 
FUNCTIONS AND THE FIVE OPERATURS. A 1 INOicATES A KNOWLEDGE, A C 
INOICAtES A LACK OF KNOwLEDGE. AGAIN THESE ARE INITIAL ASSIGNMENTS 
AND CHANGE DURING T~E TERM. PERMUTATIUNS. 

NFITER = UJ 
DO 2126 NUMMAT = 1,5 
IOQ = lOP(JINUMMAT) 
IWQ = IWFQINUMMATI 

IoQ AND IwQ ARE DUMMY VARIABLES FOR STORING INFORMATION REGARDING 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNIT SVMMETRIES OF WAVE FUNCTIONS AND OPERATORS. 
THEY ARE USED AS INTERMEDIARIES IN THIS 00 LOOP TO TRANSFER DATA 
FROM THE ARRAYS IWFQ(NUMMAT), IOPQINUM"IAT) TO THE ARRAYS 

IwFQINlJMMATI, IOPQA(NUMMATI AND IWFQBINUMMATI, IOPQBINUMMAT). 
THE ~RRAYS IwFQB(NUMMAT), IOPQBINUMMATI HOLD .FOR EACH TEAM THE 
SPECIFICATION OF THE INITIAL KNOwLEDGE OF WAVE FUNCTION AND OPERATOK 
SYMMETRIES WITHOUT THE SUPPLEMENTARY SYMMETRIES SUPPLIED FOR NAND 
N**2 TERMS AND REFORE ANY MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE EVALUATED. THE ARRAYS 
lwFQAINUMMATI,IOPQAINUMMAT) HOLD FOR EACH TERM SPECIFICATION OF THE 
INITIAL KNOwlED~E OF wAVE FUNCTION AND oPERATOM SYMMETRIES WITH 
MODIFICATION DUE TO SUPPLEMENTARY SYMMETRY KNOWLEDGE BUT ~ITHOUT 
TH£ MODIFICATION DUE TO MATRIX ELEMENT EVALUATION. THE ARRAYS 
IWFQI NUMMATI, IOPQ(NUMMATI HOLD FOR EACH TER"! All CURRENT KNOWLEDGE 
OF WAVE FUNCTION hND OPERAtOR SYMMETRIES. 

2118 IOPQAINUMMATl IOQ 
2120 IWFQAINUMMATI IwQ 
2122 IOPQBINUMMATI- IOQ 
2124 IwFQBINUMMATI IWQ 
21Z6.CONTINUE 
213C GO TO 2340 
21-4C IF INCOM- 3) 2148,2148,2156 
2148 NDCOM = NCOM 
2152 GO TO 2160 
2156 NDCOM = NCOM - 3 

C THIS IS THE PORTION OF THE 200(- SECTION THAT ODES THE PRFLIMINARY 
FUR MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM. C SETUP FOR THE TERM PERMUTATIONS 

Z16C GO TO 12164,218(,2196), NDCOM 
2164 KOP(1) = MOELEC(2) 
Z168 KOPIZ) = MOELECll) 
Z112 KOP(3) = MoMAGNll) 
Z113 LASOP(1) BOPEZ 
2114 LASOPIZ) = AOPE1 
Z115 LABOP(3) = AOPMl 
Z116 GO TO 2Z~8 
2180 KOP(1) = MOELEC(1) 
Z184 KoP(2) = MOELEC(1) 
2188 KOP(3) = MOMAGNIZ) 
2189 LASOP(1) AOPEl 
2190 LABoP(2) = AOPEl 
Z191 LABOP(3) = BOPM2 
2192 GO TO 22(8 
21% KoPI1I = MOELECIII 
2200 KOP(2) = MOELECIZI 
2204 KOP(3) = MOMAGNlll 
22·J5 LABOP( 11 = AOPEI 



BfJPE2 
AOPMl 

22· j 6 LAflOPI21 
22r~ 1 LABOP (31 
22C8 KOPI41 '" (. 
2212 KOPI51 '" C 
2213 LABOPl41 -
2214 LABOP(5) 
2216 lOP Q I 11 

OOPV 
OOPV 

1 
1 
1 . 

222t: IOPQI21 
2224 IOPOl31 
2228 IOPQ(41 
2232 IOPQI51 
2236 KwFI21 '" 
224(. KWFI31 = 
2241 LABWFI21 
2242 LABWFI31 
2244 KWFI41 = ( 
2248 KWFI51 = c· 
2249LAflWFI41 
225(' LASWFI51 
2252 I WFQI 21 
2256 IWFQI31 '" 
226G IWFQI41 = 
2264 IWFQI51 = C 

c 

lwFK 
IWFJ 

BWFK 
AWFJ 

CwFL 
DWFM 

1 
1 

2268 IF (MODE - 21 2212,2216,2292 
2212 CALL ERRORI861 
2216 KWFIlI = r: 
2280 IWFQlll· 0 
2281 LASWFlll • EWFN 
2284 NFITER = 2f1 
2288 GO TO 2112 
2292 NFITER '" 14 
2296 IF INCOM - 31 23)C.230C,Z312 
23CG KWFlll • IWFJ 
23(4 IWFQlll = 1 
2305 LASWFIll • AWFJ 
23(;8 GO TO 2112 
2312·K.WFlll • lWFK 
2316 KWFI21 • IWFJ 
232C KWFI31 - IWFK 
2324 IWFQlll = 1 
2325 LABWFlll = 8WFK 
2326 LAB~FI21 • AWFJ 
2321 LABWFI31 = BWFK 
2328 GO TO 2112 
2340 IOPADE 4 
2344 ITPAOE = 1 
2345 ICAC = r, 
2346 ICBC = C 
2341 ICABC • ~\ 

2352 00 8364 NTER = 1,NFITER 
2353 ITECOM • 0 
i354 GO TO 12355,2355,2366,2366,23661, MODEPI 
2355 NTRE = NTER - 12 
2356 IF INTREI 2366,2366,2351 
2351 GO TO 12358,2358,236(,2360,2363,23631, NTRE 
2358 ICBC = 1 
2359 GO TO 2366 
236~ ICflC = r) 
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2361 ICAC = 1 
2362 GO TO 2366 
2363 ICAe = c 
2364 ICBC = 1 
2365 ICABC = 1 
2366 INZINTER) = 1 
2367 CAll TERPERINCOM,NTER,NMATEl,MOOEPII 
Z370 IF I[SK[PI 2372,2372,?4C2 
2372 GO TO 12~76,2376,2384,Z392,24l01, NMATEl 
2376 CAll ERR~R(87) 
238CFORMAT 1/25X,[2,IX,511X,A1,6)(,A711 
2384 PRINT 23~0, NTER, I~ABWFINJ,lA80PIN), N 1,1) 
2388 GO TO 24:-2 
2392 PR[NT 2380, NTER, IlABWFINl,lABOPINl, N 1,4) 
2396 GO TO 24)2 
24/';(, PRINT 238C, tHER, IlABWFINl,lAROPINl, N 1,.51 
24':2 IF IINlINTER)) 24:.'3,2484,24,4 
24L3 CAll ERROR(86) 
24~4 00 2432 NUMMAT = I,N~ATEl 
.24~8 100 = [OPUINUMMATI 
2412 [wQ = IWFOINUMMATI 
2416 IGPOAINUMMATI 100 
2420 IWFQAINUMMAT) IwQ 
2424 IOPQBINU~MATI = 100 
2428 IWFOBINU~MAT) = IwQ 
2432 CONT I NUE 
2436 IF IMODE - 11 244:},244(),246Fl 
2440 IOPONE = JOPADE 
2444 [OPTWO = IOPADM 
2448 IF IIOPADE -[OPADMI 2478,2452,246~ 

2452 CAll ERRORI881 
2456 GO TO 248C: 
2466 CAll SWAP IIOPONE~IOPTWOI 
2462 ITAC = 1 
2464 GO TO 248C 
2468 10PONE ITPADE 
2472 [OPTWO = 10PADE 
2476 10PTRE = IOPADM 
2478 [TAC = C 
2480 GO TO 27;)0 
2484 DO 2512 NA =1,NMATEl 
2488 IpO = 10POINA) 
2492 IIoIQ = lIoIFQINA) 
2496 IOPQBINAI [OQ 
25(:0 IWFQBINA) IWQ 
2504 10PQAINA) = 100 
25(,8 lIoIFQAINA) = 11010 
2512 CONTINUE 
2516 GO TO 836C 
27('0 IF (MODE - 11 27G4.27'j4,2724 
2704 [F (NMATEl - 3) 27')8.2708,2716 
2708 ICHVIB = () 
2712 GO TO 2764 
2716 ICHVIB = 1 
27?() GO TO 2728 
2724 IF INMATEl - 4) 21(8,27G8,2716 
2728 NE = (. 
2732 00 2760 IMED = 1,NMATEl 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

274C 
2744 
2748 
2752 
2156 
2158 
276': 
2764 

IF lIMED - I!lPONEI 2744,276 f;,2744 
IF I tMED - IOPTwO) 2748,276°~2748 
IF IMonE - II 2756,2756,7752 
IF lIMED - HlPTREi 2756,276C,,275() 
Nf = NE .. 1 
LVIl-lINEI = 
CUNTlNUf 
NTOT = NE 

IMED 
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IN.THIS SECTION THE TERM PERMUTATIONS AERE 03TAINEn BY INTERCHANGING 
UNIT SYMME TRI ('S. A' SWAP OF UNIT SY"IMETRIES NECESSITATES ALSU A SWAP 
OF THE STATE OF KNOWLEDGE OF THESE SYMMETRIES. SINCE ."CfUAL 
INTERCHANGE ONLY TAKES PLACf 1N THE ARRAYS IOPQINUMMATI AND 
IWFQINUMMATI, THE PRECEEDING DO LOOP TRANSfERS THE INTRACrlANGE 
INFORMATION TO THE ARRAYS IOPQA(NU~MATI, IWFQAINUM"IATIANu 
IOPQBINUMMAT), IWFQtlINtlMMAT). 
THE PROGRAM N1W ENTERS THE MATRIX ELEMENT PRODUCT SYMMETRY 
CALCULATIONS SECTION, SECTlllN y,~.~. 

3004 NALL = 1 
3012 NSQALL = 1 

3U 16 
3,)18 
3C24 
307.8 
3(;32 
3C.3b 
3038 

3040 
3']44 
3(48 
)(;52 

THESE TWO STATEMENTS INI TIALl lE THE CLOCKS USEIJ FOR KEEPI'JG TRACK 
OF THE NAND NU2 TERMS WHEN rHESE NEEn BE CD'1PUTEO. THE 'J 
ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES MUST BE COMPUTED FnR TERMSNTER=3-5,U-l':l. 
THE N**2 ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES ARE COMPUTED FOA NTER=9-12. THE 
CHOOSING OF THE SYMMEtRIES IS nONE IN THE 8:" SECTION, THE 
SYMMETRY WRITE AND N,N**2 SELECTION SECTION. HIE SU,:\STITUTIUN OF 
THESE SYMMETRIES IS DONE IN THE SUBROUTINE PR~D. THE VALUES OF 
LUNONQ AND NURNSQ IWHICH ARE INITIALIZED IN TtiE ST,HEMENTSY:lo, 
3(18) DETERMINE. 'rJliETHER OR NOT THE N.IOR "J**2) SYMMETRY TERMS N~.EO 

BE COMPUTED. 

LUNONQ (; 

NORNSfJ .j:; 
INDHC S " I' 

INDVGS 1;. 

IDEGPM C' 
IPRCLK C 
J SERCH C 

THE LAST 7 STATEMENTS ARE INITIALIZATION STATEMENTS. LWNONQ AND 
NORNSQ ARE DESCRIBED ABOVE. INOHCS AND INDVGS ARE INDICES FOR 
STORAGE OF SYMMETRIES FOR WAVE FUNCTF1NS AND OPERATORS. IDI::GPM 
IPRCLK ARE DECISION VARIABLES USED IN SECTIO"JS 4~0n AND 3C:. 
ISERCH IS USED TO SEARCH FOR THE CORRECT STARTING POINT IN 
CALCULATING MATRIX ELEMENTS 

DO 3052 NUMMAT 
NDEGMP (NUMMA T I 
MATELQINUMMATI 
CONTINUE 

1,NMATEL 
1 

THIS 304C DO lOOP INITIALIZES NDEGMPINUMMAT),MATELQINUMMATI. 

AND 

THE FOLLOWING DO LOOP IS THE MAIN 00 LOUP OF THE MATRIX ELEMENT 
PRllDUCT SYMMETRY CALCULATION SECTtON. IT DOES !HE GROUP 
MULTIPLICATION fOR THI:: NMATEL=3,4,OR 5 MATRIX ELEMENT PROOUCTS.ITHE 
VALUE OF NMATEL DEPENDS ON THE TERM WE ARE DEALING WITH) THIS 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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SECTION STARTS WITH KNOWN wAVE FUNCTIONS AND OPERATORS AND SULVES 
FOR THE UNKNOWN DNES USING THE GROUP MULTIPLICATION TABLES. IF ONE 
UNIT (UNKNOWN WAVE FUNCTION OR OPERATOR) HAS ~ORE THAN ONE POSSlaLE 
SYMMETRY ·SPECIES SOLUTION (DUE TO DIRECT PRODUCTS OF DEGENE~ATE 

SPECIES) ONE OF THESE POSSIBLE SPECIES IS CHOSEN AND THE REMAIN~ER 

'PLACED IN A BUFFER STORAGE (THE VAIABLES IL~FBS(INDHCS,NR~), 
ITWFBS( INDHCS,NRS),IOPRS(INDHCS,NRS) ARE BUFFFR STORAGE ARRAYS FUR 
THE 1EADING WAVE FUNCTION, TRATLINGWAVE FUNCTION, AND OPERATOR. 
A MATRIX ELEMENT IS REPRESENTED AS (LWF/OP/TWF). INDHCS INDtXES 
THE HORIZONTAL DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY AND THE UNITS ARE IN CALCULATE 
ORDER. NRS INDEXES THE VERTICAL DIMENSION OF THEAR~AY AND LABELS 
THE VARIOUS POSSIBLE SYMMETRY ~PECIES FOR THE UNITS). THE SPECIES 
CHOSEN IS USEO FOR CALCULATING THE REMAINING UNITS OF THE MATRIX 
ELEMENTS. IF OTHFR MULTIPL£ SPECIES OCCUR THE SAME PROCEDURE IS 
FOLLOwED AND MORE UNITS ARE STURED IN BUFFER. WHEN THE LAST MATRIX 
ELEMENT lIN CALCULAIF ORDER) IS REACHEO, IF THERE ARE MULTIPLE 
SPECIES NONE ARE STORED IN BUFFER - THAT IS ALL ARE CHOSEN. THESE 
UNI~S ALONG WITH THE PREVIOUSLY CHOSEN UNITS IBY UNITS WE MEAN TH~ 
SYMMETRY SPECIES OF THE UNITS) ARE SENT TO BE ORDERED AND STOREO 
IN THE GROUP STORER SECTION. THEN USING THE PROGRAM SET FURTH IN 
THE DEGENERATE PERMUTATION EXECUTION SECTION, STORED UNIT SYMMETRIES 
ARE EXTRACTED FROM THE BUFFER .REA AND USED FOR FURT~ER 
CALCULATIONS IN THIS SECTION, THE MATRIX ELEMENT PRODUCT SYi'1METRY 
CALCULATIONS SECTIUN. 

305b DO 3152 NUMMAT = 1,NMATEL 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

NMATEL IS THE NUMBER OF MATRIX ELEMENTS. FOR TERMS l,~ IT J5 3, 
FOR TERMS 3-8 IT IS 4, FOR TERMS q-18 IT IS 5. 

3060 IF (ISERCH) 3[;72,3C72.3(·64 

AFTER EXTRACTING SYMMETRIES f'RUM THE BUFFER AREA WE RETURN TO THIS 
SECTION AND START TO RECALCULATE THE UNIT SYMMETRI ES. FOR MUST OF 
THE RECALCULATIONS SOME OF THE PREVIOUS SYMMETRY CALCULATIONS WILL 
STILL BE VALID. IF WE FIND THE CORRECT STARTING POINT WE CAN AVOID 
DUPLICATING CALCULATIONS. IF ISERCH=l WE MUST CONTINUE TO SEARCH 
FOR THIS POINT, IF ISERCH=G WE HAVE FOUND THIS ~OINT. THE VALUE OF 
MELNDO, THE KEY MATRIX ELEMENT NUMBER, DICTIONARY ORDER, TELLS US 
WHERE THAT POINT IS. DICTIONARY ORDER IS THE ORIGINAL ORDER OF THE 
MATRIX ELEMENTS. 

3064 
3068 
3072 
3074 

IF (NUMMAT - MELHOO) 3152,3068,3152 
ISERCH = C 
IF (MATELQ(NUMMAT)) 3074,3C76,3152 
CALL ERROR( 6) 

. WHEN MATELQ(NUMMAT)=~, THEN THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT (DICTIONARY 
OROER) HAS ALREADY BEEN CALCULATEO AND THUS THE SUBROUTINE PROD 
IS BYPASSED. 

3076 CALL PRODILUNONQ,NORNSQ,NALL,NSQALL,NUMMAT,NMATEL) 

SUBROUTINE PROD COMPUTES THE MISSING SYMMETRIES OF THE THREE PART 
MATRIX ELEMENT (LWF/OP/TWF). IF ALL 3 SYMMETRIES ARE GIVEN IT 
DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT THE ELEMENT [S ZERO. IF 2 OF 3 SYMMETRIES 
~RE GIVEN IT COMPUTES THE UNKNOWN ONE. IF ONE OR NONE OF THE 3 
SYMMETRIES ARE GIVEN THERE ARE TWO POSSIBILITIES. IF CALCULATION 



c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 

C 
C 
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C 

C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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ON THE OTHER NMATEl-1 MATRIX ELEMENTS 00 NOT EVENTUALLY LEAD Tf) 
KNOWLEDGE UF AT LEAST 2 OF THE 3 SYMMETRIES THEN THE N a~ N**2 
SECTION IS USED TO PROVIDE THE UNKNOWN SYMMETRIES. IF THESE 
CALCULATIONS 00 LEAD TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF AT L~ASt2 OF THE 3 
SYMMETRIES, THEN THE N OR N**2 SECTION IS NUT NEEDED. IN THESE 
CALCULATIONS, THE WAVE FUNCTIONS AND OPERATOR SYMMETRI~S ARE STORED 
BY THE SUBROUTINE IN THE ARRAYS JDSLWFINRSI, JDSTWFINRSI, AND 
JDSOPINRS) ~HERE N~S IS THE INDI:X LISTING THE SYMMETRY 
POSSI~ILITIES RESULTING FROM DIRECT PRODUCTS Of DEGENERATE SPI:CIES. 

3(·8G IF (MATELQINUMMATI) 3082,3152,31,84 
3(,82 CALL ERROR ( 7) 
3(83 GO TO '3152 

HERE [T [S CHECKED WHETHER THE SUBROUTINE HAS EVALUATED THF 
UNKNOWN SYMMETR[ES OF THE UNITS (WAVE FUNCTIONS AND OPERATOR) Of 
THF·MATRIX ELEMENTS. IF MATELQ(NUMMAT)=1, T~E SYMMETRIES HAVE 
EVALUAtED. 

AEt'N 

31;84 INDHCS = INDHCS + 1 
3088 IOOCCOIINDHCSI = NUMMAT 

INDHCS IS THE HUR[ZONTAL (ROW) [NDEX FOR THE MAT~[X ELEMENT UNIT 
SYMMETRIES IN CALCULATE ORDER. THE DICTIONARY ORDER (NUMMAT) 
CORRESPOND ING TO CALCULATE OROER 'I NDfiCS) [S STORED IN I DUCCO ( [NDHCS). 

309CIF (NRIPSI 3~91,3C92,3C96 

3(91 CALL ERROM(18) 

NRIPS IS GREATER THAN Z~RU EXCEPT FOR ~HE CASE WfiERE TfiE SUBROUTINE 
PROO~ HAVING BEEN CALLED ON TO DEAL WITH A MATRIX ELEMENT WHERE ALL 
3 UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE KNOWN, DETERMINES THAT IN THTS CASE THE UNIT 
SYMMETR[ES ARE INCUMP~TIBLE AND THE MATRIX ELE~ENT IS lFRO. IF THIS 
IS SO NRIPS IS SET EQUAL TO lERO, THFRE IS NO STORAGE IN THE BUFFER 
STORAGE OF WAVE FUNCTION AND OPERATOR SY~~ETRI£S. 

3092 NCORIPIINDHCS) = C 
3094 GO TO 3152 
30~6 00 3112 NRS = l,NRIPS 

31 ~t( 
3lt':4 
31C tl 
3112 
3116 

THIS DO LOOP STORES THE SYMMETRY SPECIES GENERATED BY SU~KOUT[NE 

PROD AND INDEXED BY NRS IN THE BUFFER ·STORAGE ARRAYS 
lLWFBSIINDHCS,NRS), IlWFBS([NDHCS,NRSI, IOP!:ISIINDHCS,"JRSI. 

ILWFBS(INDHCS,NRS) = JDSLWF(NRS) 
10PBSIINDHCS,NRS) = JDSOP(NRSI 
ITWF8S(INDHCS,NRS) = JDSTWF(NRSI 
CONTINUE 
NCORIPIINOHCS) = NRIPS 

NRIPS IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SYMMETRY POSSIBILITIES RESULTING FROM 
THE GROUP PRODUCT OF DEGENERATE*DEGENFRArE INRIPS=2,3, OR 4), . 
DEGENERATE*NON-DEGENERATE (NRIPS=l', NON-DEGE"JERATE*NON-DEGENERATE 
(NRIPS=lI. IT IS STORED IN CALCULATE ORDER IN NCORIPIINDHCSI TO BE 
LATER USED IN SECTION SeDG, THE DEGENERATE PERMUTATION EXECUTION 
SECT ION 

312~ IF I INDHCS - NMATEL) 3124,3152,3122 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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3122 C~LL ERRORI ql 
3123 GO TO 3152 

3124 
3128 
3132 
3136 
3138 
3139 
314·j 
3144 
3148 
3152 

THIS BRANCH DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT ~E HAVE CALCULATED AND STURED 
tH~ SYMMETRY SPECIES FOR ALL THE MATRIX ELEMENTSr IF SO WE HAVE 
SYMMETRY SPECIES VALUES ASSIGNED TO ALL KWF(NU~MATI,KO~(NUM~ATI, 
NUMMAT =I,NMATEL. IF NUT WE CHOOSE FROM THE NRIPS SETS OF UNIT 
SYMMETRIES, THE SET DESIGNATED BY NDEGMP(NU"1MATI .• ALL THE 
NDEGMPINUMMATI, NUMMAT =l,~MATEL, ARE INITIALLY SET EQUAL TO I, 
THEREBY SPECIFYING THE CHOOSING OF THE FIRST SETS. FOR THE CURRENT 
NUMMAT THE FIRST SET OF UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE SEt IN KWFINUMMAT + 11, 
KOP(NUMMATI, KWFINUMMATI. THESE ARE THEN USED IN THE SUBRQUTINE 
PROD TO CALCULATE THE UNIT SYMMETRIES FOR REMAINING UNCALCULATEO 
MATRIX ELEMENTS. IN THE CASE OF ANY MATRIX ELEMENT HAVING MORE THAN 
ONE SET OF UNIT SYMMETRIES, THAT IS NRIPS=2,1, OR 4, THE VALUE OF 
NDEGMPINUMMATI WILL BE REASSIGNED IN TURN BY THE DEGENERATE 
PERMUTATIUN EXECUTION SECTION ALL INTEGER VALUES UP TO NRIPS, THUS 
CAUSING THE CHOOSING OF AND CALCULATION WITH THE APPROPRIATE SETS. 
SINCE ALL CURRENTLY UNUSED SETS ARE STORED IN THE BUFFER ARfA, THEY 
CAN BE DRAWN UPON WHEN NEEDED. 

NDEGPS = NDEGMPINUMMATI 
KOPINUMMATI = JDSOPINfJEGPSI 
KWF(NUMMATI = JOSTWFINDEGPSI 
IF (NUMMAT - NMATELI 314r,3148,3138 
CALL ERRORIlI)1 
GO TO 3148 
KWFINUMMAT + II = JDSLWF(NDEGPSI 
GO TO 3152 
KWFll1 = JDSLWFINOEGPSI 
CONTINUE 

'. WE NOW CALCULATE ~HETHER THIS SET OF PASSES THROUGH THE 3(56 NUMMAT 
00 LOOP HAS FINISHED THE CALCULATION OF UNIT SYMMETRIES FOR ALL 
NMATEL MATRIX ELEMENTS. 

3156 
3160 
3164 
3168 
3112 
3114 
311<; 

MALLEC = C 
00 3168 1M = I,NMATEL 
MALLEC = MALLEC + MATELQIIMI 
CONTINUE 
IF IMALLEC- NMATHI 3116,4}('2,3114 
CALL ERRORIlI I 
GO TO 4Y2 

IF ALL MATRIX ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN CALCULATED THEN MALLEC~N"'ATEL. IF 
MALLEC IS LESS THAN NMATEL THEN NOT ALL MATRIX ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN 
CALCULATED AND wE MUST GO BACK FOR ANOTHER SET OF PASSES THROU~H 

THE 3056 NUMMAT DO LOOP. IF, HOWEVER, SUCCESSIVE SETS OF PASSES 
THROUGH THE LOOP DO NOT INCREASE THE NUMBEK OF CALCULATED MATRIX 
ELEMENTS, WE ARE T~EN DEALING WITH EITHER AN N OR N**2 CASE. THE 
FOLLOWING STATEMENTS PRECEEOING THE RETURN TO THE 3056 LOOP DECIDE 
WHETHER THE LAST SET OF PASSES THROUGH THE 00 LOOP CALCULATED ANY 
NEW MATRIX ELEMENTS. 

3116 
318e 
3184 
3186 

IPRCLK = IPRCLK + 1 
NUMUMEIIPRCLKI = MALLEC 
IF IIPRCLK - II 1186,3056,31B8 
CALL ERRORI121 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
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3187 GO TO 3)56 

TH~ NUMBER Of MATRIX ELEMENTS CALCULATED BY THE TIME WE 00 THE SET 
OF PASSES OF THE ~C56 00 LOOP IPRCLK TIMES IS STbREO IN THE SLOTS 
NUMUME(IPRCLKI. UNCE .wE HAVE GONE THROUGH THE UJOP T.WIJ UR MURE 
TIMES WE CHECK BY STATEMEhTS 3188 AND 3192 WHETHER THERE HAS BEEN 
AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF MATRIX ELEMENTS CALCULATED. IF NOT WE 
REINITIALllE IPRCLK AND SET NEW VALUES OF L~NUNQ AND NORNSQ SO AS 
TO ACT[VATE THE N OR N**2 PROCEDURE. WE THEN RETURN TO THE 3~56 
DO LOOP. THIS CHECK IS TERMED A FURTHER PROGRESS CHECK. 

3188 
3192 
3194 
3196 
32'}C 
32:4 
32(8 

NAGAIN = NUMUME(IPRCLK) - NUMUME(IPRCLK 
1f (NAGAINI 3194,3196.3(56 
CAll ERROR 1131 
IPRCLK = 0 
LUNONQ = LUNONU • 1 
Nf IRN SQ = NORN SO • 1 
GO TO 3(56 

33U: NIRP = :: 
33:)4 DO 332, N = 1,N"1I1TEL 
3308 IF (NCORIP(NII 3312,332(,3316 
3312 CALL ERROR(9QI 
3316. NIRP = NIRP • 1 
3320 CONTI"IlJE 
1324 IF (NIRP - N~~AHLI 4:5h4CC8,4t:~·6 

- 11 

C THE 400G SECTION, THE GROUP STORER A~D LOOP DETERMINATION ~ECTIUN, 
C IS NOW BEGUN. THE UNIT SYMMETRIES UF THE NMATEL MAT~IX ELEMENTS 
C ARE STORED IN THE ARRAYS JJlFGP()(IHDOMF,INI)VGSI (FOR WIIVE FUNCTIUI';S) 
C AND JOPGPO(IHOb,'lE,INDVGSI (FOR OPE.RATURSI. THE wAVE FUNCT![JN SlURED 
C [S T~E TRAILING WAVE FlJNCTION. SINCE THE SY'lME1RY OF THE NUMMAT 
C LEADING wWE FUNCTIUN IS IDENTICAL TO THAT OF lHE NU'lMAhl TRAILING 
C WAVE FUNCTION, ALL INFORMATION REGARDING LEADING WAVE FUNCTION 
C SYMMETRIES IS INCLUDED IN THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRIES. 
C IHDOMF INDEXES THE HORIlONTAL DIMENSION Of THE ARRAY, THE MATRIX 
C ELEMENTS IN DICTIONARY ORDER. THUS THE "ROUP STORER SICCTILlN ACTS AS 
C A MATRIX ELEMENT ORDER ~ONVERTER, FROM CALCULATE ORDER TO 
C DICTIONARY ORDER. INDVGS INDEXES THE VERT[CAL OIMENSION OF THE 
C ARRAY, THE GROUP PROOUCT TERMS IN GROUP ORDER. THUS A GROUP PROUUCT 
CTERM CONSISTS OF THE UNIT SYMMETRY SPECIES OF NMATEL ~ATRIX 

C ELEMENTS IN DICTIONARY ORDER (HORIZONTAL IlIMENSIONI. GROUP PRODUCT 
C TERMS ARE STORED VERTICALLY IN BLOCKS OF NRIPS. NRIPS VARYS AND IT 

. C IS THE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE UNIT SYMMETRY COMRINATIONS FIJR THE LAST 
C (CALCULATE ORDERI MATRIX ELEMENT. FOR THE OTHER ~ATRIX. ELEMENTS 
C THE UNIT SYMMETRY SPECIES ARE IDENTICAL fOR ALL THE NPIPS GROUP 
C PRODUCT TERMS. WHICH OF THE VARIOUS CALCULATED UNIT SYMMETRY 
C SPEC I ES ARE CHOSEN TO BE S T[)RFD BY THE GROUP S TORE.:l. SECT !UN IS 
C UETERMINED BY THIS SECTION ALONG WITH SECTIONS 3'~CC ANC> ')< ... 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

4(,(.2 
4(,(,3 
4';( 4 
4:)(5 

IPRCLK = ~ 
LUNONQ = c 
NORNSQ = 11 
GO TO 33'jl' 

IPRCLK, NORNSQ ARE REINITIALIlEO. IN THE DEGENERATE PERMUTATION EXECUTIuN 
SECTION SYMMETRY PERMUTATIONS ARE VERFORMED AND THE MATRIX ELEMENT 
PRODUCTS PREPARED FOR FURTHER CALCULATION. FOR THESE CALCULATIONS 
ONE RETURNS TO THE MATRIX ELEMENT PRODUCT ~YMMETRY CALCULATIONS 



C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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SECtION. IN SUCH CALCULATIONS A FURTHER PROGRESS CHECK MAY BE 
RtQUIRED. THUS NORNSQ IS REINITIALIZFD HERE. 

40C6CALL ERRORI141 
4(,07 GO TO 4C56 

IF NRIPS IS EQUAL TO ZERO, THEN ONE OF THE NMATEL MATRIX 
ELEMENTS FOR THIS GROUP PRODUCT TERM IS ZERO AND WE SKIP THE 
REORDERING AND S~ORAGE OF THIS GROUP PRODUCTS UNIT SYMMETRltS 
THE GROUP PRODUCT TERM IS ZERO). 

(AS 

4008 00 ~052 NRS = l,NRIPS 

'THIS 00 LOOP ORDERS THE VERTICAL OIMENSION OF TH~ ARRAY, THE GROUP 
PROOlJCT TERMS.IT IS A REORDERING LOOP, WITH AN OLD INDEX NRS. 
A SET OF UNIT SYMMETRIES HAVING BEEN DETERMINED FOR ALL BUT THE 
LAST MATRIX ELEMENT,NRS INDEXES THE NRIPS POSSIBLE UNIT SYMMETRIES 
FOR THE LAST MATRIX ELEMENT GIVEN THESE UNIT SYMMETRIES FOR THE 
OTHER NMATEL-l MATRIX ELEMENTS. THE NEW INDEX IS INOVGS. THIS 
INDEXES GROUP PRODUCT TERMS, EACH OF WHICH CONSISTS OF UNIT 
SYMMETRIES FOR NMATEL MATRIX ELEMENTS. IT STACKS VERTICALLY ALL THE 
NRIPS BLOCKS OF NMATEL MATRIX ELEMENTS. 

4012 INOVGS = INOVGS + 1 
4016 00 4052 NUMMAC = l,NMATEL 

4C2J 
4024 
4026 
4027 

THIS 00 LOOP ORDERS THE HORIZONTAL DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY, THE 
MATRIX ELEMENTS. IT IS A REORDERING LOOP, GOING FROM CALCULATE 
ORDER, INDEXED BY NUMMAC, TO DICTIONARY ORDER, INDEXED flY IHDO"lE, 
WHERE IHDOMF IS RELATED TO NUMMAC BY IHDOME=IDOCCOINUMMACI. 

IHDOME = IDOCCOINUMMACI 
IF (NUMMAC - NI.1ATEL I 4"28,4044,4 1)26 

,CALL E RRUR 1151 
GO TO 4C44 

FOR EACH MATRIX ELEMENT BUT THE LAST, THE UNIT SYMMETRIES STORED 
ARE INDEPENDENT OF NRS. FOR THE LAST MATRIX ELEMENT (CALCULATE 
ORDERI, THE UNIT SYMMETRIES STORED ARE DIFFERENT FOR EACH VALUE 
OF NRS. 

4028 NDEGPS 
C 

= NDEGMP(IHDOMEI 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

4032 
4036 
4040 
4044 

FOR EACH OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS THERE MAY flE MURE THAN ONE POSSIBLE 
SET UF UNIT SYMMETRIES. IN SECTION 3~0C AND 51CC WE CALCULATE aUR 
GROUP PRODUCT TERMS FROM A PYRIMIDAL POINT OF VIEW. THAT IS wE 
CALCULATE THE FIRST MATRIX ELEMENT, CHOOSE ONE OF THE SETS OF UNIT 
SYMMETRIES, USE THIS SET TO CALCULATE THE SECllND MATRIX ELEMENT, 
CHOOSE ONE OF ITS SETS AND SO ON UNTIL ALL MATRIX ELE~ENTS HAVE 
BEEN CALCULATED. WE THEN STORE THESE UNIT SYMMETRIES IN THIS SECTION 
KEEPING TRACK OF WHICH SETS WE HAVE CHOSEN BY STORAGE IN THE A~RAY 

NOEGMPIIHDOME). THEN OF COURSE WE MUST RETURN TO CONS[DER THE 
UNCHOSEN SETS AND MAKE FURTHFR PYRIMIDAL CALCULATIONS AND STORAGE. 

JOPGPOIIHOOME,INOVGSI 
JWFGPOIIHOOME,INDVGSI 
GO TO 4052 
JOPGPOIIHDOME,INDVGS) 

IOPBSINUMMAC,NDEGPSI 
ITWFBSINUMMAC,NDEGPSI 

10PBSINUMMAC,NRS) 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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4J48 
4,; 52 
4(156 
4)58 

JWFGPO( IHDOME,INIJVGSI = ITWFBSINU"IMAC,NRSI 
CONTINUE 
If (IDEGPMI 4058,4C60,4~68 

CALL ERROR(161 

IF IDEGPM=C THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THROUGH THE GRClUP STORER SECTIJN 
AND wE HAVE NOT nONE ANY DEGFNERATE PERMUTATIONS. IF IDEGPM=l, WE 
HAVE ALREADY BEGUN THE PERMUTATIONS 

4'16(; IDEGPM = 1 
4r:.64 GO TO 5(,,' 4 
4168 IF (ILPYESI 4C:70,4(72,51('4 
407S CALL ERROR(171 

4C 72 
4:174 
4(;76 
4(:78 
4': 8e 

5'(4 
5 ;'ij 

5 12 
5 16 

IF ILPYES=C' wECHECK JLPYES. IF ILPYES=l, WE TRANSFER I'JTO THE 
I-LOOP pbRTION OF THE bEGENERATE PER~UTATIUN EXECUTIO~ SECTION. 
THIS IS WHERE wE CHOOSE NEW UNIT SYMMETRY SETS FOR THE FIRST 
I~ALCULATE OROERI MATRIX ELEMENT. CORRESPONDINGLY JLPYES CAN 
TRANSFER liS TO J-LOOP wHICH CONSIOERS PERMUTATIONS FOR THE SECOND 
MATRIX ELEMENT. FI~ALLY KLPYES CAN TRANSFER TO EITHFR K-(OOP FOR 
THE THIRD MATRIX ELEMENT OR L-LOOP FOR THE FOURTH MATRIX ELEMENT. 
THE L-LOOP IS USED ONLY '"'OR NMATEL=5; THE K-LfJOP ONLY FOR 
NMATEL=4,5. 

IF (JLPYE S14C74,4C 76,5184 
CAll ERRf1RI181 
rF, (KLPYESI 4[:18,534:~·,52t4 

CALL ERRflR(l91 
GO TO 534(" 

THE DEGENERATE PER~UTATION EXECUTION SECTION, SECTION 5(~J, IS NUw 
HEGUN. THIS SECTION WORKS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE MAT~I( ELEMENT 
PRODUCT SYMMETRY CALCULATIONS SECTION TO CALCULATE THE UNIT 
SYMMETRIES FOR ALL THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF All THE PERMUTATIONS 
DUE TO MULTIPLE PRODUCTS OF DEGENERATE REPRESENTATIONS. THERE ARE 
FOUR LOllPS,! ,J,K,L, IN SECTIOr-J 50·;'). THESE LOOPS DO TilE 
PERMUTATI6NS FOR FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND FOURTH MATRIX EltMtNT 
UNIT SY~METRIES, RESPECTIVELY. DEPENOING upn'J WHICH LOOP IS 
OPERATING THE VALUES ICLKRP, JCLKRP, KCLKRP, LCLKRP ARE USED TO 
RESET THE UNIT SY~METRIES. WITH THE I-LOOP OPERATING, NE~ UNIT 
SYMMETRY SETS ARE SUPPLIED FOR THE IFLNDO MATRIX ELEMENT, THAT IS 
KWFIIELNDO+l), KOP(IELNDOI, KwFIIELr-JOO). IELNDO IS THE ELEMENT 
NUMBER, DICTIONARY GROtR, THAT IS BEING HANDLED BY THE I-LOOP. 
ICLKRP VARIES FROM 1 TO ICORIP, WHERE ICORIP=~CURIP(I), THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF POSSIBLE SETS FOR THE FIRST MATRIX E([MENT.THE PARTICULAR 
SET UF UNIT SYMMETRIES TO BE CHOSEN FOR THE FIRST ~ATRIX ELEMENT 
IS SPECIFIED BY NUEGMPI IELr-JDOI WHICH IS SET EQUAL TO THE CURRENT 
VALUE OF ICLKRP. THIS VALUE CONTAINS THE RUFFER STORAGE INUEX FOR 
THE CORRECT SET. THE J,K,L-LUOPS OPERATE IN AN IDENTICAL MANNER 
WITH THE VARIABLES IHNOO, ICORIP REPLACED BY JELNOU, JCOKIP FUR 
THE J-LOOP, KELNDO, KCURIP FOR THEK-LOOP, AND lfLNOO,LCJRIP FOR 
THE L-LOOP . 

ILPYES r; 
JLPYES (, 

KLPYES C 
INMERD NMATfL - 1 

5 2:' JNMERO NMATfL - 2 



5~24 KNMERO = NMATEL - 3 
5028 LNMERD = NMATEL - 4 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

INMERO, JNMERD, KNMERO, LNMERO GIVE THE TbtAL NUMBE~ OF MATRIX 
ELEMENTS THAT MUST BE DETERMINED BY THE I,J,K,L-LOOPS. 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

5C32 IElNOO = IDOCCOll) 

IELNOo IS THE DICTIONARV ORD~R NUM~ER OF THE fIRST ICALCULATE 
ORDER) MATRIX ELEMENT. 

5836 ICORIP = NCoRIPll) 
5(:37 
5(38 
5C 39 

IF IICDRIP) 5038,5364,5C40" 
CALL [RROR(r) 
GO TO 5364 

IF NCORIP(I)=~ THIS INDICATES THAT THE FIRST £ALCULATE ORDER MATRIX 
ELEMENT IS lERO AND WE 00 NUT 00 PERMUTATIONS DN THIS UR ANY OF rHE 
SUCCEEDING MATRIX ELEMENTS. IN THF J,K,L LOOPS SIMILAR BRANCHINGS 
EXIST FOR THE SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH ELEMENTS. IF ICORIP IS NOT lERo, 
ICDRIP IS THE PRESENT NUM8ER OF POSSIBLE UNIT SYMMETRY SETS FOR THE 
FIRST IC~LCULATEORDER) MATRIX ELEMENT. 

5040 DO 5360 ICLKRP = 1,ICoRIP 

THIS I-LOOP CONSIDERS IN TURN ALL OF THE POS~IBLE SETS OF UNIT 
SYMMETR1ES FOR THE FIRST MATRIX ELEMENT (CALCULATE ORDER). AS THE 
FIRST SET (ICLKRP=l) HAS ALREADY BEEN USED TO CALCULATE SYMMETRIES 
OF SUBSEQUENT MATRIX ELEMENTS, IT IS BYPASSED. FOR ALL OTHER VALUES 
OF ICLKRP ALL UNIT SYMMETRIES OF S~8SEQUENT MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE 
RECALCULATED. THIS IS DONE BY A RETURN TO SECTION 30e: AND STORAGE 

'IN SECTION 40 ry'. n; iHE i~;"~~'~o THERE IS A BRANCH POINT TO THE 
J-LOOP FOR EACH ~ALUE OF ICLKRF:l,ICORIP. THUS FOR EACH VALUE OF 
ICLKRP, THE J-LOOP CONSIDERS IN TURN ALL POSSIBLE SETS OF UNIT 
SYMMETRIES FOR THE SECOND MATRIX ELEMENT (CALCULATE ORDER). AN 
IDENTICAL DESCRIPTION PROCEEDS FOR THE K-LOOP TREATING THE THIRD 
MATRIX ELEMENT FOR NMATEL=4,5, ANO ~OR THE L-LOOP TREATING THE 
FOURTH MATRIX ELEMENT FOR NM.TEL=5. IN THIS MANNER ALL UNIT 
SY"1METRY PERMUTATIONS ·'.E CONSIDERED. 

5')44 
5046 
5G47 
51)48 

IF (ICLKRP - 1) 5046,51C4,5~48 

CALL ERROR(21) 
GO TO 5IG4 
NDEGMP(IELNDO) = ICLKRP 

THIS VALUE SPECIFIES THE SET OF UNIT SYMMETRIES OF THE IELNDO 
MATRIX ELEMENT THAT IS TO BE ORAWN fROM BUffER TO BE USEO IN THE 
CALCULATIONS OF SECTION 3CCC. 

5052 00 5064 IERCLK = 1,INMERD 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

THIS DO LOOP RESETS T~E SECOND THROUGH INMFRD=NMATEL-l MATRIX 
ELEMENTS (CALCULATE ORDER) SO THAT THEY CAN BE RECALCULATED. MEINO 
IS DUMMY STORAGE FOR THE DICTIONARY ORDER MATRIX ELEMENT INDEX FOR 
EACH OF THESE MATRIX ELEMENTS IN TURN. ALL MATElQ(MEIND) AND 
NDEGMP(MEIND) ARE REINITIALIlED AT G AND 1 RESPECTIVELY. THIS 
INDICATES THAT PRIOR TO RETURN TO SECTION 3000 THE MEIND MATRIX 
ELEMENT (DICTIONARY ORDER) HAS NOT RfEN RECALCULATED (DESIGNATED 8Y 
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C MATElQ(MEINDI=ci AND THAT WHEN RECAlCULATEO,THF INITIAL CHOIC~ 
C OF UNIT SYMMETRY SETS wiLL BE THE FIRST ONF (NDEGMP(MEINOI=ll. 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

5CS4 
5,)56 
505A 
5e6er 
5062 

MEIND = IOUCCO(NMATEl - tERCLK 
MATElQ(MEINDI - ~ 

NOEGMP(MEINDI = 1 
IWFQIMEINql = IWFQA(MEINDI 
IOPQ(MEINDI = IOP(JA(MEINOI 

+ 1 I 

IWFQIMEINDI AND IOPQIMFINOI, WHICH HOLD THE PRESENT STATE OF 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE WAVE FUNCTION AND OPERATOR UNIT SYMMETRIES OF tHE 
MEIND MATRIX ELEMENT ARE SET TU THE ORIGINAL STATE OF KNOwLEDGE 
OF THESE UNIT SYM~ETRIES (INCLUDING THE SUPPLEMENTARY SY~METRIESI 
FOR ALL THE Mt:IND MATRIX FLEMENTS THAT MUST 8f RECALCULATED. THIS 
LOOP CAN LOSE INFORMATION WITH REGARD TO THE STATE OF KNOWLEDGE OF 
THE WAVEFUNCTION UNIT SYMMETRIES. IN ORDER TO AVOID THIS I~FQ(NEINDI 

AND IWFQINEINO + II ARE SET EQUAL TU ONE FOR ALL NEIND MATRIX 
ELEME~TS THAT ARE NOT RECALCULATED. THIS IS DONE IN THE FOLLOWING 
STI\TE:MENTS 5066, 5C69, 5<)7'-'. IN THE J,K,L-LflOPS IT IS DONE BY 
00 LOOPS 

5()64 CONTINUE 
5065 NFINO = IDOCCO(ll 
5066 IWFQINEINDI = 1 
5067 IF INMATEl - NEINUI 5~LB,506q,5:71 

5n68.CALL ERROR(741 
5"'69 IWFQlll = 1 
507(: GO TO 5072 
5~71 IWFQ(NflND +11 
5'-'72 I NDHC S 1 
5;J76 I SERCH = 1 
5VH0 MELNDU = IELNDO 

C 
C INITIALIZATIO"l hR SECTION 3·:0" IN STATEMENTS 5(:72, 5':76, 5;' 8:' .• 
C 

C 
C 
C 

5(184 ILPYES= 1 

5085 
5C8& 
5087 
5\) 88 
5e9; 
5(,92 
5(9& 

REINITIAlIZING FOR SECTIO' 40(,(; IN STATE~ENT 

~,; (NMATEl - IELNDOI 5CB6,5G87,5l9(' 
CALL ERKORI7:'1 
KWFlll = IlWFRSll,ICLKRPI 
GO TO 5en 
KWFIIELNOO .: 11 = ILWF8Sll,ICLKI{PI 
KOP(IEUWOI = IOPBS(l,ICLKRPI 
K..IF(IELNDOI = ITWFBS(ltIClKRPI 

5CR4. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

UNIT SYMMETRIES DRAWN FROM BUFFER STORAGE AND PLACED IN KWFI IELNDOI, 
KWFI IELNDO+l),KOP(IELNDOI TO BE USED F~R CALCULATIONS IN SECTION 
3'~ ~;() • 

51(; GIJ TO ~:-56 

C 
C HERE wE RETURN TO MATRIX ELEMENT PRODUCT SY~METI{Y CALCULATIONS 
C SECTION, SECTION 3~0G. RENTRIES TO THE I-LOOP ARE AT STATEMENT 51:~. 
c 
51~. IF IJNMEROI 51C6,51J~,51CB 
51G6 CALL ERRORI221 



C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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THIS IS OUR BRANCH POINT TO THE J-LOOP. IN ALL CASES THAT WE 
CONSIDER JNMERO IS GREATER THAN ZERO. THEREFORE IT IS NOT REALLY 
A BRANCHPOINT, BUT A DISGUISED GO TO. IT IS DONE THIS WAY TO 
MAINTAIN UNIFORMITY IN FLOW CHART FORM WITHKNMERO AND LNMERO. THUS 
THIS STATEMENT COULD ~E WRITTEN GO TO 51~8 A~D WE GO TO THE J-LOOP. 

51("8 ILPYES = C 
5112 JELNOO = IDUCCO(2) 
5116 JCORIP = NCORIP(Z) 
51'17 IF (JCORIP) 5118,5356,5120 
5118 CALL ERROR(2~) 

5119 GO TO 5356 
5120 00 5352 JCLKRP = I,JCORIP 
512~ IF (JCLKRP - 1) 5124,5184,5126 
5124 C~LL ERROR(24) 
5125,GO TO.51134 
5126 NDEGMPI.JELNOO) = JCLKRP 
5128 00 514t JERCLK = l,JNMERD' 
5130 MEIND = IOOCCOINMATEL - JERCLK • 1) 
5132 MATELQIMF.IND) = 0 
5134 NDEGMPIMEINO) ~ 1 
5136 IWFQIMEINO) IWFQA(~EINDI 
513~ 10PQ(MEIND) = 10PQA(MEINDI 
514C CONTINUE 
5142 DO 5150 NINO = 1,2 
5143NEINO.= 100CCO(NINOI 
5144 IWFQ(NEINOI = 1 
5145 IF (NMATEL - NEINO) 5146,5147,5149 
5146 tALL ERROR(751 
5147 IWFQ(11 = 1 
5148 GO TO 5150 
5149 I~FQ(NEINO • 11 
5150 CONTINUE 
5152 INOHCS 2 
5156 ISERCH = 1 
5160 MELNOO = JELNOO 
5164 JLPYES = 1 
5165 IF(NMATEL - JELNOOr 5166,5167,517~ 
5166 CALL FRROR(711 
5167 KWF( 11 = ILWFBS(2,JCLKRPI 
5168 GO TO 5172 
5170 KWF(JELNOO • 11 = ILWFBS(2,JCLKRPI 
5172 KOP(JELNOOI = IOPBS(2,JCLKRPI 
5176 KWF(JELNOOI = ITWFBS(2,JCLKRPI 
'l18C GO TO .3056 
5184. IF (KNMERDI 5186,5352,51B8 
5186 CALL ERROR(251 
5187 GO TO 5352 

BRANCH POINT TO K-lOOP. WE ENTER K-LOOP ONLY FOR NMATF.L=4,5. 
.OTHERWISE WE IMMEDIATELY FINISH THE J-LOUP AND RETURN TU THE 
[-LOOP 

5188 
'lIn 
5196 
5197 

JLPYES = C 
KELNOO = [00CCO(31 
KCORIP = NCORIP(31 
IF (KCORIPI 5198,534B,52LC 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

5198 CALL ERRnRI2~1 

5199 GO TO 5348 
5200 DO 5344 KCLKRP = 1,KCORIP 
52[3 I~ IKCLKRP - 11 52t4,5264,52:6 
5204 CALL ERRORIZ71 
52G 5 GO TO 5264 
5206 NOEGMPIKELNOOI = KCLKRP' 
52(8 DO 522 0 KERCLK = 1,KNMERD 
521C MEINo = IOOCCOIN~ATEL - KERCLK + 11 
5212 MATELQIMEINol = 0 
5214 NOEGMPIMEINOI = 1 
5216 IWFQIMEINDI = IWFQAIMflNDI 
5218 IOPQIMEINol = 10PQAIMEINoi 
522e' . CONTI NUE 
5222 DO 523C NINO = 1,3 
5223 NE I NO, = I OOCCOI NINO I 
5224 IWFQINEINol = 1 
5225 IF INMATEL - NEINOI 5226,5227,5229 
5226 CALL ERRORI761 
5227 ItlFQllI = 1 
5228 GO TO 523C 
5229 IWFQINEINO + Ii 
5230 CDNTINUE 
5n2 INOHes 3 
5236 I SERCH = 1 
524 r MELNOU = KFLNOO 
5244 KLPYES = 1 
5245 IF INMATEL - KELNOOI 5246,5247,52~~ 
5246,CALL ERRORI721 
5247 KWFlll = ILWFBSI3,KCLKRPI 
5248 GO TO 5252 
5250 KWFIKELNOO + 11 = ILWfBSI3,KCLKRPI 
5252 KOPIKELNDO) = (OPRSI3,KCLKRP) 
5256 KWFIKELNDOI = ITwFRSI3,KCLKRPI 
526(, GO TO 3056 
5264 IF ILNMERol 5266,5344,5268 
5266 CALL ERROPI281 
5267 GO TO 5344 
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BRANCH POINT TO L-LOOP. WE ENTER THE L-LOOP ONLY FOR NMATEL=5. 
DTHERwlSE wE IMMEDIATELY FINISH THE K-LOOP AND RETURN TO THE 
J-LOOP 

5268 
5272 
5276 
5277 
5278 
5279 
528v 
5283 
5284 
5285 
5286 
5288 
529,: 
5292 
5294 

KLPYES = ~ 
LELNDO = IDOCCOl41 
LCORIP = NCORIPI41 
IF ILCORIPI 5278,5344,52Sf 
CALL ERIWRI291 
GU TO 5344 
DO 534C LCLKRP = I ,LCOR IP 
IF ILCLKRP - 11 5284,534(,5286 
CALL ERROR(3')j 
GO TO 534C 
NDEGMPILELNOOI = LCLKRP 
DO 536n LERCLK = I,LNMERO 
MEINo = IDOCCOINMATEL - LERClK 
MATELQIMEINolD 
NoEGMPIMEINol = 1 

+ 11 



5296 IWFQIM~INDt = IWFQAIMEIND) 
5298 .. IOPQIMEINO) = IOPQAIMEIND) 
53l'C CONT INUE 
53('2 00 53lC NINO = 1,4 
5303 NEIND = IDOCCOININD) 
53C4 IWFQINEIND) = 1 
5305 IF INMATE'L -NEIND) 53(6,5301,53'9 
5306 CALL ERROR(11) 
53!)7 IWFQll) = 1 
53(8 GO TO 5310 
5309 IWFQINEIND + 1) 1 
5310 CONTINUF 
5312 INDHCS 4 
5316' IS E RC H = 1 
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5320 MELNOO = LELNOO 
C 
C .UNLIKE THE I,J,K-LOOPS WHICH SET ILPYES, JlPYES, KlPYES-=I, THERE IS 
C NO lLPYES 
C 

C 

5321 IF INMATEL - LELNDO) 5322,5323,5326 
5322 CALL ERROR(13) 
5323 KWFll) -= IUIFBSI4,lClKRP) 
5.324 GO TO 5328 
5326 KWFILELNDO+ 1) = ILWFBSI4,lClKkP) 
5328 KOPILElNDO) IOPBSI4~LCLKRP) 
5332 KWFILELNOO) -= ITWFBSI4,LCLKRP) 
5336 GO TO 3(,56 

C HERE ~E GO TO SECTION 3cce. WHEN WE RETURN WE DO NOT BRANCH BUT 
C CON~INUE ON WITH THE L 00 LOOP UNTIL DONE. 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

5340 CONTINUE 
5344 CONTlfIIUE 
534.8 KLPYE S = C' 
5352 CONTINUE 
5356 JLPYES = r. 

5360 CONTINUE 
5364 ILPYE S -= (\ 
5368 GO TO 601:2 
54(0 IF IIPOS) '54C4,54':4,5412 
54('4 LPOS = ':: 
54C a GO TO 6(08 
54~2 GO TO (5416,5424,5444,5444,5444), 
5416 lPOS = n 
5420 GO TO 60G8 
5424 IF (ITAC) 5~28,5428,5436 

5428 LPOS = IOPTWO 
543.2 GO TO 6C('8 
5436 LPOS -= IOPONE 
544(1 GO TO 60ra 
5444 LPOS = IOPTRE 
5448 GO TO 6Ge8 

MODE PI 

SECTION 600e, THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT SET AND INITIAL PRODUCT 
DETERMINATION SECTION INCLUDES A CALL FOR THE SUBROUTINE SEARCH. 
THIS SUBROUTINE HAS AS INPUT THE UNIT SYMMETRIES OF THE PARTICULAR 
MATRIX ELEMENT OF THE PARTICULAR GROUP PRODUCT TERM BEING 
INVESTIGATED. THF OUTPUT IS AN ORDERED SET OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS. 



c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

0')(2 
6r:('3 
6005 
6-:")6 
6(;,.'1 
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IF ALL UNITS (TWO WAVE FUNCTIONS AND ONE OPERATOR) ARE OF A 
NON-DEGENERATE NATURE. THEN THE COUPLI'IIG COEFFICIENT SET IS TRIVIAL 
ANf) CONSISTS OF ONE RFAL VALUE OF UNITY. WHEN ONE, TWO, OR THREE 
OF THE UNITS ARE DOUBLY-DEGENERATE, THEN THERE ARE 2**1. 2**2, OR 
2**3 COUPLING COEFFICIENTS. SO~E UF WHICH ARE ZERO. THESE SETS 
ARISE SINCE EACH DOUBLY-DEGENERATE REPRESENTATION HAS TWO ~EMHERS 
AND EACH PER~UTATION OF THE MEMBERS OF THESE DOUBLY-DEGENERAT~ 
REPRESENTATIONS IS ASSIGNED A U~IQUE COUPLIN~ COEFFICIENT. IN THIS 
PRUGRAM DEGENFRACIES HIGHER THAN TWO ARE NOT CONSIDERED. FOR EACH 
GROUP PRODUCT TER~, THERE IS A COUPLING COEFFICIENT SET CA~CULATEO 
FOR EACH MATRIX ELEMENT. IT SOMETIMES HAPPeNS THAT IN GOING FRO", 
ONE GROUP PKOOUCT-TERM TO THE NDT THOU: IS Nll CHANr,E IN THt= UNIT 
SYMMETRIES OF ONE PARTICULAR MATlUX I::LEMENT. IF THIS IS THE CASE 
IT WOULD BE REOUNDANT TO RECALCULATE THE SET OF COUPLING 
COEFFICIENTS FDR THIS MATRIX ELEMENT. fI LARGE PORTION OF THIS 
SECTION 6~00 IS USED TO AVOID THIS TYPE O~ DOUBLE CALCULATION. THE 
LAST PART OF THE SECTIUN IS USED TO CALCULATE lHE INITIAL COUPLING 
COEFFICIENT PRODUCT FOR EACH GROUP PRODUCT TERM. THIS IS THE 
PRODUCT UF THE FIRST COUPLING COEFFICIENTS IN EACH ~ATRIX ELEMENT 
SET OF COEFFICIENTS. THERE IS ALSO SOME INITIALIZATION fiONE HEKE 
FOR SECTION 1CC0, THE SECTION WHICH GENEKATFS ALL OTHEK COUPLING 
COEFFICIENT PRODUCTS RESULTING FROM PERMUTATiONS IN THE COUPLING 
COEFFICIENT SETS. -

IF (INDVGSI ACC3.8244,6C(6 
CALL ERROR(96) . 
GO TO 8244 
IlGOS .: INDVGS 
GO TO 54( C 

THE FINAL VALUE OF INDVGS, WHICH IS THE TOTAL NUMBEM OF GROUP 
PRODUCT TERMS, IS STORED IN ILGOS. THE FOLLOWING DO LOOP (;OE.5 
THROUGH EACH GROUP PRODUCT TER~ONE BY ON~, CALCUl.TING ALL OF THEIR 
COUPLING PRODUCT PERMOTATIONS ANO DETFRMINiNG WHETHER EACH GROUP 
PROLJUCT TERM IS ZERO OR NONZERO. THIS IS DONE IN SECTIONS oe'._, "NO 
7~C). IN SECTION ~~a0 THE UNIT SYMMETRIES OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS 
OF A NONZERO GROUP PRODUCT TEKM ARE STORED. THERE IS THEN A RETURN 
TO STATEMENT 6r~8 FOR CONSIDERATION OF ANOTHER OF THE ILGOS GROUP 
PRODUCT TERMS. 

oncs DO 8240 INDVGS = 
6[12 rio 6132 IMECCD = 

l,ILGOS 
I, NMA TEL 

THIS ~ATRIX ELEMENT 00 lOOP IS RUN FOR EACH GROUP PRODUCT TERM AND 
DETFRMINES THE SET OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FUR EACH M'TRIX ELEMENT. 
FOR A PARTICULAR MATRIX ELEMENT OF fI PARTICULAR GROUP PRODUCT TERM 
THE UNIT SY"'METKIES OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT ARE COMPARED WITH THOSE 
FOR THE SAME MATRIX ELEMENT RUT OF THE PREVIOUS GROUP PRODUCT TERM. 
IF ALL UF THESE UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE THE SAME, THERE IS NO NEED TO 
RECALCULATE THE SET OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR THIS MATRIX 
ELEMENT AS THEY ARE THE SAME AS BEFORE. IF HOWEVER SOME OF THE UNI1 
SYMMETRIES ARE DIFFERENT, THEN THE SET OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS 
WILL ALSO BE DIFFERENT AND MUST BE RECALCULATED. 

6J16 JOPN = JOPGPU(IMECCD,INDVGS) 
C 
C JOPN IS STORAGE FOR THE SYMMETRY OF THE OPERATOR OF THE IMECCD 
C ~ATRIX ELEMENT 8F THE CURRENT GROUP PRODUCT TERM. 
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C 
6S2u JWFN = JWFGPOIIMECCU,INO~GSI 

C 
C 
C 
C 

SAME AS JUPN BUT FOR TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION Df IMECCD MATRIX 
.. ELEMENT. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

6~24 IF IINOVGS - 11 6':.2.6,6C28,6G6r 
6e26 CALL ERRORI311 

IF IT IS THE FIRSr TI~E THROUGH THE 6r~8 INOVGS LOOP, THE VALUES 
OF JOPP, JWFP~ K~FP.ARE SET EQUAL TO lERD AS THIS INSURES wE 
C~LCULATF ALL SETS OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS. ALL SUBSEQUENT TIMES 
THROUGH THE INOVGS LOOP THESE ARE SET EQUAL TO THE APPROPRIATl UNIT 
SYMMETRY OF THE PARTICULAR MATRIX ELEMENT OF THE PREVIOUS GROUP 
PRODUCT HRM. 

602tl 
61) 3;:> 
6'36 
6,~,4C 

6~42 

6::.43 

JOPP = C 
JWFP = f' 
KWFP = 0 
IF IIMFCCD - NMATELI 
CAll ERROR I 681 
GO TO 6(52 

6(44,6052,6'_42 

C 
C. 
C 

THIS SETS THE VALUE OF KWFN FOR THE FIRST GROUP PRODUCT TERM. SINCE 
THIS IS THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRY, IT IS RELATED TO THE 
TRAILING wAVE FUNCTION .SYMMETRY OF ANOTHER MATRIX ElE~FNT, THE 
RELATION GIVEN IN STATEMENTS 6044 AND 6052. 

C 
C 
C 
C 

6·:~44 

6048 
6052 
6':,56 
6':60 
6;;64 
6068 
ME 
6,j71 

KWFN = JWFGPOIIMFCCO + I,ll 
GO TO 6(:92 
KWFN = JWFGPOII,II 
GO TO 6C!92 
JOPP = JOPGPOIIMECCO,INOVGS - I' 
JwFP = JWFGPO(IMFCCO,INDVGS - Ii 
IF IIMECCO - NMATElI 6C72,6~184,6C7; 
CAll ERROR I 321 
GO TO 6084 

SAME AS 6C40 RR~NCH BUT FOR ALL GROUP PRODUCT TERMS OUT THE FIRST. 
ALSO IT SETS BOTH KWFP AND KwfN. 

6072 KWFP = JWFGPOIIMECCD + l,lNDVGS - 11 
6!}76 KWFN = JwFGPOIIMECCD + l,INDVGSI 
6~j8t) GO TO 6092 
6~84 K~FP = JWFGPO(I,INDVGS - II 
6~8S KWFN = JWFGPO(I,(NOVGSI 
6J92 IOPDEG(I~ECCOI : IROEG(JOPNI 
6:;96 IWFDEG( (MECCDI = IRDEG(JWFNI 
61GC IF (JOPN - JOPPI 6120,61C4.612~ 

61(4 IF (JWFN - JWFPI 6120,61~S,612~ 

61 r S IF (KWFN - KWFPI 6120,6112,612" 
6112 IwDCC = G 
6116 GO TO 6121 
61 20 (W DC C = I 
6121 IF (IWOCCI 6122,6132,6124 
6122 CALL ERROR(331 
6123 GO TO 6132 
6124 KPOS = r 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

612.5 
6126 
6121 
612B 
6}29 
6132 

IFILPOSI 612Q,6129,6126 
IF lLPOS- IMECCD) 6129,6127.612Q 
IF (IRDEGIJOPNI - 11 6129.6129,6128 
KPOS = 1 
CALL SEARCHIIMECCO,JUPN,JWFN.KWFN.KPOSI 
CONT I NUE 
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STATEMENTS 6092,6~96 STORE 'THE OEGENERACltS OF THE UNIT SYMMET~IES 
ITRAILING WAVE FUNCTION AND OPERATOR) OF THE 1MEcc6 MATRIX ELEMENTS 
FOR IMECCD=I,NMATEL. THESE ARE USED IN SECTION 10(~. STATEMENTS 
61C0.61u4.61CA CHECK TO SEE IF FOR THE IMECCD MATRIX ELEMENT THtkE 
HAS BEEN ANY C~ANGE IN ANY OF THE THREE UNIT SYMMETRIFS FROM THOSE 
OF THE PREVIOUS GROUP PRODUCT. TER~. IF THERE HAS THE SUBROUTINE 
SEARCH IS CALLED. THE SUBROUTINE SEARCH MAKES AVAILABLE AS 
COCOMEIIMECCD,NEWUA,NFWOB) A SET (DEFINED BY THE INDEXES NEwIA, 
NEWIS) UF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR T~E IMECCU .MATRIX ELEMENT. IN 
THE LAST PART OF SECTION 6CGJ WE EORM THE I~ITIAL COUPLING 
COEFFICIENT PRODUCT IWITHCOC'JMEIIMECCUtltl). IMECCO=I.NMATELI AND 
WE INITIALIZE S[I~E ARRAYS NEEOEO IN SECTlO~ r'·.'). TItE CUUPLING 
COEFFICIENTS CAN BE COMPLEX. 

6136 IF IICHVIf\1 614,--,614(,6148 
614(; IVI~CH = (. 
6144. GI1 Til 62 fl·'.' 
6148 LEL = LVIBl11 
61.52 MEL = LVIBI21 
6156 JCJPA = JOPGPlHLEL,INDVGS) 
6160 JOPa = JOPGPOIMEL,INDVGS) 
6164 IF INTOT - 21 61b8,616A.621~ 
6168 NEL '" ,') 
6172 JOPC = C 
6176 IF IJUPA - JOPS) 61BC.61tiB.618 
61 B::. I V I f3CH = ( 
6164 GO TfJ 628 1:; 

6188 MATVIB = 1 
6192 IF IIROEGIJOPA) - 11 6196.6196.62(4 
6196 IVIBCH = 1 
62(1) GO TO 628(: 
62C4 IVIBCH = 2 
62(8 GO TO 628·J 
6212 NEL = LVIS(3) 
6216 JOPC = JOPGPOINFL,INDVGSI 
6220 IF IJOPA - JOPRI 6244,6224,6244 
6224 IF IJOPA - JOPC) 6236.6225.6236 
6225 IF (ICAC) 62?6,6226.6232 
6226 IF IICSCI "2'.16.6236,6227 
627.1 IF I ICASC) 6228,6228,6230 
6228 MATVIS = 4 
6229 GO TO 6192 
"23!) MATVIB = 6 
6231 GO TO 6192 
6232 MATVIS = 5 
6233 GO TO 6192 
62.36 MA TV I B = 1 
6240 GO Tn 6192 
6244 IFIJOPA - Jopei 62.56,6245,6256 
6245 IF IICACI 618(.618(,6248 
6248 MATVIS = 2 

,I 
I' 



GO TO 6400 
INVIB = 3 
CXPROO = CCPROD 
CYPROO = CCPROD 
ClPROD = CCPROD 
INOUV 1 
JNDUV = 1 
KNDUV = 1 

1,NMATEL 
COCOMECIMECCQ.l,l) 
1 
1 
-2 
1 
1 
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MATVIB 

SECTION 7(00, THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT PRODUCT DETERMINATION FOR 
MEMBER PERMUTATIONS AND GROUP PRODUCT TERM GO-NO GO CALCULATION 
SECTION, TAKES THE NMATEL SETS OF COUP ING COEFFICIENTS FOR A GROUP 
PRODUCT TERM AND USING ONE FRn~ EACH SET, FORMS ALL LEGITIMATE 
PERMUTATIONS INTO PRODUCTS. THESE PERMUTATIONS ARE ARRIVED AT IN 
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C THE FOLLUWING WAY. CONSIDER A PARTICULAR MATRI~ ELEMENT. IF SUME OF 
C THE UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE DOUBLY DEGENERATE, THEN WH~N WE CHANGE THE 
C MEMRER OF ONf OF THESF SYMMETRIES (THERE T~O MEMRERS FOR A OOU~LY 
C UEGENERATE REPRESEN1ATION) WE HAVE A NEW COUPLING COEFfICIENT TO 
C CONSIDER. INSTEAD OF CONSIDERING THE PERMUTATIONS BY MATRIX ELEMENT 
C IT MAKES MORE SENSE TO 00 IT BY OPERATOR (NMATEL OF THEM) AND BY 
C WAVEfUNCTION (NMATEL OF THEM). IF ALL OPFRATORS AND WAVE fUNCTIUNS 
C WERE DOUBLY DEGENERATE THEN ONE WUULD HAVE 2**(2*NMATEL) NUMBER OF 
C PERMUTATIONS. EOR NMATEL=5 THIS WOULD BE 1024 PERMUTATIONS AND IS 
C THE WORST POSSIBLE CASE. IT ALSO IS AN UNLIKELY SJTUATION. SECTION 
C 70uO IS DIVIDED INTO TWO SECTIUNS, ONE TO PERMUTE OPERATORS AND THE 
C OTHER TU PERMUTE WAVE FUNCTIONS. THE PROGRAM IS SUCH THAT WE 00 AN 
C UPERATOR PERMUTATION, CALCULATE THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT PRODUCT, 
C THEN 00 ALL WAVE fUNCTION PERMUTATIONS CALCULATING COUPLING 
C COEFFICIENT PRODUCTS FOR EACH Of THESE PEkMUTATIONS. WE THEN UO A 
CSECOND OPERATOR PERMUTATION, CALCULATE THE. COUPLING COEFFICIENT 
C PRODUCT, AGAIN 00 ALL ~AVE FUNCTION PERMUTATIONS CALCULATING 
C COUPLING COEFFICIENT PRODUCTS, DO A THIRD OPERATOR PERMUTATION AND 
C SO ON-UNTIL ALL THE OPERATOR PERMUTATIONS ARE DONE. AN OP~RATOR 
C PEKMUTATION CONSISTS OF SWITCHING MEMBERS Of ONE OF THE DOUBLY 
C DEGENERATE OP~RftTOR SYMMETRIES SUCH THAT ONE GETS A NEW COMBINATION 
C OF THE NMATEL UPERATOR MEMBERS. A WAVE FUNCTIUN PERMUTATIUN IS 
C SIMILARLY DEFINED. THERE IS UNE UIFFERENCE HOWEVER. FOK THE WAVE 
C fUNCTION )1EMBERS ONE MUST INTRASET SWITCH TWO WAVE FUNCTION, MEMf3lR 
C SETS, SAY THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION SET FOR THE THIRD MATRIX 
C ELEMENT A~D THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION SET FOR THE SECOND MATRIX 
C ELEMENT. THE WAY IT IS DETERMINED WHETHER A GRUUP PRODUCT T~RM IS 
C ZERO OR NONZERO IS STRAIGHTFORWARD. IF ALL OF THE NONZERO COUPLING 
C COEFFIC lENT PRODUCTS ARE NOT WENT ICAL, THE GKOUP PRODUCT TERM IS 
C ZERO. THE NONZERO GROUP PRODUCT TERMS ARE OUTPUTE:D IN SECTION i3':C~. 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

7:J('1 IF (MODE - 11 7C(;5,7C:-·5,71..(;2 
70r2 NEGLFK : 1 
7':'04 GO TO 7C:~7 

7'J'~5 NEGLEK a 
7J06 DCPROD (l.,C.) 
7(;C7 IOPPCO I) 

7')() 8 I WF PCO C 
TH(, ISWCWF = r 

IOPPCO AND IWFPCO ARE DECISION VARIA3LES TO OETERMINE ~HETHER ALL 
UPERATOR AND WAVE FUNCTION MEMBER PERMUTATIUNS ARE COMPLETE. 

7012 NUMMAT = I) 

7016 
702·J 
7021 
7022 

HERE NUMMAT IS A CLOCK TO KEEP TRACK Of THE MATRIX ELEMENTS DURING 
THE PERMUTATIONS 

NUMMAT : NUMMAT • 1 
If (NUMMAT - NMATEL) 7r24,7!":Z4,7C21 
IF (ISWCWF) 7022,7022,7216 
IF (NEGLEK) 7176,7176,7216 

C 
C 
C 
C 
c. 
C 

IF A PERMUTATION HAS BEEN DONE AND THE NEW COUPLING COEFFICIENTISI 
DETERMINED, THEN WE GO TO THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT PRODUCT PORTION 
OF THIS SECTION. IF NOT (NUMMAT NOT GREATER THAN NMATEl) WE CUNTINUE 
IN THE PERMUHTION GENERATION PORTION UNTIL WE OBTAIN A PERMUTAT IfJN. 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

7024 IF II~FDEGINUMMATI - 11 7C26,7;28,7~36 
7026 CALL ERRORI341 
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IF IWFOEGINIJMMAT)=2, THEN THE TRhILlNG WAllE FUNCTlON 'IF THE NUMMAT 
MATKIX FLEMENT IS DOUBLY OEGE"lERATE AND WE HAVE TO CONSIDER THE 
POSSI!HllTY OF '1EMIiER INTERCHANGE. IF IT IS 1, THEN THIS WAllE 
FUNCTION IS NON-DEGENERATE, IT CAN BE IGNORED AS FAR AS 
PERMUTATIJNS ARE CllNCERNEO AI\lO WE GO ON TO CUNSIDER THE "lEXT MAT~I)( 

ELEMENT TRAILING WAVf FUNCTIrlN 

7e28 IWFPCO = IWFPCO + 1 
7!;29 IF IIWFPCO - I\lMATElI 7i.16,7JY-,7:)3C 
7(;3(; ISwCWF = 1 

WHEN TH£ LAST WAVE FUNCTION PERMUTATION IS COMPLETED THE. PROGRAM, 
AFTER INITIAlIliNG hIFPCO=C, DOfS THIS STATEMENT NMATEL TIMES, 
GIVING IWFPCO=NMATEL. AFTER GOING THROUGH THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT 
PRODUCT PIlRTlON IAN UNNECESSARY TIMEI THIS VALUE IS USED IN 
STATEMENT 7216 TO INDICATE ALL WAVE FUNCTION MEM~ER PERMUTATIUNS 
ARE DONE. THERE IS THEN A CHECK TO SEE IF ALL OPERATOR PERMUTATIONS 
ARE DONE. IF SO ONE GOES TO SECTION 8':f'fj. IF NOT THERE IS A NEw 
OPERATOR PERMUTATION AND ALL WhVE FUNCTION PERMUTATIONS ARE RERUN. 
THIS CONTINUES UNTIL THE OPERATOR PERMUTATIONS ARE COMPLETE 

7032 GO TO 7('-16 
703& IF IIWFMPIINUMMATII 7038,7~4',7048 

7038 CALL ERROR(35) 

THE VALUE OF IwFMPIINUMMAT) DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT WF: PERMUTE 
THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION MEMBERS. IF IT IS 
EQUAL TO ONE THE PERMUTATION IS DONE, IF ZERO IT IS NOT DONE. 

7040 IWFMPIINUMMAT) = 1 
7;~44 GO TO 7(:28 

THIS TIME THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT TRAILING ~AVE FUNCTION MEM~ERS 
WERE NOT PERMUTED. THE LOOP PERMUTES THE FIRST WAVFFUNCTION WHOSE 
IIAlUE OF IWFMPIINUMMAT)=l. 

7048 IWFMPIINUMMAT) = C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

7052 
7054 
7055 
7056 
706e 
7064 

THIS TIME THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION MEMBERS 
ARE TO BE PERMUTED~ THE VALUE OF IWFMPIINUMMATI IS SET EQUAL TO 
lERO SO THAT THE NEXT PERMUTATION WILL NOT BE OF THE SAME MATRIX 
ELEMENT TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION, SINCE THIS WOULD NOT BE A NEW 
PERMUTATION. 

IF INUMMAT - 11 
CALL ERROR (36) 

GO TO 7C64 
NMINUS = NUMMAT 
GO TO 7(,68 
NMINUS = NMATEl 

7054,7064,7('56 

- 1 

wHEN WE PERMUTE THE MEMBERS OF THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT TRAILING 
WAVE FUNCTIUN, WE MUST ALSO PERMUTE THE MEMBERS OF THE LEADING WAllE 
FUNCTION OF THE PRIOR ITO NUMMATI MATRIX ELEMENT. FOR NUMMAT=I, 
THIS IS THE NMATEL MATRIX ELEMENT. FOR ALL OTHER NUMMAT THIS IS THE 
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C NU~MAT-l MATRIX ELEMENT. WE STURE THE APPPOPRIATE NUMBER OF THE 
C .LEADING WAVE FUNCTION MATRIX ELEMENT IN NMINUS. 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

1\. 6 8 I NO WF P 
7C72 NDAB = 

= 0 
ICCSSAINUMMATI 

THE COUPLING COEFfiCIENTS ARE STOPED IN COCOME(NUMMAT,N[~DA,NEWU81. 
NEWbA AND NEWOB ARE SUFfICIENT TO SPECIFY THE COUPLING COEFfiCIENT. 
NUMMAT SPECIFIES THE MATRIX ELEMENT. THE CURRENT VALUES FUR NEWDA 

· AN~ NE~OA FOR THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT ARE STORED IN ICCSSAINUMMAT) 
AND ICCSS~(NUMMATI. INOROER TO P[~MUTE THE NUMMAT MATRIK ELEMENT 

· TRAILING WAVE FUNCllUN MEMBERS ONE MUST CHANGE THE VALUE:: UF 
ICCSSA(NUMMAT). TO PERMUTE THE NMINUS MATRIX ELfMENT LEAniNG WAVE 

· F~NCTION MEMBERS UNE MUST CHANGE THE VALUE Of ICCSSAIN~INUS). THE 
INFORMATION NtEOED TO CHANGE THESE VALUES IS CONTAINED IN THE 

7(;76 
7(:80 
7',)84 
7(88 
71:92 
7C96 
711 :; 
71:04 
7lC8 
7112 
7116 
712') 
7124 
712.8 
7132 
7136 
714':: 
71'+4 
7148 

VALUES THEMSE(VES. IN'TURN THESE VALUES ARE ~lACED IN THE DUMMY 
VARIABLE NOAa. NOAR IS THEN CHANGED RY THE FOLLUwlNG SCHE0ULE. IF 
NDA!3 IS ORIGINALLY 1, IT IS CHANGED Tn 2, IF '2 TO 1, IF 3 TO 4, If 
4 TO 3. THE NEW VALUE OF NOAS IS THEN REINSERTED INTO THE SAME 
~UNCTION FROM WHICH IT C~ME, EITHER ICCSSA(NUMMAT) tiR ICCSS8IN~I~US). 
THE INFORMATION NEEDED TO SPECIFY THE LOCATION OF THE NEW COUPLING 
COEFFICI~NTSFORTHE PERMUTED (WAVE FUNCTIflN M~MBEAS) NUMMAI AND 
NMINUS MATRI( ELEMENTS IS CONTAINED IN THESE TWO STOR~GE SPACES. 

IF I~DAB - 2) 7C8G,7C8(,710 r 

IF INuAB - 11 7;:84,7 r '84,70n 
NDAB '" 2 
GO TO 7116 
NOAB = 1 
GO TO 7116 
IF (NOAS - 3) 71J4,71~4,7112 

NDAH = 4 
GO T'O 7116 
NDAB = 3 
IF '(INDio/FP) 712:':,712(',7136 
ICCSSA(NUMMAT) = NDAB 
INOWFP = 1 
NOAS = ICCSSB(NMINUS) 
GO TO 7(176 
ICCSS8INMINUS) '" NDAH 
NEWDA = ICCSSAINUMMAT) 
NEwDS = ICCSSBINUMMATI 

. . 

CURSCC(NUMHAT) = COCOMEINUMMAT,NFWDA,NEWDH) 

CURSCCINUMMAT) IS STORAGE FOR THE CURRENT COUPLING COEFfICIENT OF 
THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT. THEY WERE INITIALLY SET EQUAL TO 
COCOMEINU~MAT,l,l) BY STATEMENT 6142 AND ARE PROGRESSIVELY CHANGED 
DURING UNIT SYMMETRY MEMBER PERMUTATIONS. FOR THE WAVE FUNCTION 
PERMUTATIONS WE CHANGE 80TH CURSCCINUMMAT) AND.CURSCCINMINUS). 

7152 
7156 
716(; 
7164 

NEWIlA = ICCSSA(Nt~INUSI 
NEWDB = ICCSSBINMINUSI 
CURSCC(NMINUS) '" COCOMEINMINUS,NEWDA,NEwOB) 
IWFPCO =c 

WE MUST RESET IWFPCO TO ZERO sn AS TO BE ABLE TO DETER~INE WHEN THE 
WAVE FUNCTION PERMUTATIONS ARE COMPLFTE. 
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WE HAVE DONE A PERMUTATION AND THEREFORE MUST SET NUM~AT SO THAT 
STATEMENT 102~ WILL DIRECT US INTO THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT PRODUCT 
PORTION OF SECTION 100C. 

WE NOW ENTER THE COUPLING CUEFFICIENT PRODUCT UPON THE CONDITIONS 
SPECIFIED ~Y STATEMENT 1020 
DDPROO ANALOGOUS TO COPROD AND AFTER COMPUTATION OF THE COUPLING 
COEFFICIENT PROoUCT OF THE CURRENT PERMUTATIO~ lIT IS STORED IN 
OOPROOI, NONZERO VALUFS OF OOPROO ARE CO~PAREO WITH THE VALUE IN 
CCPROD IIF CCPROD IS ZERO THE VALUE OF DOPROO IS PUT INTO CCPRODI. 
IF CCPROD IS THE SAME AS DOPROD THEN TH~ PERMUTATIONS ARE CONTINUED. 
IF NONZERO VALUES ARE DIFFERENT THEN THE GROUP PRODUCT TERM IS ZERO 
AND WE GO ON TO CONSIDER THE NEXT GROUP PRODUCT TERM. 

STATEMENT 7186 CHECKS THE REAL PART OF CCTSTS, 1190 THE IMAGINARY PART. 

IF ANY OF THE NMATEL COUPLING CUEFFICIENTS A~E ZERO, THEN THE 
COUPLING COEFFICIENT PRODUCT WILL BE ZERO. THEREFORE THERE IS NU 
SENSE IN GOING THROUGH ALL THE MULTIPLICATION STEPS FOR THIS CASE. 
THUS WE HAVE A BRANCH OUT OF THE MULTIPLICATION LOOP FOR ANY Of 
THE COUPLING COEFFICIENTS EQUAL TO ZERO. 

OOPROO = DDPROO * CCTSTS 
CONTINUE 
CCPROD = CCPROD + DOPROO 
GO TO 11216,721r,12~21, INVIB 
IFIKNDUVI 72G6,7206,12~5 

CZPROO = ClPROO + DOPROO 
IF IJNOUV) 721C,721C,7209 
CYPROD = CYPROO + OOPROD 
IF IINDUV) 1216,7216,1213 
CXPROD = CXPROO + DDPROD 
IF IIWFPCO - NMATEL) 7008,1220,7218 
CALL ERROR(37) 

A CHECK TO SEE IF ALL WAVE FUNCTION PERMUTATIONS ARE COMPLETE (FOR 
A PARTICULAR OPERATOR PERMUTATION) 

7224,8004,7222 

A CHECK TO SEE IF ALL OPERATOR PERMUTATIONS ARE COMPLETE. IN BOTH 
STATEMENTS 7216 AND 7220 COMPLETION IS INDICATED BY A ZERO VALUE 
OF THE ARGUEMENT. 
WE NOW ENTER THE OPERATOR PERMUTATION PORTION. FUR THE MOST PART 
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C 
C 
t 

IT IS ulRECTLY ANALOGUUS TO THE WAVE FUNCTION PERMUTATION PORTION 
OF SECTION 7!:,~(I. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

7224 loppeD ( 
7225 -NEGLE K r. 
7226 ISWCOP ~ 
72?~ NU"1MAT = r 
7232 NUMMAT NUMMAT + 1 
7236 IF INUMMAT - NMATELI 7240,724(',7237 
7237 IF IISWCOPI7316,7316,BOC4 
7~40 IF IIOPOEGINUMMAT) - 117242,7244,7252 
7242 CALL ERRORI3Q) . 
7244 10PPCD = IOPPCO + 1 
7245 IF IIOPPcn - NM~TELI 7232,7246,7246 
7246 I SWCOP = 1 
7248 GO TO 77. .32 
7252 IF IIOPMPIINUMMATII 7254,7256,7264 
7254 CALL ERRORI4Q) 
7256 IOPMPIINUMMAT) = 1 
7260 GO TO 7244 
7264 10PMPIINUMMATI = 0 
7268 IF (ISTACKINUMMATII 7272,727<..,7280 
7270 CALL ~RROR(41) 

7272 
7276 
7280 
7284 
7288 
7292 
7296 
nrc 

EACH MATRIX ELEMENT HAS THREE UNIT SYMMETRIES, TWO WAVE FUNCTIONS 
AND AN OPERATOR. THUS THE EASIEST WAY TO SPECIFY COUPLING 
COEFFICI~NTS IS BY THREE SUBSCRIPTS FOR THE THREE UNIT SYMMETRIES. 
HD~EVER SINCE NO MORE THAN THREE SU~SCRIPTS ARE ALLOWED IN FORTRAN 
IV AND SINCf ONE OF THESE IS ALREADY ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE MATRIX 
ELEMENT NUMBER NUMMAT, THUS ONE MUST INCLUDE IN TWO SUBSCRIPTS THE 
INFORMATION THAT WOULD BE CONTAINED IN THREE. IN ORDER TO UO THIS 
ONE STACKS SETS OF TWO SUBSCRIPTS. SINCE THE THIRD SU~SCRIPT 
CORRESPONDING TO THE OPERATOR HAS ONLY TwO VALUES ILIKE THE TWO 
OtHERS CORRESPONDING TO LEADING AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTIONSI ONE 
NE~DS ONLY TWO SETS OF TWO SUBSCRIPTS, O~E SET CORRESPONDING TO 
ONE VALUE OF THE HIDDEN THIRD SUBSCRIPT AND THE OTHER SET TO THE 
OTHER VALUE OF THE HIDDEN THIRD SUBSCRIPT. EACH OF THE TwO VISIBLE 
SUBSCRIPTS CAN HAVE THE VALUES 1,2 FOR THE FIRST ILOWERI SET AND 
THE VALUES 3,4 FOR THE SECOND IUPPERI SET. SINCE THIS HIDDEN THIRD 
SUBSCRIPT IDENTIFIES THE OPERATOR SYMMETRY MEMBERS, ALL THAT IS 
NEEDED Tn PER~UTE THE OPERATOR MEMBERS IS TO ADD 2 TO THE LOWER SET 
OR SUBTRACT 2 FROM THE UPPER SET. THIS PROCEDURE IS FOLLOWEU WITH 
THE AID OF ISTACKINUMMATI. IF THE PREVIOUS PERMUTATION OF THE 
NUMMAT OPERATOR ENTAILED ADDITION OF 2, THIS PERMUTATION INVOLVES 
THE SU~TRACTION OF 2 ITO OR FRUM EACH OF THE TWO VISIBLE 
SUBSCRIPTSI. TO 00 THIS ISTACKINUMMATI IS ADDED TO EACH OF THE TWO 
VISIBLE SUBSCRIPTS ICCSSAINUMMATI AND ICCSSBINUMMATr. IF ON THE 
PREVIOUS PERMUTATION ISTACKINUMMATI WAS -2, IT IS SET EQUAL TO +2 
FOR THE PRESENT PERMUTATION, AND VISA VERSA. 

ISTACKINUMMATI 
GO TO 72B4 

2 

ISTACKINUMMATI -2 
ICCSSA(NUMMATI ICCSSAINUMMAT) + ISTACKINUMMATI 
ICCSSBINUMMATI ICCSSBINUMMAT) + ISTACK(NUMMATI 
NEWOA = ICCSSAINUMMATI 
NEWDB = ICCSSBINUMMATI 
CURSCC(NU~MATI = COCOMflNUMMAT,NEftOA,NEWDBI 



13(;4 10PPCO = 0 
7308 NUMMAT = NMATEL + 1 
1312 GO TO 7236 
7316 IF IMODE - 1) 7320,7320,1332 
732G IF IISTACK(IOPONE'- ISTACK(IOPTWO)) 7324,7364,7324 
7324 NEGLEK = 1 
7328 .GO TO 70C8 
7332 IF INCOM - 3' 1336,73J6,7344 
7336 NDCOM = NCOM 
7340 GO TO 7348 
7344.NDCOM = NCOM - 3 
7348 GO TO (7352,1356,136J), NDCOM 
1352 IF (ISlACKllOPTRE) - ISTACKIIOPTWO)) 7364,1324,7366 
7356 IF I ISTACK(IOPTWOI - ISTACKIIOPONF)) 7364,7324,7366 
736CIF (ISTACKIIOPONE) - ISTACKIIOPTRE)) 1364,1324,7366 
7364 DC PROD = (1.,0.) 
1365 GO TO 7361 
7366 DCPROD =(-I.,~.1 
7361 IF (IVIBCH - II 1580,7~8C,7312 
1312 IF (MAlVIB - 317376,7376,1436 
1376 ISTK = ISTACKIKELUI 
1~80 IF. II STK - 'I STACK I KELT) I 1384, 140(,7384 
7384 INDUV = C 
7386 INVI B =1 
7388 GO TO 7580 
740C INOUV = 1 
74041NVIB = 2 
1424 GO TO 15A(; 
7436 ISlK = ISTAC~(LfL) 
7440 IF IISTK - ISTACKIMEL)) 7444,7460,7444 
7444 I NDUV = ~:\ 

1448 GO TO 1476 
1460 INDUV = 1 
7476 IF IMATVIB - 51 7417,7479,7419 
1477 JNOUV = <1 
7478 GO TO 7512 
7479 IF I ISTK - ISTACK(NELII 748(,1496,7480 
7480 JNDUV = C 
1484 GO TO 7512 
7496 JNDUV = 1 
7512 IF IMATVIB - 5) 7515,7513,1515 
7513KNDUV = 0 
7.514 GO TO 1564 
7515 ISTK = ISTACK(MELI 
7516 IF IISTK - ISlACKINELI) 7520,1536,152C 
7520KNDUV = (' 
7524 GO TO 1564 
7536 KNDUV = 1 
7564 IF IINOUV + JNDUV + KNDUVI 1568,7568,7576 
1568 INV IB = 1 
7572 GO TO 158C 
7576 INVIB = 3 
7580 ODPROO = DCPROD 
1584 00 1608 IMECCD, = 1,NMATEL 
7588 CCTSTS = CURSCCIIMECCD) 
7592 IF ICCTSTS) 76n 4,7596,76C4 
7596 CTSTS = CDIMAG * CCTSTS 
,7600 IF (CTSTS) 7604,70(8,1604 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1604 
1608 
1612 
1616 
162(; 
1632 
1636 
1648 
1652 
1664 
1668 

DOPROO = DDPROD * CCTSTS 
CONTINUE 
CCPROD = CCPROO + DOPROD 
GO TO (1)08,1652,16201, INVIB 
IF IKNDUVI 1636,?636,1632 
CZPROD = CZPROD + DDPROD 
IF IJNDUVI 1652,7652,7648 
CYPROD = CYPROD + ODPROO 
IF I INDUVI 1~C8,1~08,1664 

(XPROO = CXPROD + ODPROO 
GO TO 1 .... 08 
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~E NOW ENTER SECTION 80L0, THE SYMMETRY WRITE AND N,N**2 SELECTION 
SECTION. THE SECTION IS ENTERED FOR EACH NONZERO GROUP PRODUCT TERM 
AND FOR EACH OF THESE TERMS THE 2*NMATEL UNIT SYMMETRIES, NMATEL 
WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRIES AND NMATEL OPERATOR SYMMETRIES, ARE 
WRITTEN. THE FIRST STATEMENT IN THIS SECTION IS A BRANCH. IT IS 
PRECAUTIONARY TO AVOID WRITING OUT UNIT SYMMETRIES IF ALL COUPLING 
COEFFICIENT PRODUCTS ARE ZERO. WE WIll NEVER ENTER THIS FIRST 
PORTION OF THE 8C?O SECTION UNLESS ALL NONZERO COUPLING COEFFICIENT 
PRODUCTS ARE IDENTICAL. IF THERE IS AT LEAST ONE NONZERO COUPlIN~ 
COEFFICIENT PRODUCT IT WILL BE AT THIS POINT, STORED IN CCPROD. 
THUS IF CCPROO=C AFTER ENTRY TO SECTION 80((, THEN ALL COUPLING 
COEFFICIENT PRODUCTS ARE ZERO AND THERE IS NO SYMMETRY wRITING TO 
BE DONE FOR THAT GROUP PRODUCT TERM. 

8:::C4 CPRODlll CCPROD 
8~n8 CPROOl21 = CXPROD 
8~12 CPRUDI31 = CYPROD 
8016 CPRUOl41 = C[PROD 
8Q20 00 8052 NCP = 1,4 
8024 CPRO ~ CPRODINCPI 
B028 IF ICPROI 8148,8032,8':48 
8032 CCTSTS = COIMAG * CPRD 
8036 IF ICCTSTSI 8048,8~40,8048 

8040 lCPROINCPI = 0 
8044 GO TO 8052 
8~48 lCPROINCPI = 1 
.8052 CONTINUE 
8('56 LPRSUM = Lj()r~*lCPROlll + lCC*LCPROI21 + 1::·*LCPROI31 + lCPROl41 
8060 IF (lPRSUMI 9240,8248,8064 
8~64 ITECOM = ITECOM + 1 
8068 LPROINTER,ITECOMI LPRSUM 
8e12 KNWF = C 
8016 KNOP = ('. 
8018 JVIBINTER,ITECOMI = IVIBCH 
8e80 00 814C N= 1,NMATEl 
8084 IF (IWFQBINII 8C88,8092,8112 
8088 CAll ERRORI961 
8092 KNWF = KNWF + 1 
81r8 INONWFINTER,ITECOM,KNWFI = JWFGPOIN,INOVGSI 
8112 IF (IOPQ8(NI) 8116,8120,814C 
8116 CAll ERROR(911 
8120 KNOP = KNOP + 1 
8136 INONOPINTER,ITECOM,KNOPI = JOPGPOIN,INDVGSI 
8140 CONTI NUE 
8144 KARWFINTERI KNWF 
8148 KAROP(NTFRI = KNOP 

'," 



C 

8152 .IF IISKIPI 8156,8156,8240 
8156 GO TO 1816C,8160,8188,8216,82161, MODEPT 
816il IF INMATEL - 418164,8172,818', 
8164 PRINT 8166, IINONWFI~TER,lTECOM,NI, N = I,KNWFI, 

. IIINONOPINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = I,KNOPI, 
2IJWFGPOIIPR,INDVGSI, JOPGPOIIPR,INDVGS), IPR = I,NMATELI, 
3LPRSUM 

8166 FORMAT 19X,12,9X, 12 f 12X,31 12 ,5X, I2;1XI,4~.X, 141 
8168 G.J TO 8240 
8112 PRINT 8114, IINONWFINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = I,KNWfJ, 

111NONOPINTFR,ITECOM,NI, N = I,KNUPI, 
2IJWFGPOIIPR,INDVGSI, JOPGPOIIPR,INDVGSI, IPR·= l,NMATELI, 
3LPRSUM . 

8114 FORMAT 17X,21Z,1X,212,12X,41I2,5X,12,1XI,24X,141 
8176 GO TO A24~ 
8180 PR INT 8182, I INONWF INTER,I TECOM,N) ,N=I,KNWF I, 

1 I INONOPI NTEP, I T ECO~,N 1 ,N=I,KNOPI, . 
ZIJWFGPOIIPR,INDVGSI, JOPGPOClPR'[NDVGSI, IPR = l,NMATELI, 
3LPRSUM 

8182 FORMAT 15X,3IZ,5X,312,12X,5112,5X,12,1XI,8X,141 
8184 GO TO 824) . 
8188 IF INMATEL - 41 8192,82CC,8208 
8192 PRINT 8194, I INONWFINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = l,KNWFI, 

lIJWFGPOIIPR,INDVGSI; JOPGPOIIPR,tNOVGSI, IPR = 1,NMATELI, 
2L PR SUM 

8194 FORMAT 19X,12,23X,3II2,5X,12,1XI,40X,141 
8196 GO TO 8240 
82C~ PRINT 8202, (INONWFINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = I,KN~FI, 

i( INONOPINTFR,ITECOM,N), N = I,KNriPl, 
2IJWFGPO(IPR,INOVGSI, JOPGPO(~PR,INDVGSI, IPR = l,NMATELl, 
3LPRSU.., 

·82::2· FOQMI\T 11X,212,9X,12,12X,4112,5X,12,1XI,24X,1 4 1 
82(04 GO TO 824f. 
82G8 PRINT A210, I INONWFINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = I,KNWFI, 

l{lNONOPINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = I,KNOPI, 
2IJWFGPOIIPR,tNOVGSI, JOPGPOIIPR,INDVGSI, IPR " I,NMATELI, 
3LPRSUM 

8210 FORMAT 15X,312,1X,212,12X,5(12,5X,12,1XI,8X,14) 
8212 GO TO 8240 
8216 IF INMATEL - 41 822C,A228,8236 
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a221} PRINT 8222, IJWFGPOIIPR,[NOVGS), JOPGPOIIPR,tNOVGS), IPR=l,NMATH) 
1, LPRSUM 

8222 FORMAT (34X,31 12,5X,I2,1XI ,4;·X,[4) 
8224 GO TO 824!) 
8228 PRINT ~23C, (INONWFINTFR,ITECOM,NI, N = 1,KNWF), 

l(INONOP(NTER,ITECOM,NI, N = 1,KNOPI, 
2IJWFGPO(IPR,INOVGSI, JOPGPO(IPR,INOVGSI, IPR = 1,NM.\TELl, 
3LPRSUM 

8230 FORMAT (9X,12,9X,12,12X,4112,~X,12,1XI,24X,I4) 

82P GO TO 8240 
8236 PRINT 8238, IINONWFINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = l,KNWF), 

l(INONOPINTER,ITECOM,NI, N = 1,KNOP), 
2IJWFGPOIIPR,INDVGSI, JOPGPOIIPR,INDVGSI, IPR = 1,NMATELl, 

.3LPRSUM 
8238 FORM.\T I1X,212,7X,212,12X,5II2,5X,12,7X),8X,141 
8240 CONT INUE 

C THIS IS THE END OF THE INDVGS GROUP PRODUCT TERM EVALUATION 00 LOOP 
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WHICH STARTS AT SUTEMENT bC8. THE FOLLOwiNG LOOP RESETS THE 
IWFQINUMMATI, IOPOUJUMMATI AND IWFQAINUMMATI, IOPQAINUMMATI TO THE 
ORIGINAL STATES OF KNOWLEDGE STORED I~ THE SLOTS IWFQBINUMMATI, 
10PQBINUMMATI. THUS FOR NEW TERMS OR FOR NEW SUPPLEMENTARY SYMMETKY 
INSERTIONS, ALL STATES OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE 

.RESET TO THE VALUES IN IWFQBINUM"IATI, 10PQBI."WMMATI. 

8244 00 8272 NUMMAT = 1,NMATEL 
8248 109 = IOPQBINUMMATI 
8252 IWQ = IWFQBINU~MATI 
B256 IOPQINUMMATI = 100 
B260 IWFQINUMMATI = IWO 
8264 IOPQAINUMMATI 100 
8268. IWFQAINUMMATI = IWO 
8272 CONT INUE 

WE NOW ENTER THE PORTION OF SECTION Rcne CONCERNED WITH SELECTING, 
IF NECESSARY, THE ADDITIUNAl N OR N**2 SYM"IETRIES 

8276 IFINNSOINI 828(,8360,8288 
8280 CALL ERRORI421 
8284 GO TO 836·) 

IF NNSQIN=O WE ARE UEALING wITH TERMS FOR WHICH NO ADDITIONAL 
SYMMETRIES NEED .BE SUPPLIED. IF THIS IS THE CASE WE CONTINUE wITH 
THE COMPONENT AND TERM DO LOOP. IF NNSQIN IS GREATER THAN ZERO 
THEN wE WILL HAVE TO DEAL WITH N OR N**2 TERMS. 

B288 IF INNSQIN - 11 8292,8296,8316 
8292 CALL ERR~RI431 

8296 
83~O 

83';4 
8308 

8312 
8316 
R32C 
8324 

IF NNSQIN=1 wE ARE DEALING WITH N ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES. IF 
NNSQIN=2 WE ARE DEALING WITH N**2 ADDITIONAL SYMMEr~IES.· 

IF (NALL - NUMIRRI 
CALL ERRORI441 

83('8,8360,830C 

GO TO 836C 
NALL = NALL + 1 

WE ARE INVESTIGATING. NALL IS THE NUMBER OF THE REPRESENTATION wE 
ARE USING AS THE ADDITIONAL SYMMETRY FOR THIS RUN. IF NALL IS LESS 
THAN NUMIRR WE ADVANCE NALL BY 1 AND RETURN TO SECTION 3(':,:: FOR 
CALCULATION OF GROUP PRODUCT TFRMS CORqESPONDI~G TO THE INTRODUCED 
SYMMETRY IREPSBINALL+11. IF NAlL=NUMIR~ WF HAVE FINISHED ALL THE 
ADDITIONAL N=NUMIRR SYMMETRIES AND WE CONTINUE WITH THE COMPONENT 
ANO TERM DO LOOPS. 

GO TO 30.16 
IF INSQALL - NUMIRRI 
CALL ERROR 1451 
GO TO 8336 

8328,8336,832( 

WEARE NOW DEALING WITH THE CASE OF N**2 ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES. THE 
TWO 8RANCHES DEALING WITH THE VALUES OF NSQALL AND NALL ISTATEMENTS 
8108 AND 812fl AND TH~ ASSOCIATED STATFMENTS REVALUING NSOALL AND 
NAlL DO ALL COMBINATIONS OF THESE INDEXES 

8328 NSQALL = NSQALL + 1 



8332 GO TO 3016 
8336 IF (NALL - NUMIPRI 8348,8360,8340 
8340.CALL ERROR(461 
8344 GO TO 836,:; 
8348 NALL = NALL • 1 
8352. NSQALL = 1 
8356 GO TO 3016 
8360 ITECMINTERI = ITECOM 
8364 CONTI NUE 
8368 CALL SYMANA(MODEPI,NCOMI 
8372 CONTI NUE 
8316 ~O TO (8384,8392,B4JO,84~8,B4161, MODEPI 
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8380 FORMAT(II,9X,15HSYMMET~Y GROUP ,A3,5X,32HINITIAL WAVE fUNCTION SYM 
Ifl4ETPY = '(2,4X,31HFINIIL WAVE FUNCTlIJN SY"1f14f'TRY = ,(2,4X,7HMOOE = , 
2AI0,A8,1/1 

8384 PRINT 8388, AQ,IWFJ,[WFKiOAQ,EAQ 
8388 GO TO 842(' 
8392 PRINT 838(, AQ,IWFJ,IWFK,OBQ,~8Q 
8396 GO TO 842'; 
84':'0 PRINT 838(" AQ'{WFJ.IWFK,OCQ,ECQ 
84C4 GO TO 842C 
84~8 PRINT a3a r , AQ,IWFJ,IWFK,OOQ,EOQ 
8412 GO TO 842C 
8416 PRINT 83aJ, AQ,IWFJ,IWFK,OEQ,FEQ 
842(, NEXGO = 1 
8424 00 9864 NCUM = 1,NUTCOM 
8428 PR1NT 8432, NCOM . 
8432 FORMAT(/,5~,laHCOMPONENT ,12, 8X,13HSUBSTITUTIONS,lOX,28HVIBRATION 

IS AND SUBSTITUTIONS,12X,10HVI8RATIONSI 
B436 NF~= NIX(NCOMI 
8440 IF INFX' 9864,9864,8444 
8444 DO 9864 "IF = 1,NFX 
8448 NFY = NIYCNCOM,NFI 
8452 IF (NFY' 8456,9864,8464 
8456 CALL E PROP 181 
846() GO TO 9864 
8464 KSUB = (' 
8468 KBOTH = '1 
8412 K VI B =c 
8416 on 8196 N ~ I,NFY 
848C NVS = IVIS8INCOM,Nf,NI 
8484 NEGO = IEXGOINCOM,NF,NI • 1 
8488 GO TO 18492,8504,8520,85401, NEXGO 
8492 GO TO 18196,8496,8196,8496,81ge,H496,8196,8496,8196,849~,8196, 

18496,8196,8496,8196,84961, NEGO 
8496 LGEO = NVS/lr.OO 
85()O GO TO 8156 
85C4 GO TO 18196,8196,8508,85C8,8196,8196,85;8,B5~8,81q6,8796.85CA, 

18508,Q796,8196,A508.85f81, NEGO 
8508.LGEO = NVS/l~0~ 
8512 LGFO = INVS - ISQ~*LGEOI/IC0 

8516 GO TO 8156 
8520 GO TO 18196,8196,8196,B196,8196,8196,81 Q6,8796,8524,A524,8524, 

IB524,8524.8574,8524,85241, NEGO 
8524 LGEO NVS - lCQr*(NVS/l(OOI 
8528 LGEO = lGEO - lcr*ILGEO/100' 
8532 LGEO : lGEO - lO*ILGEO/IC' 
8536 GO TO 8156 
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8540 GO TO (~796,8544,8544,B544,8544,8544,8544,8544,8544,854~,8544, 
18544,8544,8544,8544,85441, NEGD 

8544 KAT'" 
85411 KilT • 
8552KCT C 
8556 KOT " 
8560 ,LGEO = NVS/IUCO 
8564 LEO = LGEO • 1 
8561 GO TO (8572,8580,8588,85961, LEO 
8572 KAT = 1 
8576 GO TO 86C::) 
8580 KIlT = 2 
8584 GO TO R61:C 
8588 KCT: 3 
8592 GO TO 860C 
8596 KOT .: 4 
8600 NV~S = NVS - lCCC*LGEO 
8604 LGEO = NVGS/IQ~ 
8608 LEO : LGEO • 1 
8612 GO TO (8616,8624,8632,864(1, LEO 
8616 KAT: 1 
8620 GO TO 8644 
8624 K,BT = 2 
8628 GO TO 8644 
8632 KCT = 3 
8636 GO TO 8,644 
864flKOT = 4 
8644 NVGS : NVGS - 100*LGEO 
8648 LGEn = NVGS/lr, 
8652 LEO : LGEO • 1 
8656 GO TO (8660,8668,8676,86841, LEO 
6660 KAT: 1 
8664 GO TO 8688 
8668 KIlT = 2 
8672 GO TO 8688 
8616 KCT = 3 
868C GO TO 8688 
8684 KOT = 4 
8688 NVGS = NVGS - lC*lGEO 
8692 LEO = NVGS • 1 
8696 GO TO (8700,8108,8116,81241, LEO 
8700 KAT = 1 
8704 GO TO 8728 
8708 K8T = 2 
8 712 GO TO 812 8 
8716 KC T = 3 
8120 GO TO 8728 
8124 KOT = 4 
8728 KTT = KAT • K8T • KCf • KOT 
8732 GO TO (8196,8136,9736,8744,8744,8744,8744,9752,8152,8744,8744, 

18744,8144,8744,87441, KTf 
8736 LGEO = 1 
8140 GO TO 8756 
8744 LGED = 2 
8748 GO TO 8756 
8752 LGEO = 3 
8756 IF (LGEOI 8796,8796,876:J 
8760 GO TQ (8764,8116,87881, LGEO 
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8764 KSUB = KSUB + 1 
8768 NSUBwFIKSUBI = NDWFINCOM,NF,NI 
87.7.2 GO TO 8796 
8776 ~BOTH = KBOTH + I. 
8~8C NBOTWFIKBOTHI = NDWFINCOM,NF,N) 
8784 GO TO 8796 
8788 KVIB = KVIR + 1 
8792 NVIBWF(KVlBI ~ NDWF(NCOM,N~,NI 
8796 CONTINUE 
90~2 NP = NDOP(NCOM,NFI 
9('t4 NVBS = 1 
91)('8 NSUB = KSUB 
9~12 NBOTH ~ KBOTH 
9016 NVIB :' KVIB 
9~2C IFINSUB - 71 9C24,9024,9~32 

9;)24 ISUB = NSUB 
91; 2B GO TO 9(;36 
90321SUB = 7 
9036 IF INBOTH - 71 9040,9J4(,9;48 
9040 IBOTH = NROTH 
9044 GO TO 9C52 
9048 IBOTH = 7 
9052 IF INVIS - 71 9~56,9056,9064 
9056 IVIR = NVIB 
9060 GO TO 9(6B 
9')64 IVIR= 7 
9068 LSUB = ISUB + 1 
9072 LROTH = IBOTH + 
9076 NFSB'= NVBS - 1 + ISUB 
90BC NFBH = NVBS - 1 + IBOTH 
9~~4 NFVB = NVRS - 1 + IVIS 
9('88 KO = 0 
9C92 DO 91')4 KS = NVSS,NFSB 
9096 KO = KO + 1 
9100 NSIKOI = NSUOWFIKSI 
9104 CONTINUE 
91(;8 KO = I) 

9112 DO 9124 KS = NVBS,NFOH 
9116 KO = KO + 1 
9120 NBIKOI = NBOTWFIKSI 
9124 CONTlNUE 
9128 KO = !) 

9132 00 9144 KS = NVBS,NFVB 
9136 KO = KO + 1 
9140 NVIKOI = NVIBWFIKS) 

,9144. CONTINUE . 
9148 IF IlVIB) 9152,9152,9236 
9i52 IF ILBOTH - II 9156,9156,9168 
9156 IF ILSU8 - II 9864,9864,9160 
9160 PRINT 9161,NP,(NS(KI,K=I,ISUBI 
916 IF ORM A TIl!) X , 13 , 5 X, 7 ( I 3 ,IX I I 
9162 GO TO 9784 
9168 GO TO (9172,9180,9188,9196,92J4,9212,922C,92281, LSUB 
9172 PRINT 9173,NP,INSCKI,K=I,IBOTHI 
9173 FORMATII0X,I3,36X,7CI3,IXII 
9174 GO TO 9784 
9180 PRINT 9181,NP,CNSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,CNBIKI,K=I,IROTHI 
9181 FORMATllC'X,I3,5X,l(13,IXI,27X,7C(3,lXII 
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9182 GO TO 9784 
9188 PRINT 9189,NP,INSIKI ,K=It1SU81,(N~IKI,K=1,IB01HI 
9189 FORMATll('X,13,5X,2113,lXI,23X,1(13,lXII 
919C GO TO 9784 
9196 PRINT 9197,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,lBOTHI 
9197 FflRMATl10X,n,5X,31 13,lXI.l9X,1(l3,lXII 
9198 GO TO 9784 
9204 PRINT 92S5,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIK),K=L,lBOTHI 
92C5 FORMAT(l~.l(,n,5X,41 I3,lX) ,15X,7I 13,IX)) 
92('6 GO TO 9784 
9212 PRINT 9213,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUB),INBIK),K=1,lBOTH) 
9213 FORMAT! 1)X, l3,SX,51 13, IX) ,llX,71 13.1XII 
9214 GO TO 9784 
9220 PRINT 9221,NP,INSIKI,K=l,ISUBI,INBIK).K=I, (80TH) 
9221 FO~MAT!10X,I3,5X,61 13,lX),. 7X.7113.1XII 
9222 GO TO 9784 
9228 PRINT 9229~NP,INSIK),K=1,ISU8),INBIK),K=I,IBOTHI 
9229 FORMATIl0X,13.5X,7II3,lX), 3X,7(13rlX)1 
92~O GO TO 9784 . 
9236 GO TO 19240,~3S8.9376,9444,9512,958r,9648,9716), LSUA 
9240 GO TO 19244.9252,926;),9268,9276,9284,9292,93"',1, LI\OTH 
9244 PRINT 9245,NP~INVIK),K=liIVIB) . 
9245 FORMATIICX,13,67X,7113,lX)) 
9246 GO TO 9784 
9252 PRINT 9253.NP,INB(KI,K=1,IBOTHI,(NVIKI,K=I,IVIBI 
9253 FORMAT(lCX,13,36X,1(13,lXI,27X,7113,lX)1 
9254 GO TO 9784 
9260 PRINT 9261,NP.INBIKI,K=I,IBOTH),INVIKI ,K~1,IV181 
9261 FOR~AT!I:)X,I3,3hX.z113,lXI,23X,7113,lXI) 
9262 GO TO 9784 
9268 PRINT 9269.NP,INBIK) ,K=l,IBOTHI ,(NVIK) ,K=l ,IVIBI 
9269 FORMATIIGX,I3,36X,3(13,IX),19X.7113,lX») 
9270 GO TO 9784 
9276 PRINT 9277,NP,INBIKI,K=1.I80TH),INVIKI,K=1,IVIRI 
9277 FORMATIIUX,13,36X,41 13,lXI,15X,7113,lX)) 
9278 GO TO 9.784 
9284 PRINT 9285,NP,INBIKI.K=It180THI,INVIK),K=I,IVIBI 
9285 FORMATI10X,13,36X,5113,IXI,IIX,7113,lXI) 
9286 GO TO 9784 
9292 PRINT 9293,NP,IN8IKI ,K=I, IBOTHI, INVIK) ,K=I, IVIBI 
9293 FORMATIIGX,13.36X,6113,IXI, rX,7113,IX)1 
9294 GO TO 9784 
930e PRINT 9301,NP,IN8IKI,K=1,180TH),INVIK),K=1,IVIB) 
9301 FORMATI10X,I3.36X,7(I3,lXI, 3X,7(13,lX)1 
9302 GO TO 9784 
9308 GO TO 19312,9320,9328,9336,934 4,9352,936(,9368), LBOTH 
9312 PRINT 9313,NP,INSIK),K=1,ISUBI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIB) 
<] 3 13 FORM A TI lOX, 13, 5 X , 11 I3 ,1 X) ,5 B X , 7 I I 3 ,IX) I 
9314 GO TO 9784 
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9320 PRINT 9321,NP,INSIK),K=I,ISU81,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTH),INV(KI,K=1,IVlBI 
9321 FORMATII0X,I3,5X,11 13,IX),27X.lII3,IXI,27X,7II3,IX)) 
9322 GO TO 9784 
9328 PRINT 9329,NP,INSIK),K=1.ISU8),(NB1KI,K=1,ISOTH),INVIK),K=I,IVlti) 
9329 FORMATllOX,I3,5X,1113,IXI,27X,2113,IX),23X,71I3r1XII 
933() GO TO 9184 
9336 PRINT 9337,NP,INSIKI,K=1.ISUBI,INBIK),K=I,IBUTHI,(NVIKI,K=1,IV(8) 
~9337 FORMATI10X,I3,5X,I(I3.1X),27X.3113,IXI.19X,7113,lXII 
9338 GO TO 9784 
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9344 PRINT 9345,NP,INSIKI,K=l,ISUBI,INBIKI,K;1,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=l,IVIi:l1 
9345 FORMATl10X,I3,5X,l1I3,lXI,27X,41 n,lXI ,l5X,11l3,lXII 
9346 GO TO 9784 
9352 PRINT 9353,NP,INSIKI,K=l,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=l,IBOTHI,IN\lIKI,K=1,IVlal 
9353 FORM AT lIe X , I 3 , 5 X , 1 1 I 3 ,IX I , 27 X, 51 I 3, 1 1 I , 1 1 X , 11 I 3 ,1 X I I 
9354 GO TO 9184 
9360 PRINT 9361,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IROTHI.,INVIKI,K=1IIVIBI 
9361 FORMATll,lX,13,5X,lII3,IXI,21X,61I3,IXI, 1X,7113,1111 
9362 GO TO 9784 
936A PRINT 9369~NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=l,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=l,IVIBI 
9369 FORM AT 11 I) X, 13, 5 X ,Ii I 3 ,1 X I ,27 X , 1 I 13, 1 X), 3 X , 1 II 3 ,1 X I I 
9310 GO TO 9184 . 
9316 GO TO 19380,9388,9396,94C4,9412,942~,9428,9436I, LBOTH 
9380 PP.INT 9381 ,NP, 1 NSIKI ,K=l, ISUA I, INVIK I,K=I, IV IS) 
9381 FORMATlI0X,13,5X,2113,IXI,54X,1113,IXII 
9382 GO TO 9184 
9388 PRINT 9389,NP,INSIKI,K=l,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=I,1VIBI 
9389 FORMA.T(I~·X,13,5X,2113,IXI,23X,1113,IXI,21X,1(13,IX)1 
9390 GO TO 9184 
9396 PRINT 9391,NP,INS(KI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=l,IBOT~I,INVIKI,K=l,IVlal 
9397 FORMATlIGX,13,5X,2113,IXI,23I,2113,lXI,23X,1113,lXII 
9398 GO TO 9184 
9404 PRINT 9405,NP,INSIKliK=l,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=l,laOTHI,INVIKI,K=l,IVIBI 
94n5 FORMATllaX,I3,5X,2113,1XI,23X,3113,lXI,19X,1113,1XII 
9406 GO TO 91B4 
9412 PRltJT 9413,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=l,IVIBI 
9413 FORMATII0X,13,5X,2113,IXI,23X,4113,lXI,15X,7113,1111 
9414 GO .TO 9784 
9420 PRINT 9421,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVISI 
9421 FORMAT(l:'lX, 13 ,5X,21 13 ,I X 1,23X, 5 1 I 3 ,lXI ,11X, 1 I (3, IX II 
9422 GO TO 9784 
9428 PRINT 9429,NP,(NSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,(NBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INV{KI,K=1,lVIBI 
9429 FORM A Til U X, I3 ,5)( ,2 U 3,1 X I ,2 3X, 6 ( 13,11" 7 X, 11 13,1 XII 
9430 GO TO 9784 
9436 PRINT 9437.NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=I,IVI~I 
9437 FORMATll1')X,13,5X,2113,lXI,23X,7113,lXI, 3X,7113,1X11 
9438 GO TO 9784 
9444 GO TO 19448,9456,9464.9412,948(,9488,9496,95041, LBOTH 
9448 PRINT 9449,NP*INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INVIKI ,K=I,IVIBI' 
9449 FORMATIIOX,I3,5X,3113,IXI,50X,7113,lXII 
9450 GO TO 9784 
9456 PRINT 9451,NP,INSIKI,K=l,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVISI 
9457 FORMATIIOX,13,5X,3(I3,IXI,19X,1II3,IXI,21X,7(13,lXII 
9458 GO TO 9784 
9464 PRINT 9465,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI.INVIKI,K=l,IVIB) 
9465 FORMATI10X,13,5X,3( l3,lXI,19X,21 13,1XI ,23X,7113,IXII 
9466 GO TO 9784 
9472 PRINT 9413,NP,INSIKI,K=l,ISUB),INAIK),K=l,IBOTHI,INV(KI,K=1,IVIBI 
9473 FORMAHICX,I3,5X,3113,lXlfl9X,3113,lXI,19X,11I3.1XII 
9474 GO TO 9184 
9480 PRINT 9481,NP,INSIKI,K=l,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INVIKI ,K=I,IVIBI 
9481 FORMATIL'X,13,5X,3II3,lXI,19X,4113,lXI,I')X,7113,IXII 
9482 GO TO 91B4 
9488 PRINT 9489,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI.INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIS) 
9489 F OR", AT I I () X , I 3 , ') X , 3 I I 3 ,IX I , 19 X , 5 1 I 3 ,IX I , II X ,7 I I 3 ,IX 1 I 
9490 GO TO 9784 
9496 PRINT 9497,NP,INSIKI,K=1,[SUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=l,IVIBI 
9497 FORMATllCX,I3,5X,3113,lXI,19X,6(13,lX), 7X,1113,IXII 
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9498 GO TO 9784 
95':;4 PRINT 95C5,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBiJTHI,INVIKI,K=1,1111111 
95(;5 FORMATIl';X,{3,5X,31 I3,1XI,19X,71 I3,lXI, 3)(,7II3,lXII 
9506 GO TO 9784 
9512 GO TO 19516,9524,9532,954~,954S,9556,9564,95721, LBOTH 
9516 PRINT 9517,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIBI 
9517 FORMATlICX,13,5X,4113,lXI,46X,71I'1,IXII 
<J518 GO TO 9784 
9524 PRINT 9525,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INViKI,K=1,IVIBI 
9525 FORMATlHlX,13,5X,4113,lXI,15X,1113,lXI,27X,71!3,lXII 
<J526 GO TO 97B4 
9532 PRINT 9533,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,I~OTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IIIIBI 
9533 FORMATIIGX,I'I,5X.4113,lXI,15X,2II3,lXI,23X,7113,IXI I 
<J534 GO TO 9784 
9540 PRINT 9541,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,iNVIKI,K=1,IVIBI 
9541 FORMATll:'X, I3,5X,41 I3,lXI,15X,31 I3,lXI ,19X,71 13,1XII 
9542 GO TO 9784 
9548 PRINT 9549,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIOI 
<J54<J FORMATllrx,13,5X,4113,lXI,15X,4113,IXI,15X,7113,lXII 
9550 GO TO 9784 
9556 PRINT 9557,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIBI 
9557 FO RM ATlI') X, I3 , 5 x , 4 I I 3 ,IX I , 15 x, 5 I I 3 ,1 X I , 11 x, 7 1 I 3 ,IX I I 
9558 GO TO 9784 
9564 PR1NT 9565,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INRIKI,K=1,IROTHI,INVIKI ,K=l,IVISI 
9565 FORMATllGX,[3,5X,4I[3,lXI,1'5X,6113,lXI, 7X,7113,1XII . 
9566 GO TO 9784 
9572 PRINT 9573,NP,INSIKJ,K=1,ISUBI,INOIKI,K=1,IBUTHI,INIIIKI,K=1,IIIIBI 
9573 FORM A Til': X , 13 ,5 )( ,4 1 I 3 ,IX 1 , 1 5 X , 7 I I 3 , 1 )( I, 3 X , 7 I I 3 , 1)( 1 1 
9574 GO TO 9784 • 
9580 GO TO 19584,9592,96C),96C8,9616,9624,9632,964-" LROTH 
9584 PRINT 9585,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIBI 
<J585 FORMATlt:)X,I3,5X,51 13,IXI,42X,7113,IXII 
9586 GO TO 9734 
9592 PRINT 9593,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISU81,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INII(KI,K=1,IVIBI 
9593 FORMATllOX,I1,5X,5(13,IX),IIX,1113,lXI,27X,7113,lXII 
9594 GO TO 9784 
96;)0 PRINT 96Cl,NP,(NSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVlti) 
9601 FORMATll')X,13,5X,5II3,lXI,lIX,2113,IXI,;nX,7(13,iXII 
96"2 GO TO 9794 
96 .. '8 PRINT 96:19,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INV(KI,K=l,IIIIBI 
96''; 9 FORM AT 1 1 -; X , I 3, 5 X , 5 1 I 3 ,IX I , 11 X , 3 I I 3 ,IX I , 19 X , 7 I I 3 , 1 .)( I I 
9610 GO TO 9784 
9616 PRINT 9017,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIK),K=1,IBtJTHI,INVIKI,K=I,IIIIBI 
9017 FOR!o1 A TIl:) X , I 3 ,5 X , 5 I I 3 ,IX I , II X , 4 I I 3 ,IX I , 1 5 X , 7 I I 3 ,IX I I 
9618 GO TO 9784 
9624 PRPH 9625,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INRIK),K=I,IBOTHI,INV(KI,K=I,[IIIBI 
9625 FORMATI12X,I3,5X,5113,IXI,lIX,5113,IXI,11X,7113,IX II 
9626 GO TO 9784 
9632 PRINT 9633,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTH),INVIK),K=1,IVIBI 
9633 FIJRMATlI0X'[3,5X,5( 13,1XI,l1X,6113,IXI, 7X,71 I3,lXI 1 
9634 GO TO 4784 
9640 PRINT 9641,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=l,IVIBI 
964~ FORMATIl0X,I3,5X,:,I!3,lXI,llX,7II3,lXI, 3X,7II3,lXII 
9642 GO TO 9784 
9648 GO TO 19652~9660,9668,9676,9684,9692,97~O,9708I, LaOTH 
9652 PRINT 9653,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISU8I,INVIKI,K=I,IVIBI 
9653 FORMATll()X'[3,'5X,61 13,lXI,38X,71I3,IXII 
9654 GO TO 9784 
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9660 PRI~T 96hl,NP,(NS(KI ,K=I,ISUBI,(NB(KI,K=I,IBOTHI~(NVIKI ,K=I,IVI~) 
9661 FORMATlIGX,I3,5X,6( I3,IXI, 7X,1(13,IXI ,21X,71I3,IXII 
9662 GO TO 9784 
9668 PRINT 9669,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI,INBIK),K=I,I~OTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIBI 
9669 FORMATIlOX,I3,'5X,61 13,1XI, 7X,21 13,IXI ,23X,71 13.1XII 
9610 GO TO 97B4 
9676 PRiNT 9677,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUB),INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,I~VIKI,K=l,IVIBI 
9611 FORMATI10X,I3,5X,6113,lX), 1X,3113,lX),19X,71[3,lXI) 
9618 GO TO 9184 
9684 PRINT 9685,NP,INSIKI",K=I,ISUB),INBIKI,K-=l,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIR) 
9685 FORM A Til) X , I "3 , 5 X ,6 ( I 3 ,IX I, 7 X , 4 ( I 3 ,IX I , 15 X ,1 I I 3 ,IX 1 ) 
9686 GO TO 9784 
9692 PRINT 9693,NP,INSIKI,K=I,ISUBI~(NBIKI,K-=I,IBOTHI,INVIKI.K=l,IVIRI 
9693 FORMATIIOX,I3,5X,1,1 13,lXI, 1X,5113,lX) ,llX,7113,IXII 
9694 GO TO 9184 
9100 PRINT 97~1,NP,INSIK),K=1,ISUB),INBIKI,K=I,IBOTHI,INVIK),K=I,IVldl 
9101 FORMA f( 1 (j X, I3, 5 X, 6 I I3", 1 X), 7 X, 6 I I3, 1 XI, 7 X, 7 I 13, lin I 
9102 GO Tei 91B4 
CH 0 8 " P R I NT 91~' 9 , N P , INS I K I ,K = 1 , I SUB I , I N B I K I, K -= 1, I 80 T H) , I N V I K I ,K = 1 ,IV I B ) 
91":'9 FORMATlICXtI3,5X,6113tlXI, 7X,7113,lXI, 3X,1113,lXII 
911 Q GO TO 9184 
9716 GO TO (9720,9728,9736,9744,9152,9760,9768,91761, LBOTH 
9120 PRINT 9121,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INV(KI,K=I,IVIBI 
9121 FORMATll::.'X,(3,5X,1113,lXI,34X,7113,lXII 
9122 GO TO 9184 
9728 PR I NT 912 9, NP, IN SI K) , K= 1, I SUB) , (N B I K I , K= 1, I BOTH I , I NV I K I ,K= 1 , IV I !:I) 
9129 FORM A TI lC; X ,I 3 , 5 X , 7 I I 3 ,1 X I, "3 X ,l II 3 ,IX) ,21 X , 7 I I3 ,1 x I I 
913C GO TO 9784 
9136 PRINT 9731,NP,INSIK),K=1,ISUB),INBIK),K=1,IBOTH),INVIKI,K=1,IVIS) 
9731 FORMATll'IX,I3,5X,7113,lXI, 3X,2113,lX),23X,7113,lXII 
9138 GO TO 9784 
9744 PRINT 9145,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUB),IN8IKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIBI 
9145 FORMATlICX,I3,5X,7113,lXI, 3X,31I3,lXI,19X,71(3,IXII 
9746 GO TO 9784 
9152 PRINT 9153,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,I~BIKI,K=1,IBOTH),INVIKI,K=I,IVIR) 
9153 FORMAT(10X,13,5X,7113,lXI, 3X,4113,lXI,15X,7113,lXII 
9154 GO TO 9784 
9160 PRINT 9761,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INBIKI,K=1,IBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIRI 
9761 FOR"IA Til r:l X, 13, '5 X, 7113,1 X), 3 X, '5 ( I3 tl X)' 11 X, 7 113,1 X II 
9162 GO TO 9184 . 

"9768 PRINT 9769,NP,INSIK),K=1,ISUBI,INB(KI,K=1,IAOTH),INVIKI,K=1,IVIB) 
9169 FORMATllOX,I3,5X,7113,lX), 3X,6113,lXI, 7X,1113,lXII 
9110 GO TO 9184 
9176 PRINT 9777,NP,INSIKI,K=1,ISUBI,INB(KI,K=1,TBOTHI,INVIKI,K=1,IVIBI 
9177 FORMATllCX,I3,5X,-7II3tlXI, 3X,7113,lXI, 3X,11{3,lXII 
9718 GO TO 9784 
9184 NV8S = NVBS + 7 
9788 NSU8 = NSUR - 7 
9792 NBOTH = NBOTH - 7 
9796 NVIB = NVIA - 7 
98(1) IF (NSUBI 98'J4,9832.9fl12 
9804 NSUB = ,., 
98e8 GO TO 9832 
9812 IF INROTH) 9816,9820,9B2C 
9816 NBOTH = [) 
9a2e IF INVIBI 9824,9C20,902C 
9824 NVIB = 0 
9828 GO TO 902G 



9832 IF (NHOTH) 9836,9856,9844 
9836NBOTH = 0 
9840 GO TO 9856 . 
9844 IF (NVIB' 9848,q02~,902C 

9848 NVIB = f) 

9852 GO TO 9020 
9856 IF (NVIB) 986 n ,9864,9020 
9860 NVIB -= 0 
9864 CONTI NUE 
9868 GO TO (9872,988(,99C0,99(8), NEXGO 
9872 NEXGO = 2 
9876 GO TO 9912 
~880 IF (MOOEPI - 3) 9884,9892.9884 
9884 NEXGD = 4 
9888 GO TO 9912 
9892 NEXGO = 3 
9896 GO TO 9912 
99t')C NEXGO -= 4 
991")4 GO TO 9912 
99~)8 N EXGD = 5 
9912 IF (NEXGD - 4) 8424,8424,9916 
9916 CONTI NUE 
992f) ENO 
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.SUKROUTIN~ TRANSI~TER,ITECOM,IOWTYP,JCHUSE,NUM,LINDI,LROPI 
18C COMMON/2(:;~_ / INUNiJP (28 ,9 r;,31, I NONWF (2E1 ,9'~, 31 ,LPRO( 2>1 ,g') 

19S DIMFNSION NSU~(3) 
195 LINDI = 1 
ZV·' K .'" NUM 
2:4 00224 N = I,NU~ 
208 IF (ICHOSE - 11 212,212,22C' 
212 NSU8(NI =INONOP(NTER,IT~CUM,NI 
2lt GO TO 224 
220 NSUB(NI = INONWF(NTER,ITECOM,N) 
224 CONTI NlJE 
228 IF (NUM - 1) 3~G,3~r,212 
232 DO 264 N = 1,NUM 
236 IF IN - NUMI 24C,252,25V 
24') IF (NSUB(NI - NSURIN+l)1 264,241,246 
241 IF IlCHOSE - 11 242,242,264 
242 LINDI = " 
244 GO TO 264 
246 CALL .SWAP(NSUB(NI,NSlJH(N+IYI 
248 GO TO 2h4 
250 CALL ERRORII) 
252 IF INSUB(NI - NSUB(ll) 254,258,264 
254 CALL SWAPINSUB(N),NSlJB(II) 
256 GO TO 264 

.7.58 IF (ICHOSE.,. 1) 26C,26:,264 
26~' LINDI = .) 
264 CONT I NUE 
268 IF (K - Z) 2E1C,280,272 
272 K = 1 
276 GO TO 232 
2AC IF INUM - 2) 284,284,Z92 
284 IOWTYP = NSU~(11 • 1~*NSUB(2) 

2A8 GO TO 3(;4 
292 IOWTYP = NSU8111 • lC*NSUS(ZI + l' C*NSUIH3) 
296 GtJ TO 304 
3GO IOWTYP '" NSU~lll 
3C4 LROP = lPRQINTER,ITECOMI 
3C6 RETURN 
3·; 8 END 

SUBROUTINE SWAP{ IOPWF,JOPWF) 
IC) IDUM = IOPWF 
2f'.IOPWF = JOPWF 
30 JOPWF = I DUM 
40 RETURN 
50 END 

SUBRUUTINE ERROR{NI 
PRINT lCO,N 

(CO FORMAT(1~X,9HERMOR NO.,I5) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBRfjUT INf GONOGO( NUTCOM,MUDEPI ,I WfJ ,IIo/FK I 
150 COMMONJSUBGNn/MOELEC(21,MOMAGNI21 
16G COMMON/GNOTER/INOIJJI~I,INDlJK(6),INDIKJ(6) 
18(1 COMMO'N/GNOPRO/NRIP(12,l21, IGP(12,12,4) 
2;'( !H.vPE = r 

2:4 00 484N = I,NUTCOM 
?~8 IF (N-3) 212,212.22C 
Z12 KOIG = N 
216 GO TO 224, 
2zn KDIG = N - 3 
724 GO TO (228,228,372,268,2681, MODfP( 
228 IF IN-21 232,232,24'} 
232 I = MOELECIKDIG) 
236 GO-TO 248 
24G KDIG ~ N - 2 
244 I. = MOMAGNIKDIG) 
248 IWFONE IWFJ 
252 IWFTWO = IWFK 
256 MOMONE = ~ 
26C NDEC =1 
264 GO TO 404 
26~ IF (NTYPE) 272,276,328 
272 CALL ERROR(9~J 
276 IWFONE =IWFJ 
Z8G IWFTWO =' llo/FK 
284 GO TO (28~,30C,312), KOIG 
288 MaMONE = MOFLEC(l) 
292 I = MOELEC(2) 
296 GO TO 32(\ 
3eo MOMONE = MOELEC(I) 
3)4 I ~ MOELEC(11 
31', il GO TO 32(" 
31z'MOMONE = ·MOELEC(2) 
316 I = MOELEC(I) 
320 NDEC = 0 
324 GO TO 484 
328 IF IN - 3) 332,332,344 
332 IWFONE = IWFJ 
336 llo/FTWO = IWFJ 
34C GO TI) 352 
344 IWFONE = IWFK 
348 IWFTWO = IWFK 
352 GO TO (356,364,356), KOIG 
356 I = MOMAGN(ll 
361) GO ,TO 404 
364 I = MOMAGN(2) 
368 GO TO 4C4 
372 GU TO 1376,376,384), N 
~76 I = MOELECIl) 
380 GO TO 388 
384 I = MOELEC(2) 
388 IIo/FONE (WFJ 
392 IWFTWO = IWFK 
396 NDF.C = 1 
40r: MOMUNE = 'Co 
404 NP = NRIPI(,IWFONE) 
408 00 4~O L = 1,NP 
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412 KD = IWFTWO - IGP(I,1WFONE,l) 
4.16 IF (KD) 42f),428,42C 
421) INQI = 0 
424 GO TO 432 
428 I NQl- 1 
432 IF (NTYPE) 436,436,456 
~36 IF (NOEC' 440,44:,448 
440 INDZKJ(N' = fNDIKJ(N' + INQl 
444 GO TO 46C 
448 INDIJK(N) :: ·INOlJK(N) + INQl 

·452 GO TO 46') 
456 INDlJJ(N) :: INOlJJ(N' + INQl 
46'; CONT I NUF. 
464 IF (MOMONE) 484,484,468 
468 1- MOMONE 
472 MOMONE = 0 
476 NDEC = 1 
480 GO TO 4C4 
484 CONTINUE 
488 IF (NTYPE' 492,492,504 
492 GO TO (5(;4,5C4,5,"4,496,496), MODEPI 
496 NTYPE = 1 
'5,)() GO TO 204 
504 RETURN 
5C 8 END 
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SUBROUT[NE TERPERINCOM,NTER,NMATEL,MODEP[I 
19C COMMON/GNOTER/INDlJJI61,[NDZJKI61,[NDlKJI61 
195 COMMON/TERPRO/KOPIS),KWFIS),[OPQI51,tWFQI51 

327 

20 f" C OMMONI SUlH ER IL" BOP ( '5 ) , LABWF I '5 J , t Nli 213 I ,NNS Q[ N, I OPAOE, I TPADE, 
1 IOPADM 

2G4 GO TO 1208,2"8,516,lS)4,1004), MODEPI 
C TH[S BRANCH DETERMINES WHETHER WE ARE DEALING WITH AKSORPTION O~ 
C CIRCULAR D[CHROIS~ IMODE=0,1) OR WITH THE MORE COMPLICATED TER~S 

C OF MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM, MCDIB) IMOflE=2), MCO(C) I~ODE=i), 
C AND MCD(A) (MODE=4). HERE MODt:PI=M(1DE+l. 

2.G8 IOPAflM = 2 
C IOPADM, IOPADE~ ITPADE GIVE THE MATRIX ELEMFNT LOCATTONS fOR EACH 
C TERM OF THE MAGNETIC MOMENT~ ELFCTRIC MOMENT AND FUR MCD THE SECDND 
C COMPONENT OF THE ELECTRIC MOMENT. THESE ARE USED lATER IN THE MAIN 
C ~ROGRAM WHEN DEGENERATE SYMMETRIES MAKE IT NECESSARY TO ELIMINATE 
C MEMBER PERMUT~TIONS NOT ~LLOWtO RyTHE DOT PRODUCT (ABSORPTION AND 
C CIRCULAR D[CHROISM) OR TRIPLF PRODUCT (MAGNETIC CIRCUL"~ DICHRUISMI 

212 [F (INDlJK(NCOMI) 216,22v,232 
C IF [NDZJK(NCOM)=l, THIS MEANS THAT FOR THE NCOM COMPONENT, THAT ALL 
C TERMS CONTAINING (J/U/KI (OR (J/M/KI FOR CIRCULAR OICHROISMI WILL 
C BE ZERO. IF [NolJKINCOMI=r: THESE TERMS ARE NONHRO. IF THE NTER 
C TERM [S ZERU, THEN INZINTERI=-. IF NOT IT [S 1. THIS VALUF IS USED 
C IN THE 2~0C SFCTION OF THE MAIN PRUGRAM TU flETFMMINE WHFTHER TO 
C .CALCULATE THESF TERMS OF NOT IChLCUlATE IF 11 

216 CAll ERRURI8~1 
220 GO TO 1228,228,228,22d,228,232,2~2,232,228,2Zq,228,2~A,232,232, 

1232,232,232,2321, NTER 
C HERE WE SET THE VALUE OF INZI"ITERI [JNLY FOR THE TERMS CONTAINPlG 
CIJ/U/K) OR IJ/M/KI. . ... 

22BINZINTERI = ~ 

232 GU TO (236,236,244.244,28(),3l.:',32'i,32·:;,364,.372,28':,3il~,41).~.,424, 

1424,424,424,42~1, NTFR 
236 NNSQIN = 0 
240 GO TO 248 
244 NNSQIN = 1 

C THE VALUE OF NNSQIN INDICATES WHETHER WE HAVE FOR THE TFRM wE ARE 
C CONSlbERING, NO AODITIONAl SYMMETRIES (NNSQIN=~), N ADDITIUNAL 
C SYMMETRIFS INNSQIN=l), OR N.*2 ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES INNSQIN=21. 

248 CALL SWAP IKOPll),KOP(311 
252 CALL SWAP (IOPQ(11,IOPQ(311 
256 CALL SWAP (LABDPll',lAHOP(311 

C THE SWAP SUBROUTINE SWAPS THE CONTENTS OF THE TWO ARGUE~ENTS, E.G. 
C THE CONTENTS OF KOP( 11 AND KOP( 31 AS IN STATFMENT 248. 

260 IF (IOPADE - 21 264,264,272 
264 10PADE = 3 
268 GU TO 488 
272 10PAoE = 1 
276 GO TO 48A 
2AQ IOPADE = 4 
284 CAll SWAP IKOPI31,KOPI411 
28B CALL SWAP IIOPQ(3I,IOPQI411 
292 CALL SWAP IlABOPI3I,lABOP(411 
296 GO TO 488 
30( NNSQIN = r 
3C4 CALL SWAP IKWF(3),KWF(411 
308 CALL SWAP IIWFQI31,IWFQ(411 
312 CALL SWAP IlABWF(31,LABWFI411 



316 GU,TO 4H8 
320 CALL SWflP(K'.JP(21,KOPI1II 
324 CALL SWAP ~IOPQI21,IOPQI311 

328 CALL SWAPILABOPI21~LABUPI311 
332 IF INTER' - 11 336,336,344 
336 J(lPAOM = 3 
348 GO TO 488 
344 CALL SWAP IKOPI11,KOPI4I1, 
348 CALL SWAP IIOPQI1I,IClPQI411 
352 CALL SWAP (LABOPI1),LABUPI4)) 
356- I.OPAOE= 1 
360 GO TO 488 
364 NNSQIN = 2 
3MI GO TO 384 
312 10PAOE = 1 
376 GO TO 248 
38n 10PADE = 5 
384 CALL SWAP IKOPI41,KOPIS)) 
388 CALL SWAP IIOPQ(4),IOPQ1S)1 
392 CALL SWAP ILABOPI41,LABOP(5)1 
396 GO TO 488 
4DO NNSQIN = 1 
404 IOPAOE = 4 
408 CALL SWAP IKWF(3),KWFI4)) 
412 CALL SWAP IIWFQ(3),IWFQ(411 
416 CALL SwAP ILABWF(3),LABWFI4)) 
42f'l GO TO 384 
424 CALL SWAP IKOP(2),KOPI3)1 
428 CALL SWAP IIOPQ(2),IOPQI31) 
432 CALL SWAP (LA80PI2),LABOPI311 
436 NDMTER = NTER - 13 ' 
440 Gb TO (444,452,444,~12,444)~ NDMTER 
444 IOPADM = 3 
448 GO TO 488 
452 CALL SWAP IKOP(1),KOP(41) 
456 CALL SWAP (IOPQlll,IOPQI4)) 
46 r) CAll SWAP ILABOPlll,LABOP(4)) 
464 10PAOE = 1 
468 GO TO 488 
472 CALL SWAP (KOPI1I,KOPIS)) 
476 CALL SWAP (IOPQ(1I,IOPQI511 
480 tALL SWAP (LABOPll),LABOPISII 
484 IOPADE = S 
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488 GO TO 1492,492,51J("SiJC,Sc(;,5",~,,5Lr.5-';'~,5G8,5~;B,508,5'8,5 i j8,S,:8, 

1508,S08,508,5081, NTER 
492. NMATEL = 3 
496 GO TO 1316 
5 i )O NMA TEL = 4 
5C4 GO TO 1316 
508 NMATEL = 5 
512 GO TO 1316 

C THIS COMPLETES THE ABSORPTION, CIRCULAR DICHROISM PORTION OF THIS 
C SUBROUTINE. THE NEXT POPTION IS THE MCDISI SECTION. 

516 IF (INDlJKINCO,",11 521",524,532 
520 CALL ERROR(81) 
524 GO TO (528,528,S28,532,532,528,S28,528,528,523,528,528,528,528, 

1532,532,532,528,528,528,532,532,532,532,532,532,532,5i21, NTER 
528 INZ(NTERI = n 
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532 GO TO (536i536,556,576,596,616,632,652,664~672,69?,7~~,732,752, 
1772,596,sn4,812,832,R4C,S76,632,86C,692,868,896,9:4,S96), NTER 

536 NNSQI N . r 
540 IOPAGE = 2 
544 ITPADE = 1 
548 '(OPAOM =. 3 
552 GO TO 912 
556 (OPADM = 4 
560 CALL SWAP (KOP(3),KOP(4JI 
564 CALL SWAP IIOPQI3J,IOPQ(4)) 
568 CALL SWAP ILABOP(3),LAAOPI4)) 
572 GO TO 912 
516 I'4NSQ(N = 0 
580 CALL SWAP IKWF(3),KWFI4)) 
584 CALL SwAP ((WFQI3),IWFQI4)) 
588 CALL SWAP (LABWFI31,LABWFI411 
592 GO TO 912 
596 IOPADE = 3 
6ee CALL SWAP IKOP(2),KOP(3)1 
604 CALL SWAP ((OPQI2),IOPQI3)) 
6GB CALL SWAP ILABOP(2),LABOPI3)) 
612 GO TO 912 
6t6 CALL SWAP IKWFI2J,KWF(3)) . 
620 CALL SW~P ((WFQI2)~IWFQ(3)) 
624 CALL SWAP ILABflF(2),LABWH3" 
628 .GO TO 912 
632 ITPAOE = 2 
636 CALL SWAP IKOPll),KOPIZ)) 
640 CAll SWAP IIOPQ(II,I()PQI2IJ 
644 CALL SWAP (LABOP(l) ,LABOP(ZII 
648 GO TO 91Z 
652 (TPADE = 1 
656.NNSQIN = 1 
660 GO TO 636 
664 (TPADE = 2 
668 GO TO 636 
672 (OPADM = S 
676 CALL SWAP IKOP(4J,KOP(SJ) 
680 CAll SWAP IIOPQI.4I,IOPQIS)) 
684 CALL SWAP (LABOPI41,LABOPI5)) 
688 GO TO 91Z 
692 (TPADE = 1 
696 GO TO 636 
101; IOPADE = 2 
lC4 CALL SWAP IKWF(2),KWFI3J) 
108 CALL SWAP IIWFQ(21,(WFQ(3)) 
712 CALL SWAP ILABWF(2) ,LABWFI 3) I 
716 CALL SWAP (KWFI31,KWFI411 
lZG CAll SWAP (IWFQ(3' ,(WFQ(411 
724 CALL SWAP (LAAWF(31,LABWF(411 
128 GO TO 6DC 
132 (OPADM = 3 
136 CALL SWAP IKUP(31,KOPI511 
748 CALL SWAP (IOPQ(3),IOPQIS)) 
744 CALL SWAP (LABOPI3),LABOP(S)) 
148 GO TO 912 
152 IOPAOM = 4 
156 CALL SWAP (KOPI 3) ,KOP (4)) 



160 CALL SWAP IIOPQI31,IOPQ(411 
164 CALL SWAP ILABOPI31,LABOP(411 
168 GO TO 912 
112 IOPADM '" 5 
716 CALL SWAP IKWFI31,KWFISII 
180 CALL SWAP IIWFQI31,IWFQI511 
184 CALL SWAP ILABWFI31,LABWFI511 
198 CALL SWAP IKOPI41,KOPI511 
192 CALL SWAP IIOPOI41,IOPQI511 
796 CALL SWAP IlABOPI41,lABOPI511 

.AUO GO TO 912 
8G4 (OPADE '" 4 
8')8 GO TO 156 
812 ITPADE = 2 
816 CALL SWAP IKWFI21,KWFI411 
H20 CALL SWAP IIWFQI21,IWFQI411 
824 CALL SWAP IlA8WFI21,LABWFI411 
828 GO TO 636 
832 ITPADE = 3 
836 GO TO 6ee 
84( I TPADE = 1 
844 CALL SWAP IKOPl1',KOPI311 
848 CALL SWAP IIOPQIll,IOPQ(311' 
852 CALL SWAP IlABOPll1,LABOPI311 
856 GO TO 'H2 
86C IOPADE = 3 
864 GO TO 156 
868 CALL SWAP (KWfI2ItKWFI3I1 
B12 CALL SWAP IIWfQ(2),IWFQ(3)1 
816 CALL SWAP (LABWF(21,lABWF(3)1 
880 CALL SWAP IKWf(41,KWFI511 
884 CALL SWAP (IWFQ(41,IWFQ(511 
888 CALL SWAP ILABWFI41,LA8WFI511 
892 GO TO 912 
896 IOPADE = 2 
90D GO TO 6(;( 

904 10PADM = 4 
908 GO TO 616 
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912 GO TO 1916,924,924,924,924,924,924,932,932,93?,932,932,932,932, 
1932,932,932,932,932,932,932,932,932,932,932,932,932,9371, NTER 

916 NMATEL = 3 
920 GU TO 1316 
924 NMATEL = 4 
928 GO TO 1316 
932 NMA TEL = 5 
936 GO TO 1316 

C THIS COMPLETES THE MCDIBI SECTION. THE FINAL SECTION D~ALS WITH THE 
C MCDIAI AND MCDICI TERMS 

1004 IF IINDIJJINCOMII 1rf·8,lC12,l(;l6 
C (NDEJJINCOMI IS LIKE INOZJKINCOMI BUT DEALS WITH TERMS TH~T CONTAIN 
C (J/M/JI OR IK/M/KI. 
10~8 CALL ERROR(82) 
1012 GO TO I1C14,1014,lC14,lG16,1016,lr16,lCI4,1014,1(14,1"14,1;'14, 

11014,1016,10161, NTER 
1014 INIINTERI = ':' 
1016 IF I INDIKJI NCO,..) 1 1020,IC22.1024 
1020 CAll ERROR(8]1 
1022 GO TO IIC23,lU23,1023,lC23.1(23,lC23,1023,1023,1023,1024,lL24, 



110Z4,IC23,IQ23), NTER 
1023 I"IZINHR) = t) . 

1024. IF IINDZJKINCOM)) IJ25,1(26,E32 
1025 CAll ERRORI90) 
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.11J26 GO TO 11:~28, lC32,1032,1028,1'.;28,1028,IC32,1"32, 1:"32,1'·32,1.32, 
11032,IG3;>,1032), NTER 

1 C 2 8 I N II NT f R I = !' 
1'32 ·GO TO 11J3b,1056,IC76,1(192,1112,113?,1152,ISQ2,1Ib8,1176,1192, 

11212, 122~:, 1268), NTE.R 
1036 NNSQ(N C. 
1040 (UPADE = ;> 
lr:44 !TPADE = 1 
1048 10P.ADM : 3 
105Z GO TO 1292 ~ 
1,)56 IOPADM = 4 
1')6C·CAll SWAP IKOPI3).KOPI411 
1064 CAll SWAP IIOPQI31,IOPQI411 
1068 CAll SWAP IlA60PI3),lASOPI411 
1012 GO TO 1292 
ID76 CAll SWAP (KWFI31,KWF(411 

.1CBO CALL SWAP (IWFQ(31,IWFQ(4)) 
1084 CALL SWAP (lABWF(3),LABWF(411 
lr:88 GO TO 1292 
1092 IOPAOE = 3 
IJ96 CAll SWAP (KOP(ZI,KOP(31) 
1100 CAll SWAP ((OPQ(ZI,IOPQ()II 
11~4 CAll SWAP (lABOP(21,lABOP(3)) 
1108 GO TO lZ92 
1112 (OPAOE = Z 
1116 CAll SWAP (KWF(31,KWFI411 
1120 ~All SWAP (IWFQ(31,IWFQI41) 
1124 CAll SWAP (lABWF13I,lABWF(411 
1128 GO TO 1G96 
1132 IOPADM = 5 
1136 CALL SWAP (KOPI41,KOP(511 
1140 CAll SWAP 1I0PQ(4) ,10PQ(S)) 
1144 CAll SWAP IlABOP(4),lASOPISII 
1148 GO TO 1292 
1152 tAll SWAP IKWFI31,KWFI511 
1156 CAll SWAP I (WFQ(31 ,tWFQI51 I 
1160 CAll SWAP IlABWF131 ,lABWF( 511 
1164 GfJ TO 1292 
1168 IOPADE = 4 
1112 GO TO lOb(· 
1116 CAll SWAP (KWFI21,KWF(3)1 
1180 CAll SWAPIlWFQ(21,IWFQ(311 
1184 CAll SWAP (lABWF(21,lABWF(311 
11 R8 GO TO 1292 
1192 ITPADE = 2 
1196 CAll SWAP IKOPll1,KOP(211 
1200 CAll SWAP IlOPQ(II,IOPQI211 
1204 CAll SWAP (lABOPll1,lABOP(211 
1208 GO TO 1292 
1212 IOPADE= 3 
1216 GO TO 106C 
1220 10PADE = 7 
1224 ITPADE = 1 
1228 CAU SWAP (KWF(21,KWFI311 



1232,CALL SWAP (TWFQ(21.IWfO(311 
1236 CALL SWAP (LABWFI2I,LABWFI311 
1240 CALL SWAP IKWFI41 .KWF( 511 
1244 CALL SWAP (IWFQI4I,lwFQI511 
1248 ~ALL SWAP ILAAWF(41.LABWF(511 
1252 CALL SWAP IKOPll'.KOPI211 
1256 CALL SWAP (IOPQ(I'.TOPOI211 
126~ CALL SWAP ILABOPllI,LABOP(211 
1264 GO TO lC96 
1268 IOPADE = 3 
1272 IOPAOM = 4 
1276 CALL SWAP (KOP(41.KOP(511 
1280 CALL SWAP (IOPOI41.IOPO(511 
1284 CALL SWAP ILABOP(41.LABOPI511 
12A8 GO TO 1096 
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J292 GO TO 11296.1304.13C4.13C4.1312.1312,1312.l312.1312,1312,131Z. 
11312.1312.13121. MTER 

1296 NMATEL = 3 
l3rC GO TO 1316 
13','4 NMATEL ." 4 
11"'8 GO TO 1316 
1312 NMATEl = 5 
1316 RETURN 
1370 END 



SUBROUTINE PRODILUNONQ,NORNSQ,NALL,NSQALL,NUMMAT,NMATELI 
166 COMMON/GNOPRO/NRIPI12,lZI,IGPIl?,12,41 
170 COMMON/TfRPRO/KOPI51 ,KWFI5I,IOPQI51,IWFQI51 

333 

174 COMMON/SUAPRO/IOPQAI5 I, IWFQAI 5 I, JDSLWF I 41 ,JDSOP 1'.1, JOSHO/F I 41, 

C 

IMATELQI 51 ,NR IPS, IREPS1H 91 
176 IF INUMMAT - NMATELI 18(,192,178 
178 CALL ERRORI471 
179 GO TO 192 
180 IWFQP = IWFQINUMMAT + II 
184 KWFP = KWFINU~MAT + 11 
1·88 GO 10 2(" 
192 I WFQP =. I WFQI 11 
196 KWFP = KWFll1 

C BERE THE SYMMfTRY VALUE AND STATE O~ KNUWLEOGEOF tHE LEADING wAV~ 
C FUNCTION UF THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT ARE STORED IN THE DUM~Y 

C STORhGESLOTS KWFP, IWFQP. IF NUM~AT=NMATFL, THEN THE NU~MA1+1 

C ELEMENT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT. 
C 

2.0 NSUM = IWFQP + IOPQINUMMATI + IWFQINUMMATI + 1 
C 
C THE VALUES OF IWFQP, IOPQINUMMATI, IWFQINUMMATI DESIG~ATE 

C THE STATE OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION, THE OPERATOR, 
C AND THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION OF THE NUMMAT MATRI_ ELEMENT. VALUES 
C OF 1 INDICATE KNOWLFOGE OF UNIT SYMMFTRIES, OF r INDICATE LACK Of 
C KNOWLEDGE. THE VALU~ OF NSUM-l GIVES DIRECTLY THE NUMBER OF UNIT 
C SYMMETRIES KNOWN. 
C 

204 GO TO (4C8,4C8,268.?~81, NSUM 
C 
C WE FOLLOW DIFFERENT PATHS FOR DIFFERENT ~UMAERS OF UNIT SYMMETRIES 
C KNOWN 
C 

C 

2e8 IDV = KOPINUMMATI 
212 JDV = KWFINUMMhTI 

C THIS PORTION IS FOR ALL THREE UNIT SYMMETRIES KNOWN. ITS FUNCTION 
C IS TO DETERMINE WHETHER THESE THREE SYMMETRIES ARE COMPATIBLE, THAT 
C IS WHETHER THE SYMMETRY OF OF ANY ONE IS CONTAINED IN THE GROUP 
C MULTIPLICATION PRODUCT OF THE OTHER TWO. THE SYMMETRIES OF THE 
C OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION ARE PLftCED IN IOV AND JDV. THE 
C NUMBER OF IR~EDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS RESULTI'lG FROM THE GRllUP 
C PRODUCT fl)V X JDV ARE STUR£CD IN NRIPS. EACH OF THESE ~EPRESt:NTATIONS 

C FOR COINCIDENCE. IF THERE ARE NO CUINCIDENCES FOR ANY OF THE 
C PROOUCT REPRESENTATIONS, THFN THE MATRIX £CLEMENT IS ZERO. IF THIS 
C IS THE CASE THEN NRIPS IS SET EQUAL TO lERO IN ORDER TO SIGNAL 
C SECTION 31)~ THAT IT ~AKES NO SENSE TO COMPUTE ANY SUCCEEOING 
C MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR THIS DEGENERATE PERMUTATION AND TO SIGNAL 
C SECTION 40J~ NOT TO STORE THIS PARTICULAR SET Of GROUP PRODUCT 
C TERMS. 
C 

C 

216 NRIPS = NRIPIIDV,JDVI 
220 INDALL = (' 

C THE VALUE OF INDALL LATER USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO SET NRIPS 
C EQUAL TO lERO IIF INDALL SET EQUAL TO 11. 
C 



e 

224 00 252 NRS = l,NKIPS 
228 KOV = IGPIIOV,JOV,NRSI 
232 IF IKOV - KWFPI 252,236,252 
236 JOSOPlll ={OV 
240 JDSLWFlll = KDV 
244 JD~TWFlll = JOV 
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eWE HAVE FOUND THAT ONE Uf THE lKREDUCll3LE KFPQESENTArIO"JS MATCHES 
C KWFP. THERFFORE THE UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE SHIRED IN THE APPROPRIATE 
C STORAGE SLOTS. SlNCE KWFP WILL ~E MATCHED BY ONLY ONE OF THE 
e IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS, NKIPS=l WHEN Ii. ,"'A TCli IS "IAOE AND It:fC) 
e WHEN ONE IS NOT. THIS DONE BY SFTTING NR(PS=INOALL. 
C 

C 

248 I NDALL = 1 
252 CONTINUE 
256 NKIPS = INOALL 
260 MATELQINUMMATI = 1 

C . HERE WE INDICATE THAT THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELEMENT HAS dE(N EVALUATED. 
C 

C 

264 GO TO 516 
268 IF INSUM - IWFQP - 21 21(,324,272 
210 CALL ERRORI4Ql 
211 GO TO 324 

C IF THf LEAOING WAVE FUNCTION IS KNOWN, THF. ARGUE'1FNTIS ZERO, IF 
e UNKNOWN THE ARGUE~ENT IS ONE. 
C 

c 

212 IOV = KOPINUMMATI 
276 JOV = KWFINUMMATI 
2ac NRIPS = NRIPIIOV,JDVI 
284 DO 3CO NRS = l,NRIPS 
288 JDSLWFINRSI = IGPIIDV,JDV,NRSI 
292 JDSOPINRSI = IOV 
296 JOSTWFINRSI = JOV 

C THE LAST THREE STATEMENTS STORE THE TWO GIVEN AND ONE COMPUTED UNlr 
C SYMMETRIES IN THEIR OUMMY STORAGE SLOTS FOR FACH VALUE OF NRS. 
C 

C 

300 eONT INUE 
3(4 IF INU~MAT - NMATELI 316,308,~~6 

3(6 CALL ERROR(491 
3~8 IWFOl11 = 1 
312 GO TO 320 
316 IWFOINUMMAT + 11 
320MATELQINUMMATI = 
.322 GO TO 516 

CHERE WE HAVE INDICATED THAT THE LEADING wAVE FUNCTION IS KNOWN AND 
C THAT THE NUMMAT MATRIX ELE~ENT HAS BEEN EVALUhTEO. 
C 

C 

~24 IF IIWFQINUM~ATII 326,328,368 
~26 CALL ERRORI5 n ) 

C STATE~ENTS 272 TO 32C EVALUATE THE MATRIX ELEMENT IF ~PERATOR AND 
C TRAILING wAVE FUNCTION UNIT SYMMETKIFS ARE KNOWN AND THE LEADING 
C WAVE FUNCTION UNIT SYMMETRY UNKNOWN. IF IWFQINUMMATI=··', THEN THf 
C THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTIUN IS UNKNOWN. SINCE TWO UNIT SYMMETRIES 
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C ARE KNOWN FOR THIS CASE, THIS MEANS THE OPERATOR AND LEADING WAVE 
C FUNCTION AME KNOWN. IF IWfQI~UMMATI=I, THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTIUN 
C IS KNOWN. SINCE THE LEADING WAVE fUNCTION IS KNOWN AND SINCE T~O 

C U~IT SYMMETRIES ARE KNOWN THE UPERATOR IS UNKNOWN. 
C 

C 

328 IOV = KOPINUMMATI 
332 NRIPS = NRIPIIOV,KWFPI· 
336 00 352 NRS = 1,NRIPS 
34~ JOSTWFIN~SI = IG~IIOV,KWFP,NRS) 
344 JOSOPINRSI = 10V 
348 JOSLWFINRSI = KWFP 
352 CONTINUE 
356 IWFQINUMMATI = 1 

C THIS fNOICATES THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION OF THE NUMMAT MATRIx 
C ELEMENT HAS REEN DETERMINED. 
C 

C 

360 MATELQINUMMAT) = 1 
364 GO TO 516 . 
368 IOV = KWFINUMMATI 
312 NRIPS = NRIPIIDV,KWFPI 
316 00 392 NRS = 1,~RIPS 
18S JDSDPINRS) = IGPIIDV,KWFP,NRS) 
384 JDSLWFINMSI = KWFP 
3R8 JDSTWFINRSI = IDV 
392 CONTINUE 
396 IbpQINUMMAT) = 1 
4ln MATELQINUMMAT) = 1 
404 GO TO 516 
4GB IF ILUNONQI 41S,412,42r 
410 CALL ERRORI5l) 

C IF LUNONQ IS ZERO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT HAVE TO DEAL WITH THE N OR 
C N**2 ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES FOR THIS TERM, AT LEAST NOT YET. IF 
C LU~ONQ IS GREATER THAN ZERO THE PROGRAM DEALS WITH THESE SYMMETRIES. 
C 

C 

412 MATELQINUMMAT) = n 
416 GO TO 516 
42~ LUNDNQ = 0 

C LUNONQ IS RESET TO ZERO ONCE THE DECISIO~ HAS BEEN MADE TU 00 THE 
C ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES. THE DECISION IS MAOF ONCE FOR THE N CASE. 
C IT IS MADE TWICE FOR THE N**2 CASE. THE RESETTING IS NECESSARY 
C EVERY TIME THE DECISION HAS BEEN MADE SO THAT IT CAN ~E MAOE AGAIN 
C WHEN NECESSARY. 
C 

C 

424 IF IIWFQP) 426,428,432 
426 CALL ERROR(52) 

C IN THE FOLLOWING BRANCHES WE ARE IN THE SITUATION WHERE WE KNuw 
C EITHER ONE OR NONE OF THE UNIT SYMMETRIES OF THE MATRIx ELEMENT. IF 
C NONE ARE KNOWN THE BRANCHES TAKE US OUT OF iHE SU8RO~TINE sn THAT 
C . WE CAN GO ON TO A MATRIX ELEMENT THAT ODES HAVE AT LEAST ONE UNIT 
C SYMMETRY KNOwN. IF ONE SYMMETRY IS KNOWN THE BRANCHES DIRECT US SO 
C THAT IF THE KNOWN UNIT SYMMETRY IS A WAVE FUNCTION, THE OPERATOR 
C SYMMETRY IS SUPPLIED. IF THE KNOwN IS THE UPERATOR SYMMETRY, T~E 
C TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRY IS SUPPLIED. WE FIRST INVESTIGATE 
C THE CASES WHERE EITHER OF THE wAVE FUNC~ION SYMMETRIES ARE KNOWN 



C 

C 

428 IF I IWFQINU..,MATlI 43",468,432 
43C CALL ENRORI531 
4.31 GO TO 46~ 
432 IF (NORNSQ - 11 434,436,452 
434 CALL ERROR(54) 

336 

C IF NURNSQ=l, WE MUST SUPPLY THE FIRST IN) SYMMETRY. IF NIJRNSQ=2, 
C WE .MUST SUPPLY THE SECOND IN**21 SYMMETRY. THE PARTICULAR 
C REPRESFNTATIUNS SUPPLIED IS OETERMI~ED BY SECTIUN 8)0~. WHEN A UNIT 
C SYMMETRY IS SUPPLIED IOPQINUM/o1I\Tl lOR IWFQII\lU"lMATII IS Sf'T FQUfll TO 
C ONE INDICATING THE KNOWLEOGF OF THIS UNIT SY~METRY FOR THIS 
C PARTICULAR GROUP TERM. ALSO IOPQAINU"lMATI toR [WFi,/AI N!J'1..,AT I I IS SET 
C EQUAL TO ONE INDICATING THE KNOWLFDGF OF TrllS UNit SYM'1ET~Y FOR 
C THIS SET OF GROUP TER..,S. 
C 

C 

436 KOPINU..,MATI = IREPSBINAlL) 
440 IOPUINUMMATI = 1 
444 IOPQAINUMMATl = 1 
',48 GIJ TO 2(,) 

452 KOPINUMMAT) = IREPSBINSQALL) 
456 IOPQINUMMATI = 1 
460 IOPQAINUMMAT) = 1 
464 GO TO 2[" 
468 IF IHJPQINUMMATII 47(;,472,48: 
470 CALL EPRORI551 
472 MATELQINUMMATI = 0 

C NONE UF THE UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE KNOWN FOR THE NU~/o1AT MATRIX ELEME~T. 
C 

476 GO TO 516 
480 IF INORNSQ - 11 482,484,5C0 
482 CALL ERROR(56) 
484 KWFINUMMATI = IREPSBINALL) 
488 IWFQINUMMAT) = 1 
492 IWFQAINUMMAT) = 1 
496 GO TO 2C0 
5~O KWFINUMMATI = IREPSBINSQAlL) 
5:)4 IWFQINUMMATI = 1 
5"8 IWFQAINU"1MATI = 1 
512 GO TO 2Cr: 
516 RETURN 
52C END 



SUBROUTINE SEARCH(l~ECCD,JOPN,JWFN,~WFN,KPOS) 

192 COMPLFX CO~O~E,COUPCF,TEMCC 
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196 COMMON/SIJBSER/IDEGRRItZ), IPARTM(12) ,IRDEG( 12) ,MEMRFP( 1;:,1.,4), 
1C~COME(5,4,4),COUPCF(1r,1r,4),NNUREP,MATCH(4) 

2en DIMENSION INDROW(2),LOCATE(2"MEMNUM(Z),TEMCCI8) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE SFARCH SEARCHES OUT ALL THE COUPLiNG CUEFFICIENTS 
C COR~ESPONOING TO A (MATRIX ELEMENTISET OF UNIT SY~METRIES. THE~~ 
C ARE THREE UNIT SYMMETRIES PER MATRIX ELEMENT AND IF TWO OR THREE 
C OF THESE SYMMETRIES ARE OEGENFRATE THEN, SINCE FOR (ACH nnUSLY 
C DEGE~ERATE REPRESENTATION THER~ ARE TWO MEMBERS, THERE ARE 2**2 
C OR 2**3 CO~8lNATInNS OF TH~SE UNIT SYMMETRY MEMBERS. FUR A 
C NON-DEGENERATE REPRESENTATION THE MEMBER IS IOENTICAL TO THE 
C SYMMETRY ITSELF. FOR EACH OF THESE COMBINATIONS THERE CORRESPONDS 
C A COUPLING COEFFltIENT. THUS FOR A SET OF UNIT SYMMETRIES, TWO OF 
C WHICH ARE DOUBLY DEGENERATF, THERE IS A SET OF 2**2=4 COUPLING 
C COEFFICIENTS, SOME OF WHICH CAN BFlERO. S[MIL~RILY IF ALL THREE OF 
C THE UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE OOUBLY DEGENERAT£:, THERf [S A SET OF 2**3=8 
C COUPLING COEFFIC[ENTS. THESE ARE INITIALLY STORED [N THE ~AIN 
C PROGRAM [N A THREE SUBSCRIPT ARRAY, EACH SUBSCRIPT COKRFSPUNDING 
C TO A UNIT SY~METRY AND BEING nNE OR TWO OIMENSIIJNAL DEPEND[NG f)N 
C WHETHER THF UNIT SYMMETRY IS NUN-D~GFNERATE OR DOURLY DEGtNERATE. 
C ~AIN PROGRAM STORAGE FOR THE COUPLING COEF~[C[ENTS IS IN THE ARRAY 
C COUPCF(NSETCM,NCMSET,NUMROW), WHERE NSETCM IS THE INDEX UF THE SET 
C OF CULUMNS AND CORRESPO~OS TO TrlE OPERATOR UNIT SYMMETRY, NCMSET 
C IS THE INDEX OF THE COLUMN IN THE SET NSETCM AND CORRESPONDS TO TYE 
C TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION UN[T SY~~ETRY, AND Nu~~nw IS THE [NDEX OF 
C THE ROW AND CORRFSPONDS TO THE LtAOING WAVE FUNCTION UNIT SYMMETRY. 
C ALTHOUGH THE RULE THAT A SUBSCRIPT IS TWO OIMtNSIONAL FOR A DOUBLY 
C DEGENEI{ATE RE'PRESENTATION HOLDS, TH[S ISSOMFTIMES U[SGUISED BY THE 
C FACT THAT THE ARRAYS ARE STACKED AND THUS A PARTICULAR SUtlSCR[PT 
C MAY.TAKf ON VALUES 3,4 01{ 5,6 ETC. RATHER THAN 1,2. SUBROUTINE 
C SEARCH, GIVEN ALL 3 UNIT SYMMETRIES, CHOSES THE FIRST ~EMAER OF 
C EACH AND EXTRACTS FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM ARRAY NOT ONLY THE 
C CORRESPONDING COUPLING COEFF[CIENT (TERMED THE F[RST COUPLING 
C COEFFICIENT) BUT ALL COUPLING COEFFICIFNTS CORRE'SPllNIHNG TO THIS 
C SET OF UNIT SYMMETRIES. SUBROUTINE SEARCH STORES THIS SET OF 
C COUPLING COEFFICIENTS IN THE TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY TEMCC(ITEMCC) 
C WHERE THE ORDER OF STORAGE OF COUPCFINSETCM,NCMSET,NU~ROWI HAS 
C NUMROW VARY[NG MOST RAPIDLY, NCMSET THE NEXT ~OST RAPIDLY, AND 
C NSETCM THE MOST SLOWLY. WE MUST NOT LOSE THE INFORMATION CONTA[NED 
C IN THE THREE SUBSCRIPTS HOWEVER, SINCE IF WE' CHANGE THE MEMBER OF 
C A DOUBLY OEGENERATF WAVE FUNCTION (FOR THE COMPLEMENTARY MEMBER) 
C OF THE IMECCO MATRIX ELEMENT, THFN WE MUST ALSO CHANGE THE MEMBER 
C OF THE TRA[LING WAVE FUNCTION OF THE IMECCD.l MATRIX ELEMENT (FOR 
C LEADING WAVE FUNCTION OF IMECC0 ELEMFNT) OR OF THE LEAO[NG WAV~ 
C FUNCT[ON OF THE IMECCD-l ELEMENT (FOR TRAILING FUNCTION OF [~ECCO 
C ELE~ENT). THUS WE MUST HAVE A CONTINUING RECORD OF THF ~EMBERS 

C CURRENTLY MAKING UP EACH MATRIX ELEMENT SO THAT WHEN WE DO MFMaER 
C PERMUTATIONS OF THE UNIT SYMMETRIES WF CAN EXTRACT THE CORREcr 
C CoUPLING COEFF[CIENTS. A PROBLEM ARISES IN THAT FORTRAN IV THERE 
C IS ONLY PROVISION FOR 3 SUBSCRIPTS. SINCE [N STORING ALL THE 
C COUPLING COEFFICIENTS wE NEED ONE SUBSCRIPT TU [NOICATE WHICH 
C (IMECCD) MATRIX ELEMENT THEY ARE FOR, THIS ONLY LEAVES TWO 
C SUBSCRIPTS TO CARRY THE INFORMAT[ON OF THE ORIGINAL 3, NSETCM, 
C NCMSET, NUMROW. THIS DONE BY STACKING THE COUPLING COEFFICIENTS 
C CORRESPONDING TO THE OPERATOR SFCOND MEMBER ON THE COEFFICIENTS 
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( (ORRESPONDING TU THE OPERATOR FIRST MEMBER (WH~RE THE OPERATOR IS 
( DOUBLY DEGENERATEI. THE STACKING IS FURTHER DESCRIHED IN SECTION 
C 1000 OF THE MAIN PROGRAM. THUS THE LAST PART UF SUBROUTINE SEARCH 
C STACKS THE COEfFI(IENTS IN TEMCCIITEMCCI IN THE THREE DIMENSIONAL 
( ARRAY COCUME( IMECCD,NEWIA,NEWIBI. 
t 

20)4 IClK = 1 
C 
C ICLK CLOCKS THE OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION INITIAL M[M3ERS. 
C 

2·)8 INMROW = 4 
( 

C INMROW INDICATES THE NUMBER OF ROWS INDEXED BY LEADING WAVE FUNCTION 
C ME~BERS WHICH (OULO CORRESPOND TO THE OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE 
( FUNCTION SYMMETRIES GIVEN. STATEMFNT 2~B IS AN INITIALIZATION AND 
C ~AY AE CHANGED DEPENDING UN THE DEGENERACYS OF THE THREE UNIT 
( SYMMETRIES 
C 

212 NUMREP = JUPN 
( 

( THE OPERATOR SYMMETRY IS PUT IN NUMREP FOR ICLK=l. FOR ICLK=2 THE 
( TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRY WILL ~E PUT IN NUMREP. NUMREP IS 
( USED AS AN INDEX TO DETERMINE THE POSITIONS OF THE COUPLING 
( COEFfiCIENTS IN THE MAIN PROGRAM ARRAY. 
C 

C 

214 IRDGDV = IRDEGINUMREPI· 
?16 IF (IRDGDV - 11 218,228,22C 
21B CALL ERRORIS71 
219 GO TO 228 

CIRDEGINUMREPI IS THE DEGENERACY OF THE SYMMETRY NUMREP. 
C 

22G LD(ATEIICLKI = NNDREP • IOEGRRINUMREPI 
C 
C NNDREP IS THE NUMBER OF NON-DEGENERATE REPRESENTATIONS. 
C IDEGRRINU"IREPI I S THE DEGENERATE REPRESENTATI!1N. f{ANKING FUR THE 
( NUMREP SYMMETRY. STATEMENT 220 IS USED WHEN NU"IREP IS ~OUBLY 
C OEGENERATF TO STORE IN LOCATEIICLKI EITHER THE NUMtiER OF THE SfT 
C OF COLUMNS I FOR NUMREP=JOPN, leLK:11 OR THE NUMBER OF THE COLUMN 
C IN THE SET IFOR NUMREP-=JWF"I, ICLK=21. 
C 

C 

224 GO TO 248 
22B INMROW = INMROW - 2 
229 IF IKPOSI 232,232,230 
230 NUMREP = MATCHINUMREPI 

C IF NUMREP IS NON-DEGENERATE THEN THE VALUE OF INMROW MUST BE 
( REDUCED. IF BOTH JOPN AND JWFN ARE NON-DEGENFRATE THEN THIS 
C STATEMENT IS DONE TWI(E AND THE FINAL VALUE OF INMROW IS ONE. 
( 

232 IF INUMREP - NNDREPI 244,244,236 
C 
C FOR MOST GROUPS THE REPRESENTATIONS ARE ORDERED SO THAT THE 
( NON~DEGENERATF JNES COME FIRST FOLLOWED BY THE DOUBLY-DEGENERATE 
C ONES. HOWEVER FOR THE GROUPS C6, C3H THE REPRESENTATIONS ARE 
C ORDERED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER. ONE NON-DEGENERATE, ONE DOUBLY 
C DEGENERATE, ONE NON-DEGENERATE, AND THE REMAINDER DOUBLY DEGENERATE. 
C THIS BRANCH POINT HANDLES THIS PROBLEM. IF NUMRFP IS GREATER THAN 
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C 
C IF ICLK=1 WE HAVE CHECKED ONLY THE OPERATOR SY~METRY. IF ICLK=2 
C WE HAVE CHECKED 80TH OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETR~ 
C AND THFREFOPE GO ON TO INVESTIGATE THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION 
C AND THE ROW INDEX. 
C 

252 IDGOP = IRDGDV 
·c 

C HERE WE STORE THE OPERATOR DEGENERACY IN IDGOP. W~ THFN ADVANCE THE 
C CLOCK ICLK AND CHECK THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRY 
C 

C 

256 ICLK = 2 
26" ~UMREP = JWFN 
264 GO TO 214 
268 IDGTWF = IRDGDV 

C THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION DEGENERACY IS STORED IN IDGTWF. 
C 

C 

272 IF IINMROwl 274,276,284 
274 CALL ERRORI591 

C FOR INMROw=~. ALL THREE UNIT SYMMETRIES ARE NON-DEGENERATE AND 
C THERE IS ONLY ONE COUPLING COEFFICIENT FOR THE IMECCD MATRIX 
C ELEMENT AND IT IS EQUAL TO l. FOR INMROW GREATER THAN ZERO THE 
C COUPLING COEFFICIENT SET MUST BE CALCULATED. 
C 

C 

276 COCOMEIiMECCD,l,ll = It.C,i.;.CI 
280 GO TO 564 
284. NSETCM = LOCATElLI 
288 NCMSET = LOCATEI21 

C HERE THE OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRIES, THRU THE 
C SPECIFICATION OF LOCATElli AND LOCATEI21. DETEPMINE THE SUBSCRIPTS 
C NSETCM AND NCMSET OF THE MAIN PROGRAM ARRAY STORING THE COUPLING 
C COEFFICIENTS COUPCFINSETCM,NCMSET,NUMROWI. THE SUBSCRIPT NUMROW IS 
C YET TO AE DETERMINED AND IS EVALUATED IN THE NEXT POPTION OF 
C THE SUBROUTINE. 
C 

292 IFIIRDEGIKWFNI - 11 294,295,3;;8 
294 CALL ERRORI6~1 

C 
C THIS BRANCH DETERMINES IF THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION SYMMETRy IS 
C DOUBLY DEGENERATE OR NOT. THIS PORTION OF THE SUBROUTINE THEN SETS 
C THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION IN MEMBER FORM. IF NON-DEGENERATE 
C IIROEGIKWFNI=lI, THERE IS ONE MEMBER AND IT IS STOREO IN MEMNUMllI. / 
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~ IF DOUBLY DEGENERATE CIRDEGCKWFNI=21, TH~RE ARE TWO ~EMBERS wHICH 
CARE STOREb IN MEMNUMCll AND MFMNUMt21. 
C 

C 

295 IF CKPOSI 296,296,298 
296 KWFD = KWFN 
297 GO TO 299 
298 K~FO = MATCHCKWFNI 
299 MEMNUMC 1I = IvtJ0 * i<WFD 

C THIS IS THEFUR~UL' FOR CONVERTIN~ NO~-DEGENERATE REPRESENTATIONS 
C TO MEMRER FORM. 
e' 

3;;0 IDGLWF = 1 
C 
C THE DEGENERACY·OF THE LEADIN9 WAVE ~UNCTIONIS STORED IN IOGLWF. 
C 

3('4 GO TO 332 
3G8 MEMNUMCll = l(l('I· • KWFN + 1 

C 
C THIS' IS THE FORMULA FOR CONVERTING DOUBLY DEGENERATE REPRESf.NTATIUN~ 
C TO MEMBER FllRM 

"C 
312 IDGLWF = 2 

C 
C THE~DEGENERACY OF THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTIO~ IS STORED IN IDGLWF. 
C 

C 

3 1 6 I F (IP ART M C K WF N I I 3 1 8 , 3 2C ,32 8 
318 CALL ERROR(611 

C OEGENeRACYS DUE TU SPACIAL SYMMETRY ELEMENTS HAVE THEIR PARTNER 
C MFMBE'RS. DETERMINED FW ADDING -1 TO THE FIRST MEMBER. THOSE WHOSE 
C DEGE~E~ACYS ARE DUE TO TIME REVERSAL HAVE THE1R PARTNER MEMBERS 
C DETERMINEO BY REFERENCE TO THE ARRAY IPARTMCKWFNI. FOR ALL SPATIAL 
C .SYMMETRY DEGENERACYS IPARTMCKWFNI=C AND (S GREATER THAN ZERO FOR 
C ALL THOSE DUE TO TIME REVERSAL. THUS IPARTMCKWFNI FORMS THE BRANCH 
CRASIS. ' " 
C 

C 

320 MEMNUMCZ] 
324 GO TO" 332 
328 MEMNUMC21 

MEMNUMCl) + 1 

IPARTMCKWFNI 

C THE FOLLOWING TWO LOOPS DECIDE WHICH ROWS (VALUES DF NUMROwl OF THE 
C ARRAY COUPFCNSETCM,NCMSET,NUMROWI CORRESPOND TO THE MEMBER(S) 
C MEMNUMClI PIEMNUM(ZII. THE NUMBER OF ROWS ",TO CHOOSE Ff{[JM IS INMt<'lW, 
C THE NUMBER OF MEMBERS TO CHOOSE FROM IS IDGL~F. 

C 
332 DO 348 INUMRO = 1,INMROW 
336 DO 348 ME~CLK = 1,IDGlWF 
340 IF (MEMREP(NSETCM,NCMSET,INUMROI - ..,EMNUMIMEMCLKI) 348,344,348 

C 
C STATEMENT' 340 LOOKS FOR CUINCIDENCES BETW~~N THE GIVEN,MEMBERS 
C MEMNUMCMEMCLKI AND THE MEM8ERS Of MEMREPCNSETCM,NCMSET~INUMROI 
C (FOR ALL VALUES OF INUMRO=I,INMROWI. WHEN A COINCIDENCE IS FOUND 
C THE VAL8E OF INUMRO 15 STORED IN INDROW(MEMCLKI. SINCE THE VALUE 
C MEMCLK=I,IOGLWF THERE ARE IDGLWF VALUES Of I~UMRO STOqED. THE 
C ARRAY Co'UPCFCNSETCM,NCMSET,INUMROI COMI\INES WITH THE ARRAY 
C MEMREP(NSEJCM,NCMSET,INUMROI TO MAKE AVAILABLE FROM THE MAIN 
C PROGRAM"'"NOT ONLY THE COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH MEMBER 

• ;0.' 
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341 
COM8iNATION BUT ALSO THE SPECIFICATION OF. THE LEADING W~VE FUNCTION 
MEMBE~ CnRRE~PONDING TO THIS COUPLING COEFFICIENT. 

INDROw(MEMCLKI = INUMRO 
CONTINUE 
J REORO C 
KREORO 1 
LREORD = 3 
!TEMCC = (' 

STATEMENTS 352 TO 164 ARE INITIALIZATION STATE~ENTS. IN THE 
FOLLOWING PORTION OF THE SURROUTINE, HAVING DETERMINED THE INITIAL 
VALUES OF NSETCM AND NCMSET, HAVING SPECIFIED THE PERTINENT ROw(SI 
INtiROW(MFMCLKI, AND HAVING DETERMINED OPFRATOR ~ND TRAILING wAVE 
FUNCTION DEGENERACYS IIDGUP AND IDGTWFt, THE COMPLETE SET Of 
COUPLING COEFFICIENTS COUPCF(NSETCM,NCMSET,NUMROWI ~ORRESPONDING TO 
THE UNIT SY~MFTRY ASSIGNMENTS JOPN, JWFN, KWFN ARE EXTRACTED FROM 
THE MAIN PROGRAM ARRAY AND ASSIGNED TO THE TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY 
TEMCCIITEMCCI. DEPFNDING ON THE DFGENERACYS OF THE UNIT SYMr~ETR.IES 
THE RANGF OF ITEMCC CAN BE AS SMALL AS 1 OR AS LITTLE AS 8. ITEMec 
IS INITIALIZED IN STATEMENT 364. THE VARIABLES JREORD. KREORO, AND 
LREORO ARE USED AS OECISION VARIABLES IN THE FURTHER REORDERING OF 
TEMCC( (fEMCCI TO THE FINAL MATRIX ELE"IENT COUPLING COEFFICIENT 
ARRAY COCO"lEIIMECCOiNEWIA,NEWIBI. 

368 00 384 IMLWF = l,IDGLWF 

C WE HAVE 2**NOEGUS IWHERE NDEGUS IS ~,l,2 DEPENDING ON HOW MANY OF 
C THE TWO UNIT SYMMETRIES, OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION, ARE 
C DEGENERATF, 0,1, OR 21 MEMBER PERMUTATIONS OF THE PRODUCT OF THE 
C OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION MFMSFRS. FOR EACH OF THESE 
C PERMUTATIONS WE GO THROUGH THIS DO LOOP ONCE. SINCE FOR EACH TIME 
C THROUGH THE bo LOOP WE EXTRACT IDGLWF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS, THUS 
C THE NUMBER OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS IN THE SET IS IOr.LWF*(2**NOEGUSI 
C NOTE THAT NOEGUS APPEARS IN NO EXECUTABLE STATEMENT OR SPECIFICATIO~ 

C STATEMENT IN THE MAIN PROGRAM OR ANY SU9ROUTINF. 
C 

312 NUMROW = INDROWIIMLWFI 
C 
C NUMROW IS DUMMY STORAGE FOR THE ROW INDEX. 
C 

C 

316 ITEMCC = ITEMCC ~ 1 
38C TEMCCIITEMCCI = COUPCFINSETCM,NCMSET,NUMROWI 
384 CONTINUE 
388 IF IIDGTWF - II 390,412,392 
39r CALL ERROR(6Z1 
391 GO TO 412 

C HERE ~E CHECK IF THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION IS DEGENERATE UR NOT. 
C IF IT IS NOT (OR IF IOGTWF=11 WE GO rJN TO CHECK THE OPERATOR. IF IT 
C IS (OR IF IDGTWF IS NOT EQUAL TO 11 THEN THE VALUE OF NCMSET IS 
C ADVANCED RY ONE AND IOGTWf SET EQUAL TO ONE. 
C 

C 

392 JREORD = JREORD ~ 4 
396 KREORD = C 

C THESE TWO REORDER VALUES ARE SET TO NEW VALUES. THESE. TWO AS WELL 
C AS LREORD COULD BE RESET AGAIN IN A LATER STATEMENT. THE VALUES OF 
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C THESE THREE REORDER VAR IABLES ARE OETERMINED BY'TH,E OEGENERACYS 
C OF THE THREE UNIT SYMMt:TRIES. THERE ARE FIVE POSSIBLE CASES AND 
C THEY ARE LISTED BELOW. THERE IS NO CASE POSSIBLE THAT HAS UNLY 
C ONE UNIT SYMMETRY DOUBLY DEGENERATE. 
C IDGOP IDGTWF ID~lWF JREORD KREOPO LREORD 
C 2 2 28 1 3,8 
C 2 2 1 4 ., 1,8 
C 7 1 7 4 1 1,13 
C 1 2 2 4 1 3 
C 1 1 1 1 1 3 
C FOR ALL CASES WHERE THE OPERATOR IS DOUBLY DEGENERAtE THERE ARE TWO 
C VAlUES FO~ LREORD. THE SMALLER VALUE CURRESPONDS TO THE F IR~T 
C OPERATOR MEMBER (SMALLER IIALUE OF NSETCMI "ND THF. LARGER VALUE TO 
C THE SEC~ND MF~RER (LARGER VALU~ OF NSETCMI. 
C 

C 

4,){) NCMSET = NCMSET .. 1 
4(A IflGTWF = 1 
4:8 GO TO 368 
412 IF (IDGOP - 11 414,452,416 
414 CALL ERROR(631 
415 GO TO 452 

C HERE WE CHECK IF THE OPERATrJR I S DEGENERATE OK NOT. IF IT 1 ~ NUT 
C (OR IF IDGOP HAS BEEN RFSET TO 11 THEN ALL COUPLING COEFFICIENTS 
C HAVE BEEN STORED IN TF.MCC(ITEMCCI. IF IT IS DFGENERATE AND IflGOf'=2 
C THEN WE ~UST ADVANCE NSETCM BY ONE AND SET IDGnp=l. THE LATTER IS 
C DONE SO THAT THIS PATH IS GONE THROUGH ONLY ONCE FOR DEGENERATE 
C OPERATORS. WHEN THIS PATH IS GONE THROUGH ~E MUST CHECK TO SEE IF 
C THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION IS DEGENERATE. IF THE TRAIL ING WAVE 
C FUNCTION IS DEGFNERATE, THEN AT THIS POINT KREORo<. IF IT IS 
C NON-DEGENERATE KREORD=I. THUS KREORD ENABLES ONE TO TELL Thf 
C DEGENERACY OF THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION. IF DEGENERATE WE MUST 
C RESET loGTWF~2 AND RETURN NCMSET TO ITS INITIAL VALUE. THE 
C NECESSITY FOR ALL OF THIS IS THAT WHEN OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE 
C FUNCTION ~RE DEGENERATE THEN FOR EACH OPERATOR MEM8ER BOTH MEMBERS 
C OF THE TRAILING wAVE FUNCTIUN MUST BE CONSIDERta W~EN ExrRACTING 
C COUPLING CO~fFICIENTS. 

C 

C 

416 NSETCM = NSETCM .. 1 
42C IDGOP = 1 
424 If (KREORol 426,44C,'+28 
426 CALL ERROR(641 
427 GO TO 441) 
428 JREORo = 4 
432 LRFORD = 1 
436 GO TO 368 
440 NCMSET = NCMSET - 1 
444 IDGTWF = 2 
448 GO TO 368 

C THE NEXT PORTION OF THE SURROUTINE SETS UP THE REMAINOER UF THE 
C REORDER VARIABLE SCHEDULE. FOR THE CASES WHERE LREORD HAS TwO . 
C VALUES (FOR THE OPERATOR DEGENERATE) ONLY THE LOWEST VALUE HAS HE(N 
C OR WILL BE SET INITIALLY. THE HIGHER VALUE WILL BE USED LATER IN 
C THE REORDERING INTO THE ARRAY COCOME(IMECCo,NEWIA,NEWIBI. 
C 

452 IF CIOGLWF - 11 454,456,468 
454 ~ALL ERROR(651 

\ 



C 

456 JREOfW = 4 
460 LREORD = 1 
464 GO TO 472 

343 

C THIS IS THE CASE FOR OPERATOR AND TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION DEGENERATE 
C AND LEADING WAVE FUNCTION NON-DEGENERATE 
C 

468 KREORD = 1 
C 
C THIS IS THE CASE FOR ALL TIMES THE LEAOING WAVE FUNCTION IS 
C DEGENERATE 
C THE LAST PART OF SUBROUTINE ~EARCH IS USED TO REORbER THE COUPLING 
C COEFFICI~NTS STORED IN tE~CCINUMCC) AND TO STORE THEM IN THE ARRAY 
C COCOMEIIMECCD,NEW1A,NEWIBI. I~ECCD DENOTES THE NUMKER OF THE MATRIX 
C ELEMENT AND NEWIA, NEWIO INDEX THE STACKED SET Of COUPLING 
C COEFFICIENTS FOR THE IMECCO MATRIX ELEMENT. THE NEXT FOUR 
C STATEMENTS ARE INITIALIZATION ONES FOR THE INDICES NEWIA, NEWIK 
CANO FOR THE DECISION VARIABLES NEWAA, KLR€OR. 
C 

C 

472 NEWIA = 1 
476 NEWIB = 1 
48C NEWAB = 1 
484 KLREOR = 0 
488 00 560 NUMCC = 1,JREORO 

C ~REORO IS THE NUM8ER OF CnUPLING COEFfICIENTS IN THE SET. THUS BY 
C COMPLETING THIS DO LOOP WE REORDER ALL THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
C IMECCD MATRIX ELEMENT AND STORE THEM IN THE THREE DIMENSIONAL AR~AY 
C COCOMEIIMECCO,NEWIA,NEWIBI 
C 

C 

492 COCOMEIIMECCD,NEWIA,NEWIBI = TEMCCINUMCCI 
496 IF- lIDGLWF - 11 498,516,5(\) 
498 CALL ERRORI661 
499 GO TO 516 

C IF THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION IS DEGENERATE THE COEFFICIENT NEWIK 
C IS VARIED BETWEEN 1 AND 2 FOR NON-DEGENFRATf OPERATORS AND FOR THE 
C FIRST MEMBER OF A DEGENERATE OPERATOR. IT IS VARIED BETWEEN 3 AND 4 
C FOR THE SECOND MEMBER OF A DEGENERATE OPERATOR. IF THE LEADING WAVE 
C FUNCTION IS NON-DEGENERATE THE COEFFICIENTNEWIB IS KE~r CONSTANT 
C AT 1 OR 3 DEPENDING ON THE NATURE OF THE OPERt\T.OR. 
C 

C 

SOC IF INEWIB - NEWAB) 502,5C4,512 
5(;2 CALL ERRORI691 
5C4 NEWIS = NEWIB • 1 
5e8 GO TO 516 
512 NEWTS = NEWIB - 1 
516 KLREOR = KLREOR • 1 

C KlREOR IS A DECISION VARIABLE USED IN THE VARIATION OF NEWIA. THE 
C VARIATION OF NEWIAIS RELATED TO THE TRAILING WAVE FUNCTION AND 
C OPERATOR I~ THE SAME MANNER AS THE VARIATION OF NEWIS [S RELATED 
C TO THE LEADING WAVE FUNCTION AND OPERATOR. 
C 

520 IF IKLREOR - KREORDI 522,536,524 
522 CALL ERRORI671 
523 GO TO 536 
524 NEWIA = NEWIA • 1 



C 

528 IF IKLKEOR - KREORD ~ 11 536.536.532 
532 NEWIA = NEWIA - 1 
536 IF INUMCC - LREORDI 560,~b(.54n 

344 

C THIS LAST BRANCH IS USED TO RESET THE VALUES OF KMEORD, LMEORD, 
.C NEWIA. NEWIB, NEWAB AT THE PROPER POINT IN THE NU~CC DO LOOP. THIS 
C IS ONLY NEEDED IF THE OPERATOR IS DEGENERhTE. FO~ A NON-DEGENERATE 
C OPERATOR IT IS ONLY ON THE LAST PASS THROUGH THE NUMCC DO LOOP 
C INUMCC=JREORnl THAT NUMCC IS GREATER THAN LREIJRn AND THE VALUES OF 
C THE ABOVE ARE RESET. HOWFVER FOR THIS CASE THESE NEW VALUES ARE 
C NEVER USED AND THE RESETTING 15 MEANINGLESS. FOR DEGENERATE 
CO~ERATORS THE RESET POINT IS ALWAYS HALFWAY THROUGH THE SET OF 
C COUPLING COEFFICIENTS AND THE RESULT IS SUCH THAT NEWIA, NEwlB ~AVE 
C THE VALUES 3 OR 4 RATHER THAN 1 OR 2. 
C 

54C KLREOR = C 
544 LREORO = 8 
548 NEWIA = ~ 
552 NEWIB = 3 
556 NEWAB = 3 
56C CONTINUE 
564 RETURN 
568 EN~ 



345 
SU8RduTINE SYMANAIMOOEPI,NCOMI 

IB( COMMON / SU BS YM / I H CM 12 AI, KAR OP ( 281 ,K ARWF ( 2 AI, NIX ({) 1 ,N 1 Y ( 6, '5:. I, 
INADO(41,JVIB(ZA,9GI 

185 COMMON/b'): IlVISB(6,5'. ,351, JF.XGO(6,5'~,351 
190 COMMON/3(,'L/NDOP(6,5::-1 ,NDWF(6,5'~,351 
194 qlMENSION NY(5CI,KIVS(41 
196 NINiT = 2 
2rC ~O TO (2(4,2~4,212,22:,2201, MUDEPI 
2':4 NF ITF.R = 18 
1."6 NINIT = 1 
2( 8 GO TO 222 
212 NFITER = 28 
216 GO TO 222 
22() NF ITEP = 14 
222 ~n 23' N = 1,5~ 
2?4 NY(N) " 1 
J25 N()WF(NCf)~,N,l) = 0 

226 00232 K = 1,35 
22q IVISB(NCQM,N,KI C 
230 IEXG~(NCOM,N,KI c 
232 CONTINUE 
236 NTX = 1 
2 /.C NX = .: 
24~ NDOP(NCOM,l) = 0 
246 NM = ':. 
248,00572 NTER = NINIT , NFITFR 
252 KNOP KAROP(NTFR) 
256 K~WF = KARWF(NTERI 
258 KTEC = ITECM(NTERI 
259 IF (KTECI 572,572,261.' 
260 DO 572 ITECOM = I,KTEC 
264 CALL TRANS(NTER,ITEcnM,NWFDMY,2,KNWF,LINDW,LRUPWI 
268 CALL TRANS(NTER; ITECOM,NOPOMY, 1 ,KNOP,L1NDD,lRIJPOI 
269 LINDI = LINDO 
270 LROPI = LRopn 
272 .DO 284 N = I,NTX 
276 NR '" N 
28t: IF (NOPDMY - NOOP(NCOM,NI I 284,311>,284 
284 COI\ITINUE 
288 NX = NX + 1 
292 NTX = NX 
296 NDOP(NCOM,NXI NOPDMY 
3~O NDWF(NCOM,NX,ll = NWFOMV 
3')1:1 NM = NX 
312 GO TO 344 
316 NTY = NY(NRI 
32C DO j28 IY = I,NTY 
324 IF (NWFDMY - NDWF(NCOM,NR,IYII 32B,325,328 
H5 NI) = I Y 
326 NM = NR 
321 GO TO 348 
328 CONTINUE 
332 NOWF(NCOM,NR.NTY + 11 =NWFDMY 
336 NY(NRI = NY(NR) + 1 
340 NM = NR 
344 NO = NY(NMI 
348 KON = IVISB(NCOM,NM,NO) 



35~ IVS = KON • 1111 
352 tEG = IEXGO(NCDM,NM,NUI • 1 
356 KIVSI41 = IVS/lr~r 
J6~ KISU = IVS - 10~~*KIVSI~1 
1~4 KIVSI31 = K1SU/l:C 
168 KISU ~ KISU - IG0*KIVSI31 
372'kIVS121 = KISU/l~ 
17~ KIVSlll = KISU ~ i:*KIVSI21 
378 GO, TO 1380,39~,440,~~2,5(2), MODEPI 

346 

381 GO TO 1396,384,396,384,4r8,4G8,384,396,396,3~4,4r8,4:~,4:8, 

1384,396,\~8,4r8,4~81, NTER 
384 KAP = 4 
186 GO TO 1388,414,388,414,388,414,388,414), lEG 
388 IFXGOINCOM,NM,ND) = lEG 
392 GO TO 414 
396 KAP = 3 
3 9 8 GO T 01 4 C ;; , 4( (1 , 414 , 4 14 , 4 ~.: ,4' ~< , 4 14 , 4 I ItI, IE: \, 
4~O IEXGDINCOM,NM,NI)) = lEG. 1 
4 r 4 GO TO 414 
4"8 KAP = 2 
410 GO TO, 1412,412,412,412,414,414,414,4141, I~G 
412 IEXGDINCOM,NM,NO) = tEG • 3 
414 NO~X = KIVSIKAPI 
416 GO TO 142(,420,42"42(,421.',427,427,427,'42(,,.2 ,427,4?7,427, 

i427,42 7.,4?7,427,4271, NTER 
420 GO TO 1422,572,572,4241, NDAX 
42~IVISBINCOM,NM,NDI KON. NADOIKAPI 
423 GO TO 572 
424 IVtS3INCnM,N:-I,NOI KClN - NADOIKAPI 
425 GO TO 572 
427 IF ILINO!I 428,428,420 
428 !F IJVIBINTER,ITECOM) - 1) 42~,435,429 
429 IFI LROP I - E('C 1 43(, 42() ,435 
430 GO TO 1432,422,572,5721, NOAX 
432 tVISBINCOM,NM,NDI = KON • 3*NADDIKAPI 
433 GO TO 572 
435 GO TO 1437,422,572,4241, NOAX 
437 IVISBINCOM,NM,NOI = KON • 2*NAOOIKAPI 
438 GO TO 517. 
440 GO TO 1444,484,448,448,460,46r,484,46~,4~4,44B,472,448,484,448, 

1448,472,46J,46r,484,46~,46~,46~,448.472,472,448,44R,46:1, NTEK 
444 CALL ERRORI41 
448 KAP = 4 
45C GO TO 1452,492,452,492,452,492,452,492,452,492,452,492,452, 

1492,452,4921, lEG 
452 tEXGDINCOM,NM,NO) = lEG 
456 GO TO 492 
46.) KAP = 3 
462 GO TO (464,464,492,492,464,464,492,492,464,46 4 ,492,492,464, 

1464,492,4921, lEG 
464 IEXGOINCOM,NN,NO) = lEG. 1 
468 GO TO 492 
477 KAP = 2 
4'74 GO TO 1476,470,476,476,492,492,492,492,47(:,476,476,476,492, 

1492,492,492 I, lEG 
476 tEXGDINCOM,NM,NDI = lEG + 3 
48(; GO TO 492 
484, K AP= 1 

II 



347 

486 GO TO 1488,4R8,4HH,48H,48B,4~R,4R8,488,492,4q2~492,4q2,492, 

1492,492,4921, lEG 
488 IEXGDINcnM,NM~NOI = lEG. 7 
4~2 NDAX = KIVS{KAPI 
494 GO TO (496,42;.:,42",42,.,42",42,:,42;:,,421,42'1,421,421,42.,,42(.,,42·.':, 

1420,42~,42~,420,42~,42t,427~421,427,4?1,4?1.427,4?7,4 211, NTER 
496 CALL ERROR{21 
scn GU TO 42-. 
S~2 GO TO 15(4,5"R,5J8,512,5C8,5_8,5 r a,548,512,512.548,5 R, 

15:"'8,5481, NTER 
5~4 Chll ERROR{51 
SCC8 IF {NCO"l - 31 516,516,532 
512 IF {NCO~ - 31 532,532,516 
516 KAP '" 4 
52tJ GO TO 1524.56r,524,56(,524,5t:;,524,56'~I, lEG 
524 IEXGDINCOM,NM,NDI= lEG 
528 GO TO 56'0 
532 KAP '" 3 
5Ol6 GO TO (54~,,540,56L!,56(',,54G,54': ,56S,5b'."I" lEG 
540 IEXGDINCOM,NM,~OI = IfG + 1 
544 GU TO 56n 
548 K AP '" 2 
5'57 GO TO 1556,5,)6,556,556,~6C',56,~,56~',56 ,I, lEG 
556 IEXGOINCOM,NM,NOI = lEG. 3 
56C NOAX = KIVSIKAPI 
5'62 GO TO 1564.42r,42::',42C',42(',42:,42'.',42',',42',427,427,4?7, 

142",42C1, NTER 
564 CALL ERRORI31 
568 GO TO 4<'0 
512 CONrlNUE 
514 NIXINCO"l) = NX 
518 NK = NX 
582 DO 590 N = 1,NK 
586 NIYINCOM,NI = NYINI 
590 CONTINUE 
594 RETURN 
598 END 
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COt1P sul3 

I~I [ 
GROVNQ STATE BORR/J'tIING

EXCITED STATe:: 130,<ROW I"G-

349 

II 2.Z 33 4+ 55 

12. 13 

II 

14-

5"5 

IS 

----~S- , 55.;--:-----i 

! 
5"ZS ,~~~----i 

IS' - Il.S 135 1+5 - I 
--~-----~------- ------- ----- --------- --------_.- -----i 

IIS,515 5Z.~ S'3S" 5"+5 515,52.5,535,54-';- [ 

I -I 
------~ 

Gl>-2 1 ~'1.--lI---I-----
~~('l: "-" , sue/ViB 
~ ?~~ J'A~fI'\l s'('1 

'i't;j;\~ COMP sus 
j~ ... / z. -~~- I-----+------.j- -----. ----. ------ ------------1 
S<i~~" , ... SOl\lVl8 
;: ':: ~ ~ t"irt Y'fl. SY>I 

i'~ t>~ COI1P SUB ":i ~~ 3 __ s":", ___ -_______ -' ________________________ _ 

l: li'" I I, " sus/v.s 
oJ 'f'1.r.1'I"t. $Y"! 

3+ liZ Z2Z sse. 

--~ ----1-----1 

, 22. 

, 



r---:- sus 
I COMP Sv/'f 

1 -----
N', sus/-"e 

/'""' ..... 1 Sy", 

CaMP 
3 

11'11'111 

COMP 

SUB 
SY>1 

SVs/';'& 
~'(I"\ 

5U8 
S'(M 

Sus/v,. 
~""tt 

SUG 
SVtt 

DATA 

11 

z. 
Z2. 

SHEET Fog Ct1 
r GRQUNO STATe aORRciw,NG
t EXCITEP STATe; SOI?R.OW'NG-

350 

22. 33 4+ 

--:-----------
SS' 

ZI zt 23 25 
------~- ----------.-.-- -----

---1---'---4--- -f-----+-----'--I-----------
5"2S") 55S 

SIS" ) 5"55 

215 Z+S Z3S 
---4------4---:..---1-------1--- ---.---~-----------.-.-

51 S 5'fS 53S" 5 15,52.5 \ 535) S4-S" 

5S 
--4-~--4-----.---. -------. ---- ------.------

55 

It 3+ liZ zzz 3'32. ssz. 

It 
.---/1---4----- -~-----.---.-- .-- ---------- .-- --.------.-- ------- - .. -------.,. 
Sus/v's AWl,. S'tH Z' I 

,-



A"":T"'""""" I Lot'Or~'I{ II~ 'Sl'l'1t"IlTR.E'S ..... 
. - -' ;="- sua 

;;: COMP SYI'f 

2 P:)J.j suS/'.G 
-

L. 1 1 'SYM 
cc SUB 0 COMP 
VI SY01 3 
~ z ---
« ft·f':. 

sue/oN!, 
SYM 

I c sue .~ at' .,!:<,:,_ 
g ~ t.f!.. 5V6/o1.8 
2 ; ,ft. 1'11, SYM 
':';: l' 
I- u '" Co", P SoJi 

.~~ ~ lM~'" s..t~;&-
:;;~~ "SY..,. 

~~. COMP .SU& 3S 'l 3' _~:r'1 __ 
i).J..}lz m,. sus/v.s 

2 'S'(M 

." COMP sua :r 
;," 1 -.:'(!! .... 

,,)-'< ~ z/!t. SUBN,Q 

he'v A "'s S't'1 
. ~ ~ '~ 

C:ot1P ;~~ ~ ... 4\J 2: 

~~~~ Z. - . '--,----
i.J~!-. ,p.:.,J!l sue/VIs 
~f'.., l WlZ. SYM 

~tO~ COMP:~~ \.1)0;'" 
l ~~ 3 --Hl Su&lv'S 

"'Ill ,,""1 SV'1 

COMP sue 
0 1 

$ v.., 
W>-2l: 
'5t.:., }.l.1)J-1' SV6/v'B 
~~~\U 1 "'1 5'('1 
HI-/ill-

COMP SUS \.(, ~ 

j~~:C sy", z. -
:s~~. &h' 5"1\1 .. & 5; ~1 ""I SVM 

~~~t CO>1P sus 
« .. J 3 _.".Y,:!_ r -t-o .. /4}lz I'I"t SV6/W1 .:l • SY'1 

~~"NT"+ ~=:'=I~ Z 
COMP sua 

1 ~~':I~ 1-

~ rYis,h 
W!\/.'6 

S'(t1 

; COMP ::;ue 4 
j: 3'1'1 

.J Z. 
<.'t ,>vB/v,S 
fi Y"IIejJ.r. ~ ..... t 
:> 'SUB 
~J CaMP S'<H 
z< 3 suaN,. ----

u 
:}tln'1i t- '!>'('1 

a COMP sve 

1- SY'1 

~1'Yit. SUI/VIS 
"'1/1 

II z.z. 

(GROUNO STAle EORfWW,Nc;. 
1 EXC,TI':,)$TA1", 130Il.ROW'N& 

33 4't 
-

... 

351 

55 I 
.. "-" .. - -~---~----,------ ._-----

5S" 

34 31 3Z 35" 
_.--'-'--- -- ... - -. _ .. - .. _--- ---- ~----.----. .. _._--

33 

535 ,555" 

. -_ .. _----_ ... _----j 
S"'S ) SSS 

34.S" 3/5" 3Z.S 
.- ---- -----.---

33S',53S 5 ... 5 SIS 5Z5 S'/5, 5Z.5)535, 5+S" 

5S 
-_ ... . _--- --

-----_ .. - ._---_. .. 

----- --'-

55 

It 34- Ill. Z2Z 3'3Z H·a sse. 

---- -.- -------
54S )5S~ 

+3,+1- ;4/,+z -----.-. --------- ------
H3j 3+f. 

.:--..- _._-_.- .. _--_.- ------
S+S",SSS" 

43 ----.---- ---- -- "_.- -------- ---------_. 
3++ 

I 



SUB 
SY01 

SvS/V1r!> 
5YI1 

. _----_.-

+ 43 

352 

_ . 

'1-2. 41 45" 

., COMP sua 
,,5 - 1 .-~'!.'!. ~---+---'--+----

1.'1 r" 0-1,. ,., SUB/V'B 
~ t ~:\1 !rlJ"'1ms s't .... 

5S" , 
------- ------ -··-·-··----1 

J 
" >W· 
A~""~ COI1P sue 
• ~)!'~ 2 _ 'O'{... __ .. ____ • __ . __ • ___ -+_. ___ _ 

-- ~.J i'! I "" SI/6/YlB 
~ S V' If'''1rl m.z. S,(fo1 

.----.. ----~~ 
~ - 0 ~ Stili 
~~:;: COMP SY.., .. ~.. 3 - - -' -I~---+---~+-----· ----.. --.-- ----.---.4-------.----
:E 0:; Sus/v's 

~~ f1tI't~l 'Sv..., 

-_ IZ 3+ liZ zzz ssz. 

--- ----. '.1-7-- -----.- . -.-... -----.. -.--- ------1-------1 

CaMP 'SUB 

3 
SYI1 

Ift!1"r'\1 
'SUB!v'8 
~y., 

----- ---- :.---- - ._._---._.. ---------.- --------- ._-------

COMP sue 

+ $'(11 

foWl,. sus/v's 
S"1M 

_--4~-_I_'_='3....:+-_+_.----- . __ .. ___ ...... - .. - __ .---.- -----+--___ _ 

433 



SUB 
5'01 

Su9/o1'5 
~'(M 

DATA SHElT fOR C~-X 
2.-'t1 
I --+ Z. 

II 

GROVNO STAle BORRoW INc;. 

EXCITE\) STA,E SOIl.ROW'NG-

353 

--+----1------------ --------- ---- ---~----~------------------

5"2.5') Sl5", 55!; 

--1----- ~--~--f---- ---- --------" ----- - -- ----- - -----------1 
5 IS;) 52.:;, 55S-

--

--+-----+------f-----1-- -------- ~-----------------

IIS,SI5' 

--+--,---::--f------------ ---~------------+----"--------

-------------1----+-----4------------1 

z It 3+ zzz S5i! 

COMP ;~~ It! 
~ ~ m~ftr. <;\J:~~6 --- ---------- --;;~----------- ---- -------

~ J r:C~O~M~P~-;~~~!;-ft-----t-----t-----t--------t~~~~--------~-------+----------~ 
Z ~ /'-;1'1'1

1 
i~~~a -----. ----- -------------- ---

§ -COt1P 
1-

ArYl,. 

~\J(J 

~'(" 

sua/v's 
S,(H 

515, s;ss 

- ----- ------------



QK!l\ -SlltJ:T.=.cXgX,... Gv 
I-~ 
Z,-.I 

GRQVNQ STAlE .e.ORRo'tJlt.H;' 

EXCITED STAT€" aO~Ro"JI'JG-

354 

~-~~~~BA~-'O-~~-----'---------r---------r------~'----~-r--------------J_ 
c •• "",,'"" t SY>1t'1 ... "£S _ \ I . 2 Z. 33 4"1- 55 _ 

COMP 
1 

).J-t}J.1 

sva 
Svrl 

sus/r;(J 
s.,-., 
SUB 
SYrl 

SvS/.ft& 
5'(11 

COMP S"13 

._-- --'-_--1.-------- .. 

z.z. 

--------- --._ .. _._-- ---------- ----
u.s ,52!> 

------.----- --1--------

------1------------.. ------------! 

tih- 2 1 ::-s-:y"' ... __ ~I-----1---------'51-.;:1:
1

• ,-". Suefv'8 ------1----+-'----+--------1 
~ ~ ~:: 1}-<1~ 1"111 SVM 
HI- ",I-
, ~ 1». CaMP SU8 

j.Jw::. Z. _S'(,,\ t---I----'-------II-- .-----1--------
5<t ~ -I.... S"~"'8 
;:: '! ii'i Lf<il"i"" 51''1 

~~ ~~ CO..,p SUB 
< ~~ 3 _SY>-f '1 __ . ________________ --- -----------.--------1 
l: ll" I" .. ""_ sue/v.s 

IU If''1J'l··... sv" 

It. 3+ liZ. zzz. 332 sse. 

----- ---- ----_. ---_ .. - ... ---------- --------- --'----1 

21 
--- ----·-1- -_. ______ . 

I z.z. 



355 
DATA SHE.EL-LQJLW 

4-1' 3 GRQVNQ STATE ~ORR.QWINc;. 
3~+ EXCITE!) STATE SO~Rowl"c;. 

C~~;;/J(.~'~ ~ ~~~~~o~ II 1.z.. 33 

COMP 
sue 

"2 Sv>'/ --- -----0 1 sus7i;(j .------ -----

i= 
}-4}lt c.. S,<'1 

cr SuB (1 COMP \f) $YI1 
(!) z. Sus),,;& 

._---_._" .. _-
« )/Zf"L 33 S'<M 

--------
~~ 

e COMP ;~~ 
~ >- JJ_~'. I svsi",s-
~ t 1-¥"1.n?,. S'(H 

~~! C Sui 

S+5, 53S",SSS 

j:(~ OMP $'<'1 < 2. ___ · ____ -II~_-'-+-__ .---I-----I--------~----l__--- - ---.---
~ .J I- H. LLt"tI SUI\IYI5 
t;,~~ r'/' l SYM 535, S+S ,SSS" 
zr:::: c p sua 
~ ii. OM Sv'1 

l: J /_ ~ m. SU6j~'8 r'rZ"-"J, SYM 

----1--._------_._._--- ------l------j-

3'35,S3S" .. 

. --l--'----+----.--- .- - .-.----- ----- ---------.---

-----/----.---------f--------I 

COI'IP su!3 

@>-2 1 ~':!-I- -. ----.------+_-----1--'--.,.---1-----------1 
1;1- ~ 1: I" sue/"'a 0; ~ ()l1jV<1}lt",S. SVf1 . 

~~~~r-~~~~~1r----_+--------_+------~_4--------~~--------~-----------------~ 
~<:tl< COMP. ~~~ 
j~w· Z ~~~-~lt---+_----+_------~---~---·---I~---------_4 
::;« ~ ~i II II, SU~"'8 ;:: ~l;* ~f"ll'\'\, SV", 

~~ C>~. CO~? SUB 

'J ~ ~ 3 __ ,;v':i _ 1_ .:.... . .,-~--+-----I-----I---~-_I-----------l 
l: ~'" ILL II ""_ SU3/v'11 

III v- .. r"· .. SY'1 

It 3+ Ill. ZZl. 3"3l. ssz. 

---- ~--I-- ------ ------- ----- -·----1-----1 

CO"'lP 
SuB 
S'<I'f 

3 
~uBNI8 I ft1 1"r'l1 ,..,., 

-·---1--'- -+------ --.----. -.----+-----+-----_4 

COMP SUc! 

"I- S'(11 

fo'fYlt. Sua/vIs 
'5'<1'1 

--- ----- ------- -------+----1-------1 
43+)+33 

I· 



\I 

DATA SH.E..EL F~ 

2.z. 

GROVNO STATE BORROWING
EXCITE!) STATE: 130/?RoWING-

33 

356 

55 

--.-l~----I----------

++ 

-------- ----- --------------

-------------

IZ 3+ Ill. zzz 3'32. 4+2. ssz. 
COI"IP SUII 

1 5'1'" ______ ._. _' ________ , ________ _ 

>-, ",U"" •. I\ 
~ r'l11/'1 S'(t1 5"45') %5" 

+3 ---- ------- --- ----------

------ ------- - -----~ --,--~--- ----- ------ ----
$"+<;) ,s 5" 

COI"IP 
'Sua 

3 
S"I'I 

If'1rn1 
SUB/VII 

"''1''1 

C.aMP sue 
..,. S'f'1 + -------, - -------- ----- -----

)k~ 
SUS/VIS 

'5'1M 



COMP 
Z 

j-{t'pz. 

CaMP 
3 

)A11"r1i 

COMP 
"I-

fo.'fYIt. 

SUB 
SYI1 

Sus/vie 
5'(11 

SUB 
S'fH 

sue/Vie 
~tt 

~UG 
";Vtt 

~u'/VIB 
~'fH 

II 

357 

DATA SHEET fOR Ctv 

zz. 

GRQVNO STAlE BaRRo'NING
EXCITEO STA,E: ao~r..OWING-

33 55 

II 

---_._- --_ ... __ ._----' 

5+5, 525) SS5 

.. --_.- ---------------

liZ zzz 3'3Z ssz. 

-'----" .----. --····-··--·----1-----1----1-----1 

--_. ------.I-----I-~'----+-----~ 

21 

12.4/122. 



358 
· DATA S.tl~~L.£CbR~ 
4~ z. GROUI-H) STAlE 'COR(WWING-

2. .... 4- EXCITE\) STATE" BOI(ROWIN(j.o 

\I zz. 33 44 55 

----- ----,.- --_.- _ .. 
55 

z.l. 

---I-'---~-·-·--·--·--t-c-·--- -
5+5,525,5S$" 

53S,5!$ !!isS 

---+-----11------+-----+--.-- --.. --1----------.--.. -.--
Z2.5,5ZS 

COt'lP Su(3 

e)- 2 1 ~"'- --- -----.-. ·-·--·-----,f-----t----+---------~ 
~ h( 1: ill SueIV'8 
~~~~ II"".At')11 s ... ., 

'i't./:I; COt1P sue 
r<l < s'(>'\ :l ~ w' Z. -- ._.c-II--__ -I-____ --I ___ .---- .----+---- -I---------.-~ 

5" Ii- ~III." sutVVlS 5 ; ~ ~ ~r1t')1l 5,('1 

~ ~ ~~ CO..,p ;~~ 
« t:,t 3 - .. - .:----------.-------+-----1-'---·----------1 
l: u ... /,." "". SUS/V'S 

.:I T'r.·· .. SV'1 

IZ, 34 liZ. Z2.Z 3'32 ssz. 

---_.- ------·---·----+-~--_l----I-----, 

.--.--.-- ----f--.--f---------l 

535,5!!iS 

I~ 

213, all 



COMP 
1 

P,P1 
COMP 

Z 

Sus 
Svf'f 

SuS/'.B 
SV"M 

SUB 
SYt1 

II 

DATA SHaT 

zz. 

GROVNQ STATE 130R!<O'tlING
EXCITE';) STATe:- SOI?ROWIN(i-

33 

359 

55 

----I---~--l-------- --------
ss 

33 

I 
----+--- --- ------1-- ------ -------- ---,- ~ -- -- ._-_._--. 

----j--- --1----------- ---- --- -----'---
335,5''3$'" 

------------ -----1-------------

------+----------- --------------i 

----I-----~------------------~ 

Mooe. 4- Pa:RT~"'" 
~PO"~~ ~S'~~=M=.~':~.~~6~ ... ~~=-Z---1~I-Z--~~3~+~-+---I~IZ~--t--:z_z~Z~~==;3~3~Z.~==~=~~+~a====*===~s~s~z~==:J 

COMP 
1 

~ 111111 

~ COM!" 

J l- i!. 
<.'t rYI,jJ.l. Ci 
:l 
I- J COMP 
<1:« 3 Zu 

IftJl"r1i -
l-
e.. 
0 C.OMP 

1-

J.k'fYlt. 

S~.., 
----- --- ----- ---- -- -------------------- ------1 

S2.~,ss!: 
:;UB 
~YM +3 

o;v9/v,i --- ----1--------- --- ----- ----- ------ --------

,>vs 
S'(f1 

343,347. 

;"'6;.IIB 
5YI'1 

----- ---- -'------- -------- ---'--- --- --------- ------

Slie 

~s~v~..,~~_~ __ ~~+3 
SUS/VIS 
~YH 

S2.S, £S5 

------------- --------------- ------
'3f2,3++ 



SUB 
SY01 

50S/",,, 
SYM 

COMP SU(3 

" 

DATA SHEET Fog C1:'l 

GROVNI) STATE: ,~OR((.OW"IG

E)(C,TEI) STATE '3o~RoW''''& 

33 

360 

--- --, --' - ,---,--
ss 

4+ 

---+------ --------,_ .. _- --- -'- --- ------ - - "'---- ------
!;IS I 53!; ,5SS 

---1-------'1------1-- ----- ,--- .. ------1--------------------
4+:>,5'4.5" 

--------j,------------------

\il>- 2 1 ~""- f- ------ --------+-----l-~--___,I_------.:.-----l 
~ ... (l: " ". sue/Via 
~ ;!::: ...... If''i 1"11 Sy,", 
H~~~r-~~~~~~----1_--------+_--------~-------4---------+------------------4 
I u 1:1. CaMP sus 
,..<t;. < Sy", 
:l .. w· Z. ------tf---I ~----t-- -----tf-----+-------l------------l 
:5<:< ~"" SUtl/vos 5 ~ h ~ r-lrl 'fYI. SY., 

~~et CO>1P ;~!. 
« >; ~ 3 - - - :-- -----'-~-I-----_! ------t------- ----------...-4 
rUM IJ." sue/V'S 

.:l rtr.1'I'\ Sy., 

It 3 .... Ill. zzz sse.. 
COMP sue 

1 s~", 
~ ,,'iU"'/\118 ---- --'--
I- I111r1 S'(t1 S15) SSS' 

----_ .. ---- -- ------- ------j------I-------

; ~C-O~M~P~~~~u~B-fl-----1~~-1~---4--------+-------~------b-------~~~~~--4 
.J ... Z ~ ____ 1-_ -1_3_'1-_-1 ____ _ < ~ <;VS/II'8 - --------------------/ 

~ ~m~~~p.t~~Sy7."'~r_--_r----~--~------4-~----~4~3~4~)~4~3~1~------t_------~ 
!{..J 
z~ 

t-a 

COMP 
3 

l}-ti m! 

COMP 
"t 

fo-lYit. 

SUB 
5YM 

WS/VIS 
----------+------1------- -----f------l-------l 

""111 
SVeS 
S'ft1 

~uS/VI8 

34-
_~=--+--I--- --"'---- ----"'-- ------------- ------------ ------~ 

SYM 



SuB 
Svrl 

SUS)"S 
S..-M 

SUB 
$'(11 

suS/oJ, & 
S'fM 

MO~PEIt"~IOaJ 
~P'O"'NT!. S'f""M~'TItIES-f" 

COMP SUII 

361 
DATA StlE:£I EOR C1'l 

4~1 GRQVNQ STATE 130R.f<o'tI,NG-

1~4 EXC,"f"Et> SiATt: So/?' R.oW ",G-
Il zz. 33 4"1-

----1----.-1.-----..... -
55 

If 

._---_.- --_._._._ ..... _ ... _- _ ... _. --'-.- ---_._---_._ ...... _-_. 
. IIS,SIS" 

I ----- .. --- .- 7----------1 

i 
-- .--,-------. ------1--_._-_. ----.. 

-------------- .----+-~--__l-----------__l 

z Il. 34 Ill. Z2.2 3"3l. ssz. 

1 s~'" 
'i1J1>,.,e ·JI----f----·-I-- .--. -- ... - .. ----- -----1---·- -------1 

>- 11101 I- ,5'(1'1 S3S",SS5" 
:> COM!" :;ue 

-' I- Z 
~'f'" 

<~ m.jJ-z. 
'5Ug",u~ 

<i. SY01 
:l 

'I- CaMP svs 
<-' S'fM 

z.~ 3 sue/v,s 
t- Iftli'l'li 5'1'., 

21 
-.---I---..j .. ----.- ---. 

S3S,SSS 
"- sue , 0 COMP 

+ SVt1 

fol'Ylt SUB/VIS 
S'fH 

_--.~--~-~-Zl ~-+---'---- -----I 

I 2. '3 ) I'l.2. 



COt'lP SuG 

I \I 

362 
DATA SHEET FogCW 

Zl. 

GROVNO STATE EORRQ'f/1N/Z

EXCITE!) STATe; SO~R.oW"JG-

--- ------- ----------------- -----
Zz. 

53S" ) SZS , 55S 

__ -+-___ --I-_____ ~- -------1--- --------- ---------------

22S',SZS 

------~---------------+--------~ 

-------1-----+------'-----1 

e~2 1 ~~;~1r_--__ -t---------t---------+--------+---------+------------------J 
I) t I(;r 1 ,,_ " sua/v,s 
">I ... I1"'~""l 5'('1 A~~~~~~~~~~r-----t_--------t---------+---------1---------4-------------------~ 
1 <.~, COMP SUII 

j~w~ ~ ~s~~-~~~----+---------~----------t_-----~--------+_-----------------~ 
S"~ ~ 11_ ILl SU\lJYlS 5; h 1 i'1r'2 rrol S'('1 

~ ~ "~CO..,f> SUB 
« ~ ~ 3 __ s_~"" --it -----+-----,----1----------4--------4---------1------------------1 
r \J .. 11_" Sue/v.9 

oil ~r'~ SY/1 

::'~~!r$t :;.:~=~ z IZ 3+ zzz 3'32 sst. 
COMP SUB 

1 2:!':!._ f-----
~ mlll 

'iiU&/v'8 
S,('1 545,555 

- SUB :> COHP' 
J ~ Z. 

:5,("1 

'iUS/VIS 
----

<~ 'NItjJ.z. tI. 5'1'''' 

12 
------1------1-------- ------ ----------- --------1 

21., 'Z.,z 
:l SVB 
~J COMP S~ ... 
z.< 3 --

I,) if4Jm1 
sua/VIS - ~'(,., t-

5-45,5SS 
"- SulS 0 -COMP 

1- SV,., 

Am.t SuS/YIS 
'5~H 

12 

2", ZI40 
------ --------- ----- ------ ---------1------\--------1 

III 



COI-iP Sll8 
1 S~o-t 

rI11,h 'iUS"'.J~6 

DATA SHEET FOR C'1Y; 
2-.3 
3-+2. 

\I 

GROUNO STATE EORf'<OWINc;. 
EXCITE!) STATE BOI?RoWINc;. 

33 

363 

__ .C-__ -l. __ ~ __ ----.. -

55 

33 

._._1---:- -_._._. __ . __ ._" .----- - --.. ---. --.. --.. ------.--.... 
52'S )535) 55S 

_._---_._---
SIS', 5"'~, 5$5 

--+-----+-----\-- ----.---t--- .' ---- -.---------.----

335",5"35'" 

---j-----l-----... -. _._._---.. - -----/-------_ ... _-

It 3 .... liZ zzz 332 sse. 

SIS",5S5 

-.---'--------_.- --------
S'15) 55$" 

43 



SUB 
SY>1 

S;;S/oJ;'f!> 
$'(11 

COMP sul3 

364 
~D~A~T~A==~~.~t-l ~JJ·::_-_.,,[9JLi.1Y 

\ _4 GROVNQ :;TA,C EC.lRRUI!,NG-

4_1 EXCI-r€1) STA1", SORRoW:NG-

4+ 

---1-----1-------- 1------1.--.---. -.--... ---.--.---. 

5/~, 545, 55!;" 

..... _ ..... _._._-----
5"2.S, 53S", S,)S" 

---f-~-'.'---I------- ~. ---- e---- .. __ -1 __________ - __ J 
4'\:5,545 

. _ .. __ ._ ... _---- -----_._-_._._-

----- 1--_._--_ ... -.---~-.. --__ ._--,-__ _ 

~\- 1 ~"'.-11'---~---·---~ I- ~ 1: sue/Vl8 
~~I:: ).J..Ar>l1 $'('1 
HI-~I-r-~=-~~~-#------~--------~--------+---------+---------4---------------------4 , .( /:I, COfo1P Sus 
; ",!- z. _5_'(_"'.-=-* ___ --1 _____ -1------ --------.---1:....-------------1 
6~ ~ 'A II II, S"IVV1S 
6 ~ ~ ~ f'"i~ '('()l sv>t 

~~~t COI1P i~~ 
<: t:,t 3 -.. .... - ----- -.--~_l----_I_.----- ------------1 
1: 1I" 11. II 1M. Sue/VIS 

III "r"" SV>f 

III 
I 

It 3+ Ill. ZZZ 3'3Z ssz. 

--- --'- ----. -----.-- ... - .. --.----- ... --------1------1 

-------- "-*.-+---.-- --------_ .. - ------------- --.-----

34-
. _ ... _ .. _-- -_. ---.- .. -- ------ -.---~ 

432,4'33 

'I 



DATA SHEET FOR Ctv 
I-tS 
S-tl 

II 2.2. 

GROVNO STA",\e EORRoWING
EXCITED STATe: 130~RoWING-

33 « S5 

365 

__ ~ ______ l~ __ 13 14 15 

II L?- 33 

IZI,Iz.5 1"31,135 1+1,1+5 /IS" 
III -izi-2:2:2- -133.3f3 -;-.r;4i+ ---- - ---------------

liS SIS" zz.1s2.S 3?S" 5?'~ HS s+~ SIS,5ZS',53S)5t5 

IZ IS IZS 132.,135" 1+2., ItS 12S' 
-~ ~---~-- ---- ---- -- - - - - -------- --- - --- -- --------

"L,I2.' IZ'Z. +3l.,433 3+2,3++ 
'IS SIS nS" 525 335 S"3S' .. +S- S+S SIS, Sz 'S, 53 5, 5-+5 

--- --------:;- ------ ------------ - --~-- ---- -------------
SIS, Sz..S,S3S, 5+5 

---1----'--- ------ -------- ---~-/-----------l 

-- -----

" 22 33 44 

-~~-. ---

--

I 

II 2?- 33 ++ 

---

Iz. 3+ liZ, zzz 33Z, ssz. 
COI'1I' ~~~ Z. 2/,22 23,2'f-

1 --------- --=----- ..1L-----------------__ -I ______ I ___ ~___l r .. ·lIe./y·g 
- ~ ~m~1~rll--~sv~~~t_--_+----1_----~IZ.-I~)-'Z-2~~-I~Z.~Z~~3~t~)~,~3~+~2~+~3~+~,~+~3~Z.4_--------_! 
~ COMP ;~~ 

~ ~ Z~,uj '5v9/1118 --- ~---+---___l----- ------ -----1---- ------
~ _ me z. :sv'"' ')2.S,SSS 

~..J COI'1P ;~~ ...!-_ Z/,2.?- ~_~4 
z ~J'-~~i ;~~~8: --+-12---' ,-I-a-2-- -~~~--- --3-+-3-,3-+-2.++-"3-.,..-,-+-3-

Z
--t-------l 

a COMP sve 
+ :-S=--V~'"'~f-_-I-____ + __ ------- _ ------____________ -------+-----t-------l 

)kYYl,. SU:~~8 5Z.S I SS$" 



DATA 
Z-tS 
S-+Z 

I II zz. 

Z. 2.1 

zz II 

GROVNQ :STATE 1=>OR({OWING

EXC,T€tl STATE: eO~ROW'Nc;. 

33 4-+ 

H 23 

366 

55 

2S' 
.. -. -- ------_._-----------

4+ 33 

i 

COM P SuB 

Z ~~""- --- -------- ---
11, Uz. Sva/vlf!, 
,- /- ~'(M 

ZIz',Z.IS 2.+2.) 2.+S 232.,2.35 22.S" 

ZZZ 
z.z.s 5~ 

2/1) III 
liS 5,5 

2++,444-
445 545 

233,33J 
n5535 515)525)535,5+5 

215 2+1, US 211 ,23S" _-:---_215 
2al,211 211 3+1 ,34+ 43

'
,+33 

Z2.5 sa!> liS 515 +ts S'fS 335_ S3S SIS) 52.5) 535,S4S 

--c------'- - -----I-------I---------f---------------
$"15,525) S35, 545' 

----/----'--1------ .. ------- -----1-----------

_____ 1-___ +--'--____ ----------1 

II 4+ 

----- -----l-----+-~----l 

2.11 "'3t,+31 +3+,+32. 

III '" 



<: 
o 
l
e. 
ct: 
o 
If) 

(!\ 
<{ 

COt'lP su(3 

367 

DATA SH~J-L'-£9K (j-{ 
3 _ S GROUNQ STAlE EORR.OWING-

s~ 3 EXCITED STATE: aO~ROWING-

\I 33 55 

--=3~_-l ___ ---l ___ ..:3:_4-,--_ . ~~_~ I __ 35'" 
~ .~~-- .. ~-~-------i 

33 4+ " zz. 

~~~~ .-~ .... 

34'?>,HS' 313,31S 32.'3, 3l S" 3"3S 
313 H4,4'H-~ 

--_. --------.----
'311 , 11/ lZ.1., 2.21. 5'S') 52 5", 535") 545" 315" 53$" 4+5,S+5 11$ $,S Z"S" S2.$" 

3+5" 31+) 31S ·1L+,lZ..) 345 
1 

3~}3-K 3 .. 4- 2 1+> 2.1 ,--i 1Z.4,IZZ 
-----.--_. 

:n 51$' 4tS 5fS I'S SIS' 2.2552.$" 51S', 52S', 53S",S+5" 

--+----+---~___l~-~--- ~-~ . ____ c--___________ . __ _ 

5'Sj5ZS, 535",545" 

1 1 2z. 

~1-2 1 ~~--~I'---~------- --------t-------i------~------------~ 
OS t ~ 1: "... SUS/v. a 
~>I::: il'<l~t'>Il SY'1 ~~~I-r-~~~~_i----_t--------+_-------+--------+--------+------~----------~ 
I <~. Co,",p SUI; '3 
j~w~ ~ _s_~~~~~·I~---I~-----~- ---~~------I---~--_+--·------------~ 
;S~~AII .... suc,'YlS 
5~ t;~ ~n.'fY\1 SY'1 

I, zz. 
... ~,,~ co~F" sua 
~ t2 3 __ S'i',,:! .. _1_ . .,-_______ I-------I-------+--------I------$-S'-----------1 
1: \J " III. " SUS/v.s 
. .:\ v-'r'l'I'\ Sy., 

IZ 34 liZ ZZ2 332 4+z.. sse. 

>
I-

SUB 4 +~ .... ~ +1,42. 
S~.., ','T'T 2.1 we-Iv,s - -- -------- -~-----I---~-_f------_l---------I 
5'("". 34'3)34-9 3# 1Z.'>fl.'" ZI2,2.I+ 

::. COMP ;~~ 
~ ~ z. ~ -- r----I----~-.---- .-----.- '------------- f---~-.-----_1 

(i 'm~Pz. SYt1 5t5,55S 
~ ~~~~i_~-r~_t~~----~------~----+-----~~~~~ 
l-.J COMP sus + 43+.·"I:,,4Z. 
.~ 5 1'-; Y>1i ~~~B~ --' - ~~·~'---l--3-4_-3-, 'l-.. -.~--l----3-++·--I1--,-Z.-,-) -, z.-.. --I-Z-I z.-,-z--,-.. -+---------I 

§ ~C~OM-P~~s~u~e~-----t-----r----~~~~~~~~~~~~-+=:~~~~--------~ 
+ _S_~_ ... _'__lh ___ ~--_4-~-_- ____ ~ _________ ~---.. ----I----l_-----__l 

jJ..'fl1t. ~u:4:':s SZS,S5S 



SUB 
SY>1 

SUS/V;r. 
SYI'\ 

COMP SuC! 

H,+S 

-
i3;4S 

368 

DATA SH~f~ 
4- ...... 5 GRQVNf) STAiE: 'CORQO'liING-

S-'t+ EXCITE\) STATE" EO~RoWI"'& 

+3+,+35" -4-1+,42.5" 4,4)+15" 44S-
4++ +3"?>,3]1 +1'2.,2.., +11,11' 

S,S-,52.5,535, S"4-S 4+5" S+S 335" S"3S" 2.15 S.S liS" S,S 

43S" 423 )+1S' 4'3,ilS 43S 
443,+?3 "1-33 m-; .22 

" ---'--
2 13,2.11 5/5, SZ.S,S3S,S4-S ++5" HS" 315 5'35" n.>SLS liS" SIS" 

!ih-, 1 .!..:-:..':".- ---/----- t--------jr-----+----+-----------l 
~t<:l: " .. , SUS/VIB 
~ > I ~ I'-"}-'1 r>ll SY'1 
H~w~r-~~~~~~---~--------+_--------~------_4--------~-----~----------_4 
I v,l:I. COMP sue 4 
,.<. <. Sy" 
j~w· ~ ;:~~~~---I----_+------~---~·------_+---------~ S"< _"" SUIl/VlII 5; ti~ ~r1"""1 SY'1 33 2.2...11 

~ 'a ~~ Co"'~ SUB S 5" 
~~.;' 3 _,'5'('" 1 _______ -j ______ j ______ _+---'----I-----------I 
1: If "'11l_" ""sus/v.a 

·oJ rr"-" SV'1 

It 3+ II~ zzz sse. 

,z.,) IZ3 

53S) 555" 



sua 
SY>1 

369 

DATA SHEJ;T FOR eft 
5 ....... 1 
1~5 

II 2.1. 

GROVNQ STATE BOR.R-OWING

EXCI"T"Et> STATE: 13ol1.R.oWIN/T 

33 5S 

51 51.,53,5+ --,----- ----- - --- ___ 1 ______ ------

55 55 

SuS",,,!, ---- ------ - --- --- -- -------- ------------------
II 

~"'M 

--+-------1-------- --- ------c---- --. -- -----1------.--------,----------
511 ,S" 12 , 51 '3 , 51+ 

------ -----,-----------

5 
·-------f----I------------------------l 

55 5S 55' 

COI'IP sue 

@~2 1 ~'1_ --- -----------~--t-----j----_j---------_1 
\)t~!:: "_" _, ~Ull/v'B 
g ~! ~ iI""~ r>ll S'(., 
Hr·~rr_~~~~~~----t_------~--------_+--------~--------4_----------------~ 
\ ,,~, COt-lP sue 5 
;: ",:' z. _.s~~ --- ------j-- ----I-----l------t-------'----------l 
:5<: < ~ /J. IJ. Suw.,s 
5~ ~~ 0r1"", 5"''1 

~ ~ ~~ CO>1f' SUB 1 I 
4: '=~ 3 _S"'M -- ---- ---------I-----j----+---- ---~------_tl 
l: U.. 11_.. 5U3/.,/3 

.:l '-'1"'111"\ SV'1 

-' I-
<~ 
O! 
":> 

-
COt-lP 

1 

mifl 

sue 5,.., 
we-Iv'S 

SYM 

5 _ .. -._-- S5 5'5 --_. -- ------ ~ ._--- --
555 55S 55'S 

---I------ --.---- ---___________ _ 

I lol ) S I Z. 

5'S ~-' 
z< 

\J 

COMP i~~ 

t t-'!f---:-'-J~m~1-:-SU;;:y;;;/~;_'B_jI_------+_----+-.. ---------+I---S".~-s~-s-__ .. --+-----s--s--s----I·f--~~S'~s~S~~::~~5'~5~S:..-~~----_-_-_-_--1 
o COMP ~~~ 

/J~IM_ SUS/VIS ---1------
~ .. " ~"'fH IZ2.,512. 



~~-~ ~"~,~o~ 
50P'1r:-,.{ "1"!o. _~,....,t"\['TrtlE"S __ 

-- 5u9 
2 COMP 5,,>1 
() 1 --
i= j-!,jJ1 

sua/t'G 
Co.- ~"'f1 
(I: sua ,:5!. COMP 

SY>1 
(!I Z 

Sus/oJ;& <:( /,-zJ'-z. S'(M 

MOOC" 4 P'E~"vRBATI"" 
C.GI'1PO..,0l15 S .. ~"C-,,:::IU -+ 

CO>1P SU8 

1 s'("1 ---
~- n'\Pl 

Sua/ •• s 

t SYt1 

? COMP :;UI3 

.J -I- Z 
5'(11 

':ivaN,s <.:t m~jJ.1. el_ S'(11 
::. 
!{J COMP SUB 

S"I'I 
20< 3 walv,s: u 

i)All'\11 l-
S'(,., 

"- So.IG 0 CaMP 
+ SVI1 

jk'«lt. SUB/VIS 
S"fH 

\I 

~ 

DATA SHE.ET FOR Ctv 

Zz. 

GRQVNl) STAle 1:;ORf<OW'NG

EXC,TED $TATEO So.I?RoW""G-

33 44 

370 

---------4------ ----
S~ 

---------------- ----
z.z 

52,55 S"/S",SZ$',53S" ,5'1-S" 

5Z"L 5Z I 5Z+ ---S23 SI/, 5ZZ, 5"33,5"'" 
525555 S'15 5SS" SZS, 555 s2S 555 'Z/,sZ.+ SL3 

SI,55 SIS, 5Z.S", S3S, 5+5" 
--

511 51, 513 51'" - -----------
511 ,SIZ, 513, SI'I 

51S ~S5 SIS 5'5, SI.!> 555 SIS 555 S"4-3 

-
---+--'---+-----1---------- -------- ---------

~ZI,5ZZ,SZ.1)5Z.+ 

------ -----/----------1 

---- -----/----- --'----------4 

55 S"S 

II 

Z IZ. 34- Ill. zzz. 3'3Z ++z. SSz. 

S Ss- s:; 
---

55!> 55!> 55S' S'S!) 

'----- -----.-
zIz,521 

S _ 5S 55" 
---~ c ____ 

'-------
5"55 55"5 5S .. H;~ 

-- -- ---- ------------" ----- ----
2.II,5ZI 

Iii 'I 

"I 



i:~;;rI(~'~ t ~~~;~o~ 
COHP 

sus 
:z S"f1 a 1 ------
i= }-l,j.J.1 

SUS/tIG 
~ 5'('1 
cr SUB a COMP VI SYt1 
(!) z 

Sus/oJ;& « flt!,z. SYM 

II 

DATA SHEET fOR C1'l 

Z2. 

GROVNQ STAie: ~OR.ROWING
EXCITEtl STAiE EOI?RoWING-

33 

371 

55 

5"1,52,53,5'+ S 
--=:"--l~----+----- -----.- - - --- -- --------------

S5 S5 

33 

COMP ~~~ 
3 --- -----l---____1~---____1-------I_- -------+--,-------------

1 •• 11 r1'I_ SUS/VIS r'r2-~ SYM - 53/,532.,533, S"l4 

I COHP ~~~ 

A.r ~ ~ .~. I silsi"Vis 
~; 8:" jJ.tf'i.rrl1 SY.., 

---+-----+------ --- -------~----_1----------___i 

~ ~ 41 ~ c.o..,p SIJS 5" 
~~l!!~ 2. ·~y ... -jl---_l------- ------+------1-----1-----------1 
:t -' ~:c I .. I. SoJS/VlS 
§ s" If''1rl Wlz. S,(M 

~ - 0 ~ '5418 

55" 5"5 55 

~~ %;: COMP SY"; 33 
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